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Abstract 
This thesis is the culmination of a five-year observation of the neo-fascist community on 4chan’s 

/pol/ forum. This observation began at the end of 2016, and continued until the end of 2021, a 

period which included many key moments in the alt-right’s history, such as the period of confidence 

following Donald Trump’s election, the fallout of the Unite the Right rally in 2017, and the turn 

toward terrorism in 2019. Drawing upon this observation, it describes the unique mechanisms 

present on /pol/ that support radicalisation, and analyses how the use of a mythic narrative binds 

the movement together and explains their actions. It is not an exhaustive description of the 

movement or its beliefs – this territory has been covered by others – but instead focuses on using 

dissecting the stories that underpin the movement’s unique and deeply unusual view of reality. It 

discusses their conspiracy theories in depth, along with their mythic relationship to the fascisms of 

the past, and their apocalyptic visions of the future.  
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Introduction 
I first became interested in the alt-right in the period surrounding the 2016 American election, when 

it began to become clear that a dangerous new far right movement was rising to prominence, and 

that that movement had a uniquely online aspect that had not been seen before. Having grown up in 

the early days of the internet I was familiar with 4chan, and was interested to see how it had made 

the transition from a chaotic teenage meme hub to an alt-right fever swamp. 

I began observing the site’s community, and over a period of five years watched how it shaped and 

responded to current events, mapping the dark forms of its conspiracies and mythologies as I went. 

It was not an enjoyable experience; as will become apparent in this thesis, which includes many 

unfiltered excerpts from the discourse I observed there, /pol/’s community was on the whole a 

desperately angry, conspiratorial, and paranoid one. Nevertheless, it was clear that what I observed 

there was not something that could be expected to confine itself only to 4chan, and that it was 

therefore something that needed to be understood. 

In its early days, observing a fringe online community known primarily for its trolling felt at times like 

a somewhat frivolous endeavour, and it was a topic that I had a difficult time explaining to many 

around me, particularly in Aotearoa New Zealand, where a primarily American online neo-fascist 

movement seemed like a particularly distant concern. Over the years, however, its importance has 

become much clearer. Nowhere was this more apparent than in the brutality of the wave of 

ideologically inspired mass shootings in 2019, the deadliest of which occurred just a five-minute 

drive from my university.  

At the time of writing, the power of the alt-right community on 4chan is at what appears to be its 

nadir. It no longer has any clear connection to power, and its ability and willingness to act is 

substantially diminished. It has lost the limited elements of countercultural cache and plausible 

deniability that it once had, and is now unable to hide its extremism from even the most gullible of 

observers.  

Although /pol/’s moment appears to have passed, there remain many important reasons to study its 

methods and its trajectory. The alt-right arose quickly around the central tent-pole of the Trump 

campaign, drawing together what had previously been a loose collection of disparate online 

communities into a movement united primarily by anger and an appetite for destruction. That 

particular coalition may have declined, but the radicalism and misinformation that it spread have not 

gone away, and it is not unreasonable to expect that another far right movement will arise in the 

same fashion at some point in the near future. A similar process has already taken place with the rise 

of the antivax movement in response to Covid-19, which shares many features with the alt-right, 
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including its conspiracism, its radicalism, and even elements of far right politics. The alt-right has also 

given birth to a direct successor in the Qanon movement, whose influence on the American political 

landscape – and increasingly internationally as well – has been undeniable.  

This thesis is designed with the rise of future movements in mind, and describes a number of 

important mechanisms that enabled the alt-right – such as the way that the forum worked to align 

current events with conspiracy in real time, or the way that shifting narratives drove the movement 

to embrace methods of terrorism – that are likely to appear in other radical online movements as 

well.   

Research question 
The question that this thesis answers is:  

What are the unique mythic and conspiratorial structures that influence radicalisation among the 

alt-right community on 4chan’s /pol/ board, and how are those structures maintained within that 

community? 

This question is important because the myths and conspiracies of the alt-right are central to the 

creation and maintenance of the radicalisation process that I observed on /pol/. These mutually 

agreed-upon fictions define the reality of those who view the world through the lens of /pol/, and 

provide the essential motivation for its behaviour. These ideas are not entirely unique to /pol/, but 

are built on a history of similar ideas that has run through Western far right movements for a long 

time. Describing the false reality within which the alt-right on /pol/ situates itself and its own 

necessity, therefore, is essential to building a clear understanding of this group, and to placing any 

related groups that may follow it in context.  

Background 
What is the alt-right? 
The alt-right is a youth-oriented online neo-fascist movement. It arose in the early-to-mid 2010s 

(Wendling, 2018; Hawley, 2017) and came to prominence in the events surrounding the 2016 US 

presidential election. It is leaderless, disorganised, and often swarm-like; features that have at times 

been both its greatest strengths and critical weaknesses. Its fundamental ideology is one of deeply 

conspiracist and white supremacist neo-fascism, and its central mythos is one of the reincarnation of 

a great empire in a coming civil war across the Western world.  

While many aspects of the alt-right are familiar from past far right movements, the most unique 

aspect of the alt-right is its use of the internet and internet culture as a means of radicalising young 

men en masse. The older extreme right have historically been quick to recognise the value of 

emerging computer and networking technologies, and have had a significant presence on online 
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since even before the age of the modern internet (Evans, 2019; Conway, Macnair, & Scrivens, 2019), 

and the alt-right can be seen as the culmination of these efforts. The alt-right represents an alliance 

of these older ideologies with the countercultural enthusiasm of a movement of angry, 

disappointed, and extremely online young men.  

The term ‘alt-right’ itself is a contested one within the movement, but is used here for clarity 

because, although it has largely fallen out of favour, it remains one of the most accurate single terms 

for defining this movement in particular. Other terms preferred by many on /pol/ at various times, 

such as ethno-nationalist or identitarian, lack its specificity to this movement in particular. This is by 

design: the alt-right has in my observation been very conscious of avoiding definitive labels as a 

means of maintaining the ability to plausibly deny the extent of its neo-fascism. As illustrated in 

Figure 1 below, there was a period, broadly from 2016 to 2018, when the movement (at least on 

4chan) was willing to identify itself by the name alt-right, but use of the term has declined 

significantly in more recent years.  

 

Figure 1: The number of posts containing the term "alt-right" on /pol/, organised by year. It should be noted that because it 
records raw numbers of posts, the above graph is significantly affected by the size of the community on /pol/ in total. 
Nevertheless, the changes in the use of the term “alt-right” do not correlate closely to the changes in the total number of 
posts on /pol/ shown in Figure 2 later in this chapter. These data were drawn from the 4plebs.com archive of /pol/, so may 
not include posts that have been deleted from that archive.  

While the alt-right is a large and multifaceted movement, this thesis focuses only on its 

manifestation in one place: the alt-right community on 4chan’s /pol/ board. 4chan is a central place 

for the alt-right, serving as something of a clubhouse for various strands of the movement, but also 

has its own specific subculture, community, and significance. While there are many alt-right 

communities that might be worthy of study, 4chan is one of the best places to understand not only 
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because of its centrality, but because it serves as an onboarding ramp through which new recruits 

are radicalised and inculcated in its worldview. It was also, as will be discussed below, a key place for 

in its original formation.  

A brief history of the alt-right  
The history of the alt-right is long and complex, and has been covered in detail by other authors (see 

for example Beran, 2019; Hawley, 2017; Wendling, 2018). It goes outside the scope of this work to 

reiterate this entire history in detail, but for context I present it in a highly truncated form here. 

The term alt-right was first used in 2008 by Richard Spencer, a former PhD candidate at Duke 

University and far right public figure, to refer to a neo-fascist movement that he was attempting to 

develop. Spencer’s goal was to rehabilitate the image of white supremacy by positioning it as an 

intellectual and countercultural movement for young people dissatisfied with the status quo. Among 

other efforts, Spencer became president and director of National Policy Institute, a far right think 

tank, and owns a publishing company which publishes a far right journal1 aimed at legitimising the 

movement as an academic and intellectual one. While Spencer himself never succeeded in 

establishing a movement united behind his specific banner, for reasons that include a general 

resistance to leadership among the alt-right (this is discussed more in Chapter 2), his influence has 

been significant in defining the terms of the movement in its infancy and establishing its self-

conception as an intellectual counterculture, in contrast to previous neo-fascist movements such as 

elements of the skinhead and militia movements. 

Outside of Spencer’s work, the alt-right originated through a number of separate online 

communities that gradually intermingled over time, and that were then united into relatively 

cohesive whole by the twin events of the Gamergate harassment campaign and the 2016 Trump 

election campaign. These groups include the anons of 4chan; the ‘manosphere’, a loosely 

interconnected network of antifeminist and men’s rights communities such as Incels, Men Going 

Their Own Way, and Pickup Artists; communities relating to more traditional political alignments, 

primarily conservative and libertarian; the communities surrounding the ‘intellectual dark web’2; and 

strains of older-style far right and white nationalist groups.  

 
1 While they may appear relevant, this thesis does not include analysis of any work by Spencer’s journal 
because they were entirely absent from /pol/. Whatever role it may have played initially, I never saw anyone 
on /pol/ engaging with the pseudo-academic work produced by Spencer’s organisations. While the alt-right on 
/pol/ generally considered themselves highly intelligent, there was little visible interest in engaging with this 
type of literature or philosophical material. The relatively limited education of many on /pol/ may have meant 
that they were not well prepared to deal with it – while many posters discussed dropping out of university, few 
appeared to have completed any relevant tertiary qualifications.   
2 The so-called “intellectual dark web” is a loosely-defined group of primarily thinkers and commentators 
defined primarily by their opposition to progressive identity politics, ‘cancel culture’, postmodernism, and 
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A key juncture occurred in the mid-2000s when trolls from 4chan conducted a “raid” (meaning a 

group trolling operation) on the neo-Nazi website Stormfront. Stormfront was a long-running forum 

that had existed as a bulletin board system since 1990, before the advent of the public internet, and 

had become one of the internet’s most significant hate sites. Following this raid, members of 

Stormfront had begun to filter back to 4chan, and began to take up residence in significant numbers. 

Neo-Nazi posters began to overwhelm previously apolitical parts of the site, and in 2011, the 4chan’s 

owner created /pol/ as a “containment board” in the hope of keeping them away from the site’s 

established communities. This was somewhat successful initially, but /pol/ continued to grow in size 

and influence, and far right ideas began to spill over into 4chan’s pre-existing users who, being a 

primarily male, anomic,3 and socially isolated group that was already comfortable with deliberately 

transgressive humour, presented an ideal target market for far right recruitment (Beran, 2019, pp. 

123-125). 4chan had an existing culture of ironic detachment that often revelled in making the most 

offensive jokes possible, and which specifically included a habit of using racial slurs and Nazi 

signifiers in this humour, something which made it especially easy for Stormfront’s neo-Nazis 

integrate themselves within the community and begin the process of converting anons’ ironic racism 

into genuine hate4 (Wendling, 2018, p. 54). Although at this point they were not yet a coherent 

movement, the chance intermingling of these two communities – traditional white supremacy and 

young, tech-savvy internet trolls – was crucial in the development of the alt-right’s unique culture.   

Much of what would become the alt-right was first united by the events known a Gamergate, an 

online harassment campaign – aptly described by the Washington Post as a “freewheeling 

catastrophe/social movement/misdirected lynchmob” (Dewey, 2014) – that positioned itself as a 

movement against feminism and social justice efforts in video games and video game culture. 

Essentially a reactionary movement against perceived female intrusion into what had traditionally 

been a male space, Gamergate united otherwise disconnected groups such as the antifeminists of 

the manosphere, trolls on 4chan, and frustrated male gamers in general into a caustically misogynist 

campaign of online harassment that would serve as a precursor to the trolling efforts later 

conducted by the alt-right (Wendling, 2018, pp. 63-68). This movement was disorganised and 

leaderless (Mortensen, 2016), and did not evolve any particularly coherent ideology, but forged 

important links between groups that were united by an antifeminist sentiment that would 

eventually become a core element of the alt-right.  

 
often veering into concerns relating to conspiracy theories such as Cultural Marxism (which is discussed in 
Chapter 4). While most in this ‘web’ have tended to avoid categorising themselves as right-wing, the concerns 
that they popularised map closely to those central to the alt-right, albeit generally without an explicit focus on 
race.  
3 See Chapter 1. 
4 See Chapter 5. 
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The second event that would define the alt-right was the 2016 American election. As it became 

apparent that Donald Trump was a serious contender for presidency, many of the same groups that 

had been involved in Gamergate rallied behind his campaign. As Beran (2019) explains, this appeal 

was a complex one borne of long-term dissatisfaction and hopelessness: 

A generation born from 90s nihilism learned an old lesson anew: the ad was real, but the product 

wasn’t. The screen was more substantial than reality. With the last connections to reality 

dispelled, twenty-first century politics was purified into its essence. Young voters chose the 

candidate who would provide the best entertainment value. And who better to purchase a new 

ad campaign from than a former reality TV star? 

Gamergate was a “consumer revolt” agitating for a fundamental right to be deceived by 

corporations in ways that most pleased them. And Trump, too, as the prince of puffery, was an 

invocation of the same right – to choose the liar, the fantasy, the troll. 

And as a bonus, he was what the beta5 losers wanted to be: a winner who presented access to 

the winner’s world while somehow also being a loser like them. Boorish, brash, ill-mannered, he 

was, to his fans’ delight, an insult to everyone. (p.153) 

Trump appealed to many of those who had been involved in Gamergate because of his 

unrepentantly problematic behaviour towards women, and appealed to the far right on /pol/ 

because he showed many pseudo-fascist tendencies (Paxton, 2021). As a political outsider whose 

presence posed a genuine danger to established systems of government, he also appealed to the 

chaotic instincts of many disaffected online trolls, including those on 4chan, who saw his campaign 

and possible presidency as a trolling effort on an unprecedented scale. As opposed to the rather 

niche appeal of Gamergate, the broader significance of a political campaign also drew in supporters 

in much greater numbers. This campaign also resulted in the creation of the Reddit community 

r/the_donald, which was a key community for the alt-right alongside 4chan. At the time it was 

banned from Reddit in 2020, for reasons that included hate speech and encouraging violence, the 

community had almost 800,000 members (Allyn, 2020). 

When this research began in late 2016, the alt-right were at or approaching the height of their 

significance. Donald Trump had recently won the 2016 US election and was awaiting inauguration, 

and the rhetoric on /pol/ at the time showed that many there felt the alt-right had played a large 

part in his success through their campaigns of trolling and what they called ‘meme magic’ (which is 

discussed in more detail in Chapter 1). The alt-right had also been brought to prominence in political 

discourse by Hillary Clinton, who had attempted to warn the public about the white nationalist 

elements within Trump’s supporters, but in doing so had given the movement an enormous boon of 

publicity and notoriety (Hawley, 2017, pp. 121-126). They were broadly confident that Trump 

 
5 “Beta” is a self-descriptor used on 4chan in contrast to so-called ‘alpha males’. The significance of such 
terminology is discussed in Chapter 1. 
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intended to become something at least similar to a fascist dictator, and that his reign would bring 

about the social changes that their movement desired.  

At the time, it was not widely understood that the alt-right was a neo-fascist movement – they had 

effectively shrouded their activities in places outside of their online communities in plausible 

deniability, tending to present themselves as nationalists, boundary-pushing counterculturalists, and 

as simply a younger, more alternative wing of the political right (Hawley, 2017, pp. 139-158). While 

their taste for Nazi symbology was not especially well hidden, 4chan’s reputation for using these 

symbols ironically and without political intention meant that many who were familiar with chan 

culture were dismissive of their significance. Their success in this regard, and the feeling that they 

were supported by Donald Trump, meant that the movement was highly confident that it would 

continue to succeed.  

During this time there was briefly what appears to have been a meaningful distinction between two 

subsections within this movement – the alt-right and the alt-lite. While the alt-right during this 

period was essentially as it was throughout the period under study – openly neo-fascist – the alt-lite 

represented the movement’s more moderate fringes, and specifically rejected (or claimed to reject) 

the white identity and racist elements of its ideology (Hawley, 2017, pp. 139-158). It appears likely 

that many within this sphere genuinely believed that the movement was not a fascist one, and that 

its use of the language and signifiers of fascism was simply an ironic protest against political 

correctness. It was also clear, however, that in many cases this represented an expedient position to 

take publicly, both for reasons of avoiding negative social repercussions personally and for the 

survival of the movement (Atkinson, 2018). During this period I frequently saw posters on /pol/, for 

example, advise each other to “hide your power level”6 by maintaining plausible deniability around 

the more extreme elements of their belief. Many public figures and publications associated with the 

alt-right during this time, such as Milo Yiannopoulos,7 Lauren Southern,8 and Brietbart News,9 could 

be considered alt-lite, presumably because it was in their interest to avoid associating themselves 

with the movement’s more extreme elements. The viability of this position declined substantially 

 
6 “Power level” is the term used on /pol/ for a person’s level of radicalisation. Hiding one’s power level could 
mean obfuscating neo-fascist beliefs in the style of the alt-lite, or hiding far right beliefs entirely. The term is a 
reference to the manga/anime Dragon Ball, where characters have a ‘power level’ that illustrates their fighting 
power.  
7 Milo Yiannopoulos is a British far right commentator, public speaker, and writer. He was the editor of 
Brietbart’s technology section, and was an important figure within the Gamergate campaign.  
8 Lauren Southern is a Canadian far right YouTuber and media personality 
9 Brietbart News is a far right news website that deliberately aligned itself with the alt-right during the period 
surrounding the 2016 US election. Steve Bannon was the outlet’s executive chairman from 2012 until 2016, 
when he stepped down to become Donald Trump’s campaign chief, and later Senior Counsellor to the 
President.   
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following events such as the Unite the Right rally in 2017 and the 2019 8chan shootings, however, as 

the alt-right’s neo-fascism became impossible to deny. While no credible census of the alt-right 

exists, it appears likely that many among the alt-lite pivoted away from the movement after these 

events.  

This period also led to a surge in the formation of alt-right affiliated real-world groups. As a 

decentralised, leaderless, and online-only movement, the alt-right had no capacity for officially 

endorsing a real-world wing of its movement. As a result a wide range of groups have emerged 

across the world, with varying ideologies and goals. 

During 2016 and 2017, the alt-right undertook a short-lived campaign of action in the USA with the 

goal of establishing themselves as a real-world political force. Through a series of staged events 

designed to create protests and counter-protests, alt-right groups including members of the 

community on 4chan became regularly involved in violent public confrontations with antifascist 

(antifa) groups. As these battles became more common, both sides began to fight in costume, with 

many antifascists dressed in black bloc and the alt-right appearing in outfits of goggles, gas masks, 

and wooden shields designed to resemble makeshift knights or gladiators. Discourse on /pol/ during 

this time was often focused on sharing videos of successes, and critiquing failures in these brawls. 

Although the fights themselves were often awkward and unimpressive, those who were able to hold 

their own (or look the part) were essentially given positive coverage by a horrified news media, 

while fighters who could not were very publicly mocked. This rash of violence came to a head at the 

Unite the Right rally in Charlottesville, Virginia in 2017, where far right demonstrators clashed with 

counter-protesters over two days, and a parade of young men marched at night with burning 

torches chanting, “Jews will not replace us.” Where previously the alt-right had tended to conceal 

their neo-fascism in their real-world activities (although often only half-heartedly), marchers in 

Charlottesville were much more overt, with many openly carrying swastika flags and other obvious 

signifiers.  

When an alt-right demonstrator killed an anti-fascist protester with his car on the second day, 

however, what had begun as a public relations coup for the alt-right quickly turned into a rout as 

intense media and law enforcement scrutiny resulted in swathes of bare-faced alt-right 

demonstrators being identified and doxed10 (see for example McKay, 2017; Pasha-Robinson, 2017). 

A range of charges and lawsuits followed, and in 2021 a Virginia jury found that the event’s 

 
10 ‘Doxing’ is the act of posting a person’s details – such as their name, address, and workplace – online and 
linking their offline life with their previously anonymous online activity. This is often used as a tool of violence 
by online political movements because it places an individual in danger of being targeted in their offline life. In 
this case, victims reported losing jobs, friends, and family as a result of their affiliation becoming public.   
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organisers (including Richard Spencer) “conspired to intimidate, harass or commit acts of violence” 

and awarded $26 million in damages to victims (Silverman, Shapira, Jackman, & Cox, 2021). 

Following that event, the online alt-right quickly and near unanimously pivoted away from 

demonstrating and street fighting (Atkinson, 2018). Some alt-right affiliated groups – most notably 

the Proud Boys – have continued to engage in real-world action and street fighting, and it does not 

appear that political street fighting overall in the USA has subsequently declined in any sense, but I 

observed that the alt-right on /pol/ almost entirely rejected such methods after this point.  

By mid-to-late 2017, I observed a growing disappointment with the Trump administration on /pol/. 

As well as the absence of any serious efforts to “drain the swamp” and build a border wall, many of 

his supporters there had expected a dramatic seizure of total power mirroring those of Adolf Hitler 

or Benito Mussolini, and were beginning to realise that his ambitions and ability to enact change 

were much more limited than they had imagined. A sense of defeat and betrayal settled upon the 

board, and by 2019 anons were regularly referring to a feeling that they were living in a “clown 

world” – meaning that they felt reality had taken a turn toward the tragic and the absurd. This 

disillusionment was not total or permanent – they remained broadly supportive of Trump, and 

continued to enter periods of hopefulness whenever events could be interpreted as possibly turning 

in their favour, for example during the 2020 George Floyd protests, which they briefly hoped to see 

result in a far right crackdown – but they never returned to the level of optimism and enthusiasm 

that had been apparent in 2016 and early 2017.  

Charlottesville, in combination with deepening disillusionment with the Trump administration, 

resulted in a significant loss of momentum for the alt-right from the end of 2017 onwards. Anons on 

/pol/ no longer felt that they could achieve what they wanted through legitimate political means, 

and began theorising about alternatives. The most significant outcome of this was a rise in the 

popularity of accelerationism – the idea that for society to undertake significant change, the existing 

order must be encouraged to fail first – and it became common for posts on /pol/ to articulate a 

vision for success that began with a campaign of terrorism and violent underground resistance as a 

catalyst.11 This rhetoric made its way into reality in 2019 with the string of mass shootings often 

referred to as the 8chan shootings. The first was the mosque shootings in Christchurch, New Zealand 

on the 15th of March, when a gunman attacked two mosques, killing 51 people. The next was on the 

27th of April, when a man attacked a synagogue in Poway, California and killed one. The final 

 
11 It must be noted that this thinking is far from new among the far right, and in fact might be more accurately 
said to be the default, with the period of hope for a political solution that surrounded the Trump campaign 
being an aberration. One of the foundational text of the modern far right, for example, William Luther Pierce’s 
The Turner Diaries (1978), articulates an accelerationist vision that is essentially the same as the one arrived at 
by the alt-right during this period.  
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shooting was on the 3rd of August, when a man attacked a Walmart store in El Paso, Texas and killed 

21 people, primarily Latinos.  All three shooters posted on 8chan prior to their attacks, and while 

their targets differed, they were all united by alt-right ideology. The Christchurch shooter, as the first 

and most successful of this group, became something of a hero to the movement, and continues to 

appear in memes and artwork as a character called “Saint Tarrant”12. While it was feared at the time 

that these attacks would continue, the numbers of those willing to throw their lives away for the 

advancement of the movement were apparently exhausted, and no further shootings occurred.  

Because of its decentralised and leaderless nature, these attacks resulted in few direct 

consequences for the movement as a whole. Many within the movement feared that sites like 4chan 

and 8chan would be shut down as a result, but even this did not occur, barring some interruptions 

for 8chan after it was dropped by its DDoS protection provider (Paul, 2020), after which it re-

emerged as 8kun.  

Since the end of 2019 the alt-right on /pol/ have been in something of a holding pattern. They briefly 

re-energised in support of Donald Trump’s 2020 election campaign, but not to anywhere near the 

degree that they had managed in 2016. The community was notably disengaged from the US capitol 

insurrection on January 6 2021, with few visible /pol/ symbols present among the demonstrators 

there, and limited organising taking place on the forum itself.  

The number of posts to the forum remains high, but previous levels of enthusiasm and direction are 

noticeably missing, and a mood of pessimism and paranoia reigns. Whether the movement can be 

revived – likely by a change in the winds of external political events – remains to be seen. 

4chan 
4chan is a type of forum known as an imageboard – an online forum with a focus on images, where 

users start threads by posting an image and accompanying text, and where users’ replies can include 

images as well. While in practice this definition is no longer meaningful (almost all forums allow 

image-heavy posting) the term imageboard is also used to refer to a specific imageboard software, 

most of which is based on the Japanese website Futaba Channel (www.2chan.net) which has a 

distinctive simplistic visual style and notably user-unfriendly interface. 

4chan was created in 2003 by a fifteen-year-old boy named Christopher “moot” Poole as a tool for 

sharing anime pornography (Beran, 2019, pp. 49-53). Poole had been a regular poster on a forum 

called Something Awful, which was one of the largest and most culturally influential forums on the 

internet at the time, but grew frustrated with its strict rules, and whether consciously or not he 

 
12 See page 211. 

http://www.2chan.net/
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designed 4chan essentially to be its opposite: as open and unstructured as possible, where content 

that was popular with users rose to the top, no matter what it was. When Something Awful’s owner 

banned a popular genre of animated pornography from the site, 4chan quickly became a popular 

alternative. Over time the site grew to become a central source of online culture in the mid-to-late 

2000s.  

As a result of these origins and original userbase, 4chan has always conceived of itself as a place for 

nerds, losers, and social outcasts. Stereotypes of the site’s users tend to focus around ideas of an 

overweight, unemployed, socially-awkward young video game and anime enthusiast – an identity 

that has been embraced by its community (Sparby, 2017; Beran, 2019). 

4chan’s community originally had no political element to it, and throughout much of its life has had 

no association with the far right, but from the early 2010s onwards became host to a growing white 

supremacist population that gravitated toward the forum’s lax rules and its population of disaffected 

and impressionable young men (Beran, 2019, pp. 123-136).  

There are other ‘chan’ forums (referred to collectively as ‘the chans’), the majority of which draw 

their inspiration from 4chan, and which use this distinct style. These communities often adopt 

derivative names to signal this connection, such as 3chan, endchan, Ponychan, and most famously 

8chan. Some of these sites were explicitly formed around alt-right communities, but many have no 

relation to political topics at all. Mirroring 4chan’s own origins, many of these chans were created by 

users seeking to escape censorship by 4chan’s moderators, and often have a specific focus such as a 

single fandom or type of media. 

The two design features that make chan-style forums unique are the ephemerality of posts and the 

ability to post anonymously and without registration. No account is needed for users to make a post, 

and (unless the user chooses to post under a name, which is rare) a post displays no identifying 

information about its author except the country from which they are posting. This makes the site 

and its community highly accessible – where other forums have barriers to entry such as reputation 

scores, permanent records of a user’s posts, or registration costs (its progenitor Something Awful for 

example takes the opposite approach and charges ten US dollars to register) any user can easily 

access and post on any part of 4chan with little or no prior knowledge. This anonymity is so central 

to the site’s community that the default term used to refer to other posters is often to call them 

“anons”. Once a thread is posted to 4chan, it lasts only for a limited time before being deleted, 

meaning that users must be on the board around the time that it is posted in order to be able to 

interact with it. The amount of time a thread stays on the board is determined by the number of 
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comments it receives, with unpopular threads being deleted as quickly as a few minutes, while 

popular threads may stay active for a number of hours (Shedd, 2015, p. 5).   

A cultural feature that has defined the community on 4chan is its distinctly hands-off moderation, 

and a sense among its community that it was a laissez-faire place where almost anything can be said 

and done as long as it is entertaining. As Dale Beran (2019, p. 61) explains, this was based on a belief 

that if anything was allowed, the things that were most interesting would succeed naturally: 

…4chan defined itself as a pile of garbage posting with no rules (what later became known as 

“shitposting”), and so replicated the competitive evolutionary games [biologist Richard] Dawkins 

and his peers ran on the first PCs, where strategies “lived or “died” based on how many times 

they were repeated. Except instead of virtual animals, the competitors were jokes in the form of 

recaptioned cartoons and images or snippets of text, which “survived” and were replicated if 

they were sufficiently funny. 

The extent of this freedom is often overstated, however, and it must be noted that while the 

community is tolerant of many behaviours that would not be accepted anywhere else, there is still a 

significant moderator presence on the site, with posts often being removed and users regularly 

banned. The site’s administrators have also engaged in significant attempts to shape the behaviour 

of its community on many occasions, the most obvious of which was an attempt to funnel the site’s 

far right users away from the main boards by creating /pol/ as a “containment board” in 2011 

(Wendling, 2018, pp. 53-54). 

This ephemerality, anonymity, and (perception of) laissez-faire moderation contribute to a 

community that has often been motivated by a desire to push cultural taboos and boundaries as far 

as they can go, and whose sense of humour is often centred around being as offensive as possible.  

Chan-style forums are typically divided up into a number of boards, each with different topics, rules, 

and moderation teams. On 4chan, the community character of each of these boards is distinctly 

different. The part of 4chan that has traditionally been most influential is its /b/, or ‘random’ board, 

which allows discussion on all topics, and which generally functions as a central space around which 

other boards’ communities orbit.  

The most significant of these boards, for our purposes here, is /pol/, or Politically Incorrect, which is 

ostensibly the site’s politics forum, but in fact is essentially a dedicated space for neo-fascists and 

white supremacists. While data regarding the number of posts on each forum is limited, /pol/ is 

widely understood to be one of 4chan’s largest boards. As shown in Figure 2 below, the number of 

posts on /pol/ each year numbers in the tens of millions.  
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Figure 2: The number of posts on /pol/ by year from 2014 to 2020. These data were drawn from the 4plebs.com archive of 
/pol/, so may not include posts that have been deleted from that archive. The /pol/ board was created in 2011, but 4plebs 
archives do not appear to be complete prior to 2014. Because they are derived from an external source, the exact 
limitations of these data are not clear. 

Demographics 
The alt-right community on /pol/ shows clear signs of being overwhelmingly white, male, and young 

in demographic composition. Two of these factors are maintained by prejudices – the site’s 

membership holds highly patriarchal and misogynist views with regard to gender, and white 

supremacist views in relation to race – while the youth element is derived from the fact that 4chan 

has always been something of a youth space, beginning with a millennial cohort in their early teens 

in the early 2000s (Beran, 2019) that has to some degree aged alongside the platform.  

It has been widely observed that the alt-right – both on 4chan and in the wider sense – is a 

movement dominated by men (Bowman & Stewart, 2017). While no credible surveys of 4chan’s user 

demographics exist, it has long been understood to be a space dominated by men and teenage boys, 

even prior to the emergence of the alt-right. 4chan’s advertising page estimates the site’s overall 

demographic as 70% male, aged 18-34, college educated or enrolled, and interested in “Japanese 

culture, anime, manga, video games, comics, technology, music, movies” (4chan, n.d.), although it 

appears unlikely that this assessment is based on any actual survey, and appears instead to reflect 

broadly accepted understandings of the site’s userbase. Based on an analysis of discourse on 4chan’s 

/b/ board, which can be presumed to have similar demographic composition to /pol/, Whitney 

Phillips (2015) determined that most users are millennials aged between 18 and 30, have enough 

free time and money to indicate some degree of economic privilege, and are primarily American in 

nationality and outlook. She observes that the discourse on 4chan has a strongly androcentric and 
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white-centric style that presumes a white male viewpoint as a default, regardless of users’ actual 

gender or race, but notes that it may be that non-male or non-white participants may be “either 

consciously of subconsciously performing whiteness” or masculinity as a means of fitting in. 

There is also a strong sense that 4chan has always been a ‘boys club’ in which women are outsiders 

by default. As Phillips (2015) explains in relation to /b/: 

although it is not possible to prove definitively that all trolls on /b/ are biologically male, the 

ethos of /b/ is unquestionably androcentric— that is, it privileges male-focused attitudes and 

behaviors—again pointing to why I tend to use the male pronoun when describing on-site 

behaviors. In addition to revelling in sexist tropes (one common response to female presenting 

posters is “get back in the kitchen and make me a sammich”) and deriding posters who come 

forward as female (the standard response being “tits or gtfo,”13 i.e., “show us your breasts or 

leave”), the board presupposes the maleness of participants. (pp.54-55) 

This androcentricity was only deepened on /pol/, and it was clear from my observations that the 

community there is almost exclusively male. Users regularly identified themselves as male, and there 

was a strong presumption among posters that they were speaking to an audience composed entirely 

of other men. When users post advice, for example, it was always advice for men – such as how to 

meet a suitable woman, or how to increase testosterone – and never for women. The way women 

were spoken about in general was deeply misogynist, showing a lack of respect that often verged 

into outright hatred. Where on other parts of 4chan it is uncommon but not unusual for posters to 

identify themselves as female (reflecting the demographics cited above), I observed only a handful 

of posts identifying female users in the five years I spent on /pol/. 

It is also important to note that the community on /pol/ is a highly international one, with posters 

from all over the world. I observed it to be significantly American in focus, with the majority of 

posters coming from the USA, but with high numbers of posters from other countries in evidence. 

This could be assessed because /pol/ includes a flag showing the location of each poster as part of 

their post data, although it should be noted that users are able to manipulate this flag or replace it 

with ones not indicative of location – a swastika flag, for example, was popular. Although users 

appear to be primarily American in number, in terms of proportionality, Hinez, et al. (2016) found 

that “the top 5 countries in terms of threads per capita are New Zealand, Canada, Ireland, Finland, 

and Australia”. 

Outside of actual nationality, the community itself was extremely focused on the USA, with the 

majority of posts on political issues discussing America, and, as will be discussed in the history 

section below, the arc of the alt-right’s development closely follows the development of events in 

American politics in recent years.  

 
13 GTFO – Get the fuck out. 
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Posts on 4chan 
The text below shows a relatively typical post by a 4chan user discussing the popular conspiracy 

theorist Alex Jones.14  

Is Alex Jones funded by the CIA?  

Anonymous (ID: kcALL03u)  01/10/22(Mon)16:39:19 No.355771001   

>>355771447 >>355771482 >>355771510 >>355771578 

His supplement store is raking in hundreds of millions: 

 

>Alex Jones Raked in $165 Million Over Three Years Selling Supplements and Prepper Gear 

>Financial records obtained by Huff Post reveal the conspiracy theorist was cashing in big as he 

spread lies about the Sandy Hook massacre 

 

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/infowars-store-alex-jones_n_61d71d8fe4b0bcd2195c6562?v7 

 

>“The enemy wants to cut off our funding to destroy us,” Jones said in a 2018 broadcast. “If you 

don’t fund us, we’ll be shut down.” 

>That same year, the Infowars store made more than $56 million in sales. 

 

He's now shilling $300 Reset Wars course, even though you can get it for free at >>>/t/1101400 

The bolded red text in the top line of the post is a thread title, and appears there because this post is 

the start of a new thread. Many of the posts quoted in this thesis are comments on threads, rather 

than posts starting new threads, so do not include these.  

The second line of the post includes the poster’s chosen name – by default this is shown as 

‘Anonymous’ – and a unique ID that is automatically assigned to each poster. These IDs are created 

each time a poster makes a comment in a new thread, and are attached to all of their posts within 

that thread so that readers can keep track of what each poster is saying, but are not board-wide and 

do not follow posters across different threads, and therefore do not allow for any tracking of wider 

user behaviour outside of a single thread.  

The top line also includes the date and time of the post, and a unique comment/post number that 

can be used to locate the comment online. These details have been included on each post quoted 

here because they provide the best possible means of referencing those posts.  

Reply links (the codes beginning “>>355771447” on the third line of the post above) show the 

comment number of the comment or comments that a post is replying to, allowing for multiple 

conversations to occur within the same flow of comments or, as in this case, between threads. These 

have been removed from the majority of the posts quoted in this thesis for purposes of clarity and 

readability.  

 
14 Alex Jones is an American conspiracy theorist who owns and operates the popular Infowars platform, which 
styles itself as a news agency. This platform has made him a central figure in the conspiracy theory community. 
His conspiracism is generally far right in nature, and he has been identified as a key source of the early “red 
pills” that lead many into a journey of conspiracism that ends in the alt-right (Evans, 2018).  
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The text in green is called “greentext”, and is a formatting option for posts on 4chan that is created 

by adding a “>” character at the start of a line. As it is in the post quoted above, greentext is often 

used to differentiate quoted text from the body of the comment, or, as in the quote below, to 

indicate that the poster is telling a story or establishing context. 

Anonymous ID:Zks5XsCm Mon 10 Jan 2022 14:33:33 No.355755892    

> be me (no vax) 

> test positive for covid 

> no symptoms 

thanks for listening to my story 

The posts quoted have not been corrected for spelling or grammatical errors, and swearing and 

racial slurs have not been censored, in order to present these quotes in the most authentic form 

possible.  

For posts that fall outside of the period under study, or which I had not saved and had not initially 

saved and had to return to, the archive of /pol/ posts on archive.4plebs.org was used. 

/pol/’s significance in the alt-right movement 
4chan is one of a number of key platforms for the alt-right movement, but its culture has been 

especially central in evolving the unique nature of the alt-right. As discussed above, the blending of 

Stormfront’s neo-Nazis and 4chan’s trolls and shitposters was a pivotal moment in the evolution of 

the alt-right, and /pol/ was perhaps the most significant of the platforms through which the 

movement evolved and rose to prominence during the 2016 election.  

As a forum that is both very large and very open and relaxed in its moderation, 4chan has remained 

a central space for the alt-right. 4chan has been noted to be a community that is ‘upstream’ of many 

others in the world of the alt-right, with memes, jokes, and terminology appearing there before they 

appear in other more mainstream communities such as those on Reddit and Twitter (Wendling, 

2018, p. 57). While I observed many users identifying 4chan as the space in which they became 

radicalised, and it appears likely that for many 4chan was essentially a mid-point in their 

radicalisation journey. Broadly speaking, the common arc of this journey might be said to begin with 

exposure to conspiracy theories and far right ideas in other places (most prominently YouTube), 

followed by a crystallisation into the specific neo-fascism of the alt-right on 4chan, and finally, for 

those who become the most extreme, a move toward places like 8chan, private communities on 

Telegram, or real-world groups. It is this central role, as a space that converts abstract conspiracism 

into a targeted and dangerous ideology, that makes it a particularly important choice for studying 

and understanding the alt-right.  
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Other communities of interest 
There are a number of other platforms that are or have been central to the alt-right, and which 

might represent comparable avenues for research. At the time that this research began in 2016, the 

Trump-focused subreddit r/the_donald was a similarly important site for the alt-right, albeit perhaps 

with a more exclusively American focus, and remained so until it was banned from the site in 2020. 

Given that Reddit’s rules regarding hate speech are much more restrictive than 4chan’s, however, it 

was also a place where the alt-right could not be as overt about their neo-fascism as they were on 

4chan, but may as a result have been a significant place for the alt-lite (Wendling, 2018, p. 57). Later 

in the research period, the encrypted chat app Telegram also became a significant tool for the alt-

right. There are many large Telegram channels relating to the alt-right, and it is often the app of 

choice for more private communication, including that relating to illegal topics. Many other smaller 

alt-right communities exist online as well.  

The other platform that is particularly comparable to 4chan’s /pol/ is the politics board on 8chan, 

which is also called /pol/ (as are the politics boards on a number of other chans, many of which are 

similar, albeit much smaller). 8chan is essentially a smaller,15 more extreme, and more lawless 

offshoot of 4chan, and its /pol/ board is much the same; in my (limited) observations of the site, I 

found it to be much the same as 4chan’s /pol/, but with a noticeably higher incidence of direct 

threats and overt incitements to violence. While such posting was still relatively common on 4chan, 

it was not generally allowed by the site’s moderators due to risk of exposure to legal consequences, 

something that 8chan’s owners are evidently much less concerned about. I observed on /pol/ a 

general understanding that 4chan was something of an onboarding platform, where people who 

were at an earlier stage in the radicalisation process could come and become radicalised, and that 

8chan was one of a number of places (others being Telegram, smaller explicitly radical websites, and 

real-world groups) where they could go once 4chan was no longer extreme enough. It also appeared 

likely that many posters were active on both 4chan and 8chan simultaneously.  

Primarily offline groups such as the Proud Boys, a primarily American far right group that emerged 

from the alt-lite milieu, or Atomwaffen Division, an alt-right adjacent terrorist network, also 

represent important areas for study. Many of these groups have close links to the alt-right, often 

using sites like 4chan for recruiting and for interfacing with the wider movement, but appear to have 

distinct ideological and local variations. 

 

 
15 Again, no census for these sites exists, so it was not possible to quantify this size difference empirically. 
Anecdotally, however, the turnover of posts on 4chan was much faster, presumably indicating a much higher 
volume of posts and comments.  
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Method – digital ethnography 
The primary research method used in this work was that of digital ethnography.  

Ethnography is a broad-ranging category of research that is often defined as participant observation, 

and involves the researcher entering the group being studied and observing them from within. This 

method offers considerable value as a means of describing poorly understood groups like the alt-

right, and for capturing the essential nuance of how the community affects those who participate in 

it. It is particularly valuable in this case because of the nature of the myths and conspiracy theories 

that were presented on /pol/. Rather than being written down in a key text that could be analysed 

directly, these mythologies were woven throughout the conversation that occurred on the forum, 

constantly being discussed, altered, and rearticulated in an ongoing discursive process, and only 

through in-depth engagement with the community itself could their form be accurately described. 

Ethnographic methods are often used in the study of the far right in general (Linden & Klandermans, 

2007; Kimmel, 2007; Deodhar, 2021), and are beginning to become common in far right online 

spaces as well (Botha, 2021; Forberg, 2021). Ethnography has been identified as a valuable a 

necessary tool for researching the far right, in particular because of a tendency for research to view 

it at a distance (due to the difficulty and danger involved), and to discuss in terms of macro level 

forces what is, for those involved in it, often a deeply personal journey (Blee, 2007).  

Traditional, in-person ethnography was not possible in this case, both for practical reasons – those 

who post on 4chan come from all over the world and do not meet in person to any meaningful 

extent – and for cultural ones. 4chan is fundamentally an online community, and to abstract it from 

that context would be to risk decontextualising it entirely. While those who participate it certainly 

do have complex individual lives outside of what they present online that are worthy of study, this 

research aims to address /pol/ as it appears online in toto, as a coherent thing that is larger than the 

individuals who comprise it.  

Digital ethnography is an emerging field of research that includes a wide range of methods, styles, 

and opportunities (Hjorth, Horst, Galloway, & Bell, 2017). In this case, I chose to approach this 

research in a similar way to that of traditional ethnography, and immerse myself in 4chan in 

essentially the same way that those who post there do: by spending long periods of time reading 

posts and absorbing discourse on the forum. By doing this I gained a sense of how the community 

operated on a daily basis, how it changed over the period under study, and how it responded to 

major events as they occurred. This was at times a highly unpleasant task – the community on 4chan 

is among other things misogynist, racist, conspiracist, and deeply and fundamentally misinformed – 
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but it provided a degree of engagement with the realities of those with whom I shared the forum 

that could not be achieved in any other way.  

Other researchers have used similarly non-invasive methods in studies of 4chan and /pol/, and have 

yielded valuable data. While the majority of such studies have been primarily quantitative (Sparby, 

2017; Papasavva, Zannettou, Cristofaro, Stringhini, & Blackburn, 2020; Hinez, et al., 2016), some 

have used similar methods with considerable success (Phillips, 2012; Wesch, 2012; Ludemann, 2018; 

Colley & Moore, 2020; Botha, 2021; Milanović, 2021). 

The primary component of this ethnography was regular observation of /pol/ in a manner 

approximating that of an ordinary user of the site. I visited the site five days a week, spending 

between 45 and 90 minutes there on each occasion, with some absences during holidays and other 

breaks. In the periods surrounding major events such as the Unite the Right rally in 2017 or the 

Christchurch mosque shooting in 2019 I spent additional time on /pol/ to ensure that I had as 

complete an understanding of the response to these events as possible. These visits were conducted 

at varying times of the day, ranging from early in the morning to late at night, to ensure that I was 

seeing a balanced view of the posts that were being made across different time zones – something 

that is particularly important because of the ephemerality of posts on 4chan. This was conducted 

over a period of five years, beginning in December 2016 and ending in December 2021.  

While observing I took field notes describing my impressions and noting appearances of key themes, 

which is an important component of ethnography (Eriksson, Henttonen, & Meriläinen, 2012). Field 

notes are important not only because they capture relevant information, but because they form part 

of a reflexive process that encourages the ethnographer to consider their choices in selecting things 

as significant– something that is especially important in this case because of the sheer volume of 

posts on /pol/. Particularly interesting or significant observations were saved either by copying the 

post into a document, or by saving the entire thread as an HTML16 file. These saved posts are quoted 

throughout the thesis. Field notes documented the context surrounding each saved post, and where 

posts are quoted in this thesis directly I was able to refer to these notes as well as viewing their 

original context, either by loading an HTML file of the original thread or by viewing an external 

archive of the thread on 4plebs.org, to ensure that my original impressions were accurate.  

The ideas that underpin this thesis are drawn from these observations, and from the notes taken 

during this process. Specific posts are quoted throughout, and are often analysed in specific detail, 

 
16 HTML files save all of the code and media present in a web page, allowing an essentially perfect copy of the 
thread as it was when it was saved to be called up and opened in the browser at any time.  
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but are used only as examples, and it is these wider observations upon which my conclusions are 

based.  

I chose never to post on the site during this process. Aside from wanting to avoid influencing the 

community with my own views and beliefs, there was simply no point: the sheer volume of posts on 

the site was so great that any comments of mine would have been lost among thousands, and the 

site’s anonymity meant that there was little useful way for others in the community to retain any 

sense of who I was anyway. On the surface this represents a deviation from the practices of 

traditional ethnography, where participation is generally regarded as key, but was, notably, not a 

divergence from the concept of observing the forum in the way that an ordinary participant might: 

while no empirical data exist, it is widely accepted on 4chan (and in online forums in general) that 

‘lurking’ – reading but not directly contributing – is in fact a common way of acting as a member of 

the community. Edelmann (2015, p. 160) describes lurking as the “most common or popular online 

behaviour,” meaning that for every active participant in an online discussion, there may be more 

invisible ones lurking and taking the information in. Lurking is often looked down upon as non-

contribution, but also serves as a learning tool: on many forums users are encouraged to lurk before 

posting, and on 4chan specifically posters who contribute poorly may be encouraged to “lurk more.” 

Takahashi et al. (2003) found that although they may not contribute to the discourse itself, “there 

are a considerable number of lurkers who have a strong and wide influence outside the online 

community,” meaning that the lurking population is an important factor that may significantly 

contribute to an online community’s real-world influence. 

While traditional ethnography may present some ethical considerations in terms of obtaining 

consent from those involved, none were present in this case because of the nature of 4chan – the 

entirety of the community under study was published on the open internet, and available to anyone 

who cared to look. Moreover, the anons of /pol/ were well aware that they were being studied, not 

only by myself, but by many eyes. Posts on 4chan often referenced a general understanding that 

they were being observed and studied by all manner of groups, in particular intelligence agencies 

and journalists, with users often reminding each other, to little apparent avail, to regulate their 

speech to avoid opening themselves up to investigation. It was clear, in this sense, that those posting 

on /pol/ had made a considered choice to expose their discourse to the world. Many users appeared 

to enjoy the idea that their idle online posting was the subject of so much attention.  

This is also aided by the condition of anonymity for users on 4chan, which leaves no option for 

individual anons to be identified as a result of this study (Hinez, et al., 2016). As noted earlier I have 

left the post identification data (the date and codes at the top of the post) on each post quoted as a 
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means of referencing, but because the post ID identifies a poster only within a certain thread, there 

is no way for these details to be used to identify the person who posted them, or to see their post 

history outside of that single thread.  

I did eventually come to the attention of the community to a very small degree – following the 

Christchurch mosque shooting anons posted my television appearances to the site,17 and later a 

number of threads appeared discussing a journal article that was drawn from this research,18 but the 

number of other researchers and commentators also discussing the alt-right at any given time meant 

that this was not viewed as especially significant news, and most appeared to find it flattering.  

There are avenues for traditional ethnography in other elements of the alt-right – for example 

researchers could embed themselves within groups like the Proud Boys, or other alt-right associated 

groups, but as discussed earlier, such groups play a different role within the alt-right movement than 

4chan, and therefore this research should be seen as complementary to such efforts.  

Unique concerns 
A key issue that informed my choice of methods is the alt-right’s hostility to research. The anons I 

observed on /pol/ were extremely sceptical of universities and academic knowledge in general, 

which they viewed as being either complicit in, or pawns of, a wider conspiracy that was designed to 

destroy society and moral values (see Chapter 4). This is an issue that has been widely identified in 

the study of far right groups (Blee, 2007). Research into radicalisation, for the most part, was viewed 

as an effort to undermine their recruitment, and to tell malicious lies about them with the goal of 

marginalising their movement. For this reason, it is unlikely that many of those involved in the 

community would engage with more traditional forms of research, such as interviewing. 

Furthermore, their culture of trolling those who attempt to understand them would make those who 

did particularly likely to attempt to mislead researchers. This is not to say that such research would 

not be possible or valuable, but rather that it presents its own difficulties. These concerns have been 

noted by other researchers studying 4chan as well (Colley & Moore, 2020; Phillips, 2012). Outside of 

the research itself, I have spoken online to a number of anonymous individuals within the 

movement, primarily those who have found out about the research through media or journal 

articles. While some of these individuals were not directly hostile, and were willing to discuss their 

experiences in a manner that appeared to be genuine, focusing on those that were willing to engage 

honestly would exclude from the research a very large – and important – subset of the alt-right.  

 
17 I made a number of television and radio appearances commenting on events relating to the alt-right as a 
result of this research, in particular in relation to the Christchurch mosque shootings. 
18 Elley, B. (2021). “The rebirth of the West begins with you!”—Self-improvement as radicalisation on 4chan. 
Humanities and Social Sciences Communications. 
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A factor that must be considered when using this methodology the issue of 4chan’s culture of 

“shitposting” – discussed in detail in Chapter 5 – which on /pol/ sometimes manifests as users 

posting comments that are designed to be inflammatory caricatures of extremism. While it was 

common for posters on /pol/ to claim that very little of the content on /pol/ was genuine, and that 

much of it was shitposting, I have seen no evidence that this is even remotely true, and this 

appeared primarily to be a transparent attempt to generate plausible deniability for the movement 

and frustrate researchers and journalists. While shitposts were indeed common on /pol/, they were 

generally very easy to identify and were substantially different in presentation to serious posts. This 

is something that has been noted by other researchers studying 4chan as well (Colley & Moore, 

2020). 

A similar issue that was regularly reported by /pol/’s users is that of their political opponents 

infiltrating the site and posting comments designed to steer the community in negative directions, 

make them look foolish, or to encourage other anons toward threats of violence that can then be 

reported to authorities. /pol/’s users were clearly convinced that such posts are common, and were 

quick to accuse posters whose responses could be construed this way as being agents provocateurs. 

Because of the anonymity of 4chan, it is impossible to determine how accurate these claims are 

because an individual account’s posting history cannot be tracked outside of a single thread. 

Nevertheless, it is my opinion, having observed the community in detail, that such posting is in fact 

relatively rare. I have observed outsiders attempting to argue with or deradicalize /pol/ on 

numerous occasions, but have seen only a few posts that were clearly identifiable as what /pol/’s 

users often refer to as “bait”, or “slide threads”. Many of the posts that I have seen accused of being 

bait, on the other hand, showed little evidence of being such, and lacked any clear calls toward the 

type of rhetoric that might be expected. The majority of threads that were accused of this were 

those where anons were expressing disillusionment with far right ideas, or feeling exhausted by the 

scale of the cultural battle that would be needed for their ideology to achieve victory – things that 

some on /pol/ took as attempts to undermine them from within, but which appeared in context to 

be entirely genuine.  

Limitations 
Because the forum itself is anonymous, there are many aspects surrounding the people who post 

there that must remain unknown, or can only be deduced by inference from their posts. The most 

obvious issue that this poses is demographics: as noted earlier, while it is widely accepted that the 

majority of posters on /pol/, and people in the alt-right in general, are young white males, this is not 

something that can be definitely proven (Phillips, 2015). 
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This research is also limited by the indirect nature of the data that it collects: conclusions about the 

radicalisation process, for example, must be drawn from what posters on /pol/ say to each other 

about their experiences, rather than either asking them directly or measuring it objectively in some 

way. If users on /pol/ are inclined to lie or distort the truth in their descriptions of themselves or 

their radicalisation process (and there are many occasions noted throughout this document where I 

believe that they do) the researcher is left to determine the truth without any access to 

corroborating information about the individual posters. This is in many ways not especially different 

from the issues that come with conducting traditional interviews, albeit without the ability to press 

the issue in cases where a subject appears to be lying. As noted above, however, this method does 

also reduce the likelihood of some varieties of falsehoods by capturing subjects speaking to each 

other, rather than a researcher.   

There are studies and methodologies that address processes of radicalisation quantitatively by 

studying behaviour on social media platforms, for example by measuring viewing habits on YouTube 

(Faddoul, Chaslot, & Farid, 2020), or the construction of filter bubbles on social media sites 

(Kitchens, Johnson, & Gray, 2020; Kitchens, Johnson, & Gray, 2020), but while these studies are 

illuminating they do come with their own drawbacks, primarily in regard to the lack of 

contextualisation around the choices and feelings of those undertaking radicalisation journeys. In 

this sense, this research is complementary to more quantitatively data-driven methods, and it is 

through the consideration of both that we will develop a clear understanding of the radicalisation 

processes occurring on social media. 

Theory 
Online communities 
The alt-right is a predominantly online movement, and in the form that appears on 4chan it has been 

influenced by a number of earlier online communities. It is important to consider the unique ways in 

which this is likely to have affected its development, and may continue to shape its form. 

While it has often been assumed that offline groups are where radicalisation is developed and 

cemented in preparation for real-world acts of violence, it appears tentatively likely that in the cast 

of alt-right groups, the opposite is true. In the case of the New Zealand alt-right group Action 

Zealandia, for example, researchers who spent time infiltrated within the group found that engaging 

with the group in real life provided a non-violent outlet for members, and was an often-

disappointing experience that failed to live up to the tenor of online rhetoric (Halpin & Wilson, 

2022). This would appear to be supported by the cases of the three 2019 8chan shooters, all of 
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whom were radicalised by online spaces, but none of whom have so far been shown to be 

meaningfully connected to any real-world groups.  

An important factor that must be considered in the case of 4chan specifically is that while it is no less 

an online community than any other, the condition of radical anonymity – that is the absence of any 

ability to establish a permanent identity on the site – significantly alters the dynamics of how that 

community functions. This is usefully accounted for by Erica Sparby’s theory of collective identity 

(2017). Where engagement with an ordinary community might be expected to rest, at least to some 

degree, on individual participants being able to establish an identity and social position for 

themselves, Sparby observes that on 4chan identity is instead constructed at a group-wide level, and 

social position is determined, moment to moment, by ability to effectively perform that identity. As 

she explains in reference to /b/, the largest board on 4chan: 

Despite, or perhaps even because of, an absence of individual identities or a tool that allows 

individuals to connect to or communicate privately, anons on /b/ have developed what appears 

to be a paradoxically monolithic, stable collective identity that follows certain norms and patterns 

of behavior. In fact, the collective identity on /b/ is so strong that users do not refer to actions on 

the board as something performed by individuals. Instead, people—not only anons, but also 

those who discuss /b/ in popular media and even academia—explain that “4chan says” or “/b/ 

does,” implying a sense of totality that supersedes individual actions: what a small group of users 

do on /b/ is equated to an action performed by the board itself. 

These identities exist at a board level, with unique – although often similar – identities present in 

each board. These identities change over time as the community itself develops, but are much more 

stable than the forum’s userbase itself. In this sense, it is important to recognise that a study of 

/pol/’s community is in many ways first and foremost a study of its collective identity. 

Given that it applies to 4chan specifically, research applying this theory is relatively limited. 

Nevertheless, there is a significant body of research into the development of individual online 

identities, some of which can be of value in understanding how the adoption of an online fiction can 

translate into changes in real-world beliefs and behaviour. Online communities, significantly, can 

often allow users to create online identities that reflect the way they wish that they were, or to test 

out new identities that they may wish to adopt. One study of the game World of Warcraft found that 

players would often create and inhabit game identities that were more like the way that they 

described their ideal selves, and were often “‘more conscientious, extraverted, and less neurotic’ 

than their real selves”, and that this effect was most pronounced among those with poor self-

esteem (Bessiere, Seay, & Kiesler, 2007, p. 533). Similar is the “Proteus effect”, a well-established 

effect which finds that those who represent themselves online through intermediaries such as 

avatars, pictures, and written personas – that is, essentially everyone who participates in an online 
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community – are likely to unconsciously shift their behaviour to align with the version of themselves 

represented by those intermediaries (Ratan, Beyea, Li, & Graciano, 2018; Yee & Bailenson, 2007).  

Also significant to the expansion of these collective identities is the specific norms of acceptable 

behaviour within each online community. Kiesler et al. (2012) observe that while online communities 

generally have written rules, there are also unwritten “normative rules” that govern behaviour as 

well. These are defined by what the community’s users will tolerate, and are generally policed 

socially by users instead of moderators using bans. These are the rules that are often used to keep a 

community ideologically consistent: while /pol/ did not have rules against expressing left-wing 

views, for example, the strong negative response to such expressions from the majority of posters 

keeps any discussion of any unwanted topics from spreading.  

Many online subcultures are formed of “horizontal minority groups,” which are minority groups that 

are not organised based on birth or physical location, but are spread at random across society, and 

therefore less able to organise as a group (Gonsiorek, 1995). Because the internet allows these 

groups to connect without concern for location, it becomes a logical venue for their communities, 

and has allowed many groups that were virtually unknown offline become popular. Membership in a 

horizontal minority group based around a socially stigmatised or taboo behaviour can be extremely 

stressful, resulting in feelings of “unacceptability and abnormality,” and living without the support of 

a community to affirm it can be “debilitating psychologically,” creating symptoms such as isolation 

and depression (Rosenmann & Safir, 2006). In this way, online communities can provide a ‘safe 

space’ for stigmatised behaviour, where it can be explored but also normalised. This can be positive: 

for example Weinberg, et al., (1995) found in a study of a homosexual foot-fetishist community that 

active and highly involved members of that community were much less likely to experience negative 

symptomology. By engaging with a peer community, members feel can feel a sense of self-

acceptance and empowerment that is often otherwise missing (Rosenmann & Safir, 2006). 

While these accepting environments can be beneficial for groups that are non-normative but not 

harmful, they can also serve to exacerbate harm in groups based around criminal or antisocial 

activities. A study of by Holt, et al., (2010), for example, found that participants in online paedophile 

communities engaged in sharing “virtual self-disclosure” of their experiences, fantasies, and crimes, 

building a sense of belonging and acceptance that “can play a role in the enculturation of pedophiles 

into a subculture that justifies their sexual proclivities as normal and perceives its members as 

victims of oppression from the larger society.” Similarly, Holt & Copes (2010) conducted a study of 

online music piracy subcultures during those groups’ heyday in the late 2000s (a time when the 

crime of digital piracy was considered more significant than it is now) and found that these groups 
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promoted a consensus view that minimised the harm of digital piracy, creating benefit for users by 

freeing them from the ethical burden potentially created by their behaviour. Pirate communities 

espoused a unique subcultural code of ethics and behaviour, where acquiring and sharing new 

content became a source of status and virtue, turning a normally deviant behaviour into a positive 

one. In this way, negative subcultures may draw participants in by offering a framework in which 

their behaviour is accepted and made justifiable. 

Masculinity and whiteness 
White male aggrievement is a key element of the alt-right’s worldview, which itself is drawn from 

considerable existing sentiment and political precedent. Sally Robinson (2000) points to the start of 

the “culture wars” in American politics, a reactionary answer to the liberation movements emerging 

in the 1960s, as a key juncture in the development of this feeling as it manifests in current politics: 

These culture wars erupted with the publication of a number of now infamous books that 

announced loudly and confidently that post-liberationist American culture was in a state of crisis 

and, in doing so, worked to reshape the cultural terrain they were purportedly just describing. 

Beginning with the publication of William Bennett’s 1984 national report on the state of higher 

education, these announcements of crisis take off from the apparently irresistible claim that 

something has been lost in American culture, something has been displaced, decentered, and 

generally pushed to the margins by a host of competing forces and trends in social, cultural, and 

political life. (p.54) 

A key element of this is a feeling of having become racialised – that is, defined, generally negatively, 

by their race – as white men. This was a perception widely in evidence among the community on 

/pol/, who believed that their whiteness had made them a target for persecution by diversity and 

equality-minded institutions that were determined to see them fail in the name of misguided 

fairness. In discussing this perception, it is important to take into account the unique significance of 

whiteness in contemporary Western culture: as the ‘default’ identity, but also as a site of power and 

acceptability, it is something that generally goes unexamined in comparison to more actively 

othered racial categories. As Richard Dyer (1997) explains,  

Whites must be seen as white, yet whiteness as race resides in invisible properties and whiteness 

as power is maintained by being unseen. To be seen as white is to have one’s corporeality 

registered, yet true whiteness resides in the non-corporeal […]. Being deemed white, given what 

white connotes, is white people’s greatest asset […] We are seen, we do not (and could not 

possibly) actually inhabit the realm of the unseen, observing subject without properties – but 

because we were seen as white, we characteristically see ourselves and believe ourselves seen as 

unmarked, unspecific, universal. (p.45) 

It is this perception of the universality of whiteness that underpins the logic of claimed white 

persecution: it is when whiteness becomes visible, and popular discourse begins to draw awareness 

to advantages (or perhaps more accurately absences of disadvantage) that were previously so taken 

for granted that they were invisible to those who held them, that parallel narratives of anti-white 
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bias begin to form. This is particularly significant in the case of the young men on 4chan who, as a 

group comprised largely of social outsiders who came of age in the period surrounding the global 

financial crisis (see Chapter 1), generally had little to show for the statistical advantages of their 

birth.   

In this vein, Sally Robinson makes the important point that the loss of this invisibility has coincided 

closely with the post-industrial decline of the Western middle class – something defined, 

traditionally, by white men – meaning that the “marking” is in many ways impossible to separate 

from the marking of a “class, a category that, like other marked categories, complicates the 

separation between the individual and the collective, the personal and the political” (2000, p.2-3). 

This means that for this group, the decline of the middle class and the ebbing away of economic 

opportunities – something that will be discussed more later – are often discussed and framed in 

terms that are implicitly gendered and racialised.  

Another element of this, and one that is particularly visible in the case of the alt-right, is the way that 

identity politics can serve to obscure discussion of the wider structural and political concerns that 

perpetuate harm in society. As Robert Jensen (2020) explains,  

Instead of focusing on diversity, we should focus on power. The fundamental frame for pursuing 

analyses of issues around race, ethnicity, gender, sexuality, and class should be not cultural but 

political, not individual but structural. Instead of talking about diversity in race, class, gender, and 

sexual orientation, we should critique white supremacy, economic inequality in capitalism, 

patriarchy, and heterosexism. We should talk about systems and structures of power, about 

ideologies of domination and subordination— and about the injuries done to those in 

subordinate groups, and the benefits and privileges that accrue to those in dominant groups. 

(p.50) 

This is relevant to the alt-right not only because their focus on racial identity limits their ability to 

fully understand the power structures that they seek to unseat, but also because it must be 

acknowledged that a focus on individual identities has distinctly failed to address the wider issues 

that precipitated their rise. As we will see in the first chapter of this thesis, many of the young men 

who find themselves falling into the alt-right describe experiences punctuated by alienation, anomie, 

and economic failure – issues that they rightly noted failed to reflect popular discourses of identity 

and diversity. Nancy Fraser (2017) makes the important note that identity politics has in some cases 

even been weaponised to suppress discussion of economic and class issues in what she describes as 

a shift to “progressive neoliberalism” in mainstream politics – something that will be discussed 

further in Chapter 2.  
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Myth 
This thesis discusses myth extensively, and it is important first to define what this term means. In 

contrast to the contemporary meaning of myth as a fiction, mythology is an important element of 

human society and thinking that serves to “construct meanings and provide clarity to those who 

believe in the social ideals they represent” (Kelsey, 2015). Myths of this type are not an outmoded 

form of storytelling, but rather are something that continues to be present and prominent in 

contemporary society, and remain foundational to conceptions of national and cultural identity. 

Perhaps the most obvious example of this is the way that the world wars at the start of the 20th 

century have served as a mythic foundation for the much of the Western world, with contemporary 

tellings often emphasising a narrative in which the form of our current order emerges from the 

chaos and darkness of the first world war, and the moral primacy of democracy is established 

through a battle of good versus evil in the second. While neither nuanced nor accurate, these 

cosmogonic reconfigurations of history underly much present thinking about the established order 

of the world (Wheatcroft, 2014; White, 1997). Other examples exist throughout pseudohistorical 

accounts of the founding and colonisation of many nations, such as in the United States of America, 

where mythic histories have established persistently influential ideas that include those relating to 

the ideals of the founding fathers, the American West, and the self-made man (Paul, 2014). These 

mythic histories take the role of establishing and ordering history into a manner that serves the 

needs of those who maintain them, most directly by establishing the rationale for a nation or 

movement’s significance, and, as in the case of the alt-right, their right to rule. Duncan Bell argues 

that the establishment and maintenance of these national myths is a discursive process that occurs 

in what he calls a “mythscape”, in which “the myths of the nation are forged, transmitted, 

negotiated, and reconstructed constantly” (Bell, 2003). In this sense, what I observed on /pol/ was a 

mythscape of its own, in which the relationship between mythic past, present and future were 

established, altered, and maintained. This included making sense of current events in terms of a 

mythic enemy, a mythic history, and a mythic destiny known as the boogaloo – a coming civil war 

from which the /pol/ community believed it would see its ideology emerge victorious. 

Semiotics 
What I observed on /pol/, at its core, was a vast conversation undertaken through the twin media of 

text and image, through which the alt-right articulated their vision of the world and maintained their 

mythology. In order to analyse this conversation, the discipline of semiotics of is value. Semiotics is 

the study of signs, be they verbal, textual, visual, or otherwise. A sign, in essence, is any symbol that, 

when viewed by a person, has a meaning. Most signs communicate on what appears to be a very 

immediate level, and are interpreted instantly without consideration, but this immediacy belies what 
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is often in fact a complex web of interaction between an author, an interpreter, and the society and 

culture that establishes and maintains the meaning of any given sign. Through the analysis of this 

process, much can be determined and understood about those at each point of this semiotic web. 

This analysis can take place at the level of an individual text post or image, at a higher level 

surrounding the conversation and discourse itself, or in terms of the wider myths that underpin 

movements and their understandings of the world. Similar methods of discourse and thematic 

analysis have been used in the study of other far right communities such as Stormfront, and have 

produced valuable insights (Koster & Houtman, 2008; Hartzell, 2019; Bowman-Grieve, 2008). 

The science of semiotics was first codified by Ferdinand De Saussure (Saussure, 1916/1983), who 

divided the sign into two components: the signifier, which is the sound, shape or thing that signifies 

something (an image of an apple, or the word ‘apple’) and the signified, which is the thing to which 

the signifier refers (an actual, physical apple). While this concept is straightforward, signs become 

more interesting when the relationship between the two elements is more abstract (Berger, 2013, p. 

22). For example, among the alt-right the ‘undercut’ haircut19 became a signifier of militarism, 

traditionalism, and veiled neo-fascism because of its appearance in Nazi propaganda images. This 

association was not readily apparent to those without subcultural literacy, but within the alt-right it 

became, for a time, a significant means of communicating certain ideological cues to those capable 

of recognising it.  

Because signifier and signified can have varying degrees of relationship, signifiers are often broken 

down into three categories – iconic, indexical and symbolic, as Berger (2013) explains: 

Thus, a photograph would be iconic (it signifies by resemblance), smoke coming out of a house 

would be indexical (it signifies by cause and effect) and flags would be symbolic (one must learn 

what flags signify). (p.23) 

Beyond these first three categories, which maintain a relatively direct relationship to the signified, 

Roland Barthes (1972) suggests the addition of a fourth and final layer, for which he uses the term 

“myth”. Myth is what he calls a “second order semiological system”, in that it seeks to explain how 

collections of signs – even seemingly unrelated ones – can become signifiers of something larger and 

more complex, such as an ideology, a sense of history, or literally, a myth.  

Myth is a peculiar system, in that it is constructed from a semiological chain which existed before 

it: it is a second-order semiological system.  That which is a sign (namely the associative total of a 

concept and an image) in the first system, becomes a mere signifier in the second. We must here 

recall that the materials of mythical speech (the language itself, photography, painting, posters, 

rituals, objects, etc.), however different at the start, are reduced by a pure signifying function as 

soon as they are caught by myth. Myth sees in them only the same raw material; their unity is 

 
19 Very short back and sides, with longer hair on the top combed sideways. 
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that they all come down to the status of a mere language. Whether it deals with alphabetical or 

pictorial writing, myth wants to see in them only a sum of signs, a global sign, the final term of a 

first semiological chain.  

[…] 

in myth there are two semiological systems, one of which is staggered in relation to the other:  a  

linguistic system, the language  (or  the modes of representation which are assimilated to it), 

which  I  shall call the  language object,  because it is the language which myth gets hold of in 

order to build its own system; and myth itself, which  I shall  call  metalanguage,  because it is  a  

second language,  in  which  one speaks about the first. (p.113) 

This is of particular relevance in understanding the /pol/ community because of the way that their 

signs (text, memes, and images on 4chan) work to describe and maintain an array of myths that are 

central to their understanding of the world, such as their mythic history of heroic fascism, or their 

shared fiction of a coming civil war. Barthes describes this as a “metalanguage of membership” 

because, in the manner of conventional myths, the meaning of these myths is determined by – and 

determines – a person’s membership in a given group. 

Structure of the thesis 
This thesis seeks to make sense of the alt-right’s mythology, breaking down and analysing the 

features that create, maintain, and drive their unique view of the world.  

Chapter one introduces the character of /pol/ by looking at the community’s young men through the 

lens of how they represent themselves, discussing their feelings of alienation and anomie and the 

memes that they use to express their feelings. It discusses the character Pepe the frog in particular, 

and how his alien appearance serves as a way of critiquing and depicting the social and economic 

situation faced by the young men of 4chan. 

Chapter two then turns to how social failure connects with radicalisation, before turning to an 

analysis of what fascism is and how the far right movements of the past have paved the way for the 

rise of the alt-right. 

Chapter three outlines the /pol/ community’s neo-fascism specifically, outlining some crucial 

features that are of relevance to the aims of the thesis, and discusses a number of otherwise 

important features of alt-right ideology that have no clear place elsewhere. 

Chapter four begins with a description of the role of conspiracism in on /pol/ before describing and 

discussing the alt-right’s central conspiracy theories – Cultural Marxism and the Jewish plot, and the 

Great Replacement. It then uses case studies to analyse how those conspiracies are created and 

maintained in /pol/’s unique environment, ending with a discussion of the role that conspiracism 

plays in radicalisation. 
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Chapter five addresses the “red pill”, the currency of indoctrination on /pol/. It begins by describing 

how 4chan’s culture of shitposting and trolling formed the bedrock for the emergence of the alt-

right, and how ironic Nazis made the transition to genuine ideologues. It then discusses the 

alienating influence of /pol/’s oppressive conspiracism, and ends with a case study of how some 

within the community have begun to channel their anger into a unique style of radicalising self-

improvement. 

Chapter six describes the alt-right’s cyclical view of history, and the methods used to channel the 

spirit of past fascisms into the present. It discusses their expectations for the future, in particular the 

civil war that they hope will allow them to sweep their way into power. It then draws these features 

together into a theory of narrative cohesion, arguing that the success and failure of the alt-right’s 

weaponised unreality hinges upon its ability to maintain a coherent sense of narrative momentum. 

Finally, it concludes with a discussion, and a brief word about what can be done about the alt-right, 

and what lessons can be learned for addressing future movements like it.  
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Chapter 1: Pepe the frog and anomie on 4chan 
 

The alt-right community on 4chan is defined, in many ways, by alienation. As this chapter will show, 

the experience of many young men on 4chan is one of profound social and economic 

disappointment, something that the alt-right has been able to leverage and manipulate, but which is 

also inextricably bound into the movement itself.  

This chapter introduces the /pol/ community by describing and discussing the ways that the young 

men there choose to depict themselves in their discourse. Its central focus is the importance of Pepe 

the frog, a memetic character whose polymorphic face can be seen as a bellwether for the state of 

the movement as a whole. It uses semiotic analysis to discuss what he represents, the changes that 

can be seen in him over time, and what the choice to use him can tell us about the feelings of the 

movement as a whole.  

Pepe the frog 
One of the primary ways that /pol/’s collective identity conceptualises itself is through memes. As an 

imageboard, 4chan’s users have tended to express themselves through images, and memes are 

particularly well-suited to the kind of non-individualised and broadly relatable content necessary 

when posting as part of a collective identity on an anonymous forum. These memes often include a 

character who is designed to serve as a neutral stand-in for the poster 

and the viewer as a means of expressing emotions alongside text 

posts discussing ideas in greater depth. There are a range of 

characters that are popular for this purpose on 4chan, but the most 

popular, and the one that is used most effectively to discuss issues 

that relate to the radicalisation of the forum’s posters, is an 

anthropomorphised green frog cartoon character named Pepe. Pepe 

offers us a window into how, as they have grown up and stepped out 

into the real world, the young men of 4chan have processed and 

conceptualised their dissatisfaction with the world at large.  

As with many alt-right memes20, Pepe the frog was not originally designed to be an ideological 

symbol, but was repurposed out of internet flotsam in a string of seemingly random events. The 

character originated in an online comic called Boy's Club by Matt Furie, which features a cast of 

 
20 Other memes of note that have been used by the alt-right (both on /pol/ and in general) for a long time 
include Wojak (also known as Feels Guy), a cartoon man who is often depicted as sad or smug, and serves as a 
stand-in for the poster in the same way that Pepe often does, and the Happy Merchant, an anti-Semitic 
caricature that is used to represent the Jewish cabal in the alt-right’s conspiracy theories.  

 

Figure 3: The original Pepe meme, 
which was cut directly from Matt 
Furie's comic and colourised by an 
unknown user. 
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anthropomorphised animal slackers including a frog man named Pepe. Pepe was a recurring 

character in the comic, but the meme itself was derived originally from a single strip posted online in 

2005 in which a friend catches Pepe urinating standing up with his pants around his ankles, and 

when later asked why pulls his pants all the way down to relieve himself, Pepe replies simply and 

without punctuation, “feels good man”. The character’s deadpan and self-assured response proved 

popular, and Pepe’s face and text bubble in its final panel became popular as a ‘reaction meme’ – an 

image used to respond to something or express emotion in online discussion – first on websites like 

4chan and then later on more mainstream social media. The meme’s use, initially, was 

straightforward: if someone attempted to shame or judge a person for their interests or habits, that 

person could simply reply with Pepe’s face and the caption “feels good man” to blithely justify 

themselves. 

In a manner similar to other memes, the image was 

gradually and repeatedly altered from its original form, first 

with the text being replaced and then the character entirely 

redrawn. Variations ranged from the straightforward 

inversion into “feels bad man,” where Pepe’s smile was 

turned upside down and the text altered, through to 

drawings of him costumed as other pop cultural characters, 

often redrawn in the deliberately shoddy MS-Paint style 

that has been termed “internet ugly” (Douglas, 2014). As 

one of the internet’s most popular and widespread memes 

in that period, Pepe became a symbol for memes and 

internet culture in general, peaking with the tongue-in-

cheek trading of “rare Pepes”, which were images of Pepe 

altered in intentionally bizarre and often semiotically dense 

ways, whose claimed value and scarcity served as an absurd 

commentary on the internet’s insular culture and its 

obsession with content that is simultaneously both valuable and worthless (see Figure 4).  

 

Figure 4: A 'rare pepe' of unknown origin  
(Hathaway, 2020). In a nostalgic parody of 
rare commodities, the character (redrawn in a 
deliberately crude style) has been altered to 
resemble a foil collectible card, and carries a 
humorous warning that sharing the “rare” 
image could result in extreme legal 
consequences.  
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Much like 4chan itself, Pepe became strongly connected with the far right in the public mind during 

the events of the 2016 American election. Before that time, the Pepe meme had been in heavy use 

on 4chan, and therefore by natural extension also among the alt-right there, but was not generally 

any more popular among them than it was among 4chan’s other subcultures, and was not widely 

considered to have any specific association with them or with white supremacy. The alt-right on 

/pol/ used Pepe in ways unique to their ideology – one particularly common rendition showed Pepe 

with a Hitler moustache saying “kill jews man” for example – but this use was more evidence of 

Pepe’s ubiquity in the internet youth culture of the time than it was of a connection between the 

meme and the extreme right. During the online turmoil that swirled around the 2016 election (which 

was often referred to half-jokingly as “The Great Meme War” (Dafaure, 2020)), however, memes 

using Pepe were frequently employed in support of Donald Trump (and used directly by him and his 

campaign on a few occasions), which led Pepe to be added to the Anti-Defamation League’s hate 

symbol database, and led Hillary Clinton’s campaign to distribute an “explainer” on their website 

which labelled Pepe as a hate symbol (Kozlowska, 2016). While these claims were largely misplaced 

at the time they were made, they became a self-fulfilling prophecy when in response the alt-right 

deliberately adopted the character as their own symbol, ramping up its use of Pepe memes at the 

same time as the character fell out of mainstream favour 

for the same reason (Beran, 2019, pp. 113-114).  

In my observation, Pepe often served as a stand-in for self-

depiction in many posts on /pol/. When expressing an idea 

or a feeling in the form of a visual image, as is necessary in 

chan-style imageboards, Pepe’s endlessly polymorphic body 

was a blank slate upon which almost anything could be 

projected. He provided the poster with a convenient and 

recognisable stand-in for themselves that was neutral 

enough that it allowed any viewer to see themselves in the 

character’s place as well, and therefore to relate to the 

poster’s expressed ideas more readily. This was particularly 

important on 4chan because of users’ anonymity: with little 

ability to develop or maintain an individual identity, having 

the ability to quickly communicate relatable feelings was 

essential to surviving the site’s quick turnover of posts. While many individual posts may fail at 

effectively channelling this group identity, the posts that are the most successful are those that 

 

Figure 5: A badge that is sometimes used as a 
logo for /pol/, taken from the forum on 11 
December 2020. This badge is a computer-
edited version of an embroidered patch 
associated with the NROL-39 American 
reconnaissance satellite, which bears the same 
slogan. Note the use of a smug, self-satisfied 
Pepe to represent the board’s collective 
identity. 
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speak in its voice or advance its ideas most clearly. In the case of /pol/ and the alt-right, the most 

commonly effective avatar of this nebulous collective identity was Pepe.  

The significance that I observed the Pepe meme to hold on 4chan is not without precedent. Internet 

memes and their use have been found to be central to group identity and the expression of that 

identity on 4chan (Nissenbaum & Shifman, 2015), and in other online communities as well (Miltner, 

2014; Eschler & Menking, 2018; Gal, Shifman, & Kampf, 2015). As the face of the 4chan community, 

Pepe has been a feature of their discourse for more than a decade, and the changes in his 

appearance and patterns of use over time serve as a window into the community’s changing beliefs 

and concerns, and the development of its radicalisation.  

Pepe’s changing face 
Pepe’s significance on 4chan has changed over time, but to understand what he means for the alt-

right it is necessary to begin with his earliest incarnation. In his original Boy’s Club form, the 

character Pepe was a relaxed and unassuming slacker, and in what little narrative coherence the 

strip possesses, he and his friends appear to live a life comprised primarily of watching television, 

playing video games, taking drugs, and eating pizza. His character epitomises the mythic idyll of the 

90s ‘slacker’, living only for pleasure with no fear of failure or hardship. Pepe is apparently 

unemployed and aimless, but he cares only about what “feels good man” because he lives in the 

limitless prosperity that came after Fukuyama’s end of history (1989). Although the era of the 90s 

slacker had long since passed by the time Pepe became a cartoon and a meme, Furie’s art 

consciously leverages the tropes and styles of 90s cartoons and slacker culture to evoke a nostalgic 

vision of that lifestyle in the present. 

What Pepe represented for 4chan, and for many others in similar online communities, was a way to 

reckon with and understand their personal failings. 4chan’s community has from its inception had a 

subcultural character that identified strongly with ideas of youthful nerdiness, loserdom, and social 

isolation (Beran, 2019). It is impossible to say for certain why these conceptions of 4chan users as 

unemployed and antisocial ‘autists’ resonated so clearly with the site’s users; it may be that users 

who already identify with these issues choose 4chan deliberately as a safe space, or that users who 

do not have these issues in their lives lose interest and leave 4chan after finding real-life friends and 

employment, or it is possible that 4chan itself is a distorting influence that alienates its users from 

the outside world.21 It appears likely to be some combination of all of these factors. Regardless of 

the reason for this subcultural character, 4chan’s community found itself needing to develop a sense 

of its members’ value and identity that was not linked to ordinary notions of success. 

 
21 As noted in Chapter 5, this is reported to be the case for some on /pol/ specifically, where some users 
describe the community as having alienated them from their previous ordinary lives.  
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Most of the ideas that emerged from 4chan during this period were explorations and reclamations 

of negative labels: for example, 4chan users have often referred to themselves and each other as 

‘autists’ (in reference to a lack of social skills), ‘betas’ (as in beta males), /b/tards and ‘robots’ (self-

deprecating names for posters on the /b/ and Robot9000 boards), or simply, if all else failed, 

‘faggots’ (Sparby, 2017). As I have observed them in use, these inwardly-directed judgements are 

largely employed as an attempt to take ownership of – or at least make sense of – the critiques that 

they felt were directed toward them by society, and 4chan often served as something of a support 

group for young people who felt deeply alienated from society. Discussions of being ‘beta’, for 

example, tended to be framed around learning a set of behaviours that might allow them to become 

less beta: 

Anonymous Tue 01 Jan 2013 17:54:25 No.5045753   

btw, i'm totes into women, but i don't understand them, how do i un-beta 

 

Anonymous Tue 01 Jan 2013 16:40:18 No.5044807   

>I wish I wasn't so beta 

 

Anonymous Fri 01 Jan 2016 12:28:19 No.25391436   

So I stopped being a beta orbiter. I no longer hang around females. I don't even speak or 

acknowledge them anymore. Now what? 

The majority of these descriptors were initially concerned with social failures – such as an ‘autistic’ 

failure to make friends and have normal social interactions, or a ‘beta’ failure to form relationships 

with women – but as more of the site’s users began to enter early adulthood, they also began to 

struggle with milestones of adult life such as tertiary education and employment as well. This 

became particularly significant during the period of the Global Financial Crisis of 2007-2008 and the 

Great Recession that followed it, during which time many of 4chan’s early users were reaching an 

age where they needed to enter the workforce but were finding that they were part of a cohort that 

the workforce had little interest in or room to accommodate (Bell & Blanchflower, 2011). Adopting a 

term used by UK statisticians, users also began referring to themselves and others using the term 

‘NEET’, meaning Not in Employment, Education, or Training, as a way of summarising their broad-

spectrum failure to meet society’s expectations (Beran, 2019, p. 115).  

Anonymous ID:bMF/oroO Tue 03 Nov 2020 13:23:14 No.286540913    

I'm a neet, I haven't worked in 8 years. Think about that next time you do your taxes. 

 

Anonymous (ID: Wq0RnzSa)  09/14/20(Mon)20:54:01 No.277408570 

Still living with mom at 26. 

Been socially retarded and anxious since childhood. Could never keep any job I was able to get 

because of it. […] 

 

Anonymous ID:xywMH9Cm Tue 03 Nov 2020 8:07:25 No.286466215    

Failed male here. NEET until 30. I have two kids and maybe gonna get extra trashy and have 

more with another woman. 
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As a response to their growing internalisation of these failings, 4chan’s community turned to 

something resembling a revival of the slacker culture of the 1990s. A primary driver of Pepe’s 

original popularity on 4chan, as evidenced by the way that I have observed the meme being used, 

was that the character efficiently expressed the community’s own ideas of slackerdom. Because the 

adult world had rejected them (or simply because they felt confident that it would) 4chan’s NEETs 

built an identity around the celebration of failure that used Pepe as a face.  

The slacker was a countercultural movement that came to prominence in the 1990s. Following the 

failure of the counterculture of the 60s and its ultimate absorption by consumer culture, the slacker 

sought to negotiate a more nuanced alternative to the hippies’ doomed attempt to replace modern 

society entirely: 

The slacker chooses a kind of low-intensity consumption made up of gadgets, cheap 

entertainment, intoxicants, used cars, or even backpacking, as if to say he is only in the world but 

not a producer of it, that he is nomadically infringing on the system, not supporting it. Thus, while 

the slacker may not make a successful passive resistor, he consistently enacts a resistant 

passivity. The slacker deftly displays, as if adhering to a moral principal, a reluctance to embrace 

consumer culture fully so as not to imply an uncritical acceptance of global capitalism and the 

corporate careerism of its practitioners. He essentially wants, Peter-Pan-like, to enjoy the 

benefits of consumer culture and its "ethic of fun" without assimilating its "ethic of duty" – the 

puritanical, corporate ideology it prescribes - because to do so would be to "sell-out" to a culture 

that alternately bores, oppresses, and tempts. (Sweet, 2007) 

As a movement defined by its critique of American working culture and its “puritan work ethic” and 

“work-incited self-importance”, the slacker provided a useful set of tools for understanding their 

predicament and building an identity that was defined by deliberate abdication instead of failure 

(Małecka, 2015). As a line in REM’s song What’s the frequency, Kenneth? – which discusses the 

slacker and Generation X – explains, “withdrawal in disgust is not the same as apathy”; 22 the 

slacker’s ideals were designed more around their withdrawal from an unsatisfying society than any 

actual alternatives that they had to offer.  

One key means of affecting this withdrawal was the slacker’s use of irony. By participating in many 

aspects of consumer society ironically – i.e. by deliberately buying and wearing uncool clothes, or 

eating cheap and highly processed food – the slacker was able to negotiate an alternative model of 

participation in consumer society that did not implicate him as greatly in its perpetuation, but 

allowed him to extract an “ethic of fun” from it nevertheless. This method of resistance through 

what might be termed demi-consumption was quickly commoditised and turned against itself, but 

has continued to be a popular tool for similar movements: the hipster movement, for example, 

which arose later out of similar concerns, has made heavy use of irony in its attempts to reckon with 

 
22 This is itself a reference to similar quote shown on a card in the film Slacker (1990). 
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consumer society (Elley, 2014), resulting the widespread adoption of ironic-consumption elements 

into mainstream consumer products.   

The slacker’s anti-establishment stance also often led to the adoption of a conspiracist mindset. In 

Richard Linklater's film Slacker (1990), which is largely responsible for coining the term ‘slacker’ as a 

term for describing disaffected members of Generation X, and which organised many of the slacker’s 

earlier influences and ideas into something of a founding text, includes a lengthy monologue about 

UFO and secret moon landing conspiracy theories in one of its early scenes. As with most elements 

of the film, this breathless speech is presented ironically, with the speaker framed as a crackpot who 

is largely ignored by those around him, which is a common tool that allowed the slacker (as many 

others have done) to keep their conspiracism at arm’s length while at the same time continuing to 

indulge in it.  

4chan’s resurrection of the slacker through Pepe was not necessarily a genuine return to the slacker 

culture of the 1990s, however – where foundational slacker texts such as Slacker (1990), Bret Easton 

Ellis's Less Than Zero (1985), and Douglas Coupland's Generation X (1991) were a genuine and 

intellectual attempt to find meaning in the wastelands of consumer society (Sweet, 2007), 4chan had 

given up on meaning. Filtered through the nostalgic bricolage of Boy’s Club, Pepe’s slacker lifestyle 

represented a nostalgic return to both their childhood in the 90s and to the idealised version of 

slacker life that was advertised to them in the period’s media, after slacker culture had been 

appropriated by the mainstream – for example films like Mallrats (1995) and Office Space (1999), or 

cartoons such as Mission Hill (1999), and Futurama (1999), which tended to strip the slacker of 

bohemian and university-educated intellectualism and instead focus on a kind of wilful loserdom on 

the part of their characters. Instead of hopelessly seeking an authentic alternative like the slacker-

hero in Alex Garland’s The Beach (2000), for example, the slacker Pepe represented was happy to 

coast through life on the momentum of wider society, surviving on the empty calories of popular 

culture, video games, and junk food.  

Nevertheless, 4chan’s slackers had two other features in common with – or possibly inherited from – 

the slackers of the 90s: their tendency toward conspiracist thought23 and their heavy use of irony24 

as a means of creating distance between themselves and the various aspects of mainstream society 

that they were forced to engage with. 

This vision of slackerdom was also partially inspired by Japan’s Hikikomori, which is a social 

phenomenon where people – most often young men – withdraw themselves almost completely 

 
23 See Chapter 4. 
24 See Chapter 5. 
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from society, often retreating to bedrooms in their parents’ home and rarely or never stepping 

outside (Kato, Kanba, & Teo, 2019). Although the causes of this withdrawal vary by individual, it is 

often characterised as being driven by factors such as social anxiety, the pressure to succeed both 

socially and economically, the shame of failing in those areas, and overdependence on parental 

support, although mental disorders such as autism spectrum disorder and depression are theorised 

to be influential in many cases as well (Kato, Kanba, & Teo, 2019). While Hikikomori existed in Japan 

prior, the phenomenon came to widespread international attention during the period that the 

millennial generation were entering adulthood, and as such Hikikomori became associated with 

heavy internet use and anime fandom, which had become staples of Japanese youth and nerd 

culture at the time. As a result of this association 4chan’s community, which had very similar 

interests, often came to see itself in similar terms, and it was common to see posters describing their 

NEET lifestyles in Hikikomori terms: 

Anonymous Mon 30 Dec 2013 15:09:49 No.10070282   

Yeah. I feel like that a lot. I feel like when I go into college, I don't belong there. I feel like I'm 

overweight, unattractive, have bad skin, and am poorly dressed, like I probably need a shave and 

a shower. I just feel out of place, like a bum off the street. I feel like those around me are 

beautiful, young, smart, competent, alive. 

 

Social anxiety is crippling, and I have become effectively hikikomori. 

 

Anonymous Mon 30 Dec 2013 11:19:38 No.10067567   

>be 24 

>high school dropout (depression, anxiety, etc) 

>went full hikikomori until starting college 

>dropped out of college too (same reasons)  

 

Anonymous Sun 15 Dec 2013 13:41:38 No.9890693   

[…] 

I'm a NEET hikikomori who receives autismbux [benefits] whilst living off my parents doing 

nothing but browsing the internet and fapping [masturbating], how does it feel to have 

responsibilities? 

The primary difference between this model of withdrawal and the slacker identity that Pepe 

represented, however, was in its approach to shame. Where the Hikikomori lifestyle was often an 

extreme internalisation of Japanese culture’s particularly strong ideas of shame (Kato, Kanba, & Teo, 

2019), 4chan’s slackers sought to deflect any notion that they should feel any shame, as exemplified 

by the Pepe meme’s shoulder-shrugging slogan: rather than being cowed under the weight of 

failure, they argued that they were simply taking the shortest possible route to enjoying whatever 

“feels good man”. Drawing on the slacker’s “ethic of fun” (Sweet, 2007), this ethos became an 

extension of the unwritten rule of neoliberal society: in a marketized culture, any legal action is an 

acceptable one, regardless of its violations of ethics or norms. Much as Donald Trump argued that 

aggressively taking advantage of tax-avoidance loopholes was simply a “smart” use of the system 

during his 2016 election campaign (Mangan, 2016) (a view that was ultimately validated by his 
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victory), and as Martin Shkreli dismissed questions of fairness as irrelevant next to market demand 

when he increased the price of a life-saving cancer drug from $13.50 to $750 (Sidahmed, 2016), 

4chan’s slacker saw it simply as a logical choice to take advantage of a plausible route to comfort 

that appeared to be laid out before him. 

This carefree acceptance of failure proved to be unsustainable, however. Much as the original 

slackers of Generation X learned, living within modern consumer society while holding oneself apart 

from it was a very difficult distinction to make and maintain, and in practice looked and felt little 

different from simply being incapable. Moreover, their renunciation of adulthood carried practical 

costs that few were in a position to bear: although they often joked about living in their parents’ 

basements forever, few had parents who were willing or able to sustain their idleness indefinitely. 

While the original slackers were well-educated and intellectual, and were living during what was for 

much of the western world an economic boom time, and were therefore able to integrate 

themselves into the workforce almost by accident, 4chan’s NEET slackers were not so fortunate. 

With little to show for themselves and in an inhospitable economic environment, there was no 

reward to be had for giving up their principles. 

As 4chan’s outlook changed, they brought Pepe with them on their journey, further distancing him 

from the artist’s original creation. As Beran (2019, pp. 113-114) observes,  

by 2011, something strange had occurred to Pepe as he evolved in 4chan’s ooze. With every 

iteration of Pepe-as-silly-loser meme, Pepe got unhappier. “Feels good man” turned into “Feels 

bad man,” his smile flipping into a frown. As the years ticked by – an astonishing amount of them 

spent at his computer – his 4chan-dwelling loserdom was no longer cause for light-hearted 

celebration. Pepe’s sadness melted into despair, then rankling anger. By 2012, Pepe was crying 

and shaking with rage.  

This was a change that I observed in 4chan’s use of Pepe as well. Where Pepe was originally a 

symbol for accepting and revelling in a carefree slacker lifestyle and rebuffing the criticism of others, 

as 4chan’s young users grew older and more disillusioned with their lives and began to internalise 

more of their experiences as rejection by society, redrawn versions of Pepe with a disappointed or 

tearful expression became more common than the original face from the comic.  

This use of Pepe was not universal – given 4chan’s inherently chaotic style, posters often used him in 

ways outside of the characterisation that I have presented here – but the most commented-on 

depictions, which are therefore the most visible, have in my experience tended to conform to this 

characterisation. Moreover, the policing of ‘proper’ meme use by users is well-established as a 

common behaviour both on 4chan (Nissenbaum & Shifman, 2015) and other similar online 

communities (Miltner, 2014), and was used deliberately to shape how Pepe was applied.  
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A selection of these memes is shown in Figure 6, and show Pepe appearing sad, disappointed, and 

even suicidal. Adopting the slacker’s position had worked for a while, in other words, but the weight 

of society’s expectations had proven to be too strong, and 4chan’s users were beginning to feel an 

upwelling of dissatisfaction that could no longer be waved away. 

 

Over time, this sadness among 4chan’s users curdled into anger, and Pepe’s face often became 

visibly angry, with brows furrowed, popping veins, and a lashing tongue, as shown in Figure 7. This 

was especially noticeable on the board /r9k/ (Robot 9000)25, which was defined by a culture of social 

alienation and depression, and which was one of the birthplaces of the Incel movement26 (Dewey, 

2015). As the board became obsessed with the idea taking its anger out on others – and began to 

idolise mass killers like Elliot Rodger27 as social revolutionaries – depictions of Pepe began carrying 

firearms (Beran, 2019, pp. 111-122). 

 
25 Many of /r9k/’s users would eventually become part of the alt-right community on /pol/ (Beran, 2019, p. 
124), which is why that board is discussed here. 
26 The Incel (involuntary celibate) movement is a loosely organised movement of young men united primarily 
by misogynistic and pseudoscientific ideas about sex and gender. Discussing it is outside of the scope of this 
work, but it shares many features with the alt-right, and the boundaries of membership between the two are 
often blurry. The primary distinction between the two is that the alt-right are concerned with fascism, and 
politics in general, while the Incels have little interest in politics.  
27 Elliot Rodger was an American spree killer and Incel who in 2014 targeted young women out of a feeling that 
he had been deliberately rejected by them, and who became a posthumous hero to the beta community on 
4chan.  

 

Figure 6: a selection of sad pepe memes, beginning with the simple inversion of the original meme, a redrawn sad Pepe, 
and a suicidal Pepe.  
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This change towards anger in 4chan’s outlook set the stage for the emergence of the alt-right, who 

(as discussed in the previous section) were busy establishing a growing foothold there in the early 

2010s. Far right ideology offered a potential direction for users’ anger and dissatisfaction, and 

provided a conspiracy to blame for their personal failings, and quickly proved to be popular. As the 

alt-right grew and the /pol/ forum was established in 2011, Pepe’s costumes there grew to include 

overt signifiers of racist ideology such as an SS uniform or a crusader’s armour and, reflecting an 

understanding of their growing radicalisation, began to include the semi-ironic use of the costumes 

of other radical movements as well, such as that of an ISIS fighter. 

During this period Pepe continued to appear sad and angry, but took on another common 

expression as well: a look of smug self-satisfaction, with his hand held knowingly to his chin. This 

expression became known as ‘smug pepe’, and became popular on /pol/ both because of the 

board’s belief in their own racial superiority, and because the board’s community was beginning to 

have considerable success in trolling their left-wing opponents and smugly looking on as their 

extreme beliefs were taken seriously (see Chapter 5 for more discussion about this method of 

trolling).  

 

Figure 7: a selection of angry pepe memes posted on r9k in 2014, including one often used by users threatening to 
commit mass shootings. 
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In 2015, many of the Pepe memes that I observed in /pol/ gained a business suit and a blond 

combover as the alt-right came to momentarily believe that they were sailing to power alongside 

Donald Trump and Steve Bannon. The look of smug superiority continued to be his most common 

expression. This use continued through 2016, peaking in the period around the 2016 US election. 

Pepe’s smugness during this period was an expression of the alt-right’s sense that they were 

succeeding in trolling left-wing Americans and the political system at large, and that by helping to 

elect Donald Trump they had achieved an ultimate troll that would see the world that had rejected 

them tear itself apart in despair.  

 

 

Figure 9: A selection of Pepe memes posted to /pol/ in 2015, showing Pepe's smug expression and his Donald Trump 
costume. 

 

 

Figure 8: A selection of Pepe memes posted to /pol/ in 2014, using Pepe to express users' radical ideology. In the first 
image, Pepe wears the uniform of an SS officer and holds a star of David patch used to mark Jews in Nazi Germany. In 
the second Pepe wears a crusader’s helmet – a reference to the “deus vult!” meme which is used by the alt-right to 
advocate for a crusade against Muslims. The final image shows an angry neo-Nazi Pepe, and references the ‘the day of 
the rope’ from the white nationalist novel The Turner Diaries (1978).  
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During that same election period, Pepe’s representation also took an unusual turn toward the 

esoteric. When 4chan users discovered that an ancient Egyptian god called Kek was often depicted 

as a man or a woman with a frog for a head, and moreover that this god was a “bringer of chaos and 

darkness,” they felt that they had stumbled upon a deity that was unusually aligned with their 

interests (Neiwert, 2017). “KEK” was also a meme and in-joke related to the way that LOL (laughing 

out loud) was transliterated by a chat filter on the game World of Warcraft, which further cemented 

Kek as an unusual confluence of the alt-right’s interests. Posts on 4chan began to semi-satirically 

worship Kek as the patron deity of their cause, offering prayers and entreating the god for support in 

their political trolling: 

Anonymous ID:+OU8FtgZ Mon 08 Aug 2016 15:41:42 No.84539362    

Kek wills it. 

 

Anonymous ID:wzdZ1isN Mon 08 Aug 2016 11:59:53 No.84520552    

Kek has truly blessed us all 

 
Anonymous ID:FGThiwn6 Mon 08 Aug 2016 11:51:42 No.84519784    

DONALD TRUMP WILL WIN. PRAISE KEK 

As with many alt-right symbols, Kek worship began as a strategy for making their subcultural dialect 

deliberately incomprehensible to outsiders as a way of shielding their activities from critique, and as 

a way of tricking their opponents into taking seriously something that was clearly a joke, but was 

used so heavily that it gradually became a relatively serious part of their communal beliefs for a 

time.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 10: A selection of images of Kek posted on 4chan in 2016. The first image shows Kek as an Egyptian deity, while 
the other two are amalgamations of Kek and Pepe. The third image shows Kek holding up double sevens, which is a 
reference to a joke among 4chan users where post ID numbers ending in multiples of the same number were said to be 
lucky or were used to make decisions, and which came to be used as a significant practical aspect of “meme magic”.  
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As the 2016 election progressed and the alt-right on 4chan began to see that their candidate was 

winning, and that their trolling efforts were successfully ensnaring both public outrage and 

credulous media coverage, many began to take these efforts at “meme magic” more seriously 

(Jones, 2020). Following ideas based loosely on the concepts of chaos magic,28 adherents began 

attempting to use their performative belief in Kek as a means of altering reality. This belief always 

included strong aspects of irony and silliness, but it appeared that many of the posters on /pol/ 

believed that it had real outcomes: 

Anonymous ID:VY33PK5K Mon 06 Jun 2016 16:03:37 No.76250685    

[Kek is] A frog god /pol/ has made up in order to try and understand the existence of meme 

magic. 

Kek doesn't exist but meme magic does 

 
Anonymous ID:R4nXjDyE Mon 06 Jun 2016 19:42:12 No.76263666    

Memetic Hermetics, or meme magic, work on the Base of 2 pillars and a spirit. First Pillar: Will. 

Second one: Desire. The Spirit: Irony. 

 

If you will something you desire but do care too much about the outcome Kek will not bless you. 

Fear the man though who has nothing to lose. 

 

More people believing and perpetuating means more will and desire. This coupled with the irony 

of hundreds make the our Memetic harvest thousandfold. The blessing of Kek is where there are 

willing shitposts (Desire+irony). This is his chaotic nature. The Internet is a place of chaos. This is 

Kek's domain. 

Adherents also developed an ironic mythology that included an ancient fictional Kek-worshipping 

kingdom called Kekistan (which was destroyed by rivals called Normistan and Cuckistan),29 and 

created a Kekistani flag based on the Nazi war flag (Neiwert, 2017). Enterprising Kekistanis began 

selling merchandise – such as t-shirts, patches, and flags, some of which appeared in the real world 

on a number of occasions before and after the US election, most notably at the Charlottesville rally 

in 2017 and the capitol insurrection in 2021.   

/pol/’s smugness began to ebb in 2017 as it gradually became apparent that Trump was not 

interested in making the extreme changes that the alt-right wanted, and over that year I observed a 

 
28 Chaos magic is a postmodern occult discipline that, very broadly, aims to use the power of belief to create 
real-world results. A common practice in chaos magic is the creation of ‘tulpas’ which, much like Kek, are 
imaginary creatures that are willed into existence by chaos magicians who believe that these creations have 
the power to influence reality, either as manifestations of their creators’ will, or through their own power. 
4chan users had briefly dabbled in chaos magic and the creation of tulpas years before, and so had a pre-
existing understanding of its concepts before they applied them to Kek. 
The ideas behind chaos magic also closely resemble the “power of positive thinking” beliefs that reportedly 
motivates Donald Trump’s unusual political style (Kruse, 2017), and it is likely that this served as part of /pol/’s 
inspiration to begin using ‘meme magic’. While Trump’s introduction to this philosophy came through Normal 
Vincent Peale’s pseudo-Christian self-help system (1952), 4chan’s (at least formerly) notoriously anti-Christian 
community applied its logic in a form that they were more comfortable with.  
29 Derived from ‘normie’ and ‘cuck’ – two pejorative labels (for outsiders and those who they find to be weak, 
respectively) commonly used by 4chan and the alt-right.  
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gradual change in the overall tone of discussion on the board from one of confidence and gloating 

victory back to a feeling of being the underdogs in a brainwashed world.  

Anonymous ID:12zmjIR8 Mon 24 Apr 2017 12:12:39 No.122513259    

what more can we do? we fought so hard to get trump elected and even he just goes along with 

the status quo 

 

Anonymous ID:fJWmLaW1 Tue 22 Jun 2021 01:32:24 No.326849684    

[…] We haven't liked (((Trump))) since at least 2017. He doesn't support the White race. He 

doesn't support traditionalist authoritarian ethnonationalism with clerical fascist characteristics. He 

doesn't support right-wing death squads or genocide, both of which are highly based and 

redpilled. We don't like that stupid faggot kike. Get necked, nigger. 

As this disappointment became widespread, and after the movement’s public humiliation following 

the Unite the Right rally in 2017 Pepe’s face began to turn from smug back to sad and exasperated. 

Use of Kek, Kekistan, and meme magic began to ebb during this period as well, and largely came to 

be regarded as passé and embarrassing.   

 

By 2019 this sense of disappointment had deepened, and Pepe had undergone another 

transformation on 4chan, donning a clown’s red nose and multicoloured wig. In this form, the meme 

became known as “clown world,” “Honkler,” or simply “honk honk,” and represented a further 

change from anger to nihilistically revelling in the absurdity of a world they felt had gone mad. This 

meme described a feeling of having found themselves in an alternate reality where everything had 

become an absurd mirror of the way that it should be. This represented another coping mechanism 

for their dashed hopes for the Trump administration, and served as a way of expressing the psychic 

stress of living in a world that they perceived to be under siege by degeneracy (see Chapter 4). As 

the posts below summarise, during this period many in the alt-right had come to feel that they had 

 

Figure 11: A selection of Pepe memes posted to /pol/ in 2017, showing emotions reflecting /pol/’s feelings of defeat, 
frustration and disappointment.  
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entered a 1984-esque world where everything that they saw as evil was being promoted as good, 

and all efforts at pushing back were failing: 

Anonymous ID:Ma8PvF89 Sat 06 Jul 2019 22:03:37 No.218585124  

WELCOME ALL TO CLOWN WORLD 

WHERE IT'S ALL UPSIDE-DOWN 

LIES MUST BE BELIEVED 

AND TRUTH PUT IN THE GROUND 

HERE THE GOOD ARE PUNISHED 

AND EVIL GETS THE CROWN 

IT’S JUST HOW IT IS IN CLOWN WORLD 

BECAUSE IT’S ALL UPSIDE-DOWN 

 

Anonymous (ID: h+gwJApx)  06/01/19(Sat)15:47:09 No.214935180    

I can't take any more of this sick clown world.  

 

>child trannies 

>endless war for Israel 

>no chance of having the standard of living of my folks 

>studied a meme degree and have no decent career prospects 

>Trump a puppet or blackmailed, total failure 

>tried making youtube videos, youtube struck down and banned me 

>same thing with twitter  

>Jews shoving antisemitism laws down our throats  

>can't even find good content due to pozzed algorithms 

>America has become the globohomo imperium  

>can't escape degeneracy, our culture is fully saturated with Poz 

>live in 25% white city, totally atomized & no community 

>parents are christian zionist boomers 

>girlfriend has to work and makes more $ than me 

>100k in debt, massive high interest credit card debt 

>constant health problems, no doctor can help me. Feel like shit daily 

>my son will be hated and mistreated for his race in the country his ancestors settled 

> no one is fucking waking up 

>no one is doing anything 

>Coming techno-tyranny will permanently enslave the goyim  

>Jews now openly showing their power level, still no one fucking waking up  

 

Its over pol. There is no hope, nothing is going to change. There won't be a revolution. Nor will 

there be a collapse. Just a gradual decline into a global new world order tyranny run by Jews and 

their shabbos goyim.  

As shown in Figure 12, Clown World Pepe wears a pained smile and has sad, watery eyes that 

 

Figure 12: A selection of Pepe memes posted to /pol/ on 6 July 2019, showing the “clown world” Pepe. The leftmost 
image is the most common clown world Pepe that was often used as a base for other memes. The image on the right 
uses a rainbow pride flag (the colours of which are mirrored in the character’s hair) which shows the perceived link 
between widespread acceptance and visibility of LGBT lifestyles and the out-of-control degeneracy that alt-right 
conspiracy theories claim is destroying the world. 
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communicate a sense of acceptance of defeat.  

Clown world continued to be one of the most popular forms of Pepe used on /pol/ until the end of 

the period under study. It was particularly popular after the 2020 US election, the outcomes of 

which were seen as the ultimate expression of honkler’s nihilism. Kek and attempts at meme magic 

made a brief return during the 2020 election, but with much diminished enthusiasm.  

The anomic body 
What we can see in Pepe’s changes over time is a community reckoning with the dissatisfaction and 

alienation that had lain beneath its surface since its beginning. Each of Pepe’s expressions represents 

a way for 4chan’s users to rationalise and conceptualise their position in the world: first with 

disengagement, then anger, then wilful destructiveness, and finally defeated acceptance. The 

underlying concern that these responses cast light upon can be understood through the use of the 

theory of anomie. This term was originated by Émile Durkheim (1952, pp. 201-239) to describe the 

“derangement” that occurs when societal norms and regulations are absent, or fail to properly align 

with the experiences of those living in society. This perception of normlessness and alienation has 

been proposed as a contributing factor in aberrant and antisocial behaviour such as suicide and 

crime, because as individuals lose track of their place and role in society, their ability and desire to 

contribute to it positively diminishes. Durkheim saw the rise of anomie in terms of the transition 

from “organic solidarity”, where labour in society is divided according to visible needs in a close-knit 

community, to “mechanical solidarity”, where labour and the market are abstracted by scale and 

therefore impossible to properly comprehend and engage with on a human level  (Durkheim, 1933, 

pp. 111-133). 

4chan’s membership is a community that can be seen to have experienced, and to continue to 

experience, considerable anomie. Durkheim’s original work described two separate but related 

types of anomie: “an intentional, if not ruthless, disdain for society’s normative order, and an 

unintentional disregard for, or confusion about, norms or rules of conduct” (TenHouten, 2016), both 

of which can be seen in strong evidence in 4chan’s past. 

Having formed around the shared experience of social isolation that came with anime fandom and 

general nerdiness, and crystallised a group identity that was defined by its outsider status (Beran, 

2019; Sparby, 2017; Nagle, 2017), 4chan users have long found themselves separated from the 

norms of ordinary society. This alienation deepened into abstraction from Durkheim’s “organic 

solidarity” as the community’s membership aged and started to become NEETs. Moreover, as a 

community that strips away many of the features of ordinary social communication – such as the 

common rules of acceptable discourse, individual identity, and memory of an individual’s 
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contribution – long-term participation in 4chan’s community may serve to deepen that alienation 

and inhibit reengagement with conventional society. Much as Durkheim posited that being 

separated from the nature of wider society by its scale and abstraction created anomie, so too might 

participation in a community where all aspects of social engagement are stripped away save for raw 

communication itself. This is something that could be argued is possible on any social network – and 

in fact, should be – but in 4chan’s case it is particularly significant because the site’s design makes no 

attempt to reintroduce the aspects of permanent identity such as names or usernames, profile 

pictures, and other identifiers that are present on almost every other social media site.  

We can also see “confusion about norms or rules of conduct” (TenHouten, 2016) in the way that 

/r9k/’s community of ‘betas’ struggled to express and codify the behaviours that would unlock the 

romantic success that they desired. In looking at many of the posts on that board during that period, 

it is evident that many posters were so alienated from ordinary society that the very mechanics of 

normal communication had become excruciating and impenetrable. The anomie on that board was 

so pervasive that – much as Durkheim’s theory predicts that there would be – there were regular 

suicides among its members (Beran, 2019, p. 116). 

We can also see a strong element of intentional rebellion against “society’s normative order” 

(TenHouten, 2016) in other aspects of 4chan’s culture. Much of 4chan’s sense of humour was 

historically a deliberate mutiny against the restrictions of social norms: as a community that was 

primarily white, middle class and male, and protected by online anonymity (and initially obscurity) 

users felt protected enough to push the boundaries in increasingly shocking ways (Phillips, 2019). 

4chan’s original board, /b/, had a group identity that was defined by its open and juvenile defiance 

of social rules and standards of acceptability (Sparby, 2017), and which defined the value of many of 

its jokes and pranks in terms of how much anger, shock, or confusion it would cause the “normies” 

that were exposed to it. As an anonymous screed commonly copied and pasted on /b/ in the mid-

2000s proclaimed: 

/b/ is first to get to the window to see the car accident outside. 

/b/ is the one who wrote your number on the mall's bathroom wall. 

/b/ is a failing student who makes passes at his young, attractive English teacher. 

[…] 

/b/ is the guy who calls a suicide hotline to hit on the adviser. 

/b/ is nuking the hard-drive next time someone knocks on his door. 

/b/ is the one who left a used condom outside the schoolyard. 

/b/ is the voice in your head that tells you that it doesn't matter if she's drunk. 
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/b/ is the friend who constantly talks about your mom's rack. 

While this childish humour was generally rebellion aimed at no one, and when it did have a target it 

usually did little more harm than the bruising of egos or sensibilities, it was also known for 

occasionally spilling into the extreme. In the mid-2000s, for example, 4chan became known among 

other online communities as a place where users would sometimes post child abuse material,30 not 

because they were paedophiles, but because it provoked such a strong reaction of horror in those 

who had not become inured to the site’s laissez-faire morality (Phillips, 2012). Similarly, users 

flocked to watch a live stream of the (failed) suicide of another user on at least one occasion (Hall, 

2013). But perhaps the most obvious example was 4chan’s provocative use of Nazi imagery, which 

was initially designed as a means of trolling people and generating outrage, but which ultimately 

allowed genuine fascism to grow on 4chan under a smokescreen of irony (see Chapter 5).  

Looking at 4chan through this lens of anomie, Pepe’s popularity can be seen to be derived from the 

manner in which his appearance serves as an intuitive representation of how it feels to suffer from 

anomie. This is in part because of the design of the character in the original Boy’s Club comics. Pepe 

and his friends regularly take hallucinogenic drugs, and the strips often devolve into psychedelia as 

characters’ faces and surroundings melt, morph, and reform. It is reasonable to imagine that the 

four characters’ appearances were designed to evoke the feeling of alienation created by drug use, 

where the ordinary is temporarily rendered unfamiliar by layers of chemical abstraction. In this way 

it is possible to read Boy’s Club as a story about four ordinary humans, and to assume that their 

appearance is only a representation of the way that they feel, rather than their literally living in a 

world of anthropomorphic animals. Pepe is on many levels an ordinary person, and his behaviour 

and appearance is undeniably human in a sense, but his green skin, bulging eyes and wide mouth 

also mark him as something obviously alien. Pepe’s frog body, in other words, is a visual 

representation of how it feels to be separated from ordinary society by an intangible and 

indescribable barrier; an abstraction with uncertain boundaries that is nevertheless inescapable. It is 

not clear whether Pepe himself is the recogniser of this alienation – if he goes out in public, for 

example, is he alienated because others would recognise that he is on drugs, or has he imagined it 

inside his own head because he has forgotten how to act normally? Within the comic’s universe 

there is no difference, because the end result is alienation all the same.   

 
30 4chan’s reputation for child abuse material was such that in beginning this study it was a significant concern 
for me, but in practice I have seen none on the site in the five years that I have spent observing it. This appears 
likely to be because the site’s moderators have become very proactive in responding to it, and because of legal 
consequences brought against those who posted it. It also appears likely that instances of it were relatively 
rare, even at their height.  
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This drug-induced estrangement from the ordinary mirrors the experience of social alienation felt by 

many on 4chan. In search of success they (believe that they) have done their best to build 

themselves into ordinary people, but find themselves failing at every turn, rejected on the grounds 

of some unclear personal failing or subtle faux pas that is never properly explained. Like Pepe, it 

seems to them that others can tell that they are somehow alien, an intruder in an ill-fitting human 

suit, and that no matter what they do they will never be accepted. Like Pepe, it is unclear whether 

the source of this alienation is internal, external, or both, but in practice it makes little difference. 

Pepe speaks to them as an avatar because he wears this alienation on his face, his appearance 

communicating it in a manner that has proven to be remarkably universal. Pepe’s changing 

expressions – from “feels good man,” through to smug Trump Pepe, and finally clown world nihilism 

– reflect the community’s changing responses and coping strategies for this alienation, but his 

unchanging frog eyes and green skin show that the alienation itself remains impossible to shed.  

Glitsos & Hall (2019) entertain a similar concept in their discussion of Pepe as an object of “disgust,” 

drawing on a comparison with the ‘gill-man’ in the film Creature from the Black Lagoon (1954), 

whose body is alien and horrific, but who becomes an object of disgust specifically when he abducts 

a human woman for presumably sexual reasons. The cause of disgust in this case is not the 

grotesquery of his body itself, but the hybridity; it is accepted for a human or a frog to have sexual 

desires, but it is through combining the two and lusting after a human female that they become 

disgusting. Again, this reading points to how Pepe functions as a symbol for how his users feel about 

themselves: continually rejected (both in the romantic and the general social sense), they feel 

separated from society on a physiological level, as though there is something about them personally 

that creates disgust in others.  

It is important to note that Pepe’s green skin also makes him essentially raceless, and yet also highly 

visible – something notably analogous to the “marking” of white males as an identity group in recent 

decades (Robinson, 2000). The experience of growing up in the 1990s and coming of age in the 

2000s meant that for many of the young men on /pol/ they had gone through a distinct process of 

“marking” – where they had begun their lives as simply neutral, white males in a world where white 

males were the default, by the time they reached adulthood and expected to enter the working 

world, they found themselves visibly gendered and (to a degree) racialised. As discussed earlier, the 

causes of their economic disappointment were likely more to do with social failure and the realities 

of coming of age during the global financial crisis, but happened to overlap with this shift in identity 

in a way that did not feel coincidental.  
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On another level, as the first-born citizens of a digital world without depth, it is not unreasonable 

that the alienated individual would choose a two-dimensional cartoon to represent himself. Pepe 

has no physical component to him, and none of what Walter Benjamin called an “aura” (1935/1969): 

he is mass-produced by nature, infinitely copiable and reproducible, and clothed only in semiotics 

and information. He is in this sense a native inhabitant of the digital hyperreal, a body without form 

or weight; a blank slate waiting for data. For young men who have grown up seeing the world and 

themselves abstracted through the digital medium, but who have never had the words to express 

how they feel, Pepe, as ridiculous of an avatar as he is, offers the best possible means of speaking 

about themselves on their own terms.  

It is likely, indeed, that some element of this value as a depiction of the anomic individual was part 

of Pepe’s significance even when he was in use by a far wider audience before he became associated 

with the alt-right in 2016. Many of the elements of anomie that are visible on 4chan are likely 

present on and exacerbated by the mainstream social networks that define so many aspects of 

modern life, and it may be that Pepe had some value as a tool for representing and discussing some 

of those concerns before that significance was abruptly altered. Nevertheless, he found his final 

home on 4chan, where that anomie was most concentrated, and where its outcomes would 

eventually become most harmful.  

For the online fascists of the alt-right, the succinct communication of this experience proved to be 

particularly valuable. Because fascism is a politics of affect that has always communicated its nature 

and intent primarily though visual symbols (Dagnino, 2016),31 evolving a visual language to represent 

its concerns and ideas is an essential aspect of the development of any new fascist movement. While 

anomie is an important concept that has a growing relevance for – and effect on – contemporary 

society, it is by nature difficult to explain and communicate, and it is particularly difficult to do so 

concisely, which has generally resulted in it being left out of political discourse, despite its 

significance. By making Pepe’s grotesque form a central symbol of their movement, the alt-right 

were able to intuitively communicate the idea that their movement is one for those experiencing 

anomie, and that it is therefore the only one capable of addressing the issues that contribute to it, 

without having to dirty its hands by attempting to explain it.  

Conclusion 
For the young men of 4chan, Pepe’s alienated body provides a way of discussing and expressing the 

anomie at the heart of their experience. In the way that he is depicted, we can see the changing 

moods of the community on /pol/ in their own terms, as they went from despair, to exuberance, and 

 
31 See chapter 2 for more discussion of fascist ideology. 
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back to despair again. Having gained this view into their world, it is now time to address how that 

anomie can be weaponised for radicalisation, and the specific nature of the ideology that the young 

men of 4chan have entered into.  
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Chapter 2: The fascisms of the past   
In order to properly understand the alt-right ideology on /pol/, it is essential to first address the 

history of the ideology that it draws from. 

This chapter begins by considering the ideological journey that saw 4chan’s community of social 

outcasts go from a generally left-wing and libertarian community to incubating a modern fascist 

movement. It then discusses what fascism is, and the problems that come with attempting to attach 

a specific definition to it. It uses a variety of different definitions of fascism to illustrate different 

aspects of the ideology, and to establish features that can be drawn upon in later chapters. These 

features are demonstrated with historical examples from past forms of fascism. Nazi Germany is the 

primary focus, both because it was the most influential and is therefore the most studied form of 

fascism, but also because the /pol/ community identified with German fascism specifically. Finally, it 

addresses the environment that fascism has existed in since the end of the second world war, 

focusing primarily on fascist movements in America and how the forms that they have taken have 

directly influenced the alt-right.   
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The radical losers – moving Pepe to the far right 
The German poet, essayist, and intellectual Hans Magnus Enzenberger first introduced the idea of 

the ‘radical loser’ – in short, the simple concept that those who are most disconnected from and 

rejected by society are the most likely to violently lash out at it – in 2006, at a time when the white 

supremacist extreme right had little purchase in mainstream politics.  But the idea that the study of 

radicalisation is better conceptualised a study of ‘losers’ remains relevant to the case at hand. 

Ezenberger looked to explain the rise of Islamic radicalism (itself often connected to a type of 

fascism) by examining the history of the Arab world, in particular its focus on its past greatness 

during the age of the caliphate and the comparative disappointment of its current situation, and on 

what he frames as an emasculation by a then-ascendant West. But as the last chapter showed, the 

anomie experienced by members of the 4chan community – and by others in similar positions – has 

created a considerable pool of potential radical losers in the West as well.  

For the disappointed young men of 4chan, the practical effects of economic failure are compounded 

by social and psychological issues. Under the West’s prevailing neoliberal ideology, and its 

presumption of a meritocracy, “individual struggle is valorized, and success is the determinant of 

individual worth,” (Stanley, 2019) which means that failures connected to a changing and 

inhospitable economy – such as being unable to find decent employment, or being unable to afford 

to move out of the parental home – can easily be interpreted, characterised and experienced as 

personal failures, and internalised as negative self-worth. While this may push some toward working 

harder to succeed, it can also leave many alienated and disaffected, turning economic failure into 

social failure as well. The ‘loser’ of neoliberalism’s zero-sum game thus comes to occupy 

Enzenberger’s more colloquial meaning of the loser as a social failure as well. 

Enzenberger’s logic is well-founded in research: in a study of 119 lone-actor terrorists32 (of all 

ideologies), Gill, Horgen & Deckert (2017) found that terrorists were likely to be socially isolated, and 

although they were relatively well educated, with three quarters having at least attended university, 

this education had not translated into employment, with many unemployed and very few of those 

who were employed appearing to have found any measure of success. 

Social isolation has also been shown to be connected to extreme right-wing views specifically (Valk & 

Wagenaar, 2010). One study, for example, found that skinheads in East Germany had an 

“underdeveloped” “capacity for social integration…on both the personal and the social level,” which 

led to their compensating by seeking membership in a radical and antisocial group (Möller & 

 
32 Lone-actor terrorism here includes terrorists who are not members of a group but were radicalised by a 
wider ideology, and which therefore would apply to most right-wing terrorists, including those affiliated with 
the alt-right such as those responsible for the Christchurch mosque and Poway synagogue shootings.   
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Schuhmacher, 2007). The relationship between economic failure in the style of 4chan’s NEETs and 

right-wing radicalism is more difficult to demonstrate clearly, but has been shown in relation to 

other far right groups in other scholarship. It has been observed, for example, that formation of 

skinhead gangs in New Zealand in the 1990s was a direct outcome of a recession that occurred in the 

same period, and which plunged white working-class New Zealanders into conditions of 

unemployment and poverty similar to those which had traditionally driven gang formation in Māori 

and pacific minority communities (Gilbert & Elley, 2020). The fear of economic failure has also been 

shown to push voters toward the radical right: one survey of workers in western Europe found that 

the threat of losing their jobs to automation made workers more likely to vote for a far right party, 

particularly for those who are only barely coping on their existing wages (Im, Mayer, Palier, & Rovny, 

2019).  

The natural direction for a radical movement rooted in the NEET anomie of 4chan’s userbase might 

ordinarily be to the political left – to use class consciousness to shine a light on neoliberalism’s 

hidden order and to seek to redistribute society’s ill-accumulated capital toward those like 

themselves – but by the early-to-mid 2010s, 4chan had given up on the left. The truth was that many 

longstanding members felt that the left had already failed them. In the 2008 US election, 4chan’s 

community had thrown their support33 behind Barack Obama’s campaign of “hope”, “change you 

can believe in”, and promised upending of the established political order: 

The site was full of memes celebrating the candidate’s youth, masculinity, and suave coolness – 

depicting him dunking on Hillary Clinton or smoking as Spike from Cowboy Bebop. And on 

Election Day, Poole [4chan’s founder] changed /b/’s header … to “O/b/ama.” (Beran, 2019, p. 85) 

Although the Obama campaign’s promises and stated ideology were far from radical, they and many 

others read into his transformational rhetoric an expectation of considerable societal disruption that 

appealed both to their personal concerns and their appetite for destruction. Over the next few 

years, however, it became apparent that Obama was not going to deliver the change that 4chan 

(and many others) had expected. Among other things, his administration chose not to aggressively 

pursue the causes (either human or structural) of the 2007-2008 financial crisis, and made only 

limited attempts to wind down the previous administration’s wars in Iraq and Afghanistan (Wise, 

2019). Like many, 4chan’s community was understandably disappointed, and generally felt that they 

had been tricked into participating in a process that had no capacity to introduce meaningful 

change.  

 
33 4chan had initially supported Ron Paul’s campaign, which – although libertarian rather than left-wing – 
promised a similarly drastic shakeup of the political order, but when Paul lost the Republican primary to John 
McCain, their focus shifted to Obama as a second choice (Beran, 2019, p. 85). 
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In 2011 they once again became involved in left-wing politics, this time with the Occupy movement, 

which promised a much more radical and confrontational kind of political engagement. 4chan’s 

Anonymous collective34 took a large role in supporting and amplifying the messages of the Occupy 

movement, and attempted to use its hacking abilities to attack the movement’s Wall Street enemies 

(Captain, 2011), which reflected a wider support among 4chan users for the idea of putting their 

trolling skills to use in the service of a revolution for the “99 percent”. The Occupy movement had 

correctly identified many of the issues at play and once again looked for a moment to be the crest of 

a wave of change, but disappointingly faltered and dispersed without much impact when it came 

time to offer a suggestion about what to do next and it found that it had none.  

Having seen two angles of left-wing political action inexplicably snatch defeat from the jaws of 

victory and dissolve into nothing (or worse, in Obama’s case, into active maintenance of the order 

that had made them into NEETs), the community on 4chan came to see left-wing politics as 

fundamentally flawed. Moreover the left, as rearticulated and exemplified by the Obama 

administration’s progressive neoliberal centrism, came to be seen as complicit in their oppression. 

Although 4chan would eventually take it to an unreasonable extreme, coming to regard the 

mainstream left in this way is not necessarily unreasonable in itself. Mark Fisher (2008) describes 

this situation as “capitalist realism” – the broadly held understanding that any economic system 

other than liberal capitalism is an artificial and therefore doomed imposition on the natural order of 

the free market. This has been instrumental in cementing the dominance of the logic of 

neoliberalism in our culture, and has roundly prevented any suggestion of meaningful change from 

even being presented in mainstream political thought. Capitalist realism has left mainstream political 

discourse unable to discuss not only the alternatives to capitalism, but also unable to discuss the 

way that capitalism has shaped and distorted modern lives and societies, because even the language 

for these issues has fallen out of the common lexicon. This was the issue that confronted the leaders 

of the Occupy movement: in a world of Fisher’s capitalist realism, the tools that socialism and 

Marxism offer had long been swept from the table, leaving such movements with few practical 

options for change. The outcome of this is that left-wing political parties now operate within a 

particularly narrow band of possible actions, and have nowhere to move but further toward the 

‘centre’ of neoliberal capitalism.   

Trapped within this paradigm, mainstream left-wing political parties across the world underwent a 

transformation in the 80s and 90s – exemplified by Bill Clinton’s “new Democrats” and Tony Blair’s 

 
34 Anonymous had by this point grown beyond 4chan in many respects, but still had strong roots in the site and 
among its users (Beran, 2019, pp. 78-79). 
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“New Labour” – toward accepting neoliberalism rather than fighting against it. Nancy Fraser (2017) 

describes this as a shift to “progressive neoliberalism”, in which the new left trumpeted its 

commitment to  modern concerns such as diversity, equality, and multiculturalism, while presiding 

over “runaway financialization”, “the weakening of unions, the decline of real wages, the increasing 

precarity of work, and the rise of the two–earner family in place of the defunct family wage”. This 

shift toward identity politics provided a means of retaining a sense of progressiveness, and an 

incomplete progressive project, while allowing the upward redistribution of wealth to continue 

unabated. Under these conditions, it was never possible for 4chan’s white, male NEETs to have their 

concerns met by the new left, and indeed the subsequent rise of the ‘gig economy’ and concomitant 

expansion of the precariat during the Obama years was understood as a clear signal to them that 

they needed to look elsewhere (Beran, 2019, pp. 80-90).   

The disappointment of these left-wing movements left 4chan’s NEETs in the unusual position of 

having a drive toward radical political belief, but having explicitly rejected the political position that 

might ordinarily have fit their circumstances and concerns. An alternative proved to be close at 

hand, however. Years earlier, a group from 4chan had undertaken a ‘raid’ on the white supremacist 

website Stormfront.35 As often occurred when 4chan raided other websites, the raid served as an 

introduction to 4chan for a large community that would otherwise have had no contact with them, 

and inevitably resulted in some members of Stormfront joining the 4chan community (Beran, 2019, 

pp. 123-125). 4chan’s owners and community were generally not well-disposed toward these openly 

fascist anons joining their community, but the website’s culture of ironic shitposting and minimal 

rules made it difficult to usefully separate them from the rest of the community, which had already 

been ironically using racial slurs and Nazi imagery in its jokes for years. When an attempt at a 

current events board called /new/ became overrun by Nazis, the board was shut down and replaced 

with /pol/ as a ‘containment board’ for the site’s fascist community in 2011 (Wendling, 2018, pp. 53-

54).  

Over time, as these communities rubbed digital shoulders on 4chan, disillusioned and angry anons 

seeking a new explanation for their lives began finding that /pol/’s fascist ideas became more and 

more appealing, and the containment board began to exert a gravitational pull on the rest of the 

forum.  

Although it may have seemed unlikely that this community would move to what ordinarily appears 

to be such a diametrically opposite political orientation, this would appear to be a relatively clear 

example of what is known as “horseshoe theory”. This theory posits simply that the extreme ends of 

 
35 See Chapter 1. 
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the political spectrum – the far-left and the far right – have in some ways more in common with each 

other than with the more moderate expressions of their respective ideologies, meaning that the 

political spectrum might be more accurately shaped like a horseshoe than a straight line (Faye, 

1996). This theory has been criticised as an oversimplification that, among other concerns, fails to 

account for the often significantly different backgrounds and values of the people at the two 

extremes (Mayer, 2011), but nevertheless it would appear that it applies here. In this case, it is 

apparent that 4chan’s nascent alt-right were simply more committed to seeking radical change and 

disruption than any specific ideology – at least at first. As will be seen later in this thesis, the alt-right 

on /pol/ dove far deeper into far right ideology than they had during their flirtations with the left. 

Notably, the population on 4chan were not the only group to undergo these types of changes: many 

parts of the anti-vax movement, which shares with 4chan a preoccupation with conspiracies and a 

high assessment of its members’ own intelligence, among other things, made a similarly drastic turn 

from nebulously left-wing alignment toward the far right during the same period (Butler, 2020). This 

is also not unprecedented in the history of fascism: Benito Mussolini began his political life as a 

revolutionary socialist (Settembrini, 1976), and during the initial phases of German fascism, it was 

said that many former communists had converted to Nazism, with up to a third of the SA (Nazism’s 

original brown-shirted paramilitary wing) being so-called “beefsteak Nazis”, because they were 

“brown on the outside, but red on the inside” (Brown, 2013). 

It should be noted that this movement from left to right does not necessarily imply a case of 4chan’s 

left-wing membership being replaced by new users with far right beliefs. Anecdotally, it is very 

common for current /pol/ users to report having been on 4chan for a very long time, and to have 

participated in its left-wing moments before the creation of /pol/. Moreover, this move from left to 

right reflects commonly reported changes in political beliefs among /pol/ posters. It is exceedingly 

common for posters on /pol/ to report having held left-wing beliefs before being radicalised toward 

the far right – something that I saw often used as evidence of their having arrived at their beliefs 

through a process of research and open-mindedness. Evidence of this left-to-right movement among 

anons can be found in a thread posted on the 20th of October 2020, where /pol/ users were asked to 

describe changes in their political outlook by drawing it onto an annotated political compass, with 

axes of left/right and authoritarian/libertarian (see Figure 13). Out of the 83 posters who responded 

with legible and apparently genuine depictions of their political journey, 56.6% (n=47) reported 

having started their journey on the left and moved to the extreme right. It was also not uncommon 

to report radical shifts in political beliefs in general: 38.5% (n=32) reported having moved from the 

extreme end of at least one axis to another – either between the extreme left and extreme right, or 

between extreme libertarianism and extreme authoritarianism.  
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4chan’s anons may also never have actually been especially far from the political right, regardless of 

how they saw themselves. Dale Beran (2019, pp. 131-132) observes that the traditional reasoning of 

4chan’s NEETs and betas was based in hierarchies – winners and losers, alphas and betas, etc. – and 

they had internalised the logic of capitalism as a zero-sum game as the foundation of their 

worldview. Beran theorises that they never left this hierarchical and meritocratic thinking behind, 

even when they turned to the left, meaning that it was never actually possible for socialist or 

egalitarian thought to provide what they wanted. They were losers, in other words, because they 

refused to give up on the idea that they ought to be winners at the expense of others.   

Regardless of their previous ideals, fascism proved to be a comfortable fit for many anons on 4chan. 

Among other things, it provided a direction for their anger, a set of goals, a pseudoscientific sense of 

superiority, and conspiratorial explanations for their failings. Unlike neoliberalism’s focus on the 

individual, in fascism value “is based on group worth as the product of group struggle,” and which 

“replaces individuals with groups as the subject and object of analysis” (Stanley, 2019), and provided 

an immediate infusion of group-based self-worth. Moreover, 4chan’s isolated, alienated NEETs had 

little life experience but nevertheless had a high opinion of their own intelligence – a cocktail of 

 

 

Figure 13: a “political 
journey” image posted 
by an anonymous user 
on the 20th of October 
2020, showing an 
individual’s reported 
movement from left-
wing beliefs toward the 
authoritarian right over 
time. Although all of the 
journeys posted in this 
thread were different, 
many followed this 
general pattern of 
starting out in the 
moderate, liberal left 
and moving toward a 
final point somewhere 
in the realm of right-
wing authoritarianism.  
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attributes that made them particularly vulnerable to fascism’s conspiracy theories, which flatter 

their adherents as alternative intellectuals.36 

Having made the swing to the far right, 4chan’s population of alienated and angry young radicals 

began to grow, eventually coming into full bloom in 2016. But in order to understand what this turn 

toward fascism meant, it is necessary to first discuss what fascism actually is.  

Defining fascism 
As the axis powers neared defeat in Europe, George Orwell (1944) wrote that “of all the unanswered 

questions of our time, perhaps the most important is: ‘What is Fascism?’”. Although at the time it 

represented the most pressing threat that Western democracy had ever faced, Orwell observed that 

public discourse was so inconsistent in its application of the label that “if you examine the press you 

will find that there is almost no set of people — certainly no political party or organized body of any 

kind — which has not been denounced as Fascist during the past ten years”. Despite having 

volunteered to fight against fascism in the Spanish civil war and been shot through the neck by a 

fascist’s bullet less than a decade before, Orwell was forced to conclude that “as used, the word 

‘Fascism’ is almost entirely meaningless”.  

Questions of exactly what fascism means have been raised since its very beginnings. In the early 20th 

century, as Robert Paxton explains, even the original architects of the first (successful) fascism in 

Italy were unable or unwilling to settle on any core principles: 

Fascist leaders made no secret of having no program. Mussolini exulted in its absence […] “the democrats 

of Il Mondo want to know our program? It is to break the bones of the democrats of Il Mondo. And the 

sooner the better.” […] Mussolini liked to declare that he himself was the definition of fascism. The will 

and leadership of a Duce was what a modern people needed, not a doctrine. (Paxton, 2004) 

German fascism was similarly unconcerned with defining its principles: 

Hitler did present a program (the 25 points of February 1920) but he pronounced it immutable 

while ignoring many of its provisions. […] in his first public address as chancellor, Hitler ridiculed 

those who say “show us the details of your program. I have refused to ever step before this Volk 

and make cheap promises.” (Paxton, 2004) 

Where other ‘isms’ such as communism and libertarianism are defined in theory by their draftsmen 

and then applied to reality, fascism gives every impression of having come into being organically, 

with no planning involved save for how best to take hold of power (Paxton, 2004, p. 16). Indeed, its 

very absence of principle may be one of its defining features: as Walter Benjamin observed after 

fleeing Nazi Germany, a key effect of fascism is the transformation of politics into aesthetics 

(Benjamin, 1935/1969). The performance of machismo and energy of its leaders, and later of 

 
36 See Chapter 4 for more on the alt-right and conspiracy theories.  
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dynamically reviving and militarising cultural heritage by the state, were more central to those 

emerging fascisms than any core concept or doctrine. As a result, we are left to assemble a definition 

of fascism out the wreckage of its actions and choices, rather than its words – something, 

incidentally, that might appeal to the fascist sensibility. This uncertainty does nothing to diminish the 

term’s necessity, however: even if it would not define itself, it is clear that there is at its heart a 

human tendency toward embracing authoritative, performative, ultra-nationalist movements under 

certain sets of circumstances that is worthy of study and categorisation.  

Further compounding this definitional concern is the considerable variety that exists among fascist 

movements themselves. Although many of the fascist movements of the early 20th century were 

influenced by one another, their focus on mythic nationalism and ideology of negation (see below) 

has meant that fascism manifests very differently in different environments. This section uses 

examples from some of the most successful fascisms (Germany, Italy, and Spain), and draws upon 

German fascism in particular, both because it was in many ways the most successful and widely 

studied, and because it is from Nazism that the alt-right draw much of the inspiration for their own 

fascism. Nevertheless, it is also fair to say that these are not necessarily the ‘purest’ examples of 

fascism: they are simply the ones that took power, and therefore have provided history with an 

honest record of their beliefs and priorities through the way that they used their power. Many other 

unique fascist movements came within some proximity to power in the early 20th century, most 

notably in France, Hungary, and Romania (Paxton, 2004, p. 73),  and many other movements have 

existed – and continue to arise – that come nowhere near power but may still be socially influential. 

The majority of pre-world war two movements have been classified as fascist only in hindsight: at 

the time, fascism was the name of a singular Italian movement, and most previous fascisms have 

been more inclined to stress their uniqueness than their similarity to foreign movements (2004, p. 

20). These uncertain boundaries have also given rise to some fringe cases that meet many of the 

criteria to be considered fascism, but which arise from a context significantly removed from more 

agreed-upon examples, and whose inclusion in the canon may distort its definition somewhat: such 

as 1930s Japan (McCormack, 1980), Perón’s Argentina (Paxton, 2004, pp. 194-196), and most 

recently the Trump movement, which showed many fascist tendencies but seemed incapable of 

realising any of them in practice (Goldstein, 2021).  

In academic works, considerable effort has been devoted to defining a “fascist minimum” – a 

bedrock commonality shared by all fascist movements but not present elsewhere (Eatwell, 1996). In 

other ‘isms’, the minimum is much more apparent: a nation can be generally considered socialist to 

the extent that it redistributes individual wealth to create equality, and capitalist to the extent that it 

does not; a movement is nationalist to the extent that it places its own people above others, and 
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globalist to the extent that it operates outside its own borders. Fascism, on the other hand, is more 

difficult to quantify because it contains a range of factors in combination rather than any one 

principle. The one-sentence fascist minimum described by Roger Eatwell, for example, is bursting at 

the seams with additional clauses: 

An ideology that strives to forge social rebirth based on a holistic-national radical Third Way, 

though in practice fascism has tended to stress style, especially action and the charismatic leader, 

more than detailed programme, and to engage in a Manichaean demonization of its enemies. 

This definition, while technically complete, is only really usable in its expanded form, which inflates 

from 44 words into nearly 500. This expanded definition (which is somewhat abridged below) 

separates fascism into four parts, stressing its place as a discrete ideology that cannot be located 

usefully on the left-right political spectrum: 

Nationalism The belief that the world is divided into nations is central to fascism, though the 

nation should not necessarily be equated with existing states, or ethnic groupings. Although 

some forms of fascism were based on biological racism, the mainstream form of nationalism was 

cultural, which meant it was possible to 'imagine' new nations--- though ones based on pre-

existing bonds and myths. 

Holism Fascism is based on a view that the collective predominates over individual rights and 

interests. This helps to explain its hostility to liberal democracy. […]it portrays man as a victim of 

alienation, divided from other members of the true community and as incapable of finding 

fulfilment within existing socioeconomic structures. The individual only becomes truly free when 

he shakes off the conditioning of bourgeois society – a belief which can underpin a violent 

conception of politics. 

Radicalism Fascism is not a form of conservatism. It involves a rejection of existing society and 

the power of Establishment groups…to create a new political culture, partly through mobilisation 

and sometimes through cathartic violence. Fascism is an alternative form of modernity, though it 

synthesises the optimism of most modernists with the pessimism of conservatism. 

The Third Way Fascism is hostile to both capitalism and socialism, but draws on aspects of both. It 

sees capitalism as too individualistic, too dominated by the short run and ultimately not loyal to 

the community. It sees socialism as too internationalist and based on false views of equality. The 

exact nature of the Third Way can vary, though historically corporatism was its most common 

goal…It syncretically seeks to draw on what is seen as the best of capitalism (the naturalness of 

private property, its dynamism) and socialism (its concern for the community and welfare).   

As Eatwell explains, fascism cherry-picks aspects from other ‘isms’ such environmentalism, socialism, 

and capitalism, and combines them into a whole that, although counter to the logic of the 

contemporary political dichotomy, is an intuitive fit for those seeking an ideology that manages to be 

revolutionary without threatening their position in society. This definition highlights fascism’s focus 

on imagining a new and holistic national identity (either racial, cultural, or otherwise) that bends 

existing myth and history to justify itself, and is committed to radically overthrowing existing political 

and social orders and replacing them with its imagined one. This imaginary history is key here, 

because it is what gives fascism the impetus and justification to make the immense and often 
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appalling changes that it is known for, such as German fascism’s campaign of genocides and Italian 

fascism’s drastic reshaping of Rome’s city streets to emphasise a connection between fascist 

architecture and ancient Roman buildings (Giardina, 2008). 

With the imposition of this mythic nation on reality the fascist government, as the architects of this 

myth, is able to take total control. Fascism is known for its authoritarianism and totalitarianism, and 

it is through the primacy that it gives its imaginary ideal that it is able to justify that authority. As 

Morgan explains of Italian Fascism, the imposition of fascist myth was necessarily a total thing: 

Since Fascism was a total conception of life, so they argued, the state was a power and an 

authority that embodied Fascist values and had the task of inculcating these values in society as a 

whole. According to this logic, the Fascist totalitarian state’s aim was to 'fascistise' the nation, to 

embed Fascism in Italian life to such a degree that, in Mussolini’s words, 'tomorrow Italian and 

Fascist, rather like Italian and Catholic, mean the same thing.’ 

This totality extends to the bodies of fascism’s citizens as well. Because fascism’s central myths have 

tended to focus on a particular people – usually but not always a racial group – the vigour of those 

people was a key pillar keeping that myth aloft. As such, fascism takes control of its citizens’ bodies 

as well as the world around them. The most obvious example was Nazism’s mythic Aryan race, the 

preservation (or creation) of which infamously required ethnic cleansing and breeding programmes, 

but also involved programmes encouraging outdoorsmanship, sports, and military training. Italian 

fascism imagined a similar concept in the figure of a “New Man” (and to a lesser extent a “New 

Woman”) whose mythic form exemplified ideals such as strength, national unity, heroism, and 

sacrifice, as well as solidifying patriarchal notions of male and female roles (Dagnino, 2016).  

It may be that defining fascism is best accomplished by identifying a number of independent factors 

that, when many are present together, suggest that a movement is fascist. Exactly what those 

elements are, however, is also difficult to find agreement on. Stanley Payne (1995), for example, 

breaks fascism into a series of aspects that focus more on fascism’s rhetoric of conflict and struggle: 

Negations, such as anti-Marxism, anti-liberalism and anti-conservatism; 

Ideology and programme, such as nationalism, a positive evaluation of war, imperialism, and 

corporatism; 

Style, such as the organised party-mass movement, and extensive use of symbolism. 

Payne’s focus on negation is of particular interest here: although fascist leaders have generally 

refused to articulate a coherent ideology or programme for their movements, they have readily 

defined them in in opposition to other existing movements. Fascism originally articulated many of its 

ideals in contrast to the supposed weakness, femininity, and inauthenticity of modernity (Bellassai, 

2005), and (alongside continuing antimodernism) contemporary neo-fascism uses the spectre of 
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extreme feminism in the same way. Historians have also noted that the rise of successful fascisms 

has also been motivated by the parallel rise of communist or far left movements (Acemoglu, Feo, 

Luca, & Russo, 2020).  

Umberto Eco provides an exhaustive set of aspects that break the definition down even further, 

focusing specifically on the semiotics of its central myths (Eco, 1995, summarised by Bausch, 2016): 

Cult of tradition 

Rejection of modernism 

Action for action's sake 

Disagreement is treason 

Fear of difference 

Appeal to a frustrated middle class 

Obsession with a plot 

Enemies are portrayed as both too strong and too weak 

Pacifism is trafficking with the enemy 

Contempt for the weak 

Everybody is educated to become a hero 

Machismo via weapons 

Selective populism 

Use of an impoverished vocabulary 

Eco’s definitions paint a picture of an ideology that boils with anger and paranoia, born out of a 

population that feels itself to have been laid low and tortured by malicious outside forces. It is 

primarily reactionary, defined by its never-ending struggle against a shifting, form-changing enemy 

that is always on the verge of both victory and defeat. This Manichean battle erodes the distinction 

between war and peace, colouring the everyday with violence and transforming ordinary life into a 

heroic struggle and the everyday person into a warrior. Fascism, in this sense, is a concept barely 

more tangible than its imaginary enemy: it describes abstract concepts of nationalist angst and 

cultural mythology hammered roughly into the shape of a state apparatus.  

A key aspect of this definition is its focus on violence through elements such as action, heroism, and 

weaponry. Violence was central to the ideals and worldview of fascism, and, far from being obscured 

or abstracted in the way that we are generally used to, it was explicit and celebrated in fascist 

communication. As Woodley (2009) explains,  

Fascism is distinguished from liberalism by the aestheticization of struggle and the glorification of 

paramilitary violence as primary features of political action. Whereas liberals seek to isolate or 
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minimize the disruptive impact of violence – seeing war as the distinctive activity of military 

specialists – for fascists ‘creative violence’ is contrasted with the insipid cowardice of liberal 

intellectualism: violence is not just a means to an end, but an intrinsic value in itself. 

Within the worldview of fascism, violence has a particular significance as a source of purification, 

both of the outside world of enemies but also, and perhaps more significantly, of the individual (or 

nation) as well. The influence of the first world war as a precursor to fascism is likely a significant 

aspect of this: having become militarised and exposed to violence on a previously unheard-of scale, 

it is not difficult to imagine that some of the political movements to arise in post-war Europe would 

be ones that focused on making use of the tools that so many had spent the last four years learning. 

Nevertheless, this influence does not appear to have been essential to the rise of fascism or its 

unique relationship to violence. In Spain for example, which had not participated in the first world 

war, and whose citizens therefore were generally less inured to violence, the fascists’ progress 

toward violence was much slower, but nevertheless culminated in no less use of violence. In fact, as 

they gained momentum their rhetoric regarding violence became some of the most overt: Onésimo 

Redondo, a (pre-Franco) Spanish fascist leader, said for example in 1933 that “it is impossible to live 

without war,” and that “youth, furthermore, needs the tonic of real combat, of physical struggle, 

without which all creative energy perishes. A national and youthful violence is necessary, is just, is 

convenient” (quoted in Payne, 1999, p.104). 

An important aspect of this use of violence is its transgression of ordinary social and ethical 

boundaries. By aestheticizing and fetishizing violence for its own sake, fascism built the rejection of 

normal ethical considerations into its worldview, arguing that true power came only from refusal to 

be bound by morality or guilt. As Gigliola Gori (2007) explains, this followed a particular application 

of Nietzschean logic that built on the superhuman violence that Europe had seen inflicted by 

modern war machines in the decades prior: 

After having eliminated the laws that separate good from evil, with the death of the Ethic Good, 

according to Nietzsche, common men had the possibility of becoming gods themselves, thus 

freeing their own omniscient and almighty Superman with the tools of will and intelligence. That 

credo was the base of the totalitarian European systems of the twentieth century as forms of 

absolute hegemony over life and death and good and evil. 

This logic enabled fascism in a number of ways, most obviously by serving as an internal justification 

for their violent seizure of power, their application of totalitarianism, and ethnic cleansing.  

Eco’s aspect of the “appeal to a frustrated middle class” is also of particular interest because it is the 

element that allows fascism to appeal to the radical losers of 4chan, whose expectations of middle-

class life are under threat from the hollowing-out of the middle class taking place in many Western 

nations (OECD, 2018). Fascism makes this appeal (both now and in the past) by positioning itself as a 
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“third way” between capitalism and socialism (Eatwell, 1996), with the rhetorical promise that it will 

address the wrongs of the avaricious capitalist systems that have allowed the middle class to suffer 

unfairly, while at the same time resisting the radical reorganisation of power and resources 

promised by socialism. This promise, in other words, is to deliver a form of change that reshapes 

society without threatening to proletarianise its enactors.  

The significance of this appeal can be seen in the example of fascism’s rise in Weimar Germany. 

Immediately following the end of the first world war, the Weimar government signed the Treaty of 

Versailles, which forced Germany (and to lesser extent its allies) to accept responsibility for causing 

the war and pay reparations of 132 billion gold marks to cover the damage caused by the conflict. 

This was particularly difficult because, given the complexity of the war’s causes and its lack of an 

obvious aggressor, few in Germany felt that they were genuinely guilty, believing instead that the 

reparations were a cruel attempt to humiliate and destroy a once-powerful rival. The cost of making 

these reparations was crippling for an already war-weakened German economy, which suffered 

hyperinflation until 1924, and was struck again by the great depression, which began in late 1929. 

These economic struggles brought about a sharp decline in the quality of life for the country’s 

middle classes, which had been growing before the war (Jones, 1972).  

Fascism gained traction with this frustrated middle class by providing an alternative that promised to 

both right the economy and restore the country’s national dignity. Fascism’s rhetoric often focuses 

on the meddling of international enemies, a theme that found strong footing in a Germany where 

many felt that they had been humiliated by foreign powers using the treaty of Versailles, and by 

their reliance upon American loans. Because these issues were seen as being caused by a 

government that was weak and unable to stand up to predatory foreign interests, fascism’s motifs of 

strength, self-determination, and machismo appeared to be a logical antidote. Because these 

economic crises were serious enough to be seen as life-or-death struggles – not only on a national 

level, but also an individual one – fascism’s radical agenda could be presented as a response 

befitting an extreme situation. 

A comparable situation occurred in France after the first world war as well: as the site of some of the 

war’s most bitter conflict, much of France was destroyed, and its economy was left dependent upon 

outside aid – in particular Germany’s reparation payments – to support its effort to rebuild. 

Motivated by factors including the great depression, fear of Germany’s growing unrest, and the 

failure of their corrupt left-wing government, France saw the growth of radical right “leagues” 

similar to the street-fighting paramilitary brownshirts active in Germany around the same time. 
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These seeds of French fascism ultimately failed to germinate, however, because conditions in France 

simply never became as bad as they did in Germany (Paxton, 2004, pp. 68-70). 

Notably, the above definitions do not include antisemitism or any other form of racism, but instead 

leave room for it in aspects that are very often – but not necessarily – realised as antisemitism in 

practice. Eco’s sixth and seventh aspects, for example, describe the place of Jews in Nazi mythology: 

reviled as the plotters of Germany’s misfortune, they are both impossibly strong (in their alleged 

control of the world banking system) and, as a minority group, incredibly vulnerable to the fascists’ 

physical strength. Similarly, Payne’s first aspect describes an ideology of negation, and many of the 

amorphous enemies that fascism defines itself in opposition to (Marxism, the “elites”, etc.) are 

readily associated with anti-Semitic myth. Although the explicitly fascist groups formed from the 

second half of the 20th century onwards have tended to adopt Nazism as a primary influence – and 

therefore its antisemitism with it – other major fascisms have been much less interested in 

antisemitism. Italian fascism, for example, had maintained a relatively good relationship with its 

Jewish citizens for much of its first sixteen years in power, and its leaders had been generally critical 

of Nazi antisemitism and biological racism (Ledeen, 1975; Paxton, 2004, p. 9), until the introduction 

of a raft of laws that discriminated against Jews and the native inhabitants of its colonies in 1938, a 

move which has been suggested to have been influenced by the negotiation of its alliance with Nazi 

Germany, which would be signed the next year. 

What antisemitism reflects, rather, is an essential aspect of fascism that is only alluded to most of 

the above definitions: conspiracism. As Umberto Eco (1995) explains: 

the only ones who can provide an identity to the nation are its enemies. Thus at the root of the 

Ur-Fascist psychology there is the obsession with a plot, possibly an international one. The 

followers must feel besieged. The easiest way to solve the plot is the appeal to xenophobia. But 

the plot must also come from the inside: Jews are usually the best target because they have the 

advantage of being at the same time inside and outside.   

A clear example of how fascism uses conspiracy theories can be seen in how German fascism seized 

upon ‘the myth of the stab-in-the-back’ – a widely believed conspiracy theory about Germany’s 

defeat in the first world war – to advance itself to power.  

Facing inevitable defeat, Kaiser Wilhelm II abdicated this throne in November 1918 and went into 

hiding, leaving command with his cousin Prince Max of Baden, who requested an armistice the 

following day. The Kaiser’s abdication coincided the November Revolution, which ended with the 

establishment of the democratic Weimar republic, which held its first election in January 1919. 

While it was obvious to many that continuing the war would have needlessly wasted lives, the 

Revolution and Germany’s sudden surrender came as a shock, and were considered by some to be a 
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betrayal from within – a cynical and treasonous attempt to take power when the Empire’s resources 

were engaged elsewhere. Particularly among soldiers, who had been insulated from the war effort’s 

broader decline by propaganda messages insisting that they were on the verge of winning, the 

revolution was seen as the cause of their defeat, rather than a symptom of it (Weale, 2010, p. 13). 

This belief has become known as the ‘stab-in-the-back’ myth, and was used to undermine the 

legitimacy of the new government from its very inception. Rather than being seen as the first 

government to truly represent the German people, the Weimar government became instead 

associated with defeat and foreign influence. 

As Weale (p. 13) explains, Adolf Hitler was an early believer in this stab in the back – having been a 

soldier on the front himself at the time – and was able to use it to his advantage because it played 

into proto-fascist narratives of deception and heroism: 

Hitler rapidly struck a chord in post-First World War Bavaria […] many of his fellow ex-soldiers 

firmly agreed that they had not been defeated in the war, but ‘stabbed in the back’ by socialists, 

Jews, capitalists and speculators, who had tried to take over the country while the heroes of the 

armed forces were stuck at the front.  

The myth of the stab in the back was a significant precursor to fascism because it combined many 

elements of fascist doctrine and myth into a compelling and simple conspiracy theory that was 

easier for many to accept than the truth. For a population that had suffered and died for the war, 

the myth was flattering and re-affirming, but also drew listeners into a world where the war had not 

ended, and perhaps could not end. As with other fascist myth, this simple concept linked to an epic 

meta-narrative that pitted salt-of-the-earth Germans against a dark conspiracy that would never 

allow them to succeed on their own terms.37 By accepting one smaller truth (which some, like Hitler, 

believed that they had seen with their own eyes in the war’s sudden reversal), the larger conspiracy 

was accepted by default.  

The stab in the back fit the mould of future fascist myth by combining truth with fiction in a way that 

made it difficult to usefully disprove. The enemy behind the ‘stab’, for example, was often 

conceptualised as Jewish (Deist, 1996), but could also be the English, the French, communists, the 

German political classes, or a combination, depending on what was being argued. In practice, these 

concerns were often mixed into the idea of “Judeo-bolshevism,” which aligned communism with a 

Jewish plot to subjugate Germany by destroying its race and culture (Crim, 2011). The idea of 

impending victory and eleventh-hour betrayal played into the fascist conception of an enemy that is 

both impossibly powerful and yet incredibly fragile (Eco, 1995), implying that the enemy had turned 

 
37 Conspiracy theories and the extreme right are discussed in greater detail in Chapter 4. 
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to dirty tricks to hold back German ascendance, but that a united and properly led Germany still had 

the physical strength to easily cast their enemy out.  

Similarly, those on the side of fascism in the Spanish civil war were motivated by concerns about a 

“Jewish-Masonic-Bolshevist” conspiracy, but tended to focus on concerns relating to freemasons 

and bolshevists because of Spain’s small Jewish population, and because the Catholic Church – which 

was a powerful influence in Spain and which Francoism had sought to appropriate as ‘national 

Catholicism’ – had banned freemasonry (Rohr, 2010). The alt-right, in turn, adhere to an updated but 

still recognisable version of these conspiracy theories called Cultural Marxism, which is discussed in 

detail in Chapter 4.  

These conspiracy theories serve as a means of reconceptualising existing political and social issues 

into a simpler and more immediately actionable form, and this is one of the reasons why fascism has 

tended to arise specifically in environments of complex political and social upheaval. Moreover, they 

allow current events and concerns to interface with fascist myth: by accepting a conspiratorial 

explanation for any given event, that event becomes evidence for the wider fascist narrative.  

In this sense, fascism conceptualises itself primarily as a counterrevolution (Paxton, 2004, pp. 141-

147). Unlike communism, for example, which seeks to abolish an existing order and remake the 

world in the image of its ideal, fascism imagines a world that was once perfect (or on track to 

becoming perfect), but is currently being perverted by a malign influence, which is often the spectre 

of communism enhanced by conspiracy. Adherents are motivated not to create change, but simply 

to defend themselves. This is of course a deliberate misdirection – as noted earlier, fascism’s ideal 

past and its conspiratorial enemy are almost pure fiction, and its programme is in every sense an 

ordinary revolution – but the idea of a ticking clock against which to compete adds considerable 

immediacy and pressure to fascism’s call to action.  

Another seemingly important factor that the definitions used above do not include directly is the 

place held in fascism by a singular, charismatic leader. The early 20th century’s successful fascisms 

relied heavily on the leadership of key individuals – Hitler, Mussolini, and Franco – and were 

sustained in the absence of explicit principle or doctrine by their leaders’ individual charisma 

(Lepsius, 2016). The concern with this element is that while the existing examples that we have 

available are indicative of its importance, they are not sufficient to draw clear conclusions.  

German sociologist Max Weber (1947) theorised that there are three core types of legitimate 

authority: rational-legal, traditional, and charismatic. Broadly speaking, rational-legal authority is 

that of a bureaucrat or elected official, traditional is that of a king or other inherited position, and 
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charismatic is leadership based on an exceptional individual magnetism of some kind, and which 

Weber (1947) describes as: 

[A] certain quality of an individual personality, by virtue of which he is set apart from ordinary 

men and treated as endowed with supernatural, superhuman, or at least specifically exceptional 

powers or qualities. These are such as are not accessible to the ordinary person, but are regarded 

as of divine origin or as exemplary, and on the basis of them the individual concerned is treated 

as a leader…  

The charismatic authority held by figures such as Hitler, Mussolini, and Franco over their fascist 

movements and wider supporters is undeniable. As Kallis (2006) explains, the place and power held 

by these leaders was not necessarily rational, but instead relied on the leader’s ability to situate 

themselves within fascist myth: 

The particular psychological grip of leaders over their movements amounted to a ‘pact’ that was 

not meant to be reliant on day-to-day rational scrutiny or transactional tests – for example, how 

successful the leader is in attracting new members or in fighting elections. It involved far more 

than a calculated adherence to the ideological and political programme of the movement as 

outlined by the leader. In fact, theoretically at least, it rested on the unconditional ‘faith’ in his 

capacity to embody the doctrine, to elaborate it and bring it to its eventual triumph. 

Benito Mussolini, for example, made himself central to Italian fascism by promoting himself as an 

embodiment of the Italian ‘New Man’, whose personal strength, masculinity, and dynamism formed 

the basis of fascist Italy’s goals and self-conception (Gori, 2007). This was supported extensively by 

state propaganda, which published hagiographic biographies, recounted tales of his heroism in war, 

and emphasised his athleticism, sobriety, and ethic of self-sacrifice (ibid). Adolf Hitler was similarly 

conceptualised as central to the mythic ideal of Nazi Germany, a position that was relentlessly 

emphasised by propaganda. As O’Shaughnessy (2009) explains, the fascist leader was an icon that 

embodied all of the movement’s promise but none of its failures: 

Hitler was created as a free-floating symbol of national greatness, the central consciousness, one 

actually detached from the daily realities of the regime. A part of this was a resurrection of the 

ancient idea that ‘the king can do no wrong’, only the evil advisers. 

Although the three most successful fascisms were established by charismatic leaders, and kept those 

leaders at their centres, it is not yet clear whether charismatic leadership is actually a requirement of 

fascism. Most popular movements begin with a charismatic leader, regardless of their orientation, 

but, as Weber (1947) notes, there is a necessary movement toward other forms of leadership 

(primarily rational-legal) as that leader’s tenure comes to an end. Although charismatic individuals 

can hold positions of rational-legal or traditional authority, true charismatic leadership is inherently 

revolutionary (Constas, 1961), making it incompatible with stable and consistent government.  

Because no major fascism has succeeded in moving past charismatic leadership and into more 

lasting forms of authority, we have no idea if it is possible for a fascist movement to keep itself 
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together without a charismatic leader. The nearest examples might be that of major communist 

movements such as those in China or the USSR, which began as charismatic movements but 

transitioned to other forms, changing considerably as they did so (Schram, 1967; Constas, 1961). 

Thus, if fascism were to successfully undertake such a transition, we might expect it to undertake 

similarly important shifts in character.  

Whether the near-simultaneous failure of fascism and its leader is a feature of fascism in general, or 

simply a feature of the fascisms that have become successful, remains unclear. In the case of 

German and Italian fascism, the deaths of their leaders and the fall of their governments were 

essentially simultaneous, but this was a result of their wartime defeat rather than any reflection of 

the particular significance of those deaths. The example of Francoist Spain, the only fascist regime to 

survive the second world war and the only example to end in peacetime, offers us only somewhat 

more insight. Spain remained under the dictatorship of Francisco Franco until his death in 1975. 

While Franco had initially made preparations for a trusted supporter to succeed him and continue 

his regime (as other fascist leaders had also done), his heir had been assassinated two years before 

Franco’s own death, and Franco chose instead to leave power to the grandson of its last King, who 

unexpectedly ended Francoism by transitioning the country to democracy and constitutional 

monarchy. This case would appear to indicate that Francoism was unsustainable without its 

eponymous leader, but there are many variables present that might have produced a different 

result, and this single example is not enough to draw clear conclusions about wider fascism from. 

The post-war far right in the West 
In considering the nature of fascism, we must also consider the forms that smaller neo-fascist 

movements have taken after the end of the second world war. While there are clearly a wide variety 

of fascist movements that have existed in the past, and continue in the present, those of interest to 

us here are the ones that have those that have directly fed into the behaviour and beliefs of the alt-

right. This section addresses a number of the most prominent of these movements, looking primarily 

at those that emerged in America. Because the alt-right community on /pol/ is American in focus 

and thinking, if not necessarily membership, these are the groups that have had the greatest 

influence on them.  

In the period following the end of the second world war, and the ostensible defeat of fascism 

therein, there have emerged a variety of new far right movements that have promoted similar ideas 

in differing ways. The movements that emerged in America during the period from the 1950s to the 

1990s were particularly influential in paving the way for the alt-right, developing a number of key 
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strategies for gaining attention, building a community, and escaping culpability for violent actions 

that can now be clearly seen in the alt-right’s strategies and thinking.  

This section provides a brief overview of some of the most significant influences. There are many far 

right movements that are of note, but which cannot be discussed here for reasons of brevity, 

including the Christian Identity movement, Odinism, the John Birch Society, and the militia 

movement.  

George Lincoln Rockwell and American neo-Nazism 
To understand how Western incarnations of fascism changed in the post-war environment, it is 

essential to begin with George Lincoln Rockwell. Rockwell’s American Nazi Party (ANP), who were 

one of the first to attempt a post-war revival of Nazi fascism, and were the pioneers of many of the 

methods and practices that are now used by the alt-right. 

Born in 1918 in Bloomington, Illinois, Rockwell served in the US navy as a pilot during the second 

world war, flying non-combat operations in the pacific theatre. After the war he co-founded an 

advertising agency, started a small publishing company, a magazine for the wives of US servicemen, 

and a public relations firm, all of which were relatively short-lived due to either personal 

disagreements with his co-founders or his apparent shiftlessness. Historian Frederick J. Simonelli 

(1999) describes Rockwell as a talented artist and a creative thinker with a gift for predicting trends 

– skills that would eventually serve him well in his attempts to bring Nazism to America – but also a 

deeply angry man whose obsessions and shifting passions regularly alienated even his closest 

supporters. In the early 1950s Rockwell discovered Adolf Hitler’s Mein Kampf in a used bookstore, 

and quickly became a devoted evangelist of Nazism and antisemitic conspiracy theories. During that 

decade he moved gradually into politics, attempting to find a place for his views within right-wing 

American politics and moving increasingly toward the fringe as time went on. In 1958 Rockwell 

formed the American Nazi Party (ANP), and would spend most of the 1960s advocating for fascism in 

America under a banner of open Nazism (Simonelli, 1999, pp. 14-32).  

The ANP was never large – with an estimated membership of less than 200 at any given time, plus an 

unknown number of wider “supporters”, and “suffered from a critical lack of funds” at all times 

during its existence (Simonelli, 1995) – but was significant in that it was treated by the news media 

with a seriousness at the time that far exceeded its size, which in turn granted it disproportionate 

influence (McKinlay, 2015, p. 88), and because the means that it used to achieve that success laid 

the groundwork for the tactics that would be used throughout the history of modern fascism, 

perhaps most effectively by the alt-right. Despite its influence, the ANP is the subject of relatively 

little scholarship.  
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Rockwell was highly optimistic about his movement, believing that fascism had a broad appeal in 

America that few were willing to admit, and that his party would eventually be able to take power in 

America through legitimate means. He predicted in 1966 that after years of increasing racial tensions 

and the growing threat of communism, the American public would eventually turn to fascism and he 

would be elected president by 1972 (Haley, 1966). As with many far right movements, however, the 

ANP was deeply fractious and had a high turnover of members, who frequently became and 

disillusioned with the gulf between its rhetoric of powerful financial backers and impending ascent 

to power, and the reality of its limited membership and perpetually troubled finances (Simonelli, 

1995). In 1968, Rockwell was fatally shot through the windscreen of his Chevy by John Patler, a once 

devoted but deeply unstable former protégé of Rockwell’s who had been expelled from the ANP a 

year earlier. Patler was only one of a number of high-ranking party members that had feuded with 

Rockwell in the period prior to his assassination (Simonelli, 1999, pp. 131-140). Although the party 

nominally continued to exist, Rockwell’s death was effectively the end of its influence.  

Although it adopted the overt signifiers of National Socialism – such as Nazi uniforms, swastikas, and 

a reverence for Adolf Hitler – the ANP significantly altered Nazism into a newly American form. 

Where the German-American Bund, the previous (pre-war) incarnation of Nazism in the USA, had 

essentially been a German movement operating in America, with an exclusively German (or 

American of German descent) membership and goals that were subservient to those of German 

leadership, Rockwell promoted himself and his movement as fundamentally American (McKinlay, 

2015, pp. 88-89). This can be seen in Rockwell’s appearance – instead of the military-styled outfits 

that Hitler wore, he generally dressed in a businessman’s suit and tie, and smoked a corncob pipe – 

and in the issues that the ANP targeted: although it began with a focus on antisemitism, it was the 

uniquely American issue of black civil rights that the party achieved the most influence.  

This adoption of German fascism as the seed of an international Nazi movement would appear to be 

a unique feature of modern fascism – as Paxton (2004, p. 20) notes, the fascisms of the early 20th 

century were related but fundamentally separate nationalist movements that “seem[ed] to feel little 

or no kinship with their foreign cousins,” and because of this “it has proved impossible to make any 

fascist ‘international’ work”. Adolf Hitler notably saw Nazism as something that was uniquely 

German, and that therefore could not be exported – a fact that modern neo-Nazi movements have 

tended to ignore (McKinlay, 2015, p. 87). Rockwell’s party, in contrast, saw itself from its inception 

as concerned with a much more international conflict that pitted the white race against a globalist 

Jewish conspiracy. This international thinking was reflected in the ANP’s original name, the World 

Union of Free Enterprise National Socialists (WUFENS), and in its initiation ritual, in which new 

members swore an oath of allegiance to “party comrades around the world” (quoted in Evans, 
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2019). This internationalist outlook has been passed on to many subsequent white supremacist 

groups: for example the Hammerskin Nation, which was first formed in Arizona 1980, listed on its 

website in 2000 ten international chapters in countries in Europe, the Americas, and Australasia 

(Anti-Defamation League, 2002). A similar practice was adopted by Right Wing Resistance, which 

formed in New Zealand in the late 2000s and used the internet to recruit members and establish 

small chapters internationally, seemingly achieving greater success abroad than it did at home 

(@ndy, 2018). 

Rockwell’s most significant legacy lies in his courting of controversy in the news media as a means of 

generating publicity for his movement. He achieved this primarily through publicity stunts such as 

holding rallies in full Nazi regalia in public places and driving across America in a VW van with the 

words “Lincoln Rockwell’s hate bus” painted in block letters on all sides. Although it generally won 

him few supporters, these flamboyant displays of hate proved to be consistently irresistible to both 

media and counter-protesters, granting him attention and apparent significance that vastly 

outweighed the ANP’s size. Rockwell was among the first to recognise the post-war significance of 

the swastika and other Nazi signifiers as an almost uniquely powerful tool of provocation, and the 

ANP used them alongside deliberately extreme language and other overt displays of bigotry as a 

means of provoking strong responses from their enemies, goading law enforcement and counter-

protesters into responding to their behaviour with force and violence. Echoing tactics that groups 

like the alt-right-adjacent Proud Boys would later use to great effect, Rockwell found that provoking 

his enemies into violence provided legitimacy to his narratives of an impending totalitarian takeover, 

and strengthened the dedication of his own members and supporters by creating a sense of ongoing 

battle. The effectiveness of this method was shown in the level of fan-mail and financial support that 

the ANP received, which was reported to have increased precipitously immediately after any well-

publicised confrontation (Simonelli, 1999, p. 56). This represented an extension of the 

aestheticization of politics in fascism observed by Walter Benjamin (Benjamin, 1935/1969), in that it 

effectively substituted headlines and press photographs of marches and conflict for meaningful 

discussion of policy or goals.  

This strategy of provocation was eventually counteracted with some significant effect by Jewish 

antifascist groups through the use of a strategy called ‘quarantine’, as Simonelli explains: 

The quarantine strategy involved two key components: coordination among major American 

Jewish community organisations to minimize public confrontations between an anti-Semite and 

his or her opponents in order to deny the anti-Semite a dramatic event that would invite 

publicity; and the dissemination of information on the background and tactics of the anti-Semite 

to the news media in an attempt to convince the media that, in the absence of a violent 
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confrontation between an anti-Semite and his or her adversaries , there was little newsworthy in 

what the anti-Semite had to say. (p.52) 

This strategy was not uniformly successful, primarily because it relied upon buy-in from news media 

and a whatever antifascist organisations existed wherever the ANP went, but regularly proved to be 

a workable means of choking the group’s supply of all-important publicity that would follow 

Rockwell all the way to his death (ibid, p.52-71). In Benjamin’s (1935/1969) sense, it was the denial 

of their ability to aestheticize their politics that proved most effective in stymieing their activity.  

One of Rockwell’s more minor innovations – but one that would eventually be adapted to great 

effect by the alt-right – was an early example of the deliberate poisoning of news stories as a means 

of sowing distrust and uncertainty. As Rockwell proudly explained in a 1966 interview with Playboy 

magazine, he once had a fictional account of the holocaust published in a mainstream magazine in 

an attempt to show how other such accounts might also be fiction: 

Here’s my ultimate proof of just how utterly ridiculous all the anti-Nazi literature you’ve read 

really is: an article in Sir interviews, March 1958, on how the Nazis gassed and burned and 

murdered everybody. It’s by “a former corporal of the SS” as told to an American Army master 

sergeant who signs himself “Lew Cor.” Well, “Lew Cor” is simply Rockwell spelled backward. I 

wrote it myself—as a test. I wrote the vilest lies I could think of! And here they all are in print in 

this [sic] interviews. Look at the photographs! These are supposed to be actual shots of Nazi 

victims mentioned in the article—victims that I invented! (Haley, 1966) 

This does not appear to have been a method that Rockwell used again, apparently having felt that 

one example was persuasive enough, but this case bears considerable similarity to the methods used 

by the alt-right to confuse and discredit mainstream media, such as their appropriation of the ‘OK’ 

sign.38  

It was during the ANP’s years of operation that there emerged a uniquely American front in fascism’s 

racial and cultural struggles, and one that would give Rockwell his closest glimpse of true success: 

the civil rights movement. Where Nazi Germany’s primary (real or imagined) internal struggles were 

with communism and its Jewish minority, such concerns were not readily applied to American life. 

Although antisemitism existed in mid-century USA, the horror of what had occurred during the 

holocaust was at that point a very recent and visible memory – something that made many of neo-

Nazism’s ideas uniquely unpalatable in a post-war environment. Anticommunism represented 

somewhat more fertile ground, but because that communism was largely an external threat in 

 
38 In 2017, the alt-right on 4chan began using the ‘OK’ hand gesture as a sign for white supremacy. Because it 
was a commonly used gesture already, and one that was regularly used by Donald Trump, this served not only 
as a plausibly deniable way of expressing far right views publicly, but also led media and antifascists to 
(sometimes erroneously) call out those who used the sign in ways that proved easy to defend against and 
difficult to justify, making their opponents in turn look foolish and gullible, even when they had actually been 
correct.  
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America at the time – or at least one that American fascists could not brawl in the streets with as the 

Nazis had – American fascism appears to have struggled to make a case for itself as an urgent 

antidote. Where Rockwell and the ANP were most effective – and where American white 

supremacist movements have been most effective since – is in branding themselves in opposition to 

the perceived danger of the civil rights movement.  

Rockwell made his group a highly visible adversary of the civil rights movement by following the 

freedom riders in his “hate bus”, and by appearing as a counter to Martin Luther King Jr. wherever 

he could. Initially this did little to grow the ANP – those who opposed civil rights were still not 

necessarily inclined to support a group that branded itself with the iconography of America’s 

defeated enemy – but over time Rockwell began moving to an alternate strategy that proved to be 

much more effective. In 1966, just one year before his death, Rockwell began using the slogan 

“White Power”, initially as a direct play on the “Black Power” slogan, and with it began to shift his 

movement away overt Nazism and toward a focus on a threatened white identity. During this period 

Rockwell moved away from the overt use of swastikas and Nazi uniforms, and toward a much 

broader definition of the “white race”. While the group had originally defined Aryan-ness along the 

same highly restrictive lines as Nazi racial theory, this definition proved to be an impediment to 

recruitment in the US, where the population that came under the generally accepted understanding 

of whiteness included a much larger range of ethnic origins, such as Slavic, Mediterranean, and 

Turkish peoples (Simonelli, 1999, pp. 100-105). As Simonelli explains, Rockwell decided to 

reconceptualise whiteness in much broader terms, and to define it in relation to a battle for 

worldwide supremacy in which whites were a minority: 

…as conceived by Rockwell, “White Power” symbolized a new concept of race unity, one that 

carried the potential for a new majoritarian movement in U.S. politics. 

Rockwell developed and promoted a concept of white unity based on “pan-white” inclusion. As 

such, his “white race” differed markedly from Hitler’s, which was exclusively Nordic-Germanic, 

and from the “white race” of most previous and contemporary American white supremacists, 

which was and is nativist and Protestant. For his part, Rockwell saw a struggle in which “the dark 

peoples of the earth, led by the Jews” outnumbered “us” – as Rockwell referred to those who 

were neither “dark” nor Jew – by a “ratio of 7:1”. The two forces – Rockwell’s “dark people” and 

“white people” – were locked in a cataclysmic struggle for mastery of the earth. Moreover, 

survival, not just mastery, was at stake.  

Given the dimensions of that struggle, the outnumbered whites, in Rockwell’s view, could not 

afford to exclude anyone who was not clearly of the “dark peoples.” (p.100) 

This caused a rift within the party, with a faction within the party preferring to hold on to more 

Germanic definitions, but was ultimately a move that deeply influenced the white supremacist 

movements that followed, granting them much broader appeal among American whites. Although 

there remain frequent and often paralysing debates about the nature of Aryan “purity”, it is 
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Rockwell’s now-ubiquitous “pan-white” conception of race based almost solely on skin colour that is 

used by the alt-right. 

George Lincoln Rockwell was an important trailblazer in the world of post-war fascism, inventing and 

testing many of the strategies that would eventually be used by the alt-right, but his was far from 

the only group active in the West in the latter half of the 20th century. Many of these groups also 

offer important clues in the genealogy of the alt-right, and it is to some of those who survived 

Rockwell and inherited his legacy that we must now turn. 

The Ku Klux Klan and secret resistance 
Another group that presents a considerable deviation from what might ordinarily be considered 

fascism, but whose activity is of interest in tracing the influences of the alt-right is the Ku Klux Klan 

(KKK).  

The KKK is generally considered to have existed in three eras, in all of which it was a violent white 

nationalist group that contained significant elements of fascism. The first was founded by former 

confederate soldiers in 1865 during the post-civil war reconstruction period as a reaction against the 

fall of the confederacy (Paxton, 2004, p. 49). Paxton argues that in creating an “alternate civic 

authority, parallel to the legal state” that enforced reactionary white supremacist rule with violence 

and intimidation, this first Klan was among the earliest examples of fascism in practice (ibid). This 

Klan lasted only a few years before it drew the attention of law enforcement and the federal 

government, and was eventually shuttered by its founders.  

The second Klan formed in 1915, and by 1920 had gained a substantial – primarily middle-class – 

following on a platform of white nationalism, patriotism, Protestant moralism, and fear of groups 

including organised African Americans, Catholics, Jews, and Bolshevists that was not dissimilar from 

those of the growing fascist movements in Europe at the same time (MacLean, 1995, pp. 179-182). It 

was during this period that the group’s white robes and pointed hoods were established as standard, 

based on the group’s extremely sympathetic portrayal in the 1915 film Birth of a Nation, which told 

a largely fictionalised account of the first Klan’s founding based on Thomas Dixon Jr.'s 1905 novel 

The Clansman: A Historical Romance of the Ku Klux Klan (1905), which was a significant inspiration 

for the second Klan. This period was the Klan at its most powerful: its membership was estimated at 

five million, and it was a significant and highly visible political force in the USA in the 1920s (Tenold, 

2018; Bickford & Clabough, 2019). Again this group was relatively short-lived, however, and had lost 

the vast majority of its members by the end of the 1930s as its violence once more attracted 

concerted law enforcement. In 1944, the group was formally closed after the Internal Revenue 

Service filed a substantial lien for unpaid taxes (Tenold, 2018).   
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Where the two previous groups were centrally organised national organisations, the third and 

current Ku Klux Klan is better described as a movement comprised of a number of loosely affiliated 

but thematically connected groups that arose in the 1950s and 60s primarily in response to the civil 

rights movement and associated political and cultural changes (Bickford & Clabough, 2019). 

Although still significant, the third Klan was “but a shadow of what the KKK had been,” even at their 

height in the 1960s: the largest of these groups, the United Klans of America, counted only 25,000 

members spread across ten states (Tenold, 2018, p. 76). The third Klan made extensive use of terror 

tactics against their enemies, including arson and assassination but was often somewhat tolerated 

(and in some cases actively supported) by law enforcement and officials who considered the civil 

rights movement to be a greater threat (Bickford & Clabough, 2019). Following the successes of the 

civil rights movement in the mid-1960s membership in KKK organisations declined once again and 

the Klan’s influence diminished to essentially nothing, with only small and isolated groups surviving 

into the present (Tenold, 2018). The ADL estimates that there are currently around 30 active KKK 

organisations in the USA with a combined membership of only around 3000 individuals, and that 

although some new groups continue to be formed, membership overall is in decline (Anti-

Defamation League, 2016).  

Having their own history of rituals, conflicts, and heroes, and a unique catalogue of organisational 

symbols, such as the burning cross, their white robes, and distinctive pointed hood, the modern KKK 

have not had the need to adopt the symbols of past fascist movements to the extent that many 

other far right groups have done. As its influence and membership has declined, however, the 

boundaries between the Klan and other white power groups have become less clear. David Duke’s 

Knights of the Ku Klux Klan group, which was established in 1975 and has attempted to garner more 

mainstream legitimacy by promoting itself as a “white civil rights” group, has been noted for 

espousing an antisemitic ideology that has “closed ideological gaps with neo-Nazis” (Southern 

Poverty Law Centre, n.d.). Following a trend that began in the early 2000s, more recently established 

Klan groups have been observed to have welcomed elements of neo-Nazism into their ideology, 

either by establishing groups that combine aspects of both, or by establishing “symbiotic 

relationships” with existing neo-Nazi groups, likely as a means of shoring up faltering numbers (Anti-

Defamation League, 2016). Reflecting this willingness to cooperate with the wider far right, the KKK 

were a noted presence at the 2017 Unite the Right rally, which momentarily brought together many 

strands of the American far right, including a particularly large alt-right presence.   

The primary feature that separates the KKK from other major far right movements of the post-war 

era is their commitment to secrecy. Known among themselves as the “invisible empire,” the Klans – 

particularly the second – modelled many of their aspects on the secret and fraternal societies that 
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were popular at the time (Allerfeldt, 2014), and developed a deep inventory of secret rituals and 

activities (Hawes, 2016). Much of this was likely superficial – the Klan has displayed a strong interest 

in embellishing the significance of its history with theatrical mysticism and ritual pageantry 

throughout its incarnations (ibid) – but on a practical level, this secrecy was essential for the Klan 

because many aspects of its primary operations were illegal, and the wider organisation needed to 

be able to deny its involvement when members were caught breaking the law (Allerfeldt, 2014). This 

shroud of secrecy also allowed the Klan to claim far greater influence than it actually had: the second 

Klan claimed to have ten million members at its height for example, and members in positions of 

power throughout the American government, both of which appear to be false, but which could not 

be effectively disproven at the time (ibid). This had significant benefits both for morale and 

recruitment within the organisation, and also in terms of the outsized threat and fear that it was 

able to generate among its opponents.  

This combination of practices – secrecy, anonymity, embellishment of influence, and terrorism – 

have come to be defining factors of many subsequent far right movements, including the alt-right. 

The anonymous and unquantifiable nature of 4chan has made a degree of secrecy a feature of the 

movement from its inception, but the example of the KKK shows us that these are factors that have 

existed within the far right for much longer, and are much more ingrained than simple forum 

architecture.  

The later 20th century and the turn toward a shared narrative 
Following major civil rights victories in the 1960s and the dispiriting experience of the Vietnam war, 

far right groups in America no longer felt that the government was on their side, and began to see 

their mission changing from defending or maintaining their vision of America toward ideas of 

fighting for revolution and survival. A wide variety of new white supremacist groups became active 

during this time, with some turning toward acts of terrorism. Many of these groups were networked 

through informal ties and shared membership, and, increasingly from the 1980s onwards, through 

the internet. 

It would be during this period that the American far right would make a move from acts of terror 

designed to reinforce an existing order of white supremacy (such as those attempting to frighten 

civil rights activists into submission) toward acts of destruction designed to destabilise society and 

the state and hasten the onset of revolutionary chaos. In the early 1980s, for example, members of 

the Covenant, Sword, and the Arm of the Lord (abbreviated as CSA) a Christian Identity39 and 

 
39 Christian Identity is movement blending white supremacy and Christianity that regards white people as 
descendants of the ancient Israelites, and therefore chosen by God. movement was highly influential within 
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survivalist paramilitary organisation, bombed a gas pipeline in Arkansas and committed a series of 

attempted and actual murders. Similarly The Order, a revolutionary terrorist organisation, 

committed two murders and stole over four million dollars from banks and armoured cars for the 

intended purpose of funding and outfitting themselves and other revolutionary groups (Egan, 2011, 

p. 451).  

These groups were heavily policed at the time, and both the CSA and The Order were quickly 

stamped out, but from the late 1980s onwards American law enforcement became substantially less 

willing to prosecute revolutionary white nationalist groups. This occurred after the Fort Smith 

sedition trial of 1988, in which 14 prominent members of a variety of connected white supremacist 

groups, including the KKK, CSA, The Order, and Aryan Nations were charged with plotting to 

overthrow the federal government following their issuing a declaration of war against the American 

government at an Aryan Nations “World Congress” in 1983 (Smith, 2021). When the justice 

department failed to secure a conviction, however, not only were American white supremacists 

emboldened, but American law enforcement agencies were thereafter significantly discouraged 

from pursuing charges against white supremacist groups and conspiracies, choosing instead to target 

only individuals and individual offences (Smith, 2021). The influence of this was most clearly visible 

in the Oklahoma City bombing seven years later, when Timothy McVeigh detonated a truck full of 

explosives in front of a federal government building, killing 168. Despite significant evidence that 

McVeigh was connected with and supported by a network of white supremacists, including the 

groups targeted at the Fort Smith trial, the case was prosecuted largely as a ‘lone wolf’ attack, with 

only one co-conspirator charged alongside him and no attempts made to target his wider network 

(ibid). While Oklahoma City was a particularly disturbing outcome, the longer-term effect of the Fort 

Smith trial was that white supremacist movements in America felt less need to hide their activities 

and revolutionary goals, and more comfortable operating openly as long as they kept specifically 

criminal activities hidden – a change that would directly contribute to the radical openness of the 

alt-right’s activity on 4chan.  

It was also during 1970s and 80s that the many disparate groups discussed here began to 

amalgamate into a broader White Power movement in America that would eventually form the basis 

for the alt-right’s ideology. As journalist Robert Evans (2019) explains:  

A Klansman in the south might participate in burning crosses, wearing the white robe and hood, 

and embrace the confederate battle flag alongside a lost cause narrative of the civil war. A neo-

Nazi in the north might march under the banner of the swastika and don an SS uniform. The once 

disparate approaches to white supremacy represented by these approaches were drawn 

 
the American far right in the latter decades of the 20th century, but has since dwindled in significance 
(Southern Poverty Law Centre, n.d.). 
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together in the White Power movement. A suburban skinhead might bear Klan tattoos, read Nazi 

tracts and attend meetings of the local Klan chapter, national socialist political party, the militant 

white Aryan resistance, or all three.  

One of the reasons for this growing commonality was the development of shared narratives bridging 

otherwise separate notions of white supremacy. As noted earlier, George Lincoln Rockwell’s move to 

a “pan-white” definition of whiteness had by then become widely accepted among American groups, 

allowing for much greater interoperability between previously disparate ideologies (Simonelli, 1999, 

pp. 100-105), as had his moves to reconceptualise the issues of civil rights as part of a wider 

antisemitic conspiracy theory. In turn, David Duke’s Knights of the Ku Klux Klan had also prominently 

incorporated a style of antisemitism that was drawn from Nazi mythology, placing the KKK within an 

established history of Nazi conspiracy theory and thereby making their goals readily compatible with 

other movements that drew on similar traditions (Southern Poverty Law Centre, n.d.). A later factor 

that contributed further was the events of the Ruby Ridge and Waco sieges in 1992 and 1993, which 

united the far right in a sense of outrage and seemingly confirmed for them the idea that the US 

government intended to exterminate their movement by force (Kaplan, 1997). 

Another important feature in the development of an American white supremacist narrative was the 

publication of William Luther Pierce’s speculative fiction novel The Turner Diaries in 1978, which tells 

the story of a white supremacist insurgency and eventual victory in a second American civil war. The 

Turner Diaries, which will be discussed in more depth in Chapter 6, is a uniquely influential text for 

the American far right because it provided a clear and apparently compelling story of how the far 

right might violently take control of America, and because the nature of the ideology and 

conspiracies motivating its characters was deliberately kept vague, allowing it to become a shared 

text that united the aspirations and narrative of a wide variety of far right movements (Goehring & 

Dionisopoulos, 2013). Despite its ideological vagueness, the world presented in the book included 

elements that are now ubiquitous in the world of the white supremacist far right, most notably the 

idea that a Jewish minority controls the American government, and is using other races and “liberal” 

ideology to suppress the power of the white race. As a defining text of the far right from the 1980s 

onwards, The Turner Diaries effectively confirmed this particular conspiratorial worldview as canon 

for white supremacists of all kinds (Ball & Dagger, 1997). In practice, its story of a revolution that 

begins with acts of terrorism designed to destabilise the state has also served as a blueprint for 

many domestic terrorists within the united states, including those discussed above (Evans, 2019).  

A key practical component that allowed this to happen was the advent of digital communication. 

White supremacist groups were very quick to see the early internet’s potential as a means for 

connecting their disparate groups, and for communicating openly in relative safety. By the mid-
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1980s, at a time when personal computer ownership was still relatively rare, American white 

supremacist leaders had set up a number of bulletin board systems40 and were using them to 

coordinate and spread information (Smith, 2021; Conway, Macnair, & Scrivens, 2019). While the 

majority of the money stolen by The Order in the early 1980s was eventually recovered, it has been 

rumoured, although cannot to my knowledge be confirmed, that some of it was spent on 

establishing these early computer networks, which may explain their particularly early rise. After the 

advent of the world wide web, which was first made available in 1991, these digital networks moved 

into more recognisably modern forms, the most notable of which was Stormfront, which had begun 

as a BBS in the early 1990s and made the transition into a website and forum in 1996.  

The final significant innovation that shaped the far right during this period was the move to a 

strategy of leaderless resistance. Leaderless resistance is a strategy used by many groups of other 

radical ideologies, including radical environmentalists and Islamic terror groups, but which has been 

put to particularly clear use by the far right in recent decades. Leaderless resistance was popularised 

among the far right by Klu Klux Klan member Louis Beam, whose essay titled Leaderless Resistance 

was distributed as samizdat among white supremacists in the 1980s, and was published on the 

internet in 1992 (Smith, 2021), at a time that coincided with a growing sense of desperation and 

anger that followed the events of Ruby Ridge. Beam argued that large and centralised groups were 

“easy prey for government infiltration, entrapment, and destruction,” and that the best strategy for 

far right resistance was to operate in a “cell system”, where small groups or “lone wolves” would 

organise and train themselves, and undertake acts of resistance independently without receiving 

orders from any central figure (Beam, 1992, quoted in Kaplan, 1997). This strategy envisaged a 

movement with two parts: “the political or legal arm”, which would primarily be a source of 

propaganda that would define the overall direction of the movement, and which “must remain 

scrupulously legal” so as to avoid being shut down by the state, and the “armed party,” which was 

comprised of cells and lone wolves. Under this system, people would enter the political arm first, 

and then, having become sufficiently radicalised, sever their connection to any larger groups and 

begin planning acts of terrorism. Leaderless resistance, if functioning as designed, would allow a 

group to recruit and propagandise in public, but then plead ignorance of any actions undertaken by 

the armed party, thus allowing a repeated attacks against the state without the issue of having to 

dissolve and reorganise new groups each time. The effectiveness of this strategy appears to have 

been evidenced only a few years after its online publication in the Oklahoma City bombing, but also, 

 
40 Bulletin board systems (often abbreviated to BBS) were early versions of internet forums and chatrooms in 
the era before the World Wide Web. Running a BBS required its owner to maintain their own server, usually in 
their home, which users could then dial into by connecting their computer to their phone line using an early 
modem.  
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as will be discussed in greater detail in the next chapter, in the 2019 8chan shootings, after which 

individual shooters were jailed but the wider “legal arm” of the alt-right entirely escaped 

punishment, both in America and also in New Zealand. Again, this is a strategy that has been made 

particularly effective by precedent set at the Fort Smith sedition trial: leaderless resistance is a 

strategy that is highly reliant upon society and governments’ unwillingness to make wider links 

between an act of terror and the milieu that it arises from.  

Conclusion 
These movements laid the groundwork for what would eventually become the alt-right, both in 

terms of establishing their foundational ideology and mythology, and later in developing the 

protocols of interaction with governments and wider society that would inspire their operation. The 

definitional murkiness of fascism would eventually become a key weapon for the alt-right, as would 

the push-and-pull of secrecy and provocation pioneered by the KKK and George Lincoln Rockwell. It 

is to these present-day applications that we must now turn.  
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Chapter 3: the neo-fascism of the alt-right 
While it shares many features with past movements, the alt-right is distinctly separate from previous 

strands of the far right that have existed before it. This chapter addresses the nature of the neo-

fascism that I observed on /pol/, discussing how key features such as conspiracism and antisemitism 

have been updated to fit with current societal concerns, and recent innovations such as the 

movement from singular nationalism toward a fascist internationalism. This is not an exhaustive 

account of the alt-right movement’s ideology, however: dissecting the ideology of the alt-right is a 

complex task that could form a substantial work on its own (see for example Hermansson, Lawrence, 

Mulhall, & Murdoch, 2020), and therefore to some degree falls outside of the remit of this thesis.  

This chapter discusses a number of key insights into the worldview of the /pol/ community that I 

observed. These points are addressed here because they have no clear place elsewhere, but are 

essential context for the more focused chapters that follow.  

Are the alt-right fascist? 
When this study began in 2016, it was not yet widely understood that the alt-right as a whole, and 

/pol/ in particular, was indeed fascist, extremist, antisemitic, or otherwise dangerous in their 

ideology. During the period surrounding the 2016 American election, the then-ascendant alt-right 

were briefly treated, in many areas, as a relatively legitimate – although fringe – political movement. 

This was discussed in the introductory section in relation to the “alt-lite”, which was a name given to 

the subset within the movement who claimed not to endorse the wider movement’s fascism and 

extreme racial politics (Hawley, 2017, pp. 139-158). This was something that I observed the alt-right 

on 4chan deliberately cultivating as a defence mechanism at that time. This was aided by the brief 

mainstreaming of figures and platforms such as Steve Bannon and Brietbart News, both of which 

were at the zenith of their influence in the period immediately surrounding 2016, for whom a key 

objective appeared to be bridging the gap between conservative republicans and white nationalist 

ideology. In the time since then, however, public (and journalistic) credulity regarding the alt-right’s 

attempts to maintain legitimacy has significantly dwindled, aided most prominently by events such 

as the 2017 Unite the Right rally and the 2019 8chan shootings, which served as particularly clear 

demonstrations of the fascist and extremist elements of alt-right ideology.  

Defining the nature of the alt-right movement in political terms is complicated somewhat by their 

tendency to eschew formal labels, and their regular attempts to manipulate public opinion about 

themselves and the issues they are concerned with. Being a revolutionary (or in their own 

conception counter-revolutionary) and fundamentally unpopular movement, the alt-right on /pol/ 

were constantly in the process of renaming, reconceptualising, and redefining themselves and their 
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ideology in the hope of finding a combination of ideas, signs, and provocations that would allow 

their movement to make the transition into the political mainstream. I observed this occurring 

throughout the period I spent researching and studying the /pol/ community. For reasons of public 

acceptability, and more specifically out of a desire to avoid giving purchase to their enemies’ 

critiques, the alt-right were initially very reticent to publicly label themselves as neo-fascist. This can 

be seen in the choices made by public figures associated with the movement: while Richard Spencer 

was overt in his fascism (although he used other methods41 to add a veneer of respectability to his 

platform), the majority of public figures that have been influential over the alt-right have been 

careful to avoid accepting any direct association with fascism.  

Nevertheless, on /pol/, which was felt to be a safe space for open discussion of the movement’s real 

goals, I observed that the movement they were in the project of maintaining was at its core a neo-

fascist or national socialist one. This ideology displayed all of the attributes of fascism identified in 

the previous section. All but one of the 14 points identified by Umberto Eco (1995) as the defining 

features of fascism, for example, were clearly visible to me in the alt-right’s various preoccupations, 

fears, and methods of communicating: 

Cult of tradition 

It was common to see the mythologisation of many (often largely imaginary) aspects of past culture 

on /pol/. The most obvious of these is a reverence for an idealised America in the 1950s, which was 

remembered as a time when traditional gender roles and family dynamics were dominant, and 

before the rise of progressive social movements.  

Rejection of modernism 

Alt-right ideology was strongly antimodern, and included among its mythologisation of the past a 

reverence for pastoral and rural life, and for an ‘authentic’ return to the land and rejection of urban 

life. This was in contrast to the very-online nature of the community itself, but this tended to be 

understood as temporary: it was generally imagined that 4chan and its like would no longer be 

needed if the alt-right succeeded. 

Action for action's sake 

Eco characterises this feature primarily as a “distrust of the intellectual world”; an attitude that his 

highly prevalent on /pol/, who are deeply suspicious of intellectualism, science, and academia. This 

distrust manifested in characterisation of universities as indoctrination centres for communism, and 

 
41 Spencer established and runs the National Policy Institute, a think tank and lobbying group which served 
primarily as a means of cloaking white supremacist ideas in academic respectability. The group has held 
conferences and published a (now defunct) online periodical called Radix Journal. Much like Spencer himself, 
NPI appears to have enjoyed a moment of relevance in the 2016 US election period that has since passed.  
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a general feeling that it was far better to take violent action of any sort than to become bogged 

down in thought and study.  

Disagreement is treason 

The community on /pol/ displayed extreme hostility toward those who disagreed with them, 

regularly calling for the state to exterminate those on the political left, who were conceptualised as 

having betrayed their volk, and often as being subhuman. On a different level, the discourse on /pol/ 

was also highly resistant to criticism of core tenets of their ideology, such as racial doctrine, with 

users angrily shouting down anyone who intruded on the forum with differing views. 

Fear of difference 

The /pol/ community were highly fearful of the intrusion of other races and minority groups into 

Western culture. This was most visible in their hatred of transgender people, with the minor cultural 

attention given to some transgender figures and toward transgender acceptance generally being 

conceptualised in discourse on /pol/ as being a deliberate attack on Western culture designed to 

indoctrinate and weaken men by convincing them to become transgender.  

Appeal to a frustrated middle class 

The decline of the middle class in many Western nations (see for example OECD 2018) was a key 

motivator for the rise of the alt-right, who saw themselves as having been denied the opportunities 

that had been given to young men in their position in past generations. One of the alt-right 

community on /pol/’s primary claims was that if it took power it would focus on reinstating the 

prevalence of the middle-class single-earner nuclear family. 

Obsession with a plot 

Much of the discussion on /pol/ centred around a conspiracy theory called Cultural Marxism, which 

is discussed in detail in Chapter 4, and which displays strong similarities to the ideas of Cultural 

Bolshevism that motivated German fascism.  

Enemies are portrayed as both too strong and too weak 

The Jewish cabal at the centre of Cultural Marxism was depicted as essentially all-powerful, 

controlling all major world institutions including governments, banks, media, and universities, and 

employing an enormous number of people to do its bidding. This cabal was also understood to be 

overconfident and easily outsmarted, however, and exceptionally vulnerable to physical violence. 

Whether the enemy is impossibly strong or deeply vulnerable was regularly shifted in /pol/ discourse 

depending on the point being made.  

Pacifism is trafficking with the enemy 
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Because the cabal was in total control of all major institutions, there was generally understood to be 

no way to live an ordinary life without effectively supporting this enemy by participating in the 

consumer economy. The only acceptable pathways to success were seen to be those that include the 

violent overthrow of this cabal, and either the extermination or expulsion of its members and 

supporters. While there was a general perception in 2016 and 2017 that victory could be achieved 

through electoral success, their vision of this success still included the Trump government 

committing extensive violence against the enemies of the far right.  

Contempt for the weak 

The alt-right placed high value on masculine strength, which was seen as an important source of 

power and legitimacy for their movement. The political left were often discussed in terms that 

emphasised a connection between their ideology and physical weakness; for example a common 

pejorative used was “soyboy”, which refers to a claimed link between soy (a key food in 

vegan/vegetarian diets) and oestrogen.  

Everybody is educated to become a hero 

A key aspect of the appeal of the conspiracy theories that motivated the alt-right was the manner in 

which they allowed for members to imagine that they would become heroes in a narrative of 

retribution and rebellion once the final conflict begun. This included a willingness to die for the 

cause and become enshrined posthumously as a hero; something that became an important 

motivator for terrorist attacks. This is discussed in detail in Chapter 6.  

Machismo via weapons 

The use of firearms and other weapons was often a component of displays of masculinity by posters 

on /pol/. The idea of dressing in uniforms and armour and carrying guns as part of state-sanctioned 

death squads was an important and regularly discussed fantasy.  

Selective populism 

Eco explains the idea of selective populism as a situation in which “individuals as individuals have no 

rights, and the People is conceived as a quality, a monolithic entity expressing the Common Will”, 

and where a singular leader or party acts as the interpreter of that Will. This was less evident in the 

alt-right because they have no leader and have not achieved power, but nevertheless there was a 

clear understanding on /pol/ that their rise to power would require the imposition of their rule on a 

society that might otherwise be inclined to reject it. The Common Will, in this sense, could be said to 

be their conception of “Western civilisation” and its values, and they, as its only supporters, are 

understood to be the interpreters of what those values are.  
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Eco also qualifies that this selective populism must be motivated by a sense that previous or existing 

governments have become “rotten” and no longer reflect the “Common Will”. This was strongly 

evident in the belief that existing governments had been taken over by a conspiracy aiming toward 

minority rule.  

Use of an impoverished vocabulary (Newspeak) 

Eco uses the concept of Newspeak, the state-limited language from George Orwell’s Nineteen 

Eighty-Four (1949) to describe the way that fascist governments used language and their control of 

media and public discourse to impose limits on the consciousness of their citizens. This feature was 

not apparent on /pol/ because the movement had no leadership, and there was no group exerting 

any control over what could be posted in the forum. Given that the movement is highly authoritarian 

and intolerant of dissenting opinions, however, it appears likely that their ideal state would be one 

that engaged in such tactics.  

Beyond Eco’s definition of fascism, the alt-right were particularly overt about their movement being 

neo-fascist in their internal discussions on /pol/, and within those internal conversations had 

adopted many signifiers of fascism as key features of their movement. As the most successful and 

aesthetically resonant example of historical fascism, Nazism in particular has been the defining 

inspiration for many modern Western neo-fascist movements, and the alt-right were no different. As 

will be shown in this chapter and those following it, the alt-right see themselves as fighting in the 

same broad cultural and conspiratorial war that the Nazis fought, and see themselves as the latest in 

a long line of fascist movements that most recently includes the Nazis. This manifested most clearly 

in an adoption of Nazi aesthetics: signifiers of Nazism such as images of swastikas, Nazi rallies, SS 

troops, and Adolf Hitler were regularly and consistently posted throughout /pol/, and in a context of 

clear admiration. Although the alt-right have developed their own symbols for their movement – 

most notably the sonnenrad, which itself was chosen because it is a swastika-style symbol that was 

used occasionally by the Nazis, but was less recognisable (Gilbert & Elley, 2020) – the red and white 

swastika banner remained the symbol that was most frequently used by the alt-right on 4chan to 

represent their ideology. Adolf Hitler, in turn, was widely regarded as the movement’s greatest hero 

and occupied a position something akin to that of a beloved founder. I observed, for example, 

regular “Hitler appreciation threads”, where users would post their favourite pictures of him, which 

were often those where he was laughing or posing with animals.  

Despite this, it must be noted that there was considerable debate within the alt-right around exactly 

what policies, actions, and methods of government were best. The alt-right on /pol/ tended to 

identify themselves with far right and generally authoritarian positions, but because of the absence 
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of any unifying leader or founding ideological document it was apparent that each individual among 

them imagined this manifesting in somewhat different ways. We can see these illustrated, again, by 

looking at the end result of the “political journey” images posted in a thread posted on the 20th of 

October 2020, another example of which is included in Figure 14 below to show the political 

compass in question. 

Predictably, the large majority of the 83 posters who provided useful information identified 

themselves as right-wing, with 88% (n=73) holding right-wing views, although only 39% of posters on 

the right (n=29) reported that they were on the extreme edge of the right wing. Those on the right 

were slightly more likely to consider themselves highly authoritarian than far right, with 45% (n=33) 

identifying themselves as extremely authoritarian.  

A minority of posters (12%, n=10) reported holding left-wing views of some kind. While it is likely 

that some of these posters were among the left-wing agitators that often visited /pol/ to question or 

taunt the community there, half of those who posted left-wing views were also highly authoritarian 

(n=5), which may indicate that (as discussed in the previous chapter) elements of /pol/ are tied 

together simply by their radicalism. Indeed, the large majority of posters reported views that were 

extreme in some way, with 78% (n=65) reporting views that were either extremely right-wing, left-

 

 

Figure 14: Another 
example of a "political 
journey" posted by a 
user on /pol/. This one 
shows a relatively 
typical migration from 
an extreme left-wing 
position through to a 
variety of extreme 
right-wing positions. 
The move from a point 
marked “the 
environmentalist” may 
be evidence of the 
value that ideas of 
‘Ecofascism’ have for 
the alt-right’s 
recruitment. This is 
discussed in detail 
later in this chapter. 
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wing, authoritarian, or libertarian. 

It should be noted however that the political compass offered in the thread’s original post may have 

influenced these results somewhat. It was marked with annotations and pictures for each area of the 

compass – some less flattering than others – that may have directed respondents’ answers as much 

as the compass itself. The most popular response was the square marked “the Nazi”, for example, 

but which was in the position of highly authoritarian and only somewhat right-wing, which might 

generally be considered an inaccurate description of Nazism. This is further complicated by issues in 

locating  fascism accurately on a left-right political compass at all – as noted earlier, a key aspect of 

fascism is its intention to create a “third way” that rejects both capitalism and socialism but also uses 

aspects of both (Eatwell, 1996).  

Antisemitism 
Although they disagreed on many subjects, the primary aspect that united the /pol/’s worldview was 

its focus on a series of conspiracy theories, the most prominent and central of which concerned a 

Jewish plot for global domination. The nature of these conspiracy theories defined the action that 

the alt-right believed was necessary, as well as shaping their views about themselves and their place 

in the world.  

This conspiracy, generally referred to as Cultural Marxism (which will be discussed in greater detail in 

Chapter 4) alleges in short that a group of elites is deliberately using progressive social movements 

such as feminism and multiculturalism to rot Western society from the inside so that it can more 

easily be taken over by a totalitarian government (Jamin, 2018). A variety of other far right 

conspiracy theories – such as those alleging that mass shootings have been faked as a means of 

creating support for gun control, and others alleging that the white race is being bred out of 

existence – are incorporated into this cabal’s plan.  

This conspiracy folds fears about socialism and communism into its narrative as well, but generally 

treats these concepts only as bywords for the repressive totalitarian enslavement that is the 

conspiracy’s end goal. Where previous fascisms had also been significantly concerned with 

freemasonry as an element within their enemy, I observed only very rare and fleeting references to 

freemasons in alt-right discourse; presumably reflecting the group’s diminished prominence in 

contemporary culture. 

As noted in Payne’s (1995) definition, fascism is an ideology of negation, and Cultural Marxism is the 

primary aspect against which the alt-right on /pol/ negatively defines itself. This community 

conceptualised itself principally as a movement in opposition to this cabal, and to Judaism in 

general.  
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Anonymous ID:hJge5W9x Tue 02 May 2017 15:39:18 No.123720895   

Fascism is an attempt to create a strong and unified government to oppose the international 

jewry. As long as people are divided, they will win. 

 

That's why your shitty republic was peacefully transitioned to the status of jewish cattle and Hitler 

and Mussolini were the world's last organized resistance against them. 

 
Anonymous ID:iLUb0orz Mon 31 Dec 2018 10:18:10 No.198230266    

Nat soc and fascism can free any race from exploitation by international finance and the 

Rothschilds 

Cultural Marxism is a modern permutation of a much older conspiracy, and is functionally identical 

to the ideas of a “Judeo-bolshevist” conspiracy that underpinned the use of the myth of the “stab in 

the back” by German fascists in the aftermath of the first world war (Crim, 2011), which in turn drew 

substantially on older antisemitic ideas such as those espoused in The Protocols of the Elders of Zion, 

which is discussed in more detail in the next chapter. 

The /pol/ community displayed a variety of other prejudices – primarily hatred of non-white races, 

islamophobia,42 and misogyny – but because it is a Jewish group that occupies the position of power 

in its conspiracy theories, all of these prejudices were effectively subordinate to their antisemitism. 

Their islamophobia, for example, was based on the belief that their Jewish enemies are flooding 

Muslim immigrants into Western nations to destabilise them, and their misogyny was founded in the 

idea that feminism and women’s liberation are being used for the same purpose.  

As the following examples show, the rhetoric I observed on /pol/ was intensely antisemitic, and 

tended to characterise Jewish people as cartoonishly evil, racist against gentiles, and often literally 

as a different species:  

Anonymous ID:gxkccrHA Fri 07 May 2021 18:35:36 No.320386717    

[…] There are but two species... Jews and gentiles. All these butt hurt responding are kike shills 

or misdirected good chabbods goy. Either way, suck my uncircimcised goy cock judeu. 

 

Anonymous ID:AImgC7xI Wed 06 Jan 2016 16:41:55 No.60174865    

>Not wanting a racewar against the kikes and muslims 

Kill yourself you fucking faggot 

 

Anonymous ID:+JcflE9o Mon 06 Feb 2017 09:02:37 No.111224225   

kek stands for kill evil kikes 

As was common in historic fascist conspiracy theories (Eco, 1995), this Jewish enemy was generally 

conceptualised to have an incredible degree of power and influence over the world, and to be on the 

precipice of total victory, but was paradoxically also seen as being overconfident and physically 

 
42 Although there was a high degree of islamophobia in the discussions on /pol/, there was also a grudging 
respect that was often expressed for Islamofascist regimes such as the Islamic State in Iraq and the Levant and 
the Taliban, who were acknowledged as having similar values in many ways (such as patriarchy, lack of 
women’s rights, and violent suppression of the LGBT community), and seen as having honed techniques of 
insurgency and terrorism.  
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weak, and therefore vulnerable to the muscular efforts of fascist resistance. Within this worldview, 

the /pol/ community saw its fascism as counterrevolutionary, and therefore primarily defensive.  

The conspiracy theories motivating the alt-right and their significance for the movement are 

discussed in detail the following chapter. 

Misogyny 
As noted in the introduction, it is widely understood that /pol/ is an almost exclusively male space. 

This understanding aligns closely with my observation, where I saw almost no evidence of women or 

female voices present, and an overwhelming prevalence of misogyny and hatred of women. This 

misogyny was an important and pervasive aspect of the worldview that I saw expressed on /pol/, 

and had a key role in many of their central conspiratorial narratives. The alt-right’s fascism, with its 

focus on traditional gender roles within a patriarchal family structure, made a comfortable home for 

this thinking. 

While misogyny comprised a proportion of the discourse that I saw on /pol/ that was perhaps almost 

as large as that devoted to antisemitism, it is much less of a focus here because it occupied a lower 

position on /pol/’s conspiratorial totem-pole. While women, the claimed feminisation of culture, and 

women’s suffrage were often seen as being key drivers of the degradation of society that they 

perceived to be occurring, their view of women’s agency was such that they were consistently 

characterised only as pawns being manipulated by their Jewish enemies. 

It appears possible that the absence of women is a feature of the community on /pol/ itself, rather 

than necessarily the alt-right ideology as a whole. A study of those who identified as supporters of 

alt-right ideology, but were not necessarily participants in any alt-right communities such as /pol/, 

found that those supportive of the alt-right were 56% male and 44% female, for example (Forscher 

& Kteily, 2020). Similarly, analysis of the 2016 American National Election Survey, a large-scale study 

of the political attitudes of Americans, has found that women were no less likely than men to hold 

views about race that corresponded to those of the alt-right (Hawley, 2018). It has been observed 

that there are at least some strains of the wider alt-right movement that are female-driven (Love, 

2020; Bowman & Stewart, 2017), but these were never in evidence on /pol/. 

Perhaps the most obvious reason for the absence of women on /pol/ is that the board was not a 

hospitable environment for them. The community on /pol/ was extremely hostile to women, both in 

terms of its beliefs and its behaviour. Posters were routinely hypercritical of women’s behaviour and 

bodies, and displayed a great deal of anger and resentment toward women in general. The following 

posts are examples of the type of misogynist rhetoric that was extremely common on /pol/: 
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Anonymous ID:x8PzPcSK Fri 10 Sep 2021 10:41:50 No.338402216    

I love Nietzsche because he despised women and wanted them pregnant and barefoot in the 

kitchen like a true Chad. 

 

Anonymous ID:fgYBZxHo Mon 27 Sep 2021 18:35:44 No.341061406    

>Raped 
Why even have a vagina if you're not going to use it? Women can literally prevent wars if all they 

did is offer pussy. But because women are all manipulative evil bitches we have wars 

 
Anonymous ID:4RLEVwZ3 Mon 02 Dec 2019 06:19:01 No.234871305    

He wouldn't. Women evolved to be inferior because it saved food cost. There's no reason to 

expend resources building out the body and brain of a female, whose main purpose is just looking 

after kids 

Although it is often better masked, this misogyny has been identified as a feature within the wider 

alt-right community outside of 4chan as well (Lombroso, 2020; Hermansson, Lawrence, Mulhall, & 

Murdoch, 2020, pp. 181-194). 

The alt-right have considerable overlap in membership and ideology with the collection of deeply 

misogynist online men’s movements that is often referred to as ‘the Manosphere’, with which they 

share aggrievement at a perceived loss of male power and social influence and perceived ‘reverse’ 

prejudice against white men in a world of feminism and ‘cancel culture’. The most significant of 

these are the incel movement, a loose collection of “involuntarily celibate” men who have organised 

around an ideology that blames women for their failure, and which has notably produced a number 

of terrorists, And the Men Going Their Own Way (MGTOW), a movement of involuntarily celibate 

and otherwise disillusioned men whose worldview takes 4chan’s nerd-slacker version of Hikikomori 

abdication from society to its extreme (Nagle, 2017, pp. 94-95). These movements arose from many 

of the same places as the alt-right – such as 4chan and the now-defunct r/TheRedPill subreddit – and 

share many of the same language and symbols, including Pepe the frog as a depiction of the anomic 

body. These groups do not differ substantially in their view of women (Nagle, 2017) but in their 

beliefs about what can be done to resolve what they see as a crisis of gender the Western world. 

Where MGTOWs claim to see hope for themselves by abdicating from the expectations of society, 

for example, the alt-right saw politics as a means of installing an alternative world where gender 

dynamics are forcibly reconfigured to their liking. The ideas of these companion movements, which 

were at least in theory less radical and somewhat more socially acceptable, were often framed as 

being an entryway into the alt-right in the discourse on /pol/, where users frequently reported 

having come to realisations about the ‘dangers’ of feminism as a first or early step toward their 

radicalisation.  

Another key reason why women were so rare within alt-right discourse was a general feeling that 

politics was not something that women should be involved in. On /pol/ I observed a widespread 

belief that women were simply not capable of the kind of political thinking that men are, and that 
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they therefore should not be engaged in politics or allowed to vote. Justification for this thinking 

tended to focus on women’s demonstrated tendency to vote for left-wing parties in many Western 

countries (Shorrocks, 2018; Pew Research Centre, 2020), which was understood as evidence of their 

being too easily swayed by appeals to compassion and kindness to make the correct choices. As a 

result, women’s suffrage was often held up as a key juncture where the decline of the West became 

inevitable. The following posts are examples of this thinking, which I saw voiced extremely 

consistently on /pol/: 

Anonymous ID:SQR0eAH/ Sat 04 Sep 2021 02:48:13 No.337481380    

as long as women vote the winner will always be the one that promises a bigger share of public 

wealth, no matter the price, just promote gibs and win every election, you dont even need to give 

the gibs, just promise them and say you are pro lgbtqtsjzhe 

 

Anonymous ID:GZ5EkexI Thu 05 Dec 2019 09:44:56 No.235176860    

This is true which is why we need to abolish feminism. The only reason this is happening is 

because we let women vote and let them into government. Abolish feminism and fix 90% of our 

problems, just one simple thing. One simple thing that will never happen because men are weak 

and desperate for sex like animals. It's pathetic. 

 

Anonymous ID:OCAgXYih Thu 12 Dec 2019 08:22:25 No.235871698    

The worst part about it is we are politically locked into female suffrage. Even though the men 

living right now know more about the dangers of letting women vote than the men who actually let 

them vote, we don't get a chance at reversing their rash decision. It's so fundamentally unfair that 

I believe it is a moral and ethical justification for violent revolution. 

Not only does this kind of thinking create an inhospitable environment for women, it would also 

seem to imply that if there are women who do hold the same views as those expressed on /pol/, 

they would not see it as their place to participate in the discussions there anyway.  

These arguments against women’s suffrage hinged on traditionalist views of women’s role in the 

family, and on the connection between feminism and the conspiracy theory of Cultural Marxism. 

Women were targeted as being significantly responsible for the social decline that the alt-right rails 

against but, as with other races such as Africans and Arabs, were assigned little agency within this 

conspiracy, believed instead to have been chosen as unwitting pawns in a grander scheme because 

they are more easily manipulated than men. This stemmed from their concerns of a declining white 

population (or diminishing white majority) in the West, which was seen as being a symptom of moral 

decay and the breakdown of the traditional family unit. Without the traditional family encouraging 

reproduction, it was reasoned, the white population was dwindling. Where reproduction was 

occurring, they believed that it was primarily in broken homes, and between mixed-race partners. 

The heart of this breakdown was understood to be the liberation of women, who were seen as 

having shirked their role as mothers in favour of selfish personal attainment and sexual promiscuity. 

This was highly visible on 4chan, and has been observed in the wider alt-right movement as well 

(Hermansson, Lawrence, Mulhall, & Murdoch, 2020, p. 185). As shown in the post below, women 
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were believed to have been manipulated into this thinking by propaganda and ideology, at the 

behest of the Marxist cabal: 

Anonymous ID:SCSTL1HH Mon 24 Apr 2017 14:15:08 No.122527410    

The same thing as everything else liberals do. The destruction of Western civilization. 

Wit sexualization of girls, the idea is to slut them up as young as possible so they'll be 

psychologically damaged and incapable of forming a stable family, or if they try they'll just wind up 

traumatizing their own children. Since the left recognizes the family unit as the fundamental unit of 

society, they correctly reason that by destroying the family they will in turn destroy society. Since 

they view society as fundamentally unjust, they see this as a desirable outcome. 

This was also driven by concerns around male employment and opportunity such as those identified 

in Chapter 1. Women were seen to have invaded the workforce and taken opportunities away from 

men, and to be infecting workplaces with unnecessary rules and political correctness that 

undermined men’s ability to get jobs and to succeed on personal merit.  

Anonymous ID:7BIFz3le Wed 11 Dec 2019 06:19:22 No.235753887   

[…]They contribute very little to begin with, at least in my experience. If anything, getting them out 

of the ways of men, freeing the workplace from all the backwards bullshit rules they enforce in 

order to be more "comfortable" would benefit both sexes. They're already stealing our money, 

that's just what women do, we might as well get them out of the way. 

A key feature of this conspiracism was a focus on feminism, which was seen to be a key tool through 

which Cultural Marxists were able to convince women to give up their traditional roles. The 

understanding of feminism that I observed displayed on /pol was not a nuanced or accurate one, but 

rather a simplistic belief that it promoted female superiority, and that placed it in direct competition 

with the rights of men.  

Anonymous ID:8DIP65sZ Sun 29 Aug 2021 23:13:33 No.336675466    

Feminists have already done to men what the Taliban want to do to women. 

Feminism was understood to wield significant cultural power through the application of guilt and 

shame – much in the same manner as Jews were believed to have gained cultural power and made 

themselves untouchable through a fictionalised holocaust. This is a tendency that was believed to be 

innate in women: 

Anonymous ID:w5KiYwhP Mon 15 May 2017 15:22:03 No.125562247    

The modus operandi of women and jews is to try to guilt others. It's the only power they really 

have. 

Feminists were seen to be leveraging this power purely for selfish reasons such as personal 

attainment and attention. Because women were understood to be emotional and irrational, they 

were largely left out of the /pol/ community’s grander conspiracies. Instead their influence on them, 

and on wider political events such as immigration, is discussed as something closer to impulse-driven 

hysteria than any meaningful agency: 

Anonymous ID:GTnGyr9k Mon 15 May 2017 15:21:52 No.125562226    
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The narcissists wont be able to handle not getting all the attention they want, so I would look for 

them to double down on importing vast amounts of barbarians from the third world to rape them. 

As remedy to this perceived crisis of male persecution and devaluation, the alt-right were driven to 

protect male spaces and fraternal environments, both online and in the real world, out of a feeling 

that they were under threat from female invasion (Hermansson, Lawrence, Mulhall, & Murdoch, 

2020, p. 183). This manifested early in the pre-history of the alt-right as the Gamergate movement, 

which sought to defend the maleness of the video gaming community, and is visible outside of 4chan 

in the rationale for male-only groups like the Proud Boys, for whom a return to masculine 

chauvinism is a central tenet.  

The /pol/ community also evidenced a strong belief in the importance of ‘traditional’ family and 

gender roles. This included the male role as breadwinner, decisionmaker and worker, and the female 

role as mother, homemaker, and caregiver. I observed a broad consensus that returning to a 

patriarchal society where women were restricted to a much narrower range of acceptable 

behaviours was the best way to realise those values in practice. In this scenario women’s primary 

purpose was to raise children and look after the home, and they would be barred from employment 

in all but a limited number of areas. Women were understood to be as unhappy under the regime of 

feminism as men, having been forced to work and participate in society in ways that they are 

biologically unsuited for, and it was believed that they would also be much happier once they were 

liberated from these stresses.  

In terms of achieving this, attaining a traditional family was seen as a practical goal that individuals in 

the /pol/ community could attain in the shorter-term in their own lives. The key element of this – 

and the one that I observed many posters struggling with – was attracting a suitable woman to 

become what they referred to as a “tradwife” (traditional wife). Given that very few women were 

available through the movement itself, there was considerable interest on /pol/ on the topic of how 

to find suitable women, and the most common solution I saw expressed was that they must be 

created. It was often suggested that finding a “normie” woman who has not been corrupted by 

feminism and gradually redpilling her over time was the best method for achieving this. As discussed 

in the post quoted below, it was presumed that this would be relatively easy because women are 

seen as having only limited capacity for independent thought, and because they were naturally 

attracted to the certainty, dominance and masculinity that went hand-in-hand with far right political 

beliefs. This post refers to women as NPCs (Non-Player Characters), a term taken from roleplaying 

games such as World of Warcraft and Dungeons and Dragons that refers to characters without 

agency who exist to assist player characters and further the narrative. This was a term that is often 

used in discussions of women on /pol/. 
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Anonymous ID:tdVhL09u Mon 25 Nov 2019 04:02:09 No.234193685    

Women are followers by nature and power, even power displayed with muscles or in taking a 

sharp and direct stance attracts them. 

I do think on some level, deep down, people understand that certain left wing ideas are 

completely absurd such as liberal doublethinks. Women, and NPCs, kinda just go with the flow. 

That's exactly why they're NPCs, but an NPC can also be programmed to go the other direction. 

Because women have no political agency within this ideology, anons felt little pressure to inform 

their partners of the full nature of their beliefs. Posters regularly encouraged each other not to 

reveal their “power level” (the radical nature of their beliefs) to women they were involved with, 

both out of a desire to avoid discovery, and a sense that there was simply no need for women to 

know.  

As with most aspects of their ideology, there was also always a sense that after the coming civil war 

women suitable for becoming tradwives would be in abundance, or even that formerly liberal 

women would have no choice but to accept a diminished position in society that they would 

eventually learn to find comfortable. As an example of this, when the Taliban retook Afghanistan in 

2021, I observed many posters expressing admiration for the Taliban’s reported treatment of 

women, in particular their forced marriages of young women to Taliban fighters.  

Anonymous ID:ozr78ZZq Mon 30 Aug 2021 07:49:38 No.336739088    

In a lot of ways [I support the Taliban’s point of view], yes. 

>I think we should ban vaccines. 

>Arranged marriages to every guy is based.43 

>Women should not work, they should stay at home. 

>Adultery is evil and should be legally punishable. 

>Girls who have reached puberty are ready to marry and have sex. 

But I don't like that the Taliban promotes polygamy, domestic violence, and a host of other violent 

behavior. I also think burqas are too extreme. 

Posters during this period regularly referred to the Taliban as the “TaliChad”44 in a manner that was 

consciously semi-ironic but also often visibly admiring. It was clear from these discussions that many 

among them were looking forward to an opportunity to exert similar repressions on women in the 

West.   

Violence 
Because of the sense of threat created by the narrative of Cultural Marxism, the /pol/ community’s 

fascism was highly focused on violence, and, as with previous fascisms, this is something that can be 

considered a defining feature of the movement. This has been well demonstrated by the real-world 

 
43 “Based” is a term that was popularised among the alt-right on 4chan that is used to designate something as 
good and consistent with their ideology.  
44 “Chad” in this context is a name used to refer to alpha males that is used by the alt-right and Incel 
communities.  
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actions of those involved in the alt-right. During the 2016-17 period, for example, the wider alt-right 

was involved in significant street violence in America, with members regularly brawling with 

antifascists and leftists at events that were often scheduled by far right groups with the deliberate 

goal of drawing protesters and producing conflict. Similarly in 2019 the communities on the chans 

precipitated at least three deadly terrorist attacks in Christchurch, El Paso, and Poway, and inspired 

many other would-be terrorists. It has also spawned, and often serves as a recruitment pathway for, 

groups that advocate for violence and terrorism such as The Base and Atomwaffen Division, which 

style themselves as something in between revolutionary militias and terror cells.  

This focus on violence was highly evident in the rhetoric found on /pol/, where users frequently 

advocated for violence against their enemies. One common example of this is in their calls for “right 

wing death squads,”45 a meme in which posters pined for a future in which they are able to violently 

purge society of their enemies. 

Anonymous ID:sy7LD0eJ Mon 28 Dec 2020 22:06:15 No.298912206    

Yes. A religion fueled death-machine private army with extreme contempt for enemies of the 

white race sounds rather nice. I think it would fit right in with the whole "right wing death squad" 

idea 

 

Anonymous ID:7uElecoD Thu 17 Jun 2021 05:16:23 No.326195321   

You do understand you fucking retard that if anarchy would come to be, me and my pals would 

organize right wing death squads and kill you all in a few days. 

I can imagine you with your 35 BMI sitting there and dreaming about freedom. My freedom is to 

kill jew cunts like yourself. 

 

Anonymous ID:Bk3tWQMb Fri 02 Jun 2017 00:13:17 No.127984498    

WTF 

Seriously, right wing death squads when? I really want to burn pedophiles46 

It was also common to see discussions of the idea that becoming comfortable engaging in violence – 

and learning not to fear being hurt – was necessary and natural for masculine development. The 

post below, for example, shows how this was generally framed: 

Anonymous (ID: Zc/q4eVF)  05/03/18(Thu)12:44:40 No.170243522 

You should have a harem you faggot. I'm six inches shorter than you, white, 32, rent, have GED, 

and have never had a problem getting dates. Have you ever been in a fair fight? If not, go out to a 

 
45 “Death squads” refers to armed groups who undertake extrajudicial killings, primarily on behalf of a 
government which tacitly encourages their activities. This term was first used by the fascist Iron Guard in 
Romania to refer to state-sanctioned squads used to purge political enemies, but was popularised by the 
extensive use of such squads by various far right military dictatorships in Latin America in the second half of 
the 20th century.  
46 The mention of paedophiles here is in reference to the sexual predilections of members of the cabal 
imagined in their conspiracy theories, which was often rendered as satanic, paedophilic, and cartoonishly evil 
in general. It was also often understood that many on the political left are paedophiles, or at least accepting of 
paedophilia, because of their exposure to propaganda in mainstream media designed to normalise the 
sexualisation of children. As shown in the post quoted above, framing their enemies as paedophiles was 
valuable to the alt-right because it dehumanised them and created a rationale for fantasies of extreme 
violence. 
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bar, find the biggest meanest looking guy and grab his girls ass. You need to get the shit kicked 

out of you to get some confidence. It's that simple. Trust me. I can't explain it, but something will 

happen in your brains biochemistry when you fight. 

Because the alt-right’s fascism was generally built around the sense that they were engaging in a 

counterrevolution against an evil enemy, rhetoric around the use of violence on /pol/ was often 

initially framed defensively. Nevertheless, such talk quickly fell into fetishistic discussions of the 

violence that they imagined they would be able to wreak once they have been pushed into doing so.  

Anonymous ID:F4TnC6z0 Sun 16 Apr 2017 18:06:14 No.121326054    

As a student of history, I, for one, am very encouraged by this development. This means that we 

are repeating a pattern that has a million analogues in the past. The leftists for too long have 

hidden in our society, shielded by our tolerance and reliance on freedom of expression. Now we 

will finally root them out once and for all. They have a very wrong headed idea about their ability 

to fight, but we are actually warriors. The street clashes are very weak at this point. The weapons 

are fireworks and smoke bombs. Next come shootings, followed by death squads, and then civil 

war. When they try to play that game they will lose, and lose damn hard. 

 

Anonymous ID:JGR2FeYs Tue 11 Apr 2017 22:22:40 No.120581700   

It's easy enough for us americans, just move away from the cities, get some guns and watch as 

the state completes its overt takeover. Then we organize the death squads for the people who 

wrecked america. 

The centrality of violence in the /pol/ community’s worldview can be seen in their expectations for 

the future, which were overwhelmingly focused on the violent conflict that they believed to be 

imminent. This conflict, a second civil war, or ‘boogaloo’ is a battle in which they expect the majority 

of common people to wake up to the reality of fascism as the only option for the white race, and in 

which they expect this new far right majority to finally defeat the forces of Cultural Marxism. This 

conflict served as the ‘endgame’ for their ideology, and was therefore a focus of much of their 

thought, planning, and effort. The boogaloo is discussed in greater detail in Chapter 6. 

While the connection between the alt-right and violence is abundantly clear at the time of writing, it 

is important to note that this was not always the case. When this study began in late 2016, I 

observed many within on /pol/ discussing a fascism that presumed itself to be unconnected to Nazi 

atrocities, instead generously imagining that its dream of white ethnostates could be accomplished 

largely without bloodshed. This was imagined to be possible in America, for example, through forced 

repatriation of immigrants and by giving Native and African Americans their own separate 

ethnostates47 (Taylors, 2016, pp. 93-95). These ideas reflected those espoused by Richard Spencer, 

who claimed that his goal of creating a white ethnostate was not racist but rather similar to 

 
47 The idea of forcibly removing unwanted elements of a population without violence was discussed in depth 
on an alt-right affiliated reddit community called /r/physicalremoval, where libertarian and hard-right users 
discussed the bizarre concept of forcibly removing the entire left-wing population from America. This 
subreddit was banned in August 2017 for “posting of content that incites violence.” 
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Zionism48 (Detman, 2017) and Matthew Heimbach of the Traditionalist Worker Party,49 both whom 

were at the height of their influence over the alt-right movement at the time. It was never clear 

whether this was a distinct group within the alt-right, or whether it was simply a rhetorical method 

that was used to minimise and dismiss ethical concerns about the relationship between fascism and 

genocide, either for the benefit of potential recruits or within themselves. The alt-right have long 

seen “optics” as an important concern, and it is my assessment that this is primarily what these 

claims were: an attempt to maintain an image of legitimacy in the public eye. How their goals of a 

white ethnostate might be achieved without violence was in my experience rarely, if ever, discussed 

in serious detail. In these fantasies, the victims of these forced migrations were either given no 

agency (leaving violence in the margins but unaddressed) or presumed to be equally amenable to 

the idea of having their own ethnostate.  

This idea was often supported by claims that fascisms of the past had not been as genocidal as they 

are portrayed as being, that the holocaust in particular was faked to discredit the Nazis and further a 

Zionist agenda, and by the assertion that atrocities were instead committed against Nazi Germany, 

such as the alleged execution by starvation of over a million German POWs after Germany’s 

surrender.50  This is why Holocaust denial, which brings with it a rich vein of pseudo-academic 

literature and alternative history, became an important conspiracy theory within the /pol/ 

community. Although few seemed to be genuinely convinced by the denialist narrative (and it was 

actively contrasted by frequent calls for a second holocaust), it allowed for a false moral equivalency 

to be drawn between Axis and Allied war crimes, and for fascism to be positioned as being no worse 

than other political ideologies. In this way, many among the /pol/ community were able to operate 

for a period under the assumption that they were developing a more palatable form of almost-

ethical fascism that simply wanted to be left alone. 

Discussion of these ideas reduced toward the second half of the period under study, however, and 

the alt-right on 4chan generally appeared to lose interest in pretending not to be hateful or violent 

in their goals. This change occurred for a variety of reasons. Firstly, I observed that the /pol/ 

community were particularly (often wildly) optimistic during the period after Donald Trump’s 

 
48 When using the example of Zionism in this way, Spencer and others in the alt-right tend to ignore the issues 
relating to the realities of Zionism in Israel, such as those relating to the ongoing conflict with Palestine. 
49 The Traditionalist Worker Party was a neo-Nazi group founded in 2015 that existed on the borders of the 
early alt-right, and which targeted university students as a core demographic  (Southern Poverty Law Centre, 
n.d.). 
50 These claims are based on evidence presented in James Bacque’s 1989 book Other Losses, which alleged 
that General Eisenhower deliberately used post-war food shortages as an excuse to create deadly 
concentration camps for surrendered German soldiers. The book’s idea was quickly debunked as a conspiracy 
theory, but, as is common with conspiracy theories, it persists online, usually without documentation or 
attribution.  
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election victory in late 2016, meaning that their larger-scale ideas, such as the creation of an 

ethnostate, were seen as plausible enough that they needed to discuss it in detail and justify it to 

others. Secondly, during this period the alt-right were receiving large numbers of new converts, who 

had yet to be hardened to some of the movement’s more extreme ideas, and many on /pol/ were 

keenly aware that these people needed to be introduced to the movement’s more extreme goals in 

a slower and more gradual fashion. As recruiting slowed, however, these concerns came to be seen 

as less important. Similarly, the alt-right were receiving a great deal of media attention at the time, 

and I observed a common sentiment that they needed to present themselves this way to avoid being 

demonised. As attention has declined and the once-credulous media have become more literate in 

the alt-right’s attempts at misdirection, this too ceased to be a priority. Finally, events such as the 

Christchurch mosque and Poway synagogue shootings have drawn the violence of alt-right ideology 

into particular focus for many, including among the alt-right, making claims of non-violence 

particularly difficult to argue.  

Internationalism 
The /pol/ community tended to think of themselves as an international movement that supports the 

causes of local nationalist movements (Hermansson, Lawrence, Mulhall, & Murdoch, 2020, pp. 24-

35). This approach arises as a result of historical factors – most visibly Rockwell’s evolving ideas of 

the ‘white race’ discussed in the previous chapter – but also the fundamental architecture of the 

/pol/ community as an internet-based movement.  

The /pol/ community followed the tradition established by post-war American fascists in taking a 

broad understanding of whiteness and conceptualising themselves as an international movement. As 

discussed in the previous chapter, this thinking has its roots in George Lincoln Rockwell’s American 

Nazi Party, which sought to compensate for their neo-fascism’s limited appeal at the time by seeking 

to attract support from a much wider range of people than the German Nazis upon which they had 

initially modelled themselves. The ANP positioned itself as part of an international fascist movement, 

and in Rockwell’s final years made a shift toward a “pan-white” conception of whiteness that was 

much less restrictive than the Aryan identity used by Nazi Germany (Simonelli, 1999, pp. 100-105). 

This thinking united many disparate elements of the American far right into a shared cause, and has 

been inherited by the alt-right in the present day. This change in approaches was undoubtedly 

successful for the White Power movement, in that it has allowed for a much wider pool of potential 

recruits, and that it has created for a sense of solidarity between a range of similar groups and 

ideologies, but the definitional problems that it created could still be seen in evidence in the /pol/ 

community, who frequently fell into spiralling debates about which individuals and ethnic 
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configurations could be allowed into their movement. An example of this type of debate about the 

rules of a fantasy ethnostate is shown below: 

THE NEW 3/5THS POLICY  

Anonymous (ID: pAz8Nxx5)  02/20/18(Tue)11:50:17 No. 

These will be the requirements for the white ethnostate: 

>Must be at least 60% European as determined by a DNA test 

>Must be less than 5% Jewish 

>No prior connection to zionism or Islam as determined by an extensive background check 

Country will be open to anyone who meets these 3 rules. 

 

The thought process is that even a mutt with the bare minimum of white DNA will eventually have 

it bred out of them over time. This low threshold also encourages immigration to boost our 

numbers early and can be raised in future generations. The culture will be dictated by whites and 

encourage white growth. 

 

Other laws in the Constitution: 

>Politicians cannot take money or donations from ANY foreign individual 

>News and Media agencies cannot take funding from foreign individuals 

Are these rules enough to protect the future of white from Jews and shitskins? 

 

Anonymous ID:F77rY7wF Tue 20 Feb 2018 11:53:22 No.161137308    

>60% European. 
That bar is way too low. 60% white is a dirty spic level of white. Self-identified European 

Americans are 98% white. The bar should be set there or higher. 
>> 

Anonymous (ID: v2s/ECdf)  02/20/18(Tue)12:07:16 No.161138821 

Fuck off mutt. Any non white dna is disallowed. You can be in if you have the trivial few percents 

that most pure europeans have. 

>> 

Anonymous (ID: KkPwUOwc)  02/20/18(Tue)12:08:35 No.161138978 

Even Nazis were not this stringent. You are a purity spiralling faggot. 

As a means of sidestepping these intractable debates, when discussing the mythic culture and 

heritage that their movement aims to ‘restore’, posts on /pol/ tended to speak in terms of a broader 

‘West’ rather than any specific national or ethnic identity. As with their definition of the white race 

this concept was only loosely defined, and I observed little interest in establishing strict 

categorisations of what and who was or was not included, with those using the term simply tending 

to assume that others understood what they were talking about. This conception of the West 

tended to draw its history back to ancient Greece, Rome, through western Europe and the United 

Kingdom, and into European colonies such as those in north America, Australasia, and Africa. 

Southern and eastern European nations such as Spain and Russia were included only inconsistently. 

Citizens of the diaspora of these countries were generally also considered to be part of the West, but 

assimilated immigrants and non-white citizens of Western countries generally not. One primary 

feature that was consistently present in this conception was a heavy (but selective) emphasis on the 

history of the Roman empire as a singular ancestor to its West, imagining a continuity from ancient 

Rome to modern fascism. This is discussed in greater detail in Chapter 6. Christianity was often also 

considered an important factor, but not consistently.  
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As with much fascist thought, the West was often also defined by negation. In the way it is discussed 

on /pol/, the primary feature of the West was simply that it is something that is under threat by 

groups outside of it. Rather than tying themselves into knots articulating a vision of what actually 

constitutes the West, the alt-right discourse that I observed on /pol/ tended to prefer to focus on 

the people that they consider unwelcome invaders: primarily Arabs, Africans, and Jews, and to a 

lesser extent Hispanics. Notably, this list does not include Asian peoples, around whom I have 

observed comparatively little concern on /pol/, but who were also still considered separate from the 

West. This appears to be a result primarily of the current refugee crises against which the alt-right 

has defined itself, which have centred around refugee streams from Syria, Africa, and South 

America, and of a grudging respect for China, which they have come to see as strong, nationalist, 

and dynamic in ways that they feel the West no longer is. This is a feature of the contemporary 

movement, rather than any particular consistency of belief: the skinhead movement that arose in 

New Zealand in the 1990s, for example, had a particular anti-Asian focus because of the surge of 

migration from Asia that happened during that period (Gilbert & Elley, 2020). 

Their thinking in this area follows a grand narrative in the style of Oswald Spengler’s Decline of the 

West (1918/2006), which describes the rise and fall of civilisations as a cyclical process, and which 

predicted that the West would fall into a state of slow decline starting around the beginning of the 

21st century. It is also strongly influenced by the Strauss-Howe generational theory, which posits that 

societies undergo a process of decline, crisis, and renewal every 80 to 100 years (Strauss & Howe, 

1997). Eschewing the inevitability of decline in this thinking, however, the /pol/ community tended 

to imagine that their movement was on the precipice of a mass revival that would return the West 

to its former greatness and that, if managed correctly, could become permanent. This is discussed in 

more detail in Chapter 6. 

There are a number of reasons why this view of the West is popular among the alt-right. The most 

obvious is the movement’s origins: while it has tended to take an American outlook, 4chan’s 

community is highly multinational (4chan, n.d.), a trait that has been passed on to /pol/ (Hinez, et 

al., 2016), and so any movement arising there would necessarily limit itself if it were focused on a 

single national identity. Another is the practicality of forming a movement based on a historically 

unpopular ideology: those with far right beliefs are generally a “horizontal minority group” 

(Gonsiorek, 1995), meaning that they are a minority group that is spread across society rather than 

clustering in any particular location. As with many other horizontal minorities, the far right have 

benefited greatly from the advent of the internet, which allows such groups to form communities in 

ways that would have been impossible before. In this sense, it may be that internationalism was 

baked into the online far right from its beginning: having built communities on a basis of reaching 
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out across great distances, it was never logical for the online far right to see location as a critical 

aspect of their ideology.  

The absence of leadership 
In defiance of the norms of the fascist movements of the early 20th century, the alt-right have been 

primarily leaderless throughout their existence. There have been a number of figures who have had 

a degree of leadership influence over the alt-right movement in general, perhaps the most notable 

of which is Richard Spencer, an American alt-right public figure who claims to have coined the term 

alt-right (although this is disputed), and who attempted unsuccessfully to establish himself as a 

leader within the movement in the mid-2010s. Spencer was a speaker at and an organiser of 

multiple far right rallies following the 2016 US election, including the infamous Unite the Right Rally 

in 2017, Spencer was frequently seen in the media during the 2016-2018 period, and was widely 

treated as the public face of the alt-right during that time (Wendling, 2018, pp. 1-3, 12-14). 

Presenting himself as an alternative intellectual, often in a tweed jacket and with carefully combed 

hair, and being one of the few public leadership figures in the alt-right to openly admit to being a 

fascist, Spencer was a reasonably close approximation of many of the alt-right’s more charitable 

views of its own outsider intellectualism, but nevertheless largely failed to resonate with the 

movement on 4chan as an actual leader. This appears to have been a matter of personality: as well 

as simply failing to manifest the charisma that defined successful fascist leaders, Spencer was seen, 

in my experience, as being variously not tough enough, too stuffily academic, a ‘controlled 

opposition’ pawn of their enemies, lacking humour and irony, and simply trying too hard. Posters on 

4chan would often make fun of him by posting a series of photoshopped images in which his head 

became more and more egg-shaped. 

Anonymous ID:N9kzVgp+ Tue 10 Oct 2017 14:53:32 No.144712827    

Richard Spencer is a fed i don't even know how anyone could still support him 

 

Anonymous ID:04i4yO06 Tue 10 Oct 2017 15:25:21 No.144716284    

richard spencer is alphabet soup controlled opposition. he runs a nonprofit, NPI, which gets all its 

money from federal grants and establishment donors. 

 
Anonymous ID:ioGudKPG Sat 07 Oct 2017 06:33:37 No.144293398    

i cant believe that this is richard spencer, i keep hearing about this guy and how good he is, but 

there is something wrong here, seriously 

 

why is it that shape? his head is like an egg shape, or a football, is it just because of the fashy 

haircut or is it some kind of genetic disorder? 
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There are a number of other public figures that have exerted some degree of thought leadership 

over the alt-right movement at various times, such as Steve Bannon,51 Mike Cernovich,52 Millenial 

Woes,53 Gavin Mcinnes54 and many others, but none of these have succeeded in achieving any real 

degree of ownership over the movement, despite many achieving much wider viewership and 

subcultural popularity than Spencer. The majority of these figures are primarily within the realm of 

the ‘alt-lite’, however, and for reasons of maintaining a wider audience and avoiding the bans on 

hate speech on many social media sites, have tended to avoid expressing openly fascist or alt-right 

views in public, which the /pol/ community generally viewed as necessary but cowardly. As with 

Richard Spencer, none of these figures are held in uniformly high regard by the alt-right on 4chan.  

The single figure who could have laid claim to leadership of the alt-right at one point was Donald 

Trump. During the period from around 2015 to early 2018, the /pol/ community were broadly allied 

in support of Trump, and although most were sceptical of him at first, their enthusiasm for him grew 

as he continued to undertake a campaign of what they saw as trolling the American democratic 

system. By the time of his election, the alt-right’s echo chamber on /pol/ had convinced itself that he 

would be at least something approaching the fascist leader that they hoped for. In apparent support 

of the hypothesis that leaders are key to fascist movements, it was during this period that the alt-

right community on /pol/ were, in my experience, at their peak of recruitment, enthusiasm, and 

internal cohesion, although this may also simply be because they felt they were at the forefront of a 

larger far right movement in America.  

As it became evident over the next few years that he was not what they had expected, however, this 

support waned, although it never entirely disappeared. In reality Trump could never have been the 

leader that they wanted: while he had many of the features of a fascist dictator in waiting, such as 

preoccupations with strength, action, conspiracism, and pseudo-historical myth, and a very visible 

contempt for democratic process, he had none of the instinct for consolidating total power that 

successful fascist leaders did, and also refused to step as far outside of the law or call for violence as 

openly as those leaders did (Goldstein, 2021). Moreover, Trump’s ability to be the fascist leader that 

many expected was handicapped from the beginning by his own electoral success: while in 2016 he 

 
51 Steve Bannon is an American media executive and political strategist who became the chief strategist for the 
Trump administration for a seven-month period in 2017. He co-founded Brietbart News, through which he 
helped to shape the thinking of the early alt-right.  
52 Mike Cernovich is an American social media personality, political commentator, and conspiracy theorist who 
has been popular among the alt-right. He is a regular host on the conspiratorial and far right Alex Jones Show, 
and first rose to prominence through the misogynist ‘manosphere’ community.  
53 Millenial Woes, whose real name is Colin Robertson, is a Scottish white supremacist and conspiracy theorist 
who rose to prominence on YouTube. 
54 Gavin McInnes is a Canadian writer, podcaster and far right political commentator who founded the Proud 
Boys, an alt-right affiliated neo-fascist group.   
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had prepared a narrative of having the election stolen from him (Kuznia, Devine, Black, & Griffin, 

2020), and had the grassroots support of brawlers and militia like the Proud Boys and the Oath 

Keepers ready to undertake the kind of violent interference that eventually manifested as the 2021 

capitol riots, his unexpected victory left him in the awkward position of having to succeed on his 

own merit. Where Mussolini and Hitler had long periods in which to undermine government 

credibility, establish conspiratorial narratives and hone their supporters’ dedication through violent 

conflict with the state and political opponents before taking power, Trump found that narratives of 

victimisation and revolution rang hollow from the oval office. Trump was of course able to put his 

conspiracy theories and violent supporters to use after the 2020 election, but at that stage the 

narrative order of successful fascist takeover had been too thoroughly disrupted. Had Trump lost the 

2016 election and maintained a narrative of fraud on the side-lines, thereby allowing his fascist 

takeover to remain a fantasy, the alt-right would, in my estimation, have happily retained him as a 

figurehead.   

Although it is unusual in the context of historical fascism, the absence of leadership is less 

unexpected in the context of the modern groups and movements that have influenced the alt-right. 

As discussed in the previous chapter, modern far right groups have long practiced the ‘leaderless 

resistance’ strategy in which revolutionary or terrorist groups avoid hierarchical or centralised 

command and work in cells or as ‘lone wolves’ that are unable to compromise one another if they 

are captured by law enforcement. Although this strategy potentially leaves room for leadership in 

the form of a figurehead who inspires these groups but does not actively direct them,55 in practice 

the system of secrecy and limited connection between groups made it difficult for leaders to arise 

from within the movement. While it had been seen as a product of desperation in the past – Jeffrey 

Kaplan (1997) called it “more a mark of despair than a revolutionary strategy” and an attempt to 

“make a virtue of weakness and political isolation” – the influence of leaderless resistance can be 

seen on the alt-right and the wider contemporary far right movement in general. Online far right 

communities such as 4chan, 8chan, and Stormfront present an advancement of the logic of 

leaderless resistance that mends some of its weaknesses. Despite providing a large, active, and 

openly accessible far right community, their decentralised, unstructured and leaderless nature is 

such that when individuals within that community are radicalised by it and commit terrorist acts, the 

communities themselves have been able to successfully plead ignorance and avoid any 

repercussions, allowing the cycle of radicalisation and violence to continue.  This occurred recently 

with 8chan, which had three users post manifestos there before committing mass shootings in 2019 

 
55 A good example of one such figurehead might be William Luther Pierce, whose book The Turner Diaries 
(1978) inspired countless violent far right groups and ‘lone wolves’, some of which operated in the leaderless 
resistance style.  
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and yet has suffered no legal consequences and remains online, and earlier with Stormfront, 

members of which were reported by the SPLC to have been involved in “close to 100” murders in the 

five years before 2014 and yet which also remains online (Southern Poverty Law Centre, 2014). 

While this is not dissimilar to the system proposed by Louis Beam in 1992, where a “legal wing” 

distances itself from the activity of an “armed party,” but guides its actions through the use of 

propaganda (Kaplan, 1997), the longevity and resilience of these online far right communities likely 

outstrips what Beam imagined at the time.  

4chan’s own history is also likely a significant influence. As an anonymous site that has tended to 

resist attempts by users to maintain any lasting identity, 4chan has never had a space for leadership. 

Even the site’s administrators and moderators are generally anonymous, and tend not to be well-

liked by users. The site’s founder Christopher “moot” Poole was initially something of a mascot for 

the 4chan community, but never had the ability to actively direct the community’s actions beyond 

shaping the architecture of the website, and was openly despised by the sections of the community 

that would later become the alt-right (Beran, 2019, p. 125). Designed as a community based 

primarily on the idea of a meritocracy, “where arguments survive due to merit, not because of 

signifiers of power”, the site’s community has been resistant to leadership from its inception 

(Mortensen, 2016). 4chan’s community often had a considerable influence when it chose to group 

together and undertake a task – such as a raid or other trolling exercise – but tended to be 

extremely fickle about when it would undertake such actions. When individual users would petition 

the masses on /b/ for help with something, such calls were often rejected with the phrase “/b/ is not 

your personal army”, which was used so often that it was abbreviated to the acronym NYPA, and 

reflected a general resistance among users to any suggestion that they might be willing to do what 

they were told, no matter who it came from. When 4chan’s users did undertake significant actions in 

groups, their lack of leadership and hierarchy proved to be an advantage. As Mortensen (2016) 

explains, a key aspect of what made the Gamergate movement, which was an important precursor 

to the alt-right, so difficult to counter was its deindividuated, “swarm-like” behaviour: 

[Gamergate] consisted of individuals not formally organized nor entirely aware of what was 

happening around them, but who acted in accordance with the individuals they could perceive in 

their online proximity. Like a swarm, their behavior was not determined by a clear plan but was 

given direction by the actions of some core individuals, often perceived at second or third hand, 

through the reactions of others in the swarm. Their organizing paradigm resembled an ant 

colony. […] when at one point the swarm heard the press was looking for “the leader of GG,” like 

Spartacus, all accounts associated with them gained the identifier “leader of Gamergate.” Self-

organization and equality were the ideals of the movement. 
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The success of these leaderless swarm tactics was a crucial influence on the community that would 

become the alt-right, and further developed in them a general understanding that individual leaders 

were simply not something that they required in order to achieve their immediate goals.  

These features of leaderless resistance and swarm-rule have been powerful advantages for a 

movement that has tended to be highly focused on self-defence. As the movement came to 

prominence in the mid-to-late 2010s it was able to hide its radical and fascist nature from the 

general public to a remarkable degree for a long time, in no small part due to these features. The 

trade-offs for this, however, are a short attention span and a tendency to fragment. The alt-right 

were at their strongest in 2016, when they had a series of successes behind them and were unified 

under Trump as a figurehead, but as soon as they began to encounter hurdles (most prominently the 

events of the Unite the Right rally in 2017) and lost their momentum, their group cohesion quickly 

began to falter and the movement splintered. Had there been some element of leadership within 

the movement to manage and make sense of the resulting crisis, the outcome may have been more 

like that of the Nazis’ 1923 Beer Hall Putsch, which was a similarly public failure but ultimately did 

little to hinder their advancement toward power.  

Accelerationism 
In the absence of leadership, the /pol/ community’s goals and thinking were generally directed 

toward seeding the political landscape with the elements required for a future leader to arise and 

succeed. The alt-right, in other words, saw itself as a vanguard for a more cohesive movement that it 

expected to see follow it. One of the movement’s earliest stated aims was to use extreme discourse 

as a means of ‘widening the Overton window,’ – a term for the window of acceptable discourse 

within a society (Russel, 2006) – or stretching the boundaries of public discourse by espousing ideas 

so extreme that other previously-fringe ideas came to be seen as acceptable by comparison.  

The other side of this political provocation is accelerationism. Accelerationism is an idea that is 

common among revolutionary movements, and posits generally that the best way to usher in a 

revolutionary change is for the current system to be encouraged to fail first. In the world of the far 

right, this tended to mean a focus on pushing their enemies to overreact and restrict freedoms to a 

point where ordinary individuals began to revolt, thereby bringing about a civil war.  

This is a practice on which the /pol/ community were divided, with some arguing that it was the only 

way forward, and others arguing that it was likely to cause them to lose the gains that they have 

already made. As with other aspects of the alt-right’s thinking, this was something that changed over 

time: in the era surrounding Trump’s electoral victory the majority on /pol/ appeared to view 

accelerationism as unnecessary, but over time, and particularly after Charlottesville, this position 
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reversed. By 2019, the sense that they were living in a “clown world” had become the prevailing 

feeling on /pol/, and with it had come a widespread acceptance of the idea that the established 

system must fail before the general population would begin to accept fascist ideas. A key influence 

in driving this thinking was the book Siege: The Collected Writings of James Mason (1992), a once-

obscure far right accelerationist text that has found a new life being distributed among the far right 

in recent years, and that I frequently saw recommended on /pol/. 

This thinking was a primary factor in the move toward terrorism among the wider alt-right 

movement; the Christchurch mosque shooter, for example, wrote in his manifesto that creating 

greater polarisation and instability was the explicit goal of his attack, echoing feelings that I saw 

expressed regularly on /pol/: 

Why did you carry out the attack? ...To add momentum to the pendulum swings of history, 

further destabilizing and polarizing Western society in order to eventually destroy the current 

nihilistic, hedonistic, individualistic insanity that has taken control of Western thought…The 

change we need to enact only arises in the great crucible of crisis. (Tarrant, cited in Beauchamp, 

2019) 

Other far right mass shooters whose attacks followed Christchurch have described similar thinking in 

their manifestos, as have violence-minded groups that have arisen out of the alt-right such as The 

Base and Atomwaffen (Beauchamp, 2019), the latter of which has adopted James Mason’s Siege as a 

core text (Schecter & Schapiro, 2019).  

Accelerationism and the alt-right’s fantasies of a coming civil war are discussed in detail in Chapter 6. 

Anti-democracy  
Perhaps reflecting an element of historic fascism’s need for a charismatic leader, the alt-right on 

/pol/ were strongly antidemocratic. I observed that they were generally in agreement that Western 

democracy had failed, and must be replaced. It was widely believed among /pol/’s users that 

democracy is to blame for the ills that they saw besetting Western civilisation because most voters 

are not mentally equipped to resist the false promises of liberalism and globalism. Women in 

particular were often blamed for this. The following are examples of what I have observed to be 

common rhetoric on the matter: 

Anonymous ID:6CZls3aI Thu 10 Sep 2020 12:08:17 No.276751714    

Socrates was absolutely right. Democracy sets countrymen against each other, rather than 

having them united in the common good of the nation. 

 
Anonymous ID:0nB9heyc Thu 06 May 2021 13:49:14 No.320209247    

>these people’s vote counts as much as yours 

When will every white man admit democracy is a sham? 

 
Anonymous ID:EFfIHe46 Mon 02 Mar 2020 17:58:56 No.246119077    

democracy would be fine if women didn't get to vote 
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I observed little visible agreement on what should replace democracy, however. Common 

suggestions included a monarchy, or a return to a semi-democratic system in which only certain 

groups – primarily white men – could vote. Overall, however, this was a topic that was discussed 

remarkably infrequently on /pol/, given its apparent significance. Again, this would appear to be a 

reflection of the place held in fascism for a charismatic leader, and an indication that that place is 

still present within the /pol/ community’s particular neo-fascism. During the 2016-2017 period, 

when the movement was united behind Donald Trump, many expressed a genuine hope that Trump 

would install himself as a dictator in the manner of past fascist governments. This was encapsulated 

in their regular reference to him as “God Emperor”56 – a joking term that initially arose from a 

meme, but began to be used with increasing seriousness57 and frequency as his popularity increased. 

Some examples of this from 2016, when discussion of this nature was exceedingly common,58 are 

shown below: 

Anonymous ID:Mh1EEwfv Fri 09 Sep 2016 04:31:53 No.88087642    

All hail the God emperor! 

 
Anonymous ID:xAxsPMu1 Fri 02 Sep 2016 08:38:19 No.87368993    

When President Trump gets elected, I'm joining the military. 

Any others doing the same? I'd never sign up under King Nigger or Hillary, but something makes 

me want to risk my life for the God Emperor. 

 
Anonymous ID:pqS4Cro/ Wed 09 Mar 2016 16:37:45 No.66723572   

Nobody cares. Traitors like Zuckerberg will be powerless once the God Emperor is in charge. 

Use of this term decreased after 2017, however, and where it continued it became primarily 

sarcastic. Nevertheless, this temporary enthusiasm for a Trump dictatorship and the subsequent 

scarcity of any agreed-upon alternative would seem to indicate that the alt-right’s neo-fascism 

remains dependent upon the unifying power and charisma of some as-yet undiscovered leader.  

Conclusion 
This chapter outlined a number of important elements of the alt-right on 4chan’s ideology and 

worldview. It is far from exhaustive, but provides an understanding of the factors that are key to 

making sense of the alt-right’s political behaviour. With these important characteristics established, 

 
56 A reference primarily to the God Emperor of Mankind in the fictional Warhammer 40,000 space fantasy 
universe, whose Imperium of Man is itself an often-misunderstood allegory for the excesses of a fascist 
government. The term may also be a reference to the enlightened tyrant Leto II in Frank Herbert’s God 
Emperor of Dune (1981). 
57 As with many of the alt-right’s common turns of phrase, separating irony from earnestness here is not 
always entirely possible, or necessary. It should be noted that terms used this way were often both ironic and 
serious at the same time.  
58 A search of the 4plebs archive of /pol/ shows a total of 37,932 posts containing the term “god emperor” in 
the year 2016.  
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it is now possible to discuss the conspiratorial mythology that underpins and maintains these 

attributes. 
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Chapter 4: the conspiracism of the alt-right  
On /pol/ I observed a community that viewed politics, culture, and the world at large through a lens 

of paranoid fantasy, and whose priorities and actions were in turn shaped by that conspiracism. To 

understand that community, then, it is essential to understand what those conspiracy theories are 

and how they are created and maintained.  

This chapter addresses first the nature of conspiracy theory belief itself, and then describes /pol/’s 

conspiratorial mythology, detailing the key theories, such as Cultural Marxism and The Great 

Replacement, that form the bedrock of the mythic narrative of conflict that motivates their politics. 

It includes case studies of how conspiracy belief can alienate believers from reality, and how 

conspiracism is maintained in relation to current events on /pol/, and finally it considers the role 

that conspiracism plays in forming a neo-fascist movement like the alt-right specifically.  

Conspiracy theories 
By way of a definition of a conspiracy theory, Robert Brotherton (2013) explains: 

A conspiracy theory can be defined as an unverified and relatively implausible allegation of 

conspiracy, claiming that significant events are the result of a secret plot carried out by a 

preternaturally sinister and powerful group of people. 

This definition emphasises the importance of implausibility in understanding conspiracy theories: it 

is the commitment to something that most would consider entirely outside of possibility, and the 

consequences that come with such belief, that are of interest here.  

In his definition of conspiracy, Michael Barkun (2016) also notes the importance of hidden 

knowledge as a social factor that serves to separate a “self-defined elite” of conspiratorial initiates 

from the unthinking masses around them.  

Only the conspiracy theorists, with their claim to special knowledge, are said to know the truth. 

This belief in the possession of privileged knowledge converts them into a self-identified elite, 

differentiated from what they often view as the ignorant, herd-like public. It is, indeed, this sense 

of possessing knowledge that others lack which constitutes a buffer that partially protects 

believers against the potentially disastrous effects of disconfirming evidence. 

In this sense, another defining factor of conspiracy thought – and indeed one that is especially 

evident among the /pol/ community – is the way that it separates and imaginarily elevates those 

who engage with them above the rest of society. 

While the dangers of conspiracism are especially clear among the alt-right and in modern politics, it 

is important to acknowledge that conspiracy theories are something that that have existed 

throughout history, and at various times have had considerable influence over politics and major 

historical events. Often, the development of conspiracy theories has followed major traumatic 
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events: the great fire of Rome in AD 64, for example, which raged for a week and burned Rome 

almost entirely to the ground, was claimed to have been started by emperor Nero (Prooijen & 

Douglas, 2017), and in Medieval Europe racial minority populations were often blamed for creating 

plagues (Brotherton, 2015). Such theories also followed many of the events that defined the birth of 

the 20th century: in Weimar Germany, for example, the German defeat in the first world war was 

reconceptualised by the myth of the ‘stab in the back,’ which blamed a (usually Jewish) conspiracy 

for forcing the German leadership to concede defeat just as they were approaching victory. After the 

second world war, similar theories imagined that the same group behind the stab in the back had 

faked the holocaust, while other more outlandish theories posed an alternate history where the 

leaders of the Third Reich escaped to Antarctica or the dark side of the moon. In more recent years, 

conspiracy theories have become closely entwined with popular understandings of many major 

traumatic events, including the September 11 attacks and the Covid-19 pandemic. It has been 

suggested that these theories may be a natural result of the “fear, uncertainty, and the feeling of 

being out of control” that comes with trying to make sense of global events on an individual scale 

(Prooijen & Douglas, 2017): for those whose lives are affected by events too complex to parse in 

human terms, inventing a simplistic and often cartoonish enemy may appear more rational than 

accepting reality. 

In order to create an acceptable explanation for these events, many conspiracy theories include an 

enemy that is somehow both powerful enough to explain why they were able to undertake a 

significant event and yet also weak enough to give their victims a means of defeating them. As noted 

in Chapter 2, this is particularly visible in the conspiracy theories arising from fascism (Eco, 1995). 

Because of their position as a minority group with what is often viewed as sometimes 

disproportionate wealth, and what is often framed as an insular and mystical culture, combined with 

deep and long Christian and Islamic histories of anti-Semitism, the Jewish community has been an 

easy target to paint as being such a group throughout European history. We see this in many 

prominent conspiracy theories, but perhaps crystallised most clearly in the example of The Protocols 

of the Elders of Zion, an anti-Semitic text purporting to show the minutes of the first meeting of a 

Zionist Congress in Basel, Switzerland in 1897, where a powerful Jewish cabal discusses its plans to 

enslave the world. Since its initial publishing in a St Petersburg newspaper in 1903 the Protocols has 

been widely and repeatedly discredited as a forgery, but has remained a fundamental text 

underpinning the claims made by many modern conspiracies in both the West and in the Islamic 

world (Katz & Landes, 2011).  

In more recent history, the USA has been the source of many of the modern theories that now 

dominate conspiracy culture. The most obvious of these include conspiracies behind President 
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Kennedy’s assassination, the Watergate coverup, and the 9/11 terror attacks. The Watergate scandal 

was a key point in modern conspiracy history because it was a conspiracy theory that turned out to 

be true: it showed the public that an elaborate and remarkably unnecessary conspiracy actually 

could take place in the highest offices of America, and that previously respected elements of 

governance were no longer trustworthy (Swift, 2013). Watergate was one of many losses of 

innocence regarding the American government in the 20th and 21st centuries, others of which include 

the social fallout of the Vietnam and Iraq wars, and revelations regarding the activities of out-of-

control spy agencies such as Project MKULTRA or the NSA’s PRISM programme. The prominence and 

cultural impact of these real conspiracies may have created a unique environment for an industry of 

conspiracy theories to develop: it has been suggested that the revelation of the Watergate 

conspiracy was the cause of an increase in belief in conspiracy theories about the Kennedy 

assassination, with Gallup polls finding that in 1963, 52% of Americans believed that multiple people 

were involved in the shooting, while by 1976, after the conclusion of the Watergate scandal, that 

number had risen to 88% (Swift, 2013). Because the American government is exceptionally powerful 

and at or near the centre of many modern conspiracy theories, there is good reason to believe that 

events like Watergate have stimulated conspiracism internationally as well, particularly in the West. 

It was also within this context that much of the contemporary framing of these beliefs as conspiracy 

theories emerged – something that some scholars have argued necessitates a degree of caution in 

how they are discussed. Lance DeHaven-Smith (2013) points to the role of the CIA in the 

popularisation of the term ‘conspiracy theory’ following the assassination of President Kennedy in 

1963, describing it as a successful method of shutting down discussion by pushing legitimate concern 

toward the fringe (p.25-52). DeHaven-Smith argues that what is often called conspiracism is often 

also an important societal defence mechanism, and reflects an often-reasonable mistrust of 

government institutions that has been effectively side-lined by the association with paranoid 

delusion. He also notes, critically, that this is something that must be taken seriously in social science 

discussion, which he frames as having taken an ignominious role in entrenching problematic 

narratives in this regard (p.76.105). 

Indeed, despite their reputation as a fringe subject, recent literature has found that conspiracy 

theories are remarkably prevalent in modern culture and politics. Oliver & Wood (2014) found, for 

example, that more than half of the American population “consistently endorse some kind of 

conspiratorial narrative about a current political event or phenomenon,” and Goertzel (1994) found 

that 93.8% of American telephone survey participants believed that one or more theories were at 

least “probably true.” In more recent years Covid-19 conspiracy theories, such as those claiming that 
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the Covid-19 virus’s death rate have been deliberately exaggerated, have been shown to be highly 

prevalent across the world (Henley & McIntyre, 2020).  

In his foundational essay The Paranoid Style of American Politics (1965/2008), Richard Hofstadter 

describes a distinct “style” of conspiratorial rhetoric that has often been present in American 

political discourse, and which is suspicious of those in power and prone to flights of fancy about 

implausible conspiracies. This style is derived principally from a feeling that:  

America has been largely taken away from them and their kind, though they are determined to 

try to repossess it and to prevent the final destructive act of subversion. The old American virtues 

have already been eaten away by cosmopolitans and intellectuals; the old competitive capitalism 

has been gradually undermined by socialist and communist schemers; the old national security 

and independence have been destroyed by treasonous plots, having as their most powerful 

agents not merely outsiders and foreigners but major statesmen seated at the very centers of 

American power. (p.51) 

Reflecting the increased presence of this style in the present, this thinking is not dissimilar from the 

“culture war” narrative discussed earlier (Robinson, 2000, p.54). 

A key element of the paranoid style is a rhetorical insistence that the world is always on the 

precipice of imminent doom: 

The paranoid spokesman sees the fate of this conspiracy in apocalyptic terms—he tracs in the 

birth and death of whole worlds, whole political orders, whole systems of human values. He is 

always manning the barricades of civilization. He constantly lives at a turning point: it is now or 

never in organizing resistance to conspiracy. Time is forever just running out. (p.56) 

Conspiracism in contemporary America differs, Hofstadter argues, from many historical modes of 

conspiracism in that where they had previously aligned themselves against ill-defined foreign 

groups, modern conspiracism “embraces betrayal at home” and focus much more clearly on popular 

political figures as enemies – something enabled in part by the rise of mass media (p.52). Writing in 

1964, Hofstadter described the paranoid style as being a feature only of “minority movements” in 

America, and associated in particular at that time with McCarthyism (p.38), although it could be 

argued that following Donald Trump’s invocation of the ‘deep state’ and electoral fraud conspiracies 

this is no longer the case. 

Conspiracy belief has also been theorised to be predicted by a “conspiratorial mindset,” (Klein, 

Clutton, & Dunn, 2019), but, despite the relatively large number of studies that have been 

conducted in this area, the exact nature of this mindset is not fully understood. It appears likely that 

this mindset is comprised of a cocktail of interconnected and complimentary influences that present 

differently in each individual. Some studies have found authoritarianism to be a key aspect of 

conspiracy belief, because of the authoritarian tendency to blame others for problems and 

overestimate the power and competence of authority figures (Abalakina‐Paap, Stephan, Craig, & 
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Gregory, 2002; McHoskey, 1995). Conversely, Oliver & Wood (2014) found that conspiracy belief was 

not “a product of greater authoritarianism, ignorance, or political conservatism,” but rather was 

strongly predicted by “willingness to believe in other unseen, intentional forces and an attraction to 

Manichean narratives.” The significance of paranormal thinking, or the belief that supernatural 

forces influence an individual’s ordinary life, has been echoed in other research as well (Darwin, 

Neave, & Homes, 2011; Drinkwater, Dagnall, & Parker, 2012). Conspiratorial belief has also been 

shown to be associated with deficits in reality testing, which is the “inclination to test critically the 

logical plausibility of beliefs” (Drinkwater, Dagnall, & Parker, 2012). The conspiracist subculture is 

often ridiculed and looked down upon by mainstream society, but it may be this outsider status that 

grants some of its unique appeal: across three studies, Imhoff & Lamberty (2017) found an 

association between self-attributed “desire for uniqueness” and conspiracy thinking, and found that 

those exhibiting such thinking were more likely to rate a fictitious conspiracy theory as credible if 

they were told it was supported by a minority of survey respondents.  

Outside of this conspiratorial mindset, conspiracy belief may also be a product of environmental 

conditions, social alienation, and anomie. Belief in conspiracies has been theorised to be a way for 

an individual to cope with low social status and to reassert control over their lives (Imhof & 

Lamberty, 2017). Goertzel (1994) found that black and Hispanic Americans were more likely to 

believe in conspiracy theories than their white counterparts, as were those who reported feelings of 

insecurity about their employment. Similarly, Abalakina‐Paap, et al., (2002) found that belief in 

conspiracy theories was associated with “distrust of authority, hostility, feeling powerless, and being 

unfairly disadvantaged,” and membership in minority groups. More broadly, Sullivan, et al. (2010) 

found that people low in perceived control over their environment were more likely to attribute 

influence to their personal enemies, and that external threats to their control made them more 

likely to attribute conspiratorial power to their political enemies.  

Studies have consistently found that belief in any one conspiracy theory predicts belief in others, 

including among theories that have no obvious relation to each other (Goertzel, 1994; Swami, 

Chamorro-Premuzic, & Furnham, 2009; Swami, et al., 2011). This effect can even extend to 

contradictory theories (Wood, Douglas, & Sutton, 2012). This may be because outlandish beliefs 

support one another (Wood, 2015). For example, if a person accepts that it is credible that one 

massive coverup has been undertaken by a powerful group, there is no longer reason to dismiss 

other such theories out of hand (Goertzel, 1994). Conspiracy theories can form what is known as a 

“monological belief system,” that is, “a self-sustaining worldview comprised of a network of 

mutually supportive beliefs,” (Wood, Douglas, & Sutton, 2012), meaning that, rather than theories 

competing and becoming more difficult to sustain, adopting a stable of different conspiracy theories 
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may actually make believing in them easier because ideas established in one conspiracy may act as 

justification for those of another.  

Crucially, conspiracy theories have demonstrated a clear ability to create harm under certain 

circumstances. Much as the ‘stab in the back’ conspiracy theory was a key driver of the rise of 

fascism in 20th century Germany, extreme conspiracy theories can cause or fuel outbreaks of political 

violence (Bouvier & Smith, 2006; Çaylı, 2017). We can see this perhaps most clearly in recent terror 

attacks relating to the far right: the manifestos of the Christchurch mosque shooter, Poway 

synagogue shooter, and the Halle synagogue shooter all make reference to conspiracy theories as 

primary motivation for their attacks. The 2021 storming of the United States Capitol, which left five 

people dead, was motivated primarily by voter fraud conspiracies, and secondarily by a range of 

other conspiracy theories such as Qanon, which is discussed in detail later in this chapter. Conspiracy 

theories can have broader and more subtle negative effects as well: anti-vaccine conspiracy theories 

have had a devastating impact on the response to Covid-19 in many nations, and even before the 

pandemic had been shown to play a role in outbreaks of disease and declining vaccination rates 

(Hussain, Ali, Ahmed, & Hussain, 2018), and exposure to global warming-related conspiracy theories 

has been shown to reduce science acceptance and pro-environmental behaviour (Linden, 2015). 

A key aspect of conspiracy theory culture’s appeal is its gnosticism: it purports to provide access to 

secret knowledge, and claims rich and exciting alternative histories that privilege their readers with 

information known only to the very highest echelons of leaders and historical figures (Barkun, 2016). 

In this way, conspiracy theories offer a means of accruing an alternative form of social capital, based 

on secret knowledge and initiation into a secret group (Lantian, Muller, Nurra, & Douglas, 2017). This 

secret knowledge provides its possessors with a means of inverting ordinary systems of knowledge 

and power, placing themselves among the illuminated few and conveniently overriding a lack of 

power of knowledge in that person’s own life. We can see a good example of this among the 

adherents of the popular American Qanon conspiracy theory, where believers who would otherwise 

have no connection to the machinery of power have become convinced that top-level government 

figures are sending them coded messages about a clandestine war being fought against an evil ‘deep 

state’. Through their possession of this information, Qanon believers are able to position themselves 

as highly informed and intelligent, and even as active participants in events of world-altering 

significance.  

The actual secret-ness of most conspiracy theory information is questionable, of course, especially in 

the age of the internet, where information on most conspiracy theories is readily available through 

popular sources like YouTube, but it provides an outward appearance of uniqueness, and appears to 
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answer many questions about life and society that otherwise defy simple explanation. In many 

cases, the information is presented as being rare and powerful because most people refuse to 

believe it, either because they are too close-minded to accept ideas that defy the ‘official’ narrative, 

or because they are not intelligent enough to see how its claims could be possible. As a former alt-

right member interviewed by the New York Times describes, this intellectual flattery can be easy to 

accept unquestioningly:  

To Mr. Cain, all of this felt like forbidden knowledge — as if, just by watching some YouTube 

videos, he had been let into an exclusive club. 

“When I found this stuff, I felt like I was chasing uncomfortable truths,” he told me. “I felt like it 

was giving me power and respect and authority.” (Roose, 2019) 

This inversion of ordinary knowledge can also have the effect of shutting individuals off from 

trustworthy sources of information. Conspiracies are an example of what Michael Barkun (2016) 

calls “stigmatized knowledge,” which is knowledge that is rejected by mainstream institutions as 

being untrustworthy or illogical, and which serves to alienate a person from ordinary society and its 

accepted sources of fact. Examples of stigmatised knowledge include conspiracy theories, but also 

other fringe ideas such as spiritual healing or alien abduction. Accepting an example of stigmatised 

knowledge as fact effectively stigmatises the individual: vaccine sceptics or alien abduction believers, 

for example, are highly stigmatised by mainstream society as a result of beliefs that would otherwise 

have little or no impact on their wider lives.   

This tension between the individual and mainstream society and erodes the perceived credibility of 

whatever authority has rejected its claims, making that individual more willing to trust further 

examples of stigmatised knowledge, and less willing to trust mainstream authorities. In extreme 

cases, this has the effect of making it impossible to dispute stigmatised claims because their very 

rejection by the mainstream becomes evidence for their credibility (Barkun, 2016). Prominent 

conspiracy media personality Alex Jones, for example, has said that he is "proud to be listed as a 

thought criminal against Big Brother”, and his video website – banned.video – leverages the fact that 

its content has been banned from major platforms like YouTube as a selling point, which is a 

particularly overt example of how stigmatized knowledge can become the core of an anti-

establishment identity. 

Perhaps as a result of the spread of stigmatised knowledge, many believe that the fringe status of 

conspiracy beliefs is beginning to shift. In a process that Barkun (2016) calls “mainstreaming the 

fringe,” factors such as the ubiquity of the internet and the erosion of trust in public authorities has 

replaced the barrier between ordinary society and fringe ideas with a “permeable membrane” that 

allows conspiracism into public discourse. The most obvious examples of this are the right-wing 
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conspiracy theories that have become part of American political discourse, such as Donald Trump’s 

invocation of simple conspiracy theories surrounding the alleged activities of the “deep state,”59 also 

the more extreme conspiracy theories that have sprung up on the margins of mainstream discourse, 

such as pizzagate, Qanon, and Cultural Marxism. The label of ‘conspiracy theory’ itself appears to 

have lost its fringe status as well: in a study of 1,150 participants, Wood (2015) found that labelling 

reported events as a conspiracy theory had no impact on the number of people who reported 

believing it to be credible.  

While many people believe in some element of conspiracy theory, the significance and potential 

harm varies substantially between theories, and it is therefore important to be able to make a 

distinction between types of theories. Conspiracy theories operate at many different levels, ranging 

from claims of single events planned for the benefit of a small group through to interdimensional 

plots for world domination, and as such, belief in different conspiracy theories can say significantly 

different things about an individual’s worldview. With this in mind, Barkun (2013) divides conspiracy 

theories into three levels based on their scale: 

1. Event conspiracy theories, which target a single event or set of events, such as those 

regarding the Sandy Hook massacre, the moon landing, or the spread of crack cocaine in 

African American communities. 

2. Systemic conspiracy theories, which concern the wider plans of a particular group to 

“infiltrate and subvert existing institutions,” targeting groups such as the CIA, Freemasons, 

or the Catholic Church. 

3. Superconspiracy theories, which make global claims about exceptionally powerful forces 

such as Cultural Marxism (discussed later in this chapter) or the New World Order.  

These categories nest within each other, with systemic or superconspiracy theories drawing multiple 

event theories together into a coherent narrative. Those who believe conspiracy theories do not 

necessarily believe in theories at all three levels: many may adhere to only one or a few event 

theories, or may believe in a systemic conspiracy but not a global superconspiracy. These distinct 

levels of conspiracy theories and their ability to interconnect allows conspiracy theorists to engage 

with one another even if they share considerably different worldviews: two individuals can agree 

that the moon landing was faked, for example, despite holding entirely different beliefs about what 

organisation caused it to be faked and why.  

This, in combination with the tendency to believe multiple (Goertzel, 1994; Swami, Chamorro-

Premuzic, & Furnham, 2009; Swami, et al., 2011) and sometimes contradictory conspiracy theories 

 
59 The “deep state” is a conspiracy theory positing that there is a secret group operating a hidden government 
within the US government. This conspiracy theory has a long history and has existed in many forms, but was 
most visible in recent events in relation to Donald Trump, who targeted it as an enemy and used its claimed 
influence to excuse his failures. 
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(Wood, Douglas, & Sutton, 2012) leads to a significant degree of interconnectedness within 

conspiracy groups, and permeability in their boundaries of membership. Recent examples of this 

include the shift toward the integration of far right conspiracy theories in the anti-vaccine 

movement (Chen, 2021), or the appearance of UFO and alien visitation theories in the Qanon 

movement (Banias, 2019).  

In recent times, the process of becoming engaged by conspiracy theories has become more complex 

as it has intermixed with technology. Within the online environment, YouTube has provided a key 

platform for conspiracy content. The entertainment format that has naturally evolved on YouTube – 

videos that blend entertainment and information, viewed in quick succession and in no particular 

order – has proven to be well-suited to conspiracy theorists, who were already accustomed to 

walking the line between entertainment and information. This format incentivises content creators 

toward producing media that is provocative and divisive, and offers little to no natural defence 

against misleading information and fake news. YouTube conspiracy videos often attempt to cultivate 

a feeling of being scholarly and journalistic, and work to convince the viewer that they are 

undertaking “research” instead of consuming entertainment.  

Many conspiracy theory content providers have taken advantage of this platform, the most 

prominent of which was Alex Jones’ Infowars brand, which used YouTube to expand its reach 

beyond an already successful website and radio show. Jones was eventually banned from YouTube, 

but was then able to pivot toward his own proprietary video platform. Other Infowars contributors 

remain on YouTube, however. As with its other content, Infowars’ videos blended news, 

entertainment, and conspiracies together into videos that were rich in gnosticism and urgency.  

YouTube’s video recommendation algorithm, which suggests videos similar to ones a viewer has 

watched before, has been widely reported to suggest conspiracy content with little prompting,60 and 

to lead viewers down a rabbit hole of increasingly extreme content (Tufekci, 2018; Roose, 2019). 

Viewers can begin with content relating to single event conspiracy and quickly expand to systemic 

and superconspiracy theories. This process can begin without ever seeking out conspiracy content: 

the algorithm was reported to have led viewers looking for relatively mundane political content in 

the direction of conspiracy videos. For many in the alt-right community that I observed, YouTube 

was reported to be the place where they first became seriously engaged with conspiracy content.  

 
60 I observed this first-hand early in this research project, at a time when YouTube had yet to address these 
issues – after viewing a small number of far right conspiracy related videos, YouTube began to suggest them 
regularly, often to the point where its recommendation bar would fill with conspiracy videos. The frequency of 
these suggestions has decreased significantly since YouTube began banning and demonetising conspiracy 
content.  
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In recent years, YouTube has taken action to reduce its conspiracy and fake news content, banning 

major sources of conspiracy theory content and no longer recommending videos that skirt their 

community guidelines such as conspiracy content (Official YouTube Blog, 2019). Nevertheless, much 

of this conspiracy content remains on the platform. Many conspiracy videos remain available – albeit 

no longer recommended and preceded by an offensive content warning – including The Greatest 

Story Never Told, a six-hour documentary that revises Nazi history in a positive light, and which is a 

key text for many in the alt-right that I saw regularly linked to in discussions on /pol/. While users 

are no longer able to accidentally come upon more extreme content as a result of these changes, 

they can still subscribe to content creators who skirt the platform’s rules, and can still be directed 

conspiracy videos hosted on YouTube from other places, such as 4chan. Content that is far right and 

conspiracy-driven, but not explicitly connected to extreme ideology is still readily available. YouTube 

has appeared to be remarkably resistant to intervening in the spread of conspiracy and fake news 

content, apparently having grown comfortable with the advertising revenues generated by 

conspiracy content (Kovach, 2019), and as a result allowed it to continue for much longer than 

necessary before enacting stricter control measures, which were only added incrementally. Now 

that a format and demand for this type of content has been established on YouTube, more explicitly 

problematic content has moved to other similar sites that offer less stringent moderation, such as 

BitChute, which was particularly popular among the alt-right on 4chan.  

Recently it has been noted that similar issues are surfacing on the youth-oriented video platform 

TikTok, which has been used to spread white supremacist and conspiracist messages to a young 

audience (Anti-Defamation League, 2020), and which appears to have similar issues with its 

algorithms directing viewers towards increasingly extreme content (Little, 2021). While I have seen 

anons on 4chan discussing how to use these platforms to radicalise others, I did not observe any 

anons on /pol/ identifying TikTok as a factor in their journey toward conspiracism or fascism. It may 

be that younger people introduced to extreme right ideas there are moving to platforms other than 

4chan (such as the abundance of far right channels on Telegram), or that the attempts at 

radicalisation on this platform have yet to bear fruit. 

Through online media, a person can begin a journey into the realm of conspiracies in surprisingly 

innocuous ways, often through chance encounters with content that is on the fringes of the 

conspiracy world. From the data available on /pol/ it is largely impossible to say for sure which 

specific conspiracy theories might form the beginning of a journey toward conspiracy that ends with 

white supremacy, however. While posters on /pol/ frequently discuss their journey toward 

radicalisation, they do not tend to think of its beginning in these terms, preferring to discuss the 

events or ‘facts’ that “red pilled” them – i.e. meaning the thing that converted them to an outlook 
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that aligned with the far right – rather than tracing the development of their conspiratorial mindset 

back to its infancy. It is also unlikely that there is any consistency to which theories begin this 

process for each individual; there are thousands of conspiracy theories that might provide such a 

jumping off point. Nevertheless, we can look to examples to illustrate how this process can work.  

One such example61 of the kind of otherwise innocuous theory that could provide this kind of gentle 

entry to conspiracism is Electric Universe theory, which I have seen promoted and discussed by 

posters occasionally62 on /pol/. Electric Universe theory is a somewhat popular pseudoscientific 

astrophysical theory that is spread primarily through videos that are stylised as educational 

documentaries videos on YouTube. Electric Universe theory claims to offer an alternative view of the 

universe that does away with major aspects of ordinary physics, and explains the birth and nature of 

the universe as being driven by electricity running through filaments of plasma that span invisibly 

throughout galaxies. It is an anti-science theory in the style of Flat Earth or vaccine scepticism (which 

are also theories that have flourished recently on social media), in that the primary message that it 

teaches is one of distrust for science and the traditional institutions of knowledge, but notably has 

no direct political connotations. While the claims that Electric Universe theory makes appear 

relatively small – whether the universe is fundamentally ruled by forces of gravity or electricity is 

essentially irrelevant to most human lives – consuming theories such as this can plausibly form the 

start of a pathway toward more dangerous conspiratorial belief.  

Although it has existed since the 1990s, Electric Universe theory has largely gained its following 

through YouTube, where the primary Electric Universe YouTube account, ThunderboltsProject, has 

over 150,000 subscribers. Unlike similar semi-conspiracist theories like Flat Earth, 

ThunderboltsProject’s content has not been demonetized or flagged as a conspiracy theory by 

YouTube, likely because its videos generally lack the overt signifiers of political conspiracism. 

The videos posted by ThunderboltsProject are meandering journeys through topics of history, 

physics, myth, and astronomy, and they claim to provide alternative knowledge that supersedes 

mainstream experts in all of those areas. Their content is absurd in its gnosticism: documentaries 

with titles like Symbols of an Alien Sky and Remembering the End of the World draw together 

disparate historical and mythic sources to make exceedingly tenuous claims about ancient 

astrophysical events, blending legend with astronomy as the documentary lingers on images of 

 
61 Other examples of anti-science theories that are similar, and that I have seen on /pol/ relatively often 
include Flat Earth, which posits that the earth is flat, and that a conspiracy usually centred around NASA is 
dedicated to hiding this fact, or Tartaria, which claims that many buildings built during the pre-modern era are 
in fact ancient remnants of an ancient global empire, and that all of modern history is a fiction designed to 
cover up that empire’s existence.  
62 As of October 2021, 4plebs.org returns 3090 posts on /pol/ that have used the term “electric universe”. 
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classical art and sculpture while ominous music plays. This gnosticism positions the viewer as an 

archaeologist, feeding them cherry-picked pieces of information from scientific and historical 

documents and then providing them with a conclusion that the institutions of mainstream 

knowledge are either too stupid to have realised themselves, or are afraid to let society know about 

out of fear that they will be outed as frauds. This thinking closely mirrors the views that I saw 

expressed on /pol/, where anons were highly sceptical of institutions of science and knowledge in 

general, and often believed that they had uncovered common sense alternatives to established 

science.  

Theories of this type are fundamentally driven by the ‘Dunning-Kruger effect’, which finds that those 

who have very limited knowledge of a subject often significantly overestimate their knowledge of 

that subject, due to an ignorance of their own ignorance (Dunning, 2011). This effect also reduces 

perceptions of how much knowledge experts have, creating distrust of those experts when they 

appear to be ignoring simple or intuitive solutions proposed by those who have overestimated their 

own knowledge. This effect is believed to be involved in many anti-science theories. Motta et al. 

(2018) found that those who were low in knowledge about autism were most likely to hold the view 

that autism is caused by vaccines, for example. Electric Universe theory puts science into the hands 

of ordinary people by proposing a system of physics that cannot be explained by mathematics, and 

that instead works on a more intuitive level, allowing any viewer to participate in its deductive 

process using whatever information they have at hand. The conclusions that their videos draw are 

often outlandish, but are “proven” using false analogies that intuitively seem believable because 

they use tools that appear scientific but are not above a layman viewer’s head. One video, for 

example, posits over its one-hour-and-twenty-minute runtime that the craters and channels of 

planet Mars are scars from an immense lightning bolt by showing side-by-side images of electrical 

discharge marks and Mars’s surface and asking the viewer whether they look similar. These videos 

artificially inflate the viewer’s conception of their own intelligence by giving them simple conclusions 

to draw from limited evidence, without giving any time or credence to the more complex answers 

provided by conventional science.  

The claims of Electric Universe are not inherently conspiratorial. A strict reading of its ideas contains 

no conspiracy theories, and it does not make any direct claims about interference from any powerful 

entities, but the fact that its claims directly contradict established fact and science creates a tension 

that is not easily resolvable through other means. The outcome of this, inevitably, is a conflict with 

the institutions of scientific knowledge: if the claims that Electric Universe makes are presumed to 

be true, then it becomes difficult to imagine how ordinary science could continue down such a 
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divergent path if it were not directed by a powerful and well-resourced entity of some kind. A 

conspiracy, in other words, becomes the simplest and most rational explanation.  

Moreover, by taking on stigmatised knowledge (Barkun, 2016) the community of Electric Universe 

believers create a situation in which they are no longer able to return to ordinary knowledge. This 

may be limited in scope – some may be mistrustful of scientific expertise only in areas specific to the 

conspiracy – but this appears to be unlikely. As Barkun explains,  

[those who accept stigmatised knowledge] often see each institution as part of a network of 

mutually supportive and interlocking elements, each of which is suspect and each of which seeks 

to protect the others. Hence ideas supported by the medical community may be rejected, but so 

too may be political ideas supported by the government and the media, in the belief that all are 

part of the same larger complex of institutions, each protecting the others from challenge. 

Once a person has accepted that a theory like Electric Universe, or others such as ancient astronauts, 

or Tartaria is valid, they are cut off from the world of ordinary logic and credibility, and set adrift in a 

realm where no mainstream expert or scientific principle is trustworthy. This leaves them vulnerable 

to those who portray themselves as alternative sources of expertise, who are outside of the 

mainstream system and therefore more credible, despite the incredible nature of their claims. This 

was something that I observed regularly on /pol/: anons were by default deeply suspicious of 

information derived from conventional news sources or experts, but those that were styled as being 

alternative, rebellious, or outsider sources were treated as trustworthy much more readily. 

Conspiracy and community 
Accepting stigmatised knowledge necessarily places the individual’s new worldview directly at odds 

with that of that of those around them, pushing that person toward finding alternate sources of 

community that value and expand their awareness of conspiratorial gnosis. By engaging with a 

community that turns over new conspiracies and reinterprets current events so that they adhere to 

the logic of conspiracy, beliefs that would otherwise be static become animated and ever-changing, 

allowing them to take up a larger place within the individual’s life and worldview. There are many 

places on the internet where a person might go to find such a community, the most obvious of 

which are major social media sites like Facebook and Reddit, which are and have been host to 

significant conspiratorial communities, but it is clear that for those with leanings toward far right 

conspiracies in particular, /pol/ provides a rich source of conspiratorial community. 

One important way in which conspiracy-based communities may deepen the alienation and 

conspiracism of their members is through the creation of what is known as a filter bubble. This 

concept was first introduced by journalist and activist Eli Pariser in his 2011 book The Filter Bubble, 

which hypothesised that the algorithms used by major online platforms to suggest content relevant 
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to the interests of users may have an unintended consequence of shielding them from information 

or viewpoints that do not align with their pre-existing beliefs, creating a “unique universe of 

information for each of us” (Pariser, 2011, p. 9). Allowing users to choose which communities and 

content providers they ‘like’ or subscribe to is fundamental to the design of many social media sites, 

but Pariser’s theory suggested that as social media came to be a primary window through which 

people view the world, the filtering out of opposing views would build around the individual a 

distorted perspective of reality that would deepen polarisation and allow for unrealistic or 

unfounded views – such as those of conspiracy theories – to be more readily accepted. This was 

suggested to occur in a number of ways, including the personalisation of search engine results, 

exposure to news, and social engagement on social media. More recent scholarship has suggested 

that Pariser’s model, which tended to consider a filter bubble as an overall effect, might be best 

understood if separated into interlocking but distinct levels – either technological and social 

(Dahlgren, 2021), or technological, social, and individual (Geschke, Lorenz, & Holtz, 2018) – with the 

most significant reality-distorting effects being found in those who experience filter bubbles at 

multiple levels.  

The formation of filter bubbles is closely linked confirmation bias, in which people are more likely to 

seek out and favour information that confirms existing views, and more likely to discount 

information that does not (Sleegers, Proulx, & Beesta, 2019; Acks, 2018). In the case of a filter 

bubble, digital technology essentially allows an extension of confirmation bias, pre-filtering the 

information that we see before it reaches us. The invisibility of confirmation bias may be one of the 

reasons that filter bubbles are suggested have become such a pervasive element of the online world: 

because of confirmation bias, the absence of challenging information may not feel like an absence at 

all (Pariser, 2011).  

While the presence and significance of filter bubbles has largely been taken for granted in 

mainstream discourse, primarily because of perceptions of rising political polarisation and the 

emergence of radically anti-reality movements like Qanon, it has been noted that its effects have not 

been consistently or clearly demonstrated in research (Dahlgren, 2021). A number of quantitative 

studies have strongly criticised the idea of the presence filter bubbles in relation to news media 

exposure specifically, demonstrating consistently that social media users are still exposed to news 

from a wide range of sources (Haim, Graefe, & Brosius, 2017; Beam, 2013), or that those who are in 

news media filter bubbles represent only a small proportion of the online population (Bechmann & 

Nielbo, 2018). Other critiques have noted the presumption of individuals as uncritical and passive 

consumers of information that is implicit in the filter bubble hypothesis (Dahlgren, 2021). 
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A related phenomenon that has been widely demonstrated, however, as noted earlier in relation to 

YouTube, is that some social media platforms use algorithms for recommending content and 

communities that has a strong tendency to push users toward radicalisation and conspiracy theories 

(Zadrozny, 2021; Bessi, et al., 2016). Recommendations for groups and content made by Facebook’s 

algorithms were identified as key drivers of the rise of the Boogaloo movement, for example, which 

is a far right movement adjacent to the alt-right (Evans & Wilson, The Boogaloo Movement Is Not 

What You Think, 2020). This is not necessarily representative of a filter bubble, inasmuch as it does 

not preclude the presence of contrary viewpoints in the digital environment around those affected, 

but is nevertheless evidence of the impact that these algorithmic environments can have on the 

development of radical beliefs. 

Because of its users’ anonymity, it does not appear possible to determine whether /pol/ constitutes 

a filter bubble for its users. Certainly its community views the world in a way that is highly polarised 

and distinctly at odds with mainstream reality, but there is no way of knowing the extent to which its 

users are also consuming content from other sources that may not be polarised in this way. 

Although it is outside of the scope of this study to measure the news media consumption habits of 

/pol/ users, from my observation it appeared likely, in fact, that the anons there were getting the 

majority of their current events from more conventional news sources. While users often posted 

about current events on /pol/, they generally did so by posting and discussing content from 

conventional news sites, or from secondary sources like Twitter. Given that /pol/ is a forum that 

does not have the facilities for news media integration that are common among more modern social 

media websites such as Facebook or Reddit, this is unsurprising.  

What was clear in my observation, however, is that /pol/ creates an alternative type of filter for its 

users by reinterpreting mainstream events through a conspiratorial lens. I frequently observed 

posters on /pol/ undertaking a process of discussing current events that involved breaking down 

evidence from media coverage and other sources and rebuilding them into a product that made 

sense within their view of the world. This was a much more active process than that proposed by the 

filter bubble, and one that often occurred in real time, with users beginning to reconceptualise 

major events as they are reported and before facts and events are settled.  

In this, anons appeared to be engaging a process built around what is known as motivated 

reasoning, which is a psychological concept describing the process of critically reinterpreting facts 

that do not conform to a person’s existing beliefs and predispositions (Kunda, 1990). A person 

engages in motivated reasoning, for example, when they read a news article that presents events 

appearing to conflict with their political ideology, and then use biased or faulty logic to determine an 
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explanation for those events that either confirms or does not conflict with their beliefs. This is 

generally an unconscious process that is not recognised by the person undertaking it, and is also 

connected to confirmation bias. Motivated reasoning is often applied in relation to the way that 

perception of events has been shown to be shaped by political beliefs, with different readings of the 

same events occurring due to differences in political ideology (Jerit & Barabas, 2012; Bolsen & Palm, 

2019), but has been linked with conspiracy thought in literature as well (Douglas, et al., 2019; Miller, 

Saunders, & Farhart, 2015; Radnitz, 2021). In this case, these two things were intertwined: for the 

/pol/ community, politics and conspiracy were essentially the same thing.  

What I observed on /pol/ was a system where users appeared to be finding the majority of their 

news and information through other sources, but were coming to /pol/ to make sense of that news 

in the context of their existing beliefs. In this regard, /pol/ served as an external apparatus for a 

group project of motivated reasoning in service of the maintenance of a conspiratorial worldview. 

One common example of how this worked in practice was in requests for information on certain 

subjects – I regularly observed anons posting requests for others to “red pill me on” subjects that 

they were interested in, or that were relevant to current events. These threads were so common 

that they were eventually banned63 by the forum’s moderators, but continued to appear regularly.  

Anonymous ID:BEjVQlaY Wed 09 May 2018 14:17:52 No.170937978    

There is a special on Frontline about the crisis in Myanmar. Frontline is making it look like that It's 

just an evil government/buddhists against the Muslim populace. I'm sure its not that one sided. 

Please red pill me on Myanmar. 

 

Anonymous (ID: 8UMoXi+c)  11/25/21(Thu)18:13:50 No.349342348  

Alright lads, red pill me on Novavax. 

>not mRNA 

>not adenovirus 

>not chink shit 

So what's the dirt on Novavax and why are people shilling it now? 

 

Anonymous ID:smHfdsd7 Thu 11 Nov 2021 08:04:12 No.346943212    
Red pill me on the likes of Ruby Ridge and Waco siege. What caused these things to happen? 

Did they know something we didn't? 

In these posts, anons were essentially asking for insider and conspiratorial information about these 

topics – something that they saw /pol/ as a key source of. This information would then function as a 

kind of encryption key for future engagement with mainstream information sources, allowing them 

to read that reporting as clues pointing toward a hidden truth. One method that I observed 

regularly, for example, was to critique the reality of major events, pointing towards inconsistencies 

or hearsay as a means of arguing that the event had been staged for the purpose of manipulating 

 
63 Specifically, threads that asked for red pills on a particular subject without any further information or 
original contributions by the original poster were banned. Threads asking for red pills but with some content of 
their own remain allowed.  
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public opinion. In light of this information, conspiracists could then read any future reports about 

the event and use them to infer hidden information about the real goals of the groups who had 

staged the event.   

In this, /pol/’s participants were proving to be much more actively involved in the process than 

might otherwise be expected – rather than simply existing in a space that denies the existence of 

other perspectives by default, they were making the choice to come to /pol/ for supplementary 

information. Anons were able to maintain their ideology in spite of exposure to contrary information 

because of a hierarchy of information, where the gnostic, exciting, and narratively reinforcing 

information derived from /pol/ superseded information from more pedestrian sources.   

An important advantage that /pol/ has in this area is that it is often able to provide information that 

is not reported by mainstream news outlets, or find information before it is released to the public. 

This makes /pol/ a desirable source of up-to-date information and gnosis, and allows those who visit 

it to feel like insiders with access to truths denied to the ordinary public. Factors that make 4chan 

inaccessible in various ways, such as its ugly and user-unfriendly design, the community’s notorious 

hostility, and the complexity of its informal rules and subcultural modes of speaking,64 all further 

contribute to a sense, however inaccurate it may be, that 4chan is an insider space, where the laws 

and moderation of mainstream internet locations do not apply, and where forbidden information 

can be found. Interestingly, it should be noted that /pol/ also has provided a source of this type of 

information for those who are not directly part of its community – the most notable example of 

which is the Qanon movement, a central element of which is trusting insider information that was 

posted by an anonymous user on /pol/.  

I observed two primary ways that this information was sourced. The first and most effective was in 

the board’s collective efforts at digital sleuthing – because the majority of anons appear to be tech-

savvy digital natives, I often observed them uncovering information from sources like social media 

pages, image metadata, and other means of deducing unreported facts from information available 

online. One example of the type of information that this sleuthing can uncover was in /pol/’s short-

lived campaign against the Islamic State in 2016, in which posters began analysing images and videos 

posted by Islamic State social media accounts to identify the location of their bases and training 

camps using Google Maps and publicly available images of locations in Islamic State territory, and 

reporting them to the Russian military for bombing (Steinblatt, 2016). While it is unclear what, if any, 

real outcomes these efforts actually had on the battle against the Islamic State, images showing the 

 
64 Notably, all of the above are present on 8chan as well, along with the added layer of being filtered out by 
Google search, which means that it is only accessible to those who know its URL.  
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process of analysis used were widely shared on /pol/, and appear to a non-expert eye to show an 

impressive process of deduction.  

The other major source of insider information on /pol/ was anonymous tips. 4chan’s anonymous 

environment makes it particularly attractive to those looking to release – or fabricate – insider tips, 

gossip, and other information. I frequently observed anonymous posters on /pol/ claiming to have 

insider knowledge of subjects being discussed, but it was almost never possible to authenticate 

these claims. Some were clearly fabricated, such as the regularly occurring posts by anons claiming 

to be government insiders with knowledge of dark conspiracy plans – a key example of which is the 

poster who inspired the Qanon movement. Commenters on /pol/ were generally sceptical of these 

posts, and were used to seeing their predictions fail to eventuate, but I also observed that many 

posters were ready to take seriously any that showed signs of coming true.  

In practice the insider information posted on /pol/ was often highly inaccurate – I observed a 

number of cases of internet sleuths incorrectly identifying the perpetrators of mass shootings, for 

example, and much of it was based on widely debunked conspiracy theories – but in the moment 

/pol/ provided information that at least appeared superior to mainstream reporting. In practice, the 

community’s anonymity and short memory also meant that any such failures were quickly forgotten.  

It should be noted that this process is not unique to 4chan, but is something that may be in action in 

other online communities as well. Sites like Twitter and Reddit contain sub-communities that are 

also regular sources of the types of insider information described above, albeit with different 

ideologies and in many cases without the extreme conspiratorial perspective evident on /pol/. 

Whether these communities serve to entrench and maintain their worldviews through processes of 

motivated reasoning similar to the one described here is a question that may merit further research. 

Similar processes of digital sleuthing have been used by online communities to track and identify 

those involved in the January 6 US Capitol riot (Gross, 2021), or by journalists on the online 

publication Bellingcat, which specialises in such analysis. 

On /pol/, this process created a perverse kind of engagement with current events, where a radically 

different (and radically fictional) interpretation was laid over the top of current events. For those 

willing to believe it, this alternative narrative was often more compelling than the real events it 

overlaid because it offered excitement, clearly defined and familiar ideas of good and evil, and a 

sense of uniqueness that was not readily available through ordinary means. While this departure 

from reality in general is far from ideal, where it becomes particularly troubling is in the way that it 

interfaces with radicalism. 
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Conspiracism on /pol/ 
I observed a high degree of conspiracism on /pol/, where the primary mode of discussion occurred in 

the “paranoid style” described by Hofstadter (Hofstadter, 1965/2008), founded on a belief that 

something important in the cultural spirit of the West had been stolen by the schemes of 

fantastically devious enemies.  

Conspiracy theories are a foundational element of fascism (see Chapter 2), which defines its strength 

in relation to an incorporeal and powerful-yet-weak enemy (Eco, 1995), and therefore are also a 

core element of what I observed among the online alt-right on /pol/. As the world has changed since 

the 1920s, however, the conspiracy theories used by 20th century fascists are no longer applicable to 

the current political landscape, requiring the modern far right to assemble a new conspiratorial 

world that fits the requirements of the times and creates the feeling of urgency that they thrive 

upon. This new cabinet of conspiracies draws material from sources that include far right 

movements throughout the 20th century, the conservative movement, older European anti-

Semitism, and the unique paranoias of the modern online conspiracy theory community. Among the 

alt-right community that I observed, a very wide range of conspiracy beliefs were common. Many of 

these bore no direct connection to any political ideology, but, in this context, contributed to a sense 

of both a secret world of manipulation and an adversarial relationship with hidden powers. These 

included numerous event theories, such as those relating to the JFK assassination, the moon 

landings, and 9/11: 

Anonymous ID:+re/54AM Mon 11 Oct 2021 19:34:34 No.342956867    

The driver turn over his left shoulder and shoots jfk point blank in the melon. Why do you think 

Jackie tried to bail from the car she saw it. 

 

Anonymous ID:3tF+lyxR Fri 05 May 2017 21:15:07 No.124185165    

Then you have NASA and other space agencies clearly using CGI or fake studio sets under 

water. 

 

China has my fav one, of course NASA congratulated them for this great space walk 

When this was live streamed I laughed so god damn hard. If you believe this then you are forever 

blue pilled and lost 

 

Anonymous (ID: hokywZCK)  06/01/19(Sat)14:40:08 No.214929831  

I’m convinced the kikes unironcally did 9/11 

I also observed vaccine scepticism, which, prior to its mainstreaming during the Covid-19 crisis, was a 

conspiracy theory that had formed its own movement that was largely unconnected to traditional 

political dichotomies. Following the beginning of that pandemic, the prevalence of anti-vax attitudes 

on /pol/ increased significantly. This was clearly a result of the increased prominence of vaccine 

debate in general, but also the increasing incorporation of anti-vax concerns into mainstream right-

wing politics, particularly in the USA (Hornsey, Finlayson, Chatwood, & Begeny, 2020). The two posts 
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below show examples of the type of rhetoric that surrounded vaccines on /pol/, the first being from 

before the emergence of Covid-19 and the second from around two years into the pandemic: 

Anonymous  05/06/19 (Mon) 15:00:45 f9ff6c  No.13236512 

All young white males will be given special vaccines intended to cause severe autism. 

Vaccines for below 30 males will be designed to cripple, kill and maim. 

 

Anonymous (ID: zc/qMi4e)  11/16/21(Tue)11:55:04 No.347752159    

My fiance's mother got vaxxed about 6 months ago. In the last three months she's been really 

visibly declining. Memory problems that she's admitted to, losing things, slower in conversation, 

couldn't even pick up my fiance at the airport without going to the wrong area despite using that 

airport for 30 years. She's also showing signs of liver failure, the most obvious being a yellowing 

of the eyes. My fiance's father has mostly gotten angrier. The woman I work for has become very 

difficult to communicate with since getting the shot (2 hours to get her to figure out a schedule 

and she then forgot lmao) and her husband has gone from the peak of old man health (watched 

him dance a jig a few months back just to prove how good his knees were) to tired and achey all 

the time. 

 

Anyone else seen stuff like this in their life? 

Also in abundance were a variety of more far right-specific theories, including older staples such as 

white genocide (discussed later in this chapter) and holocaust denial, as well as newer ones such as 

Pizzagate, which posits that leaked emails show coded conversations in which high-ranking members 

of the American Democratic party were meeting in the basement of a Washington DC pizza parlour 

to abuse children (Bleakley, 2021).  

This panoply of conspiratorial ideas was linked together in alt-right ideology by belief in an 

antisemitic superconspiracy called Cultural Marxism, where an evil Jewish cabal is perpetrating a 

variety of schemes on the world to further a goal of world domination.  

Anonymous ID:vu3j8ykh Sat 30 Dec 2017 18:25:03 No.154930115    

Do you believe in paid shills anon? 

Paid shills ISRAEL 

Pizzagate ISRAEL 

pedogate ISRAEL 

Blood libel ISRAEL 

Hofstadter’s (1965/2008) “paranoid style” of rhetoric was frequently in evidence on /pol/. Anons 

were convinced that a shadowy domestic cabal of communists was working to, and had largely 

succeeded in, stealing the cultural soul of the Western world, and their discourse framed their 

political struggles as being at all times on the precipice of apocalyptic calamity.  

Moreover, I observed clearly a highly conspiratorial mindset among the /pol/ community as a whole, 

for whom almost no aspect of life or current events was above suspicion, and everything was tied 

into a larger secret narrative. This conspiracism may be related to the feelings of alienation and 

anomie that were common on /pol/: as noted earlier, belief in conspiracies has been theorised to be 

a way for an individual to cope with low social status and reassert control over their lives (Imhof & 
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Lamberty, 2017). Many of the posters on 4chan report high levels of economic insecurity (see 

Chapter 1), which are factors which have also been linked to conspiracism by other studies 

(Goertzel, 1994; Imhof & Lamberty, 2017).  

It may also have been enhanced by the architecture of the platform that 4chan provides. 4chan’s 

condition of anonymity and its discussion threads’ impermanence served to keep its discussion of 

conspiracy free-form and liberal with factual credibility. If a user posted information or theories that 

were wrong, or they had a history of spreading misinformation, there was no system of 

accountability: although their assertions were read and remembered by those who see them in the 

moment – and thereby to some degree internalised into a viewer’s worldview and the community’s 

consciousness as a whole – little meaningful record of a user’s claims or the board’s general opinions 

remained once the thread was closed. Any objection to a user’s assertions were raised in the thread 

itself during the short time that it was active, or not raised at all. In this way, fact-checking and in-

depth consideration of issues were effectively discouraged by the medium, while immediate, more 

emotive responses with limited context were prioritised. It also allowed for new conspiracy theories 

to be created on the fly as a response to events, then discarded without trace when inconvenient 

facts came to light and the burden of proof became difficult to shoulder.  

As a space where conspiracy theories were posed, traded, and negotiated, /pol/ served as a 

conspiratorial “mythscape” (Bell, 2003). Participants in the community were able to go there to gain 

new conspiratorial information, and to engage in a communal process of making sense of how 

current events and their own observations aligned with conspiratorial narratives.65 They were also 

able to participate directly in the establishment of new conspiracy theories, an example of which is 

discussed later in this chapter.  

Cultural Marxism and the Jewish plot 
The central conspiracy theory that I saw espoused on 4chan was the idea of ‘Cultural Marxism,’ a 

theory claiming that a left-wing Jewish conspiracy is attempting to cause the collapse of capitalist 

society from within by corrupting culture. Cultural Marxism is popular in various forms across many 

strains of the far right, and serves to unite otherwise disparate conservative and far right groups 

under an ideology of white victimhood (Savoulian, 2019; Cooper, 2021). This theory, as it presented 

on /pol/, was a global superconspiracy theory (Barkun, 2013), in that it drew together the threads of 

a wide range of other smaller and more individual theories, and created for its adherents a view of 

the world in which almost nothing could be considered separate from its influence. It provided a 

justification for the claims made by many theories that the /pol/ community were concerned with, 

 
65 See the discussion of ‘red pill me on X’ threads in Chapter 4. 
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ranging from event theories such as those relating to the moon landing or the numerous mass 

shootings that they believed to be staged or ‘false flag’ attacks, through to systemic theories such as 

The Great Replacement.   

This theory comes in a variety of forms, but generally asserts that a group of Jewish-German 

intellectuals based around the Frankfurt School created a plan in the middle of the 20th century to 

take over the world by normalising progressive ideas such as multiculturalism, tolerance of 

homosexuality, and atheism to weaken the West from within (Jamin, 2018).  This group is believed 

to use social movements like the 1960s counterculture or the feminist movement as a means of 

breaking down traditional family values, making women more promiscuous and normalising 

increasingly taboo sexual identities, first with homosexuality and allegedly soon with paedophilia. 

This process is claimed to make men weak and submissive, preventing them from defending their 

nations from immigrants, who are brought in to break down unique cultural identities and dilute the 

racial homogeneity of European ethnic groups. As Jérôme Jamin (2018) explains, the ultimate goal of 

this conspiracy is  

to discredit institutions such as the nation, the homeland, traditional hierarchies, authority, 

family, Christianity, [and] traditional morality in favor of the emergence of an ultra-egalitarian 

and multicultural, rootless, and soulless global nation. 

Among the /pol/ community I observed a version of this conspiracy that dovetailed with long-

established far right fears of a Jewish New World Order, adding the idea that this conspiracy’s aim is 

to institute a “Marxist” style world government that uses totalitarian communism to uphold the rule 

of a Jewish minority. 

This conspiracy theory, as with many others, is fundamentally syncretic, drawing upon an extremely 

wide range of existing conspiratorial and far right ideas that significantly predate the alt-right 

movement and the modern far right in general. These influences are discussed here where relevant, 

but it is beyond the scope of this work to detail all of them in full.  

Cultural Marxism first emerged as a conspiracy theory in America in the 1990s, and while it has no 

clear single originator, a number of right-wing thinkers and figures have been suggested as key 

sources of the theory’s popularity (Braune, 2019; Jamin, 2018). Its early incarnations during this 

period were built around a domestic continuation of the Cold War struggle with communism, 

shifting it to a domestic cultural and political plane instead of an international one (Jamin, 2018). 

This theory initially targeted political correctness as its key enemy, but has proven to be readily 

adaptable to a wide range of right-wing cultural concerns in the time since. The theory was brought 

to the forefront in extreme right-wing movements when it was rearticulated in the manifesto of 

Anders Breivik, who committed the 2011 Norway attacks, which remains a significant text for the alt-
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right and many associated groups (ibid). It must also be noted, however, that the parallels between 

modern ideas of Cultural Marxism and the concerns around “Cultural Bolshevism” (as discussed in 

Chapter 2) that contributed to the rise of German fascism in the early 20th century are so great we 

might more accurately consider contemporary Cultural Marxism to simply be a modern variation on 

the same theme. Cultural Bolshevism, for its part, was deeply influenced by ideas connecting 

Judaism with bolshevism during the Russian Revolution (Moyn, 2018). In this sense, Cultural 

Marxism does not appear to have been created by anyone, but rather repopularised by a number of 

figures and groups that have added aspects to an older theory.  

The basic history claimed by Cultural Marxism is perhaps best told in paleoconservative 

commentator and former Republican presidential advisor Patrick J. Buchanan’s The Death of the 

West (2002), which was seen as something of a foundational text among the alt-right on /pol/,66 but 

which stops short of many of the more sensational claims made by the alt-right today. This alternate 

history begins with the Italian Marxist Antonio Gramsci, who wrote his influential Prison Notebooks 

while imprisoned in Mussolini’s Italy. Buchanan claims that Gramsci saw that the socialist revolutions 

of the time had largely failed to develop and succeed, and concluded that it was the cultural, sexual, 

and religious institutions of Western society that were keeping the proletariat from taking control, 

and devised a plot to use those institutions against themselves: 

Rather than seize power first and impose a cultural revolution from above, Gramsci argued, 

Marxists in the West must first change the culture; then power would fall into their laps like 

ripened fruit. But to change the culture would require a “long march through the institutions” – 

the arts, cinema, theatre, schools, colleges, seminaries, newspapers, magazines, and the new 

electronic medium, radio. One by one, each had to be captured and converted and politicized 

into an agency of revolution. Then the people could be slowly educated to understand and even 

welcome the revolution. (p.77) 

These ideas were taken up by the theorists of the Frankfurt school – such as Max Horkheimer, 

Theodor Adorno, and Herbert Marcuse – and when the members of that school fled Nazi Germany 

to avoid persecution, they brought ideas of radical Marxism with them to American universities. 

From there, they developed and disseminated ideas that could undermine Western cultural values 

from within, such as Critical Theory, which Buchanan bizarrely conceptualises as a self-flagellating 

dogma of guilt, claiming that “under Critical Theory, one repeats and repeats that Western societies 

are history’s greatest repositories of racism, sexism, nativism, xenophobia, homophobia, anti-

Semitism, fascism, and Nazism,” (p.80). William S. Lind, another key figure in the popularisation of 

 
66 While the views espoused in The Death of the West are much less extreme than those expressed on /pol/, I 
regularly observed it listed near the top of recommended reading lists on /pol/ as a foundational text for 
understanding their perceptions of Western cultural decline.  
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Cultural Marxism, claimed these ideas to be “Marxism translated from economic into cultural terms” 

(Lind, 2004, quoted in Jamin, 2018). 

This claimed conspiracy is based upon fundamental misreadings of and lack of familiarity with the 

Frankfurt theorists’ work and Marxism as a whole, as well as wilful misrepresentations of history and 

current politics. It goes beyond the remit of this research to list these issues in detail, but they have 

been addressed in other work (see for example Mirrlees, 2018; Jamin, 2018). 

These insidious ideas are claimed to have been extraordinarily influential over mass culture, and to 

have directly precipitated the rise of the 1960s countercultural movement. Buchanan argues that 

the boredom, affluence, and rebellious spirit of the generation entering universities in the 1960s 

made them receptive to Cultural Marxism’s ideas, and that their fear of fighting in the Vietnam war 

was the lever that pushed them to become extreme. He claims that it was this generation of 

graduates, who, as they took up positions of power throughout society, spread these ideas into its 

other institutions, in particular the media. From there, they established the machinery that would 

deliver a conveyor belt of ever more extreme progressive cultural movements and ideas, most 

notably cultures of political correctness and postmodernism.  

Cultural Marxism is presented by Buchanan as something like an out-of-control cultural meme, an 

ideological virus that spreads of its own accord, with each newly infected person spreading it to 

others until a critical mass is reached and eventually whole societies are weak and rotten enough to 

be vulnerable to the outbreak of Marxism. In this telling, major institutions such as universities, the 

media, and governments play significant roles in this transmission, but are less active conspirators 

and more unwitting vectors of infection. 

The version of Cultural Marxism that Buchanan advocated for in 2002 ends without veering into 

obvious antisemitism, but many other versions – including the ones most popular on /pol/ – expand 

upon its foundations by adding the tropes of traditional antisemitism. In the version popular among 

the extreme right today, the Frankfurt School theorists’ Jewishness is made central, while any 

remaining nuance around their Marxism falls to the wayside. In this version, a powerful secret group 

is directing the spread of Cultural Marxism, actively working to inject its ideas into society through 

actions such as warping mainstream news coverage and adding propaganda into the narratives of 

popular television shows and movies. This group is claimed to have incredible resources, and bribes 

an immense network of well-placed “shills” to work on its behalf. Instead of desiring a true 

communist revolution, this group is presumed to be orchestrating the decline of the West with the 

goal of secretly placing themselves in power. As with many other conspiracy theories, this group is 

understood to be paradoxically both exceptionally powerful and clever – having the ability to 
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orchestrate this complex plan from the shadows – and yet also often sloppy and overconfident, 

leaving evidence and coded clues throughout popular media. 

This version of Cultural Marxism also substantially extends its history. Rather than beginning in the 

early 20th century, Cultural Marxism becomes a modern face on already-popular New World Order 

conspiracies67 as well as older antisemitic conspiracies like those detailed in The Protocols of the 

Elders of Zion, which claims that a secret Jewish conspiracy has been working throughout history to 

enslave mankind (Katz & Landes, 2011). 

The important link that this thinking necessarily adds to the story is that of Nazism. Nazi 

antisemitism was justified and maintained by conspiracy theories substantially similar to those 

posited by Cultural Marxism, such as the existence of secret Jewish ruling classes and their use of 

modern culture to weaken and enslave societies, and was also heavily influenced by The Protocols of 

the Elders of Zion. Its conceptualisation of a communism as a Jewish weapon for social control 

(termed “cultural bolshevism” in that context) (Crim, 2011) is also essentially identical. In the context 

of the alt-right on /pol/, Nazism was included in the history of Cultural Marxism as a righteous but 

failed attempt to resist Jewish domination. In this narrative, Adolf Hitler was a hero who was red 

pilled by the “stab in the back” at the end of the first world war, and turned Germany into a state 

that rebelled against Jewish control, but which was ultimately defeated by a jealous alliance of 

nations whose governments were secretly in thrall to the Jews. Posts on /pol/ frequently oscillate 

between the opinion that this conspiracy meant that the holocaust was justified, and a belief that it 

was faked in order to create guilt and prevent any future threat to their power. As with many other 

such views on /pol/, the community appeared to feel little obligation to decide on one or another, 

instead arguing for whichever was most convenient at any given time.  

Some posters on /pol/ maintained a version of Cultural Marxism that disavowed Nazism and its 

genocide and saw the cabal as something separate from Jewish people as a group, such as the 

example quoted below, but I observed such views only rarely.  

Anonymous ID:OxApLu7E Sat 01 Dec 2018 10:21:08 No.195163085    

I am a Jew and I still maintain that you guys blame your every day Jew instead of the atheist 

“Jews” in nyc and LA who are the true masterminds of all of this. 

 

Moisha the deli owner is not part of this crew. I don’t know why you and Hitler wer wsonfucking 

autistic about it 

 
67 New World Order, or NWO, conspiracies are a branch of superconspiracy theories that allege that a 
powerful group is working to unite the world under the control of a single totalitarian government (Spark, 
2000). The groups at the heart of these theories vary across different theories, but often include the United 
Nations, the Jews, and the Freemasons, and are often far right in nature (ibid). These conspiracy theories often 
assert that this plan has been underway over a period of centuries. /pol/’s Cultural Marxism can be considered 
to be an NWO conspiracy. 
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An important piece of evidence used by the 

/pol/ community in justifying this belief 

was to point to the allegedly high number 

of Jewish names in positions of power 

(such as in government, the media, and 

financial institutions) and claim that they 

have therefore been placed there by a 

powerful secret society. An example of the 

type of evidence frequently presented on 

/pol/ is shown in Figure 15. These claims 

were often delivered in the form of easily-

repostable images, often containing 

information that was derived from real 

sources but presented out of context or significantly misinterpreted. As with many conspiracy 

theories, proof of the connection between groups and individuals claimed by Cultural Marxism was 

largely non-existent, and tended to focus on superficial connections, such as Jewish heritage, or on 

existing conspiracy theories and documents.  

The group imagined here was an insular and secretive Jewish sect that has been fundamentally 

separated from ordinary humanity by centuries of isolation, inbreeding, genetic differences, and a 

racist belief in their own superiority, allowing them to be conceptualised as a totally alien enemy, 

much like the inscrutable lizard-people who secretly rule the world in David Icke’s68 similar 

conspiracy theory (Smith, 2017). This alienation allowed this secretive cabal to be conceptualised not 

only as unscrupulous and amoral in their unprincipled quest for total power, but also unintelligible 

and inhuman in their motivations. In order to further deepen their evil and grant it a greater 

emotional urgency, this Jewish elite was also often styled as being Satanists, cannibals, and 

paedophiles. 

In this regard the conspiracy drew heavily upon ideas and themes reminiscent of the ‘satanic panic’ 

in that occurred in many countries in the 1980s and 90s, which was a moral panic in which the 

ultimately unsubstantiated belief that a large and powerful network of satanic cults were 

committing murders and engaging in satanic ritual abuse of children became widespread 

(Frankfurter, 2003). The alt-right’s Cultural Marxism displays many features that appear to be lifted 

 
68 David Icke is an English conspiracy theorist and former professional footballer whose outlandish conspiracy 
theories include an assertion that an interdimensional race of reptilian creatures has secretly taken control of 
the world.  

 

Figure 15: An image posted on 4chan by an anonymous user on 
04/12/2019 claiming to show the dominance of Jewish people in media 
companies CNN, NBC, and the New York Times. Allegedly Jewish 
journalists and executives are shown with stars of David next to their 
pictures. Images such as these, which show large amounts of 
“evidence” with little context, are common on /pol/.  
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directly from the satanic panic, the most significant of which being a belief in highly stylised and 

specifically evil occult activity, and a particular focus on the abuse of children as a call to action 

against this activity. 

Another key type of evidence that was often drawn upon by believers on /pol/ was the cabal’s 

alleged insertion of occult and paedophilic symbolism into major media products. I regularly 

observed posts on /pol/ dissecting so-called evidence found in movies, television shows, and 

advertising and alleging the inclusion of specific themes and symbols at the behest of the cabal. 

These claims were often exceedingly tenuous, or readily explicable by much more straightforward 

answers. As noted earlier, conspiratorial thinking has been shown to be associated with deficits in 

reality testing (Drinkwater, Dagnall, & Parker, 2012); something that would appear to be in evidence 

here. The purpose of these seemingly counterintuitive inclusions was debated, but the most popular 

explanations were that putting their symbols in highly visible places enhanced the power of the 

ritual magic that they are associated with, or simply that the group in question as so confident in 

their power that they deliberately announced their existence in plausibly deniable ways to taunt 

their helpless enemies.  

For example, the two posts quoted below are taken from discussions of the supposed appearance of 

a spiral triangle symbol in media, which was claimed to be a secret symbol69 used by paedophile 

groups. The first quote discusses the wide acceptance of this belief on /pol/, while the second 

demonstrates how posters were able to engage with the conspiracy theory by finding and 

presenting evidence to the community on 4chan, and some of the type of reasoning that they use to 

explain the insertion of these symbols.  

Anonymous ID:18nZNU8N Mon 20 Sep 2021 06:51:11 No.339875988    

[…] its literally a pedo symbol. jews insert it into childrens programming and brands. what are you, 

new? 

 

 

SNL Pedo nod by Rob Smigel 
 Anonymous ID:OOgvRFd7 Fri 03 Jul 2020 13:05:13 No.266053051    
[…] 

 

This SNL short was released back in the late 90’s and created by Rob Smigel. 

The video doesn’t teach anything new. Only relevant part is within the first 5 

seconds. At the timestamp, the “media company” octopus above Fox and left of the 

Westinghouse octopus is the now known Pedo swirl symbol! Was Smigel and insider Jew trying 

to warn us? Or was it more insidious and Smigel was challenging the goys? “Yeah, were peddling 

kids. What are you going to do about it?” 

 
69 The significance of this symbol was generally taken as fact on /pol/, and among similar conspiracist groups, 
with no credible evidence provided. While I was also able to locate a number of news articles reporting the 
supposed use of such symbols by paedophile groups, none contained any evidence for its authenticity. It 
appears likely that claims of this symbol’s alleged use are baseless.  

https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/266053051/#266053051
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/266053051/#q266053051
https://i.4pcdn.org/pol/1495131840297.jpg
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Although they were often a key element of the evidence presented in favour of the cabal’s 

existence, these satanic panic-style elements were generally discussed only superficially on /pol/. 

This is notable because it differentiates the alt-right version of this conspiracism from that of its 

cousin Qanon, in which fetishistic descriptions of, and calls to fight against, large-scale ritual child 

abuse take a much more central role (Lavin, 2020). For the majority on /pol/, these stories appeared 

to serve primarily as a method of further alienating the thinking of the cabal, and justifying the /pol/ 

community in fetishizing violence against them and their left-wing allies.  

Anonymous ID:onpS4/e+ Wed 31 Oct 2018 12:44:14 No.191479356    

They manufacture child rape and world sacrifice. They are the devil and must be exterminated. 

 

Anonymous ID:uXB8iEks Tue 30 Apr 2019 10:37:35 No.211594219    

Child sacrifice is still child sacrifice no matter what you call it, don't worry though some of us know 

just how to handle baby murdering monsters. With ANFO70 

As shown in the quote below, the influence of this Satanic belief was sometimes extended to their 

“pawns” in the wider political left as well. These people were generally conceptualised as being 

“unwitting satanists”, which again was used as a way of further alienating and dehumanising those 

who oppose the alt-right’s politics.  

Anonymous ID:pHj/d76K Wed 08 Jul 2020 14:04:00 No.266882327    

because leftism is anti-human and ultimately satanic. you see this kind of language everywhere: 

black bodies, not black people. queer bodies, not queer people. the developers of this language 

betray how they view the worthless pawns that execute their schemes. 

 

and they do this to everything: look what leftists (unwitting satanists) did to the concept of love. 

once written upon and philosophized over by the great thinkers and artists of the world, now 

reduced by leftists to nothing more that a way to describe preferred forms of sodomy and 

perversion. 

 

they debase everything. 

Another advantage that depicting the enemy as occultists provides is that the many apparent 

contradictions and illogical choices in this group’s claimed behaviour – such as the choice to 

regularly signal their secret power in popular media – could be explained by their commitment to 

occult magic. As shown in the quote below, there were occasional admissions by adherents on /pol/ 

that many aspects of their enemy’s plan did not make sense, but these were explained away as 

being reflections of the inhuman depravity of a group that has been isolated from ordinary human 

life for generations.  

Anonymous ID:icr/45Cd Tue 18 May 2021 16:17:47 No.322095324    

The worldwide actions of the elite in the past 10 years can only be explained by occult 

motivations. They could maintain power and money without flooding europe with refugees and 

dindus, flooding america with mexicans etc, 

 
70 ANFO (ammonium nitrate-fuel oil mixture) is an explosive mixture commonly used for mining, and which has 
been used by some paramilitary groups.  
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theres no practical rhyme or reason why they NEED to make the world a worse place ( ultimately 

the elite still have to live here too, even if they are massively insulated from the dregs of society / 

the goyim ). 

Beyond their Jewishness and occult beliefs, the nature and power of the group in question was not 

clearly defined in this conspiracy, and was not represented with any consistency across the posts I 

observed on /pol/. Sometimes the Cultural Marxists were understood to be in total control of the 

world’s governments, either directly or, more often, by bribing and blackmailing elected leaders, 

while on other occasions they were depicted as simply a group of private citizens who were able to 

exert disproportionate control over culture through their ownership of institutions like major media 

franchises, and who hoped to one day take control.  

Users on /pol/ showed little interest in defining the specific powers of the cabal. I observed very few 

instances of posters arguing about or attempting to correct one another on any aspects of its 

abilities or scale, with users appearing to be comfortable largely avoiding any debate in this area. 

This was likely due to the absence of any primary sources that stand up to any scrutiny: the nature of 

the cabal is something that has been established through a combination of tradition (the many older 

conspiracy theories that it draws from), speculative discourse, and by inference through their 

analysis of media and politics, meaning that there are few ways to establish any one interpretation 

as being more or less true than any other. While some sources that claim to be primary accounts of 

the activities of a similar group – the most obvious examples of which would be The Protocols of the 

Elders of Zion, or the posts on 4chan and 8chan by the anon calling themselves Q – the significant 

flaws in the plausibility of these documents, which are readily falsifiable with only limited research 

(Katz & Landes, 2011; Bellingcat, 2021), make them exceptionally poor documents to treat as 

definitive fact.  

This variety of interpretations allows Cultural Marxism to serve as a unifying theory across the many 

and disparate fringes of the political right, ranging from neo-Nazis to paleoconservatives (Mirrlees, 

2018; Braune, 2019). While the extreme version headed by a literal cabal of Jewish Satanists was 

popular on the chans, more moderate versions are common elsewhere as well. In the versions 

espoused by Patrick Buchanan (2002), or by contemporary pop-psychologist Jordan Peterson (2017), 

for example, the focus on the degradation of society remains, but its originators are simply 

totalitarian leftists rather than a satanic cabal – a configuration that offers the potential for much 

wider appeal. Posters on /pol/ were very aware of the value of having multiple interpretations, or in 

their thinking ‘levels’, of the same conspiracy theory available to them. I regularly observed anons 

advising other posters not to include antisemitic aspects of the conspiracy when initially attempting 
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to red pill friends and family members, for example, and to instead use vague terms like “globalists” 

and “the elite” instead.  

The claims made by Cultural Marxism are particularly complementary to those of the ‘culture war’ 

narrative that has become popular among the conservative right in many Western nations (Jackoby, 

2014), and elements of the conspiracy theory have become part of mainstream right wing discourse 

in recent years (Busbridge, Moffit, & Thorburn, 2020). Cultural Marxism ascribes wider and more 

nefarious goals to many aspects of progressive politics that are a feature of contemporary culture 

war conflict, granting increased urgency and necessity to issues that might otherwise appear 

relatively inconsequential, such as the recent debate regarding public bathroom use by transgender 

women, which was frequently conceptualised on /pol/ as a deliberate step on the pathway to 

societal collapse.  

Anonymous ID:aZUDMY4I Thu 09 Sep 2021 04:01:40 No.338193408    

it's literally just the slippery slope. It's called the progressive movement for a reason. They're 

always "pushing the boundaries". 

>we're just integrating races in school 

>we're just introducing affirmative action to help these minorities get a step up in life 

>it's just gay marriage, we're not coming after your kids, we just want to have equal rights 

>We just want to come out of the shadows, trans people are real 

>we want to use the bathroom we want 

>Teens can choose their gender 

>preteens can choose their gender 

>young kids can choose their gender 

>trans toddlers 

>trans pets 

You never see it coming, (((they))) always keep inching forward until you want something from ten 

years ago and realize how "far" society has come. 

Because the terms and concepts of the theory can mean different things for different groups (for 

example whether the ‘Marxists’ in question are Jewish or simply left-wing), Cultural Marxism 

provides a shared language for these groups to communicate with one another without needing to 

agree on fundamental details of the conspiracy in question. This means, for example, that members 

of the /pol/ community can read news on Infowars or listen to a lecture by Jordan Peterson and see 

allies and fellow initiates into their antisemitic worldview, while a Buchanan-style paleoconservative 

can consume those same sources and see an entirely different kind of allies. In this way, the meaning 

of many discussions of Cultural Marxism depend not on what the speaker says, but on what variety 

of secret knowledge the listener has been initiated into. This was a significant source of the 

prevailing feeling that I observed among the /pol/ community, particularly during the early Trump 

era, that their views were actually widespread among Western populations. It also appears clear 

that right-wing politicians and public figures have deliberately alluded to concerns around Cultural 

Marxism as a means of engaging with more radical elements such as the alt-right while maintaining 

plausible deniability (McIntosh, 2021).  
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The versions of Cultural Marxism that I have observed discussed on 4chan vary to some degree 

according to individuals’ priorities and levels of radicalism, but were almost exclusively the more 

extreme and antisemitic interpretations of the theory. Discussions of Cultural Marxism on /pol/ 

consistently painted a picture of a world in which every instance of progressivism and liberalism, and 

even popular culture as a whole, is an orchestrated and evil attack from above: 

Anonymous (ID: olZ5Khs6)  Mon 24 Apr 2017 14:15:05 No.122527407 

But yeah, if you track the decline of traditional anglo-american culture in the states, you will find 

that the majority of the post-1945 Americana is totally fabricated by Jewish pop culture.  

It turns out that basically all the popular film, music, and literature that promoted degeneracy in 

this period originated from Jewish people.  

This process was very slow, changing the culture in minor increments so that one wouldn't notice 

over decades. 

 

Anonymous (ID: bI0qfWVS)  Mon 24 Apr 2017 14:42:10 No.122530530 

The Jew wants to completely destroy White Civilization, BOTH racially through race mixing and 

ruining the society economically and in many other ways through mass immigration, AND by 

destroying and lowering the Morals and Values which traditionally Whites have held... The Jew 

wants as much moral decay and degeneracy AS POSSIBLE, they will always continue pushing 

further and further. They're NOT gonna stop.  

In the resulting chaos, ONLY the Jew will survive and live well. The Jew will not be negatively 

effected by the chaos and destruction he created. Quite the contrary, they will FEEL AT HOME... 

Because the Jew THRIVES in such a condition.  

They CRAVE and THEY NEED degeneration, weakness, destruction and chaos around them, 

because THAY WAY it's easier for them to feed on their victims.  

ALWAYS REMEMBER; the Jew operates like a virus and parasites do. A living body with ZERO 

immune system defense left, can easily become infected and disease can thrive in it. THAT is 

what the Jew is. 

The aspect of Cultural Marxism that appeared most consistently across these various tellings is the 

sense of victimhood that it imbues into its adherents. Cultural Marxism inverts mainstream ideas of 

advantage and disadvantage and casts heterosexuals, white people, and men – who would 

otherwise be thought to be the recipients of the least disadvantage – as the most targeted and 

victimised groups in society. In Cultural Marxism, these socially dominant groups are deliberately 

attacked because their hegemony represents the last of the traditional social order that the 

conspiracy sees as an obstacle to revolution and, flatteringly, because those groups are seen as the 

only ones righteous and strong enough to resist a totalitarian takeover.  

Anonymous (ID: BE0Nze+k)  05/06/18(Thu)17:04:00 No.211565564 

Jewish-marxist indoctrination, they just want more young single mothers to vote for big 

statist/welfare policies. 

They wish to destroy stable, intelligent, traditional white families, as whites are the other group 

that stand between the Jew and absolute control of the world. 

This inversion allowed common themes in modern life to be reinterpreted in often wildly different 

ways. Attempts to alleviate the institutionalised disadvantage faced by minority groups, such as 

targeted scholarships or diversity efforts, became evidence that white males were unfairly denied 

opportunity. Similarly, feminism and women’s liberation became an attack on men, and the LGBTQ+ 

movement was reconceptualised as an attempt to disenfranchise straight people or convert them to 
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homosexuality. As shown in the quotes from /pol/ below, for example, members of the community 

frequently described feeling attacked by examples of cultural and racial diversity, and saw diversity 

as a zero-sum game where heterosexual white men were being guilted into abandoning their very 

existence: 

Anonymous (ID: NZkbCGtk)  04/06/20(Mon)03:05:35 No.252060481 

Diversity means no white males or the ones that are have to be queer. 

 

Anonymous (ID: hCMUxVMI)  04/06/20(Mon)03:10:06 No.252060982 

REMOVE THE WHITE MALE ALWAYS EVERYWHERE 

Post Modernity. 

This inversion may be complementary to many ideas about racism that are widely held among 

society. Research has found, for example, that white people in America are broadly inclined to see 

racial dynamics as a zero-sum game, where gains made by African Americans are proportionally 

associated with losses for white Americans, and that white Americans now on average view anti-

white racism as a more significant problem than anti-black racism (Craig & Richeson, 2018; Norton & 

Sommers, 2011). The beginnings of this sense of white victimhood, then, are widely spread among 

the mainstream population, ready to be united with the various strains of Cultural Marxism. 

Whether these views are widespread because of Cultural Marxism, or whether the conspiracy is 

simply building on pre-existing ideas is not immediately apparent, but it is clear that they provide the 

conspiracy theory with rich ground in which to grow, and serve to shorten the distance between 

ordinary person and conspiracy theorist.  

This creation of victimhood may be an essential feature in building radicalism: as discussed by 

Enzensberger in his theory of the ‘radical loser,’ those most inclined towards radical ideas are often 

those whose ordinary lives are the most unsatisfying, and who need excuses for their personal 

failures (2006). Cultural Marxism provides these excuses in the form of this victimhood, allowing 

those who are unsatisfied with their life and achievement to hang their failures on attacks and 

suppression from a powerful outside force. It grants believers absolution from the guilt of their 

personal failures, and provides them with a sense of personal value that might otherwise have been 

missing.  

An important strength of the narrative presented by Cultural Marxism that I observed on /pol/ is 

that it was able to incorporate existing elements of the real world as its set-pieces. This makes 

evidence of the conspiracy much easier to find, and on a more personal level extends ideas of 

victimisation into an individual’s real life. Instead of being an abstract and distant conspiracy, 

Cultural Marxism offered tangible opportunities for its adherents to observe its action in everyday 

life by distorting the meaning and significance of common things. Major institutions, such as 
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government, media, and universities were claimed to be tools of the Marxists, as were significant 

cultural movements such as feminism, counterculture, and multiculturalism, and as a result, the 

actions of these institutions and movements were reconceptualised as aspects of the plot, their 

nature subtly twisted and fundamentally misunderstood in ways that left their visible aspects intact, 

but drastically altered their purpose and significance.  

This was often accomplished simply by changing or misinterpreting the meaning of important terms: 

as noted earlier, Buchanan’s interpretation of Critical Theory, for example, takes a foundational 

aspect of arts education and misrepresents it as a propaganda tool. Thus misled, those versed in 

Cultural Marxism might be appalled to see Critical Theory openly taught in university classes. In 

other cases, simply believing that something is controlled by Marxists was enough to prompt 

dramatically different readings of ordinary events. This was very often the case with media, which I 

observed regularly (although selectively) being assumed to be a propaganda tool that the cabal used 

to normalise its ideas. It was common to see users on 4chan fervently discussing depictions of 

homosexual or mixed-race couples in advertising media, for example, under the impression that 

every such couple that they saw was placed there to promote race-mixing or homosexuality to 

impressionable audiences:  

Jewish advertising racemixing to Children  

Anonymous (ID: dE0TXQAX)  04/06/20(Mon)02:12:12 No.252054766 

Look at these ads in a recent Kohls/Macy’s catalogue. Virtue signaling or pushing Jewish 

propaganda on our kids? 

 

Anonymous (ID: zLVw5yOa)  04/06/20(Mon)02:34:58 No.252057149 

Only white girls with other races. This is so obviously an act of war. This is what armies did to 

lands they conquered. They raped the women. Jews just skip the Em whole army thing and make 

people breed themselves into mutts to make it safer for themselves to fit in. 

Finally, because this superconspiracy theory is specific to the far right, it was constructed to suit the 

far right’s specific needs. Where other superconspiracies appeal to the wild-eyed imagination of 

more apolitical conspiracy theorists, Cultural Marxism appears tailor-made for the radical right. It 

takes the enemies that the far right is concerned about (such as the left, progressivism, the media, 

and the Jewish community) and combines them into a fanciful but relatively coherent narrative 

where they are all components of a greater existential threat to civilisation. In the quote from /pol/ 

below, for example, factors such as sexual liberation and abortion law reform are reconceptualised 

as part of a much broader and more sinister plan. 

Anonymous (ID: SJrDAh2e)  Mon 24 Apr 2017 14:42:10 No. 122562133   

It's part of a broader subject. 

Since normies have absolutely no discipline and partake in hookup culture, it's easy for the jews 

to abuse this. 

The plan is to destroy the family. And keep down white birthrates while encouraging race-mixing 

and niggers getting children 
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>We have too many children here in the west! 

>"Avoid marriage. It's useless!" 

>Encourage homosexuality 

>Encourage for family limitation 

>Marriage tax 

>Abortion on demand 

>Make contraception available everywhere 

>Hookup culture etc. 

 

It's all part of the same plan. 

Moreover, in this scenario the only workable response comes from the ideals of the far right: social 

conservatism, masculine strength, and traditional families were framed as being moves back to the 

fundamental truth that Cultural Marxism seeks to make society forget. Implicit in the post quoted 

above are assumptions of a type that I saw in many posts about Cultural Marxism: heterosexual 

nuclear families with a patriarchal structure, and racially segregated societies were positioned not 

only as ideal, but rather the only acceptable and natural form of social organisation. This negative 

justification effectively bypassed any need for debate about these topics, allowing believers to 

assume that anything that their enemy is trying to take away from them must be antithetical to the 

inhumane and artificial ideals that the cabal aspired to. Reflecting this, I observed vanishingly little 

debate or discussion on /pol/ about why the forms of social organisation that they promote as 

natural were indeed so, with discourse tending to focus almost exclusively on the alleged mechanics 

of how alternative lifestyles were being encouraged.  

The Great Replacement 
The other conspiracy theory that served as a foundational aspect of the worldview on /pol/ is The 

Great Replacement. This is a systemic conspiracy theory (Barkun, 2013), in that it includes the 

alleged takeover of institutions and levers of power at a generally national level, and was considered 

by most on /pol/ to nest within the wider umbrella of Cultural Marxism and the plots of their Jewish 

enemies. It claims, in short, that left-wing or Marxist groups are deliberately encouraging policies 

such as mass non-white immigration, miscegenation, low white reproduction rates in Western 

countries in order to dilute and eventually overrun the white majority populations there. The 

claimed reasons for this vary, but include ideas of decreasing the proportion of right-wing voters, 

limiting the power of, and eventually exterminating, the white race, and undermining Western 

culture to make it easier to conquer.  

The term The Great Replacement was first introduced by French far right theorist Renaud Camus in 

his 2011 book Le Grand Replacement, and has since become popular across the far right (Bullens, 

2021). It attained further significance among the alt-right after the 2019 Christchurch mosque 

shooting, in which the shooter released a manifesto also titled The Great Replacement, which argued 

a similar thesis. This thinking is not new, however, and echoes similar “white extinction anxieties” 
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(Blow, 2018) that have been felt throughout recent centuries, and have been particularly visible in 

America (Bailey, 2018). It also shares many characteristics with the concerns of “race suicide” put 

forward by eugenicist sociologist Edward Alsworth Ross in at the start of the 20th century, which 

argued that lower birth rates among white populations (in particular wealthy protestants) and 

higher birth rates among immigrants would eventually lead to the replacement and literal death of 

the white race (Lovett, 2009).  

As with Cultural Marxism, versions of this conspiracy theory exist in some elements of mainstream 

right-wing politics, but the version that I saw espoused on /pol/ was overwhelmingly one that 

emphasised its white supremacist, islamophobic, and antisemitic aspects. In many more mainstream 

versions of the conspiracy theory the overt antisemitism and white supremacy are replaced with 

ideas relating to the defence of Western civilisation against uncivilised immigrants (Bullens, 2021). 

Despite the use of more broadly accepted rhetoric, these versions of the conspiracy have been 

shown by research to result in increased “persecution of Muslims, violent intentions, and 

Islamophobia” (Obaidi, Kunst, Ozer, & Kimel, 2021). I observed this thinking on /pol/ as well, but 

conceptions of Western civilisation were generally intertwined with white supremacy.   

This was often framed in terms of the alt-right’s wider concerns about female agency and sexuality, 

and I observed many anons expressing fears that white birth rates were declining in part because 

white women prefer what was perceived to be the greater sexual and physical aggressiveness of 

non-white men. Because one of the features of the Cultural Marxism conspiracy theory was the 

widespread feminisation of white men, many posters on /pol/ appeared to be of the opinion that 

the majority of white women were choosing non-white, and particularly immigrant, partners 

because in non-white cultures men were more traditionally masculine. This thinking echoed many of 

the concerns and types of thinking about gender and relationships expressed by the Incel subculture, 

which is in many ways a cousin of the alt-right (Preston, Halpin, & Maguire, 2021). Paternalistic ideas 

of protecting white women and children from rape by sexually predatory immigrants (particularly 

refugees, who were often referred to as “rapefugees”) were also a significant aspect of this framing 

(Dafaure, 2020). Reflecting this, discussion of refugees tended to characterise them almost 

exclusively as male, young, and single.  

Cultural Marxism and Great Replacement ideas were frequently intermixed together in discussions 

on /pol/, and it was evident that these two, along with other subsidiary theories, worked together to 

form the type of “monological belief system” described by Wood, et al. (2012). The Great 

Replacement was something that could be ‘evidenced’ much more clearly than Cultural Marxism, 

but was also a theory that did not itself contain any inherent rationale for its claims of vast 
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civilisational assault, meaning that those who believed it were left with little option but to look 

toward other conspiracy theories to explain why it is happening. Anxieties about being replaced, and 

about their identity and power being erased, were frequently discussed as motivators toward 

radicalisation on /pol/, and appeared to be particularly compelling for many because they were 

things that were readily evidenced by the coverage of immigration and migrant-related news in 

mainstream right-wing media. While direct evidence for the type of fantastical plot claimed by 

Cultural Marxism was rarely available, articles reporting (or claiming to report) crimes such as 

murders, rapes, and paedophile rings by migrants and refugees in Western countries, particularly 

those in Europe that accepted large numbers of refugees during the European migrant crisis, were 

posted to /pol/ near constantly. These claims have been widely and authoritatively debunked (see 

for example Reality Check, 2017; Kermeliotis, 2016; Spiegel International, 2018), but such 

counterclaims were almost never included in these discussions. As a result, I observed a clear sense 

among the /pol/ community that a process of populational replacement and racial destruction was 

incontrovertible and highly visible fact.  

This contributed significantly to a sense that those who refused to accept this narrative of 

civilisational calamity were either actively delusional or simply extraordinarily unthinking in their 

acceptance of mainstream rhetoric around tolerance. Posters on /pol/ often questioned, for 

example, how it was possible to make the types of leaps in reasoning necessary to see an influx of 

violent and sexually depraved refugees as acceptable: 

Anonymous ID:puJMKaf9 Mon 03 Apr 2017 21:47:59 No.119311914    

Every single woman in all of Sweden is going to have to get raped by a shitskin rapefugee before 

they deal with the mudslime problem. Hell who am I kidding even then they won't do anything 

about it. At this point they deserve to be part of the caliphate 

This helped to establish a sense of otherness about their political opponents, who again were 

frequently characterised as “NPCs” (non-player characters; see Chapter 2) because of their apparent 

willingness to accept an official narrative that was believed to be so clearly contradicted by reality. It 

also further reinforced the pervasive sense of superiority among /pol/’s users, allowing them to cast 

themselves as free thinkers who were mentally strong enough to look beyond the propaganda and 

confront the uncomfortable ‘facts’ about the harms of immigration.  

Again, this was also a conspiracy theory that uses the claimed actions of a conspiratorial enemy to 

negatively justify a range of far right and white supremacist ideas, primarily those relating to the 

dangers of race mixing and the importance of the white race itself. Rather than necessarily having to 

accept any ideas about the supremacy of the white race, for example, The Great Replacement 

imposes a situation in which adherents fear that their race and culture is being threatened with 
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annihilation, and in which any protectionist and xenophobic responses are therefore justified simply 

for survival. Concerns around white birth rates and miscegenation become practical rather than 

ideological concerns, as do ideas of having to physically defend nations against an influx of invaders.  

Qanon: an unwanted offshoot 
4chan has also given birth to an influential conspiracy theory that has transcended the alt-right: 

Qanon. Qanon is a movement and conspiracy theory that claims, in short, that an individual with 

insider knowledge of the Trump administration (known as Q because of his “Q” level clearance) has 

made a series of posts on 4chan and 8chan detailing a secret war being undertaken by the 

administration against a powerful conspiracy and predicting a series of future events. Q’s first posts 

appeared on /pol/ in 2017, and the hidden world that Q describes is essentially that of the alt-right’s 

conspiracy theories with the addition of an even more fanciful narrative of behind-the-scenes action 

and espionage in which Donald Trump was the genius architect of a daring and complex plan to save 

the world (Bellingcat, 2021). Q’s posts later moved to 8chan, the owners of which, Jim Watkins, has 

been particularly hospitable to Qanon (Bevensee & Aliapoulios, 2021) and whose son, Ron Watkins, 

has become a prominent figure within the movement and been credibly suggested to have been the 

author of many of Q’s later71 posts (Hoback, 2021). 

Although the posters on 4chan were Q’s original audience, and the some among the alt-right 

community there were initially excited by his claims because they mirrored many of their own 

hopes, Qanon quickly diverted from the alt-right and built its own, separate following through social 

media such as Twitter, Facebook, and YouTube. It has since been banned from those platforms, but 

these bans occurred much too late to be effective in stopping the movement, which remains active 

on a bespoke forum at greatawakening.win.  

Qanon is of particular interest because it demonstrates that there are in fact some limits to the 

conspiracy thought among the /pol/ community. Having become a political force of its own that 

wildly outstrips the power and reach of its progenitor (Public Religion Research Institute, 2021), 

Qanon could be said to be a considerable victory for the alt-right, although in practice it was 

apparent that few on /pol/ regarded it as such. Although some on /pol/ believed in Q’s narrative at 

the time of the original posts, most had begun to lose confidence in Trump by the time Qanon began 

to gather steam in early 2018, and had therefore lost interest in ideas of his behind-the-scenes 

agency as well. An important reason why the alt-right was not taken in by Q is the particular style of 

Q’s initial posts, which were immediately recognisable to regular posters on /pol/ as an ‘alternate 

reality game’, where users would roleplay an imaginary scenario interwoven with real-world events, 

 
71 Q’s posts have changed in style as the people behind the posts appear to have changed (Hoback, 2021). 
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possibly in the hopes of ensnaring a few credulous readers into the fantasy in the process (Zadrozny 

& Collins, 2018).72 Although the Qanon movement would come to adopt some of 4chan’s language 

and signifiers (such as Pepe), they appear to have relatively limited literacy in the chan subcultures 

from which Qanon arose (Bellingcat, 2021).  

The idea that others who broadly share in their political alignment would be taken in by such an 

obvious ruse was seen as deeply embarrassing to the alt-right in the discussions that I observed, 

particularly one that has grown into a fanciful narrative of secret military executions, clones, and 

networks of underground tunnels filled with millions of stolen children. While many aspects of 

Qanon’s ideas beliefs align with alt-right conspiracy theories in general – primarily the idea of an all-

powerful-yet-weak satanic cabal – the /pol/ community generally saw it as a caricature that has 

served only to make them look foolish by association. For this reason, many theorised that Qanon is 

a deliberate attempt by their enemies to make the far right look delusional.  

Discussions of Qanon that I have observed generally included a few believers, but also many more 

angrily dismissing mention of the conspiracy theory and attacking those who entertained it. The 

following posts are common examples of how Qanon is discussed on /pol/: 

Anonymous ID:FEZfswIb Sat 01 Dec 2018 17:13:27 No.195199359    

Q is the ultra-desperate hopes of trump supporters that Trump has some ace up his sleeve and is 

going to put dozens of democrats in jail. 

 

won't happen. it's all nonsense. you're being trolled. 

 

Anonymous ID:Frz81Rbz Tue 29 Jun 2021 20:19:00 No.327992687    

>qanon horseshit 

you're clinically retarded. im sorry to be the bearer of bad news. please wear a helmet whenever 

you go outside. 

 

Anonymous ID:7ugYza33 Tue 22 Jun 2021 09:04:59 No.326900097    

Qanon is a glow nigger73 op if you don't realize that you're a fucktarded boomer or a glow nigger 

Nevertheless, Qanon has proven to be a remarkably prominent conspiracy theory, and serves as an 

important demonstration of the unpredictable nature and potential significance of far right 

conspiracism. While the /pol/ community have been quick to dismiss it and distance themselves 

from it, there is reason to believe that Qanon, and perhaps its descendants, will be remembered as 

the alt-right’s most influential contribution to politics.  

 
72 An example of another such post, which appeared on /pol/ a month before Q’s first posts, is quoted later in 
this chapter. 
73 This term (often shortened to “glowie”) is used to refer to posters who are believed to be government 
agents who post on the boards in an attempt to incite others toward committing punishable offences, or 
attempt to steer the movement down a path that is against their interests. In this case, for example, the poster 
is saying that they believe Qanon was started by hostile government forces to distract them and make them 
look foolish.  
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The conspiratorial lens: a case study 
To see the impact that an environment of conspiratorial thought has on /pol/, we can look to a case 

study of how /pol/ responds to real-world events and works to contextualise them within the world 

of conspiracy. One case where this occurred, and (one of many) which I observed in its entirety, was 

the events of the Las Vegas mass shooting in October 2017, in which a heavily armed gunman fired 

into a crowd of people at a music festival on the Las Vegas strip from a nearby hotel window, killing 

60 and wounding many others. The gunman, a 64-year-old white American man, committed suicide 

before police could gain access to his room, and his motives for the attack remain unknown (Romo, 

2019). As the details of the event emerged, /pol/ became convinced that the event was actually a 

‘false flag’ attack committed by US government agencies on behalf of a left-wing cabal in order to 

sway public opinion in favour of gun control legislation. This attack proved to be a rich target for 

conspiracism because the shooter’s ambiguous motivations defied placement into ordinary 

categories (such as Islamic or white supremacist terror), and because the highly public nature of the 

event generated large quantities of data, such as photographs, videos, and eyewitness accounts, 

that could be mined for inconsistencies. For our purposes here, it makes a particularly good example 

to study because it was not a case in which the alt-right had any particular vested interest – unlike, 

for example, the Christchurch shooting – but still chose to work into their conspiracist worldview. 

As the event began to be reported on in its immediate aftermath, posters on /pol/ were quick to 

take an interest in it. A number of threads on the subject appeared shortly after the event, with 

users posting news articles and updates as soon as they appeared. Early discussion before any 

details about the shooter were available took mainstream reporting largely at face value, with 

posters predicting an Islamic State-linked shooter and taking the attack as evidence of the dangers of 

allowing Muslim immigration. Once the shooter was identified as white, however, discussion quickly 

turned to theories about their political opponents. Initially, posters incorrectly identified a man 

named Geary Danley as the shooter, who would later be found to be the ex-husband of the actual 

shooter’s then-current partner. Links to a /pol/ thread naming Danley briefly appeared in Google’s 

top news stories about the shooting, granting 4chan’s sleuths a moment of legitimacy and influence 

over the story’s development (Shieber, 2017). Although some reporting of the event has 

characterised this as a deliberate hoax, the posts at the time show what appears to be a genuine 

belief that they had identified the correct person. Anons began digging through any information 

available online about Danley, posting pictures and information found on his Facebook page, his 

address, and phone number. Based on a number of (relatively moderate) left-wing groups that were 

visible in his Facebook ‘likes’, many anons concluded that he was an antifa agent who had 

committed the shooting as an act of anti-conservative terrorism: 
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Anonymous ID:kqpHW2Z3 Mon 02 Oct 2017 20:52:29 No.143658814    
>Geary Dean Danley 

>Wife: Marilou 

>Resided in AK and Las Vegas 

>Hardcore leftist 

ANTIFA CONFIRMED WITHOUT A DOUBT 

 

Anonymous ID:CJNZewJc Mon 02 Oct 2017 23:14:52 No.143674014    

It's 1000% Antifa/extreme organized leftism. […] 

The motivation is literally "everyone who would possibly go to a country music concert has to be 

white and if they're white no matter what they're racist nazis and violence against racist nazis is 

justified." 

 

This is how crazy antifa is. This is how illogical the hard left is. And this is why you must push 

back against the Nazi/racist accusations the left wants to put on all Trump voters. 

As it became apparent through news reports that Danley was not the 

shooter, and that the real gunman, Stephen Paddock, was not an 

obvious leftist (although some continued to advance theories that he 

was), discussion became more overtly conspiratorial. Anons recognised 

the incident as sharing features with other mass shootings that have 

been the subject of conspiracy theories such as the Sandy Hook and 

Aurora shootings, and began to apply the logic of these conspiracy 

theories to the event. As with those shootings, posters quickly began to 

settle on the idea that the shooting was ‘false-flag’ attack staged by the 

government (or elites with more power than the government) to stir 

fear and create support for draconian gun laws and greater social 

control. The shooter’s massive armoury of high-powered and near-

automatic weapons, rather than being understood as the outcome of 

relaxed gun laws, was seen as clear evidence that the attack was 

carefully designed to inflame gun debate and sway public opinion. As 

noted earlier, it has been documented in literature that one of the 

features that allows conspiracy theories to survive is that a network of 

interlocking theories can become self-sustaining, with belief in one being 

supported by belief in another (Wood, Douglas, & Sutton, 2012), but as we can see here, having an 

established canon of conspiracy theories that are already considered justified can also play a role in 

speeding the establishment of new event theories.   

While the core concept behind the conspiracy was established quickly, the specifics of the 

conspiracy’s methods and goals were determined slowly over time through a process of discourse 

and gradually emerging consensus. In a particularly visible example of motivated reasoning (Kunda, 

1990), the process in this case, and in the case of other similar events that I observed /pol/ reacting 

 

Figure 16: A leaked image of the 
gunman's hotel room, showing some 
of his weapons and his body, posted 
on 4chan in the aftermath of the 
shooting. Anons immediately began 
analysing these images, looking for 
clues that they were staged. In the 
case of this image, posters focused 
on the placement of the guns in 
relation to the body, arguing that 
they could not have fallen that way 
after Paddock’s suicide, and were 
therefore placed there deliberately. 

 

https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/143647786/#143658814
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/143647786/#q143658814
https://i.4pcdn.org/pol/1506930216326.png
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to, was one of deciding upon a conclusion first and then working backwards to find evidence for it. A 

key aspect of this was to establish that the official narrative, such as it was at the time, was 

implausible for various reasons. As shown in the posts quoted below, this generally took the form of 

questioning aspects such as a perceived lack of video evidence, or the perceived implausibility of 

practical aspects of the shooting or its preparation.  

 Anonymous (ID: Hf8rLOoo)  10/03/17(Tue)12:47:15 No.143785971 

>1. There are no videos of casualties occurring 

>2. There are no definitive pictures of bodies 

>FAKE NEWS 

 

 Anonymous (ID: fTrB9CSP)  10/03/17(Tue)20:44:24 No.143836356 

>>143676896 (OP) 

it will be 6 million dead by tomorrow evening!  

 

59 dead yet no good up close shots as usual in a city full of cameras 

Discussion focused heavily on the practical aspects of the shooting such as how far away the shooter 

could be from his targets, what types of weapons he had used, and how they were modified, with 

users performing their skill and expert knowledge by dissecting sources such as videos, maps, 

images, bystander accounts, and police radio recordings to determine what had happened and 

uncover inconsistencies. An aspect that made this discussion particularly valuable to its participants 

was the inclusion of information that was not widely available to the public at the time, such as 

leaked images showing Paddock’s body and the inside of his hotel room (see Figure 16). Users were 

also eager to perform specialised knowledge in the areas of firearms, shooting, and criminal 

psychology, and many anonymous posts contained authoritative speculation on these topics, albeit 

generally without providing any credentials. These types of analysis were very common in the 

responses to events that I have observed on /pol/.  

Impossible Shots  

Anonymous (ID: rxd/gZuZ)  10/03/17(Tue)12:38:16 No.143784810   

Elderly dude with no former military experience who spent his life as an accountant suddenly 

looses his shit and guns down on an assload of people and somehow manages to injury/kill about 

600 from 1200" away... 

Am I the only one who thinks this story is complete bullshit. How does a gambler with no criminal 

past and no known automatic weapons permit74 possibly be responsible for this carnage alone. 

Also how does he sneak in all those guns and ammo without someone raising a red flag. All these 

factors make this story suspicious to me. 

A key strategy that was employed in this case, and that I saw employed regularly after a number of 

such events, was the seizing upon of early reports that were later discovered to be in error, and then 

interpreting them as evidence of a cover-up. It has been acknowledged in literature that early 

 
74 Notably it later emerged that the shooter did not use an automatic weapon, but instead a semi-automatic 
weapon legally modified with a ‘bump stock’, which allows the gun to fire in a manner similar to an automatic 
weapon, without meeting the legal definition for such.   
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reporting of mass shootings and other such events, while important, often results in false reports 

being entered into the public record (Berkowitz & Liu, 2014). Although in the past it was easier for 

such reports to be overwritten, social media and the online environment in general has made it 

much more difficult (ibid). A particularly common example of this was reports of multiple shooters, 

which frequently emerge in the early reporting and hearsay surrounding mass shootings.75  

Alongside the concepts that would eventually become canon in /pol/’s thinking about the event, 

posters also offered a number of other interpretations that were eventually left on the cutting room 

floor, including the idea that Paddock was selling guns in his room, and that the real shooter was 

someone who had posed as a potential buyer, or that an Islamic State terrorist had brought the guns 

up to his room and killed him to set him up as a patsy before committing the shooting and escaping.  

Within a short space of time a full theory had been established, however, and its place within the 

wider superconspiracy had been confirmed. The post below, which was made less than three days 

after the event, summarises the conspiracy in what was essentially its final form, with factors such as 

its contemporary political significance (gun laws), its relevance to the wider narrative (Satanists and 

the coming revolution), as well as the regular character of George Soros,76 all included: 

shooter was deepstate plant, more than likely in a form of blackmail  

Anonymous (ID: vd58VR/0)  10/04/17(Wed)12:45:28 No.143929448    

they leaked this to promote their lone wolf theory... 

 

this guy did not do this alone, nor of his free will 

 

they had something on him 

>rich 

>leftest 

>prob had videos of him being a pedo or whatever these rich leftest elite satanic cultist do 

>do this or we expose how sick you are and the gambling problem and we will make you look 

worst than hitler, or when you do this we turn you into an antifa hero and blame it of white males 

AND USE IT TO TAKE OUR GUNS 

but remember this guy has zero indicators and doesn't even like guns.. 

one man cant pull this off without help 

two windows 2 shooters 

the hotel is owned by a soros guy, this shit is deep, deepstate shit, smell soros that old jew a mile 

 
75 An example of this that I experienced first-hand was in the immediate aftermath of the Christchurch 
shootings, where reports of multiple shooters at second locations around the city’s residents spread quickly, 
but were later found to be inaccurate or misreported. While locals were able to see for themselves that no 
shootings had occurred outside of the ‘official narrative’, and that no one ever came forward to substantiate 
any of these claims, on /pol/ the discrepancy between these reports and the final narrative was taken as 
evidence of a cover-up.   
76 George Soros is a Hungarian American billionaire whose Open Society Foundation is an extensive donor to 
liberal and progressive causes and Jewish ancestry have made him a frequent target for far right conspiracy 
theories (Kalmar, 2020). On /pol/ he was often suggested as a funder of the bribes that they believe are paid 
to the “shills” who many believe undertake practical work on behalf of Cultural Marxism, such as corrupt 
politicians, “crisis actors”, and fake protestors. This appears to be because, unlike many of the other groups in 
this conspiracy, Soros actually exists and is a real funder of left-wing causes, and is therefore a much more 
plausible example to point to.  
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away 

 

1776 will commence again on these satanic left if they try and take our guns! 

This conspiratorial narrative was also solidified by analysis from professional conspiracy sites, as 

shown in the post below, which includes as evidence link to a now-removed Infowars article on the 

shooting that contained conspiracy theories about the attack similar to those presented above. 

While the evidence given in this article was no more compelling than that already present on /pol/, 

anons appeared to feel that seeing those ideas repeated on a major website added legitimacy to 

their concerns.   

OH SHIT THE TRUTH COMES OUT ABOUT STEPHEN PADDOCK 

 Anonymous ID:y10DQbCn Wed 04 Oct 2017 09:55:51 No.143908113    

HE WAS A PATSY SET UP 

 

HE KILLED NO ONE 

 

CIA KILLED HIM AND PUT GUNS NEAR HIS BODY 

 

FALSE FLAG CONFIRMED 

 

[Infowars link] 

One particularly unique element of the response to the shooting was in relation to a series of posts 

on /pol/ a few weeks before the event, by a poster who identified themselves as “john”, and who 

claimed to be a government insider with knowledge of an imminent false flag attack in Las Vegas. 

These posts asserted that an attack was planned by a group aiming to profit from a resulting surge in 

demand for metal detectors and other security devices in casinos: 

Anonymous ID:LAbNFEtv Mon 11 Sep 2017 16:28:12 No.141102703    

it's called the "high incident project". they want to make the american public think that places with 

extremely high security aren't safe. they are trying to create more regulations. you will see laws 

proposed within the next few years to put up more metal detectors and other security devices. 

media and politicians will be saying places with lots of police need even more police. i can't 

guarantee anything will happen tomorrow but las vegas is on their minds. 

-john 

Anons rediscovered these posts in the days after the attack and shared links to them, citing them as 

evidence of both a conspiracy in action and of /pol/’s significance as a source of gnosis. In hindsight 

these predictions do not align well with reality – they said to expect an attack “tomorrow” some 20 

days before the actual event, and in subsequent years none of his predicted metal detectors and 

backscatter machines were ever installed in Las Vegas casinos – but at the time appeared at least 

relatively close to reality. Such predictions and claims of insider knowledge are relatively common on 

/pol/, where, as noted earlier, anonymity means there are no penalties for false predictions. While 

the vast majority of such posts never result in anything (something that a number of anons pointed 

out in threads about john’s claims), those that do happen to coincide with real events in this way 

https://i.4pcdn.org/pol/1498252260459.png
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serve for some as first-hand evidence not only for the conspiracy itself, but for /pol/’s value as a 

place where insider knowledge can be found. 

Anonymous ID:oLc8ie/G Wed 04 Oct 2017 11:20:20 No.143919040    

Not gonna lie, this one is startlingly accurate. This seriously needs to be investigated. Hear me 

out: notice how his girlfriend left the country and he sent her $100,000. What if they found an old 

guy (we need to find out if he was terminally ill) and offered him lots of money to do this? But they 

basically said "hey, we'll see that your loved ones are well paid and taken care of," maybe a sick 

man might take them up on the offer. 

 

I've been on the opposing side of this 'it was a hoax' argument here, but this prediction really got 

my almonds activated. 

Although the final narrative that /pol/ arrived at was one that appeared to reflect the ideas put 

forward in these posts, it is not possible to say exactly how influential they were – both the posts 

themselves and the final conspiracy theory reflect well-established patterns regarding false flag 

theories. It appears likely that the same conclusions would have been reached without the inclusion 

of john’s posts, but nevertheless they serve as one of many individual elements that contribute to a 

larger sense of exclusivity and gnosis that establishes /pol/ as a uniquely valuable source for its 

participants.  

The processes described above are significant not only because they show how new conspiracy 

theories are formed using pre-existing ideas, but also because they show how a worldview of 

pervasive conspiracism was maintained through an active and communal process of reinterpreting 

current events. This example shows how /pol/ provided a source of conspiratorial gnosis to its 

community, and how that gnosis could be used to unpack and reconceptualise information derived 

from mainstream sources.  

One important element of conspiracism that is not demonstrated here is the socially isolating effects 

of stigmatised knowledge, which I saw evidenced clearly through the concept of ‘red pilling’, which is 

discussed in detail in the following chapter.  

While these processes are significant in their own right, what remains to be discussed is their 

implications for radicalisation, and it is that which we now turn.   

Conspiracy and radicalisation 
The element that makes the /pol/ community’s conspiracy theories unusual is the success that they 

have had in bridging the gap between the narrative fantasy of conspiracy theory and real-life 

politics. Although it speaks in the language and tropes of conspiracy, Cultural Marxism’s worldview is 

inherently political, meaning that taking sides in the war between ‘Marxists’ and free thinkers means 

also taking sides in mainstream politics. This feature is present in some other superconspiracies as 
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well (the related conspiracy Qanon, for example, is built to an even greater degree around the 

conflict between American political parties) but is notably absent from many.  

The conspiracies of the alt-right take ideas common to conspiracies – such as the idea that a 

powerful cabal is secretly controlling the world – and overlay them into the playing field of left-right 

politics. Right-wing voters and political parties become allies (to varying degrees depending on their 

beliefs), while those on the left become either pawns, co-conspirators, or hired ‘shills’ of an 

abominable enemy. This necessarily draws adherents towards engagement with politics by turning it 

into a battle against the conspiracy, imbuing political debate with the added excitement of a 

Manichean narrative and the heightened stakes of a battle against tyranny. This creates a kind of 

hyperreal politics, where ordinary debate and its mundane concerns become simply shadows cast on 

the wall by a higher dimension of conflict and intrigue. These hyper-politics are ‘more real than real’ 

in the same way that the artifice of theme parks like Disneyland is more compelling than the real-life 

objects that it imitates (Eco, 1998, pp. 44-48). The conspiracy’s narrative has the familiar arc and 

uncomplicated morality of a Hollywood blockbuster, making it much more accessible than the murky 

world of ordinary politics. Despite engaging believers in a mainstream concern, the distinction 

between this higher dimension of politics and the mundane shade that they cast on the proverbial 

wall is significant enough that they are able to maintain a separation from the majority of other 

right-wing voters by their initiation into the hidden knowledge of the conspiracy.  

Turning adherents toward politics creates a considerable advantage for a conspiracy theory: the 

constant turnover of political news allows the conspiracy’s narrative conflict to be updated in real 

time alongside real-life events, keeping it immediate and engaging. Where other conspiracy theories 

might theoretically be equally threatening, most have significantly less potential to become pressing 

concerns in an individual’s life without sources of regular renewal and development. Cultural 

Marxism becomes a constantly evolving battleground, where political gains and losses become 

essential reports from the front lines. As well as making it more engaging, subsuming politics into 

the conspiracy makes it real and tactile by providing concrete actions that adherents can take in 

service of their beliefs. Conspiracists are able to influence the conspiracy itself by engaging in 

political actions, such as voting, or converting other voters, as the alt-right did in 2016, or by 

engaging in acts of terrorism as they did once they had lost faith in democracy, thereby making the 

conspiracy into something that can be participated in rather than simply believed.  

Cultural Marxism in particular reinforces and guides this politicisation in a specific direction by 

privileging right-wing beliefs in the narrative that it establishes. Because the conspiracy behind 

Cultural Marxism is claimed to be creating weakness and disunity in Western societies by eroding 
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traditional conservative social values, a person who takes ideas of Cultural Marxism into their 

worldview in effect welcomes conservatism and right-wing assumptions into that world as well. 

Cultural Marxism conveniently aligns many of the enemies of the conservative and extreme right – 

such as transgenderism, feminism, multiculturalism, and Jewish people – with the forces of its 

conspiracy, thereby normalising negative beliefs about them, and creating justification for 

opposition to them. In the same manner, the things that far right ideology values – such as 

traditional gender roles and racial homogeneity, are positioned as being the natural and superior 

order that the conspiracy seeks to unseat. The idea that the conspiracy aims to use homosexual 

indoctrination to weaken Western men, for example, carries with it a wide range of implicit 

assumptions that align closely with the ideas of the conservative right: that homosexuality is bad or 

weak, that people can be forced or tricked into becoming homosexual, and that traditional ideas of 

masculinity are essential for a functioning society. Similarly, accepting the claim that non-white 

immigrants are being flooded into Western countries to dilute their cultural identity brings with it 

the assumptions that Western culture is superior and must be kept static, that immigrants are 

uncivilised or criminally inclined, and that racial homogeneity is valuable to a society’s success. The 

piggybacking of these extreme ideas as assumptions within the conspiracy theory may allow them to 

bypass many of the checks of logic or credibility that many of their other beliefs about the world 

might ordinarily be subject to. When adopting white supremacist beliefs this way, for example, the 

pertinent issue can become the sense of white victimhood and anger at the invisible enemy that 

Cultural Marxism presents, instead of the more objectively disprovable ideas of racial ‘science’.  

The specific danger implicit in Cultural Marxism is the call to arms that it represents. While other 

superconspiracies may have significant effects on the personal lives of their adherents, few actually 

demand meaningful action. David Icke’s superconspiracy, for example, which claims that the world is 

controlled by a blood-drinking population of reptilian human-alien hybrids, leaves its believers with 

very little option to influence the world beyond spreading awareness of the conspiracy. Because 

most of the world’s politicians have already been replaced by reptilian shapeshifters, political 

engagement is rendered largely pointless, and the uncertainty of who could be an enemy or a friend 

makes any group action untenable. Icke’s adherents may in a sense be radicalised, but because they 

are radicalised without direction or goals, they are less likely to be pushed toward organised radical 

actions in the real world.  

Cultural Marxism, on the other hand, is much more effectively oriented toward action. While in 

many ways the theory itself is thorny and poorly formed, the response that it necessitates is clear 

and straightforward. When discussing the issues that they believe Cultural Marxism creates, I 

frequently observed anons posting the phrase “there is no political solution,” or some variation of it. 
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The implication of this phrase is made especially clear in the very recent post quoted below, which 

was accompanied by a still image taken from the Christchurch shooter’s livestream video.  

Anonymous ID:xqhNjx8n Thu 04 Nov 2021 15:13:07 No.345988479  
there is no political solution. 

 

 

What is meant by this phrase is not that there is no point in political engagement – all of this, after 

all, is political – but rather that there is no avenue to alleviate their concerns through democracy. 

Because of the way that Cultural Marxism is designed77 (at least in the version popular among the 

/pol/ community) the cabal is so powerful and well-connected that there is no way to unseat them 

through ordinary political processes.  

Anonymous (ID: 1th1AIbq)  06/08/17(Thu)14:52:37 No.128961695 

The Jews control so much that no matter what you do it's the Jews making you so it. 

 

Fuck it then, doesn't matter, gas the fucking kikes. 

In many ways this is a reflection of the overall dissatisfaction with the inaction and lack of change 

that has become an apparently permanent feature of modern politics, and that was a particular 

motivator for the /pol/ community. During the period surrounding Donald Trump’s election this 

feeling was briefly dropped to the wayside on /pol/, and many temporarily became convinced that 

they had in fact succeeded through political means, but from 2018 onwards they returned to a 

feeling that democracy was an illusion designed by their enemies. As the nihilistic anon quoted 

below explains, it is widely believed on /pol/ that even the most right-wing politicians are in fact 

“controlled opposition” whose purpose is simply to distract the political right from activities that 

might actually advance their cause: 

Anonymous ID:q/sQUysn Mon 18 Oct 2021 05:19:52 No.343770074    

Blackpill is the truth tho. There is no political solution the kikes kill all non-controlled opposition if 

they have a chance of winning the election so only Zogbots get elected. We were too naive in 

thinking they'd allow a real populist into power in 2016. And if anyone is too effective in waking up 

normalfags they off them too or someone who knows too much about the nature of reality. […] 

The only remaining solution within this paradigm, therefore, is one of revolution and violence. A 

world under near-total Marxist domination leaves no opportunity for meaningful change through 

any other methods. Moreover, there are key elements of the conspiracy that make violent action 

particularly attractive. Reflecting Eco’s (1995) characterisation of fascism’s enemies as alternatingly 

 
77 As noted earlier, it is important to emphasise that this conspiracy theory in its modern incarnation does not 
appear to have been the product of any particular individual designers. It is designed in a sense that it is 
something that has been iteratively established through decades of argument and theorising across various far 
right publications and communities. 

https://i.4pcdn.org/pol/1634709434568.jpg
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weak and powerful, the alt-right’s Jewish cabal is also extremely overconfident, and weak against 

the physical strength of far right masculinity.  

Conclusion 
This stable of conspiracies – Cultural Marxism, the Great Replacement, and others – was central to 

the motivation of the alt-right community on /pol/. It was against the grandeur and horror of these 

imaginary enemies that they measured themselves, and in balance against the actions of these 

enemies that they chose their own. Because this enemy was believed to be powerful, unscrupulous, 

and pervasive, this often meant turning toward a belief that extreme actions were necessary in 

response. The danger of this is well-established, and has already been seen in acts of terror 

connected to the alt-right. With an understanding of this conspiratorial mythos established, it is now 

necessary to address how it is that these ideas are spread and maintained on /pol/, by discussing the 

concept of the ‘red pill’.  
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Chapter 5: 4chan and the red pill 
Many anons claimed to have come to /pol/ as aimless trolls with no intention of becoming far right 

radicals, but described being caught up in a riptide of conspiracy and anger that they felt powerless 

to resist. This process changed their view of the world in fundamental ways, separating them from 

those around them and ordinary conceptions of reality.  

This chapter describes the factors that influence the process of radicalisation on /pol/, first by 

considering the culture of transgressive humour and ironic detachment that allowed the 

community’s trolls to make the transition from directionless shitposters to genuine neo-fascists. It 

then looks at the red pill – the currency of /pol/’s radicalisation process – and how it was leveraged 

to create and deepen a sense of both alienation from, and superiority over, wider society. Finally, it 

concludes by discussing an example of how some elements within the /pol/ community used 

members’ anger and alienation to motivate self-improvement with the goal of uniting the 

movement into something more cohesive and effective.  

Shitposting  
To understand how to radicalisation process on /pol/ carries posters toward extreme beliefs, it is 

necessary first to address the boundary between serious political posting and ironic ‘shitposting’, 

both of which take place on /pol/. Shitposting is a complex and unusual form of communication 

unique to the internet, where users post comments, memes, and other content that is deliberately 

and ironically poor quality, confusing, and absurd. These posts are often deeply self-referential and 

aimed at mocking or imitating stereotypical posts in whatever online community they are posted to. 

4chan’s own FAQ (4chan, n.d.) page briefly describes shitposting as "knowingly contributing low 

quality, off-topic, or ill intentioned posts”, but this definition is somewhat reductive. Shitposting’s 

absurdism, semiotic density, and deliberate use of crude sensibilities has led some forms of 

shitposting to be compared to dadaism (Greszes, 2018). The reasons for shitposting vary by context, 

but largely appear to be explicable as crude humour and as demonstrations of insider knowledge of 

the community and a particular kind of online cultural currency.  

While the exact origin of the term is unclear, it appears to have first come into use on Something 

Awful, the forum from which 4chan originated, as a means of referring to posts that were poor 

quality (Know Your Meme, n.d.). Over time its use appears to have moved toward the deliberate and 

ironic creation of such posts, and came to be particularly common on 4chan, likely because the site’s 

anonymity meant that there were fewer repercussions for users who engaged in it. Shitposting is 

nominally banned on 4chan – its Global Rules page plaintively asks its users to “please refrain” from 

doing it – but it is widely understood among users that shitposting is a key part of the site’s culture. 
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Shitposts on 4chan come in all forms, but the primary form that is significant for our purposes here is 

the type that was most common on /pol/: posts ironically imitating the board’s most ardent Nazis. 

As will be discussed later in this chapter, this particular variety of shitposting, and the uncertain 

boundary that it creates between genuine and ironic far right beliefs, was a particularly interesting 

factor in the radicalisation process that I observed on /pol/.  

In theory, the presence of large quantities of shitposts presents something of a conundrum for those 

researching 4chan, but in practice researchers have noted that for those with a reasonable degree of 

subcultural literacy the distinction between ironic posts and serious ones is generally in fact very 

clear (Colley & Moore, 2020) – something that I have found in my own observation as well. Shitposts 

tended to be written to signal their intent to knowledgeable readers, and generally did so by being 

deliberately absurd in their content. Posters within threads also often responded negatively to posts 

they deemed to be shitposts – something that allowed for some degree of corroboration of any 

assessment by the researcher.  

Trolling 
An adjacent practice that is similarly important to the culture of 4chan and /pol/ is trolling. The 

process of trolling is generally to go to an online forum or other site that allows users to 

communicate with each other and post content that is designed to intended to “disrupt interactions, 

aggravate interactional partners and lure them into fruitless argumentation” (Coles & West, 2016). 

Often this can be as simple as ‘spamming’ deliberately annoying posts, but can also include more 

complex attempts to create what appear to be genuine posts designed to provoke legitimate users 

into going to the trouble of arguing (Herring, Job-Sluder, Scheckler, & Barab, 2002). Trolling is similar 

to shitposting, but where shitposting is generally understood to be an internal process undertaken 

by members of a community within that community, trolling is normally targeted externally. While 

shitposting can sometimes be an intended and constructive way of participating in a community, 

trolling is usually done to someone without their consent. Trolling is also somewhat similar to 

cyberbullying, but is differentiated by the absence of a power imbalance, lack of an individual target, 

and a somewhat more playful intent (Golf-Papez & Veer, 2017). 

Trolling has been an important element of 4chan’s culture from its early days, because its young and 

tech-savvy community had come to view the early-2000s internet as a playground in which its 

anonymous members faced no repercussions for causing mayhem (Beran, 2019, pp. 63-68; Phillips, 

2012). While trolling is often done individually, trolling culture on 4chan has often emphasised 

coordinated or semi-coordinated trolling efforts, where users would identify a soft target for trolling 
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and then approach it either as a group or in a series of individual efforts. 4chan’s ‘raids’ were often 

examples of group trolling.  

Existing literature has emphasised the role of antisocial personality traits in driving trolling 

behaviour. In a study of Facebook users, Craker & March (2016) identified a number of psychological 

traits influencing trolling behaviour, including greater scores in areas of psychopathy (drive toward 

predatory impulses and lack of empathy for those affected), sadism (cruelty and the experience of 

pleasure at others’ suffering) negative social potency (enjoyment in creating negative reactions such 

as anger and embarrassment in others). Similarly in a study of Wikipedia trolls, Shachaf & Hara 

(2010) found that trolls were motivated by boredom, attention seeking, and revenge, and that they 

found pleasure in “causing damage to the community and other people”.  

A culture of shitposts 
To understand how shitposting and trolling relate to radicalisation, it is necessary to begin with 

4chan’s early culture before the creation of /pol/ and the rise of its fascist community.  

As discussed earlier, an important feature of 4chan’s community is a tendency to establish collective 

identities for the site’s various boards (Sparby, 2017). In the absence of any stable, persistent sense 

of individual identity for individual users, the community there has instead created a situation where 

posting is often a contribution to a greater project, rather than the establishment of personal 

relationships or reputation, and it is these group identities that have defined much of the site’s 

culture. It appears that it is the opportunity to participate in this infamous and exciting collective 

that draws many users to the site, and I have often observed 4chan users commenting that it was 

the notoriety of the community that drew them to it at first. Not all posts are necessarily accepted as 

expressions of collective, however: those that fail to channel the correct sensibility, subcultural 

dialect, or general behaviour of the collective are quickly dismissed with insults or simply ignored 

entirely. As Nissenbaum & Shifman (2017) explain, correctly performing subcultural literacy is key to 

participating on 4chan: 

Users participating in meme-based78 discourse are thus measured by their ability to express an 

up-to-date literacy in the specific culture of the group contrasted with the wider, unaffiliated 

mainstream digital culture… Missing the mark—using the wrong conventions—is judged as failing 

to be part of the group. Simply put, the deep connection between memes and the culture of 

some online communities means that they function as cues of membership, distinguishing in-

group members from mere passersby. 

 
78 While ‘meme’ tends to mean image macros (images with text designed to be shared) in other contexts, 
‘meme’ on 4chan takes a much broader meaning, and refers to any repeated or imitated behaviour, usually for 
entertainment purposes. Many of the behaviours that constitute the collective identities discussed above are 
memes in this sense. 
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The collective identity of /b/ as discussed by Sparby (2017), was that of an immature, churlish, and 

whimsical prankster and social outsider. This manifested in a variety of ways in the /b/ community, 

some of which were healthier than others, but the aspect for which this community has become 

best known the collective’s delight in causing confusion, shock, and horror among “normies” (Beran, 

2019, pp. 63-79). This often meant stepping outside of 4chan and trolling other online communities 

but was also realised within the 4chan forums by shitposting within the board itself.  

The purpose of posting offensive content in this manner appears primarily to have been to act out 

the role of the collective identity, both in terms of creating more exploits for the collective, but also 

in allowing viewers to be shocked, or to perform their lack of shock. This manifested often as users 

either undertaking bizarre acts and documenting them for the community, or bringing any shocking 

content that they find elsewhere to the attention of 4chan. Examples of this that I have seen 

discussed frequently79 include incidents of livestreamed suicides, snuff films, bomb and school 

shooting threats, and child abuse material80, as well as more bizarre behaviour such as a man placing 

his penis inside of a human skull at the request of other posters, and another man making a an 

omelette with his own semen. Given the specifically puerile character of the collective’s sense of 

humour, the most notorious of these events tend to be based around sex, bodily fluids, or violence. 

Outside of these tentpole events, which are by nature relatively rare, but were long remembered, 

users tended to settle for shitposting in ways that are as deliberately offensive and transgressive as 

possible. This was generally accomplished by being extremely rude and combative, and through the 

use of the use of deliberately offensive language – such as racial and homophobic slurs and jokes 

about normally taboo topics (Beran, 2019, pp. 63-79). Analysis of 4chan’s culture has identified the 

protection of the site’s anonymity as a key factor in the development this type of humour, and has 

suggested that the relative privilege of its members, as predominantly straight white males, was 

important in allowing them to feel that the appropriation of these transgressive topics was simply 

harmless fun (Phillips, 2019).    

Interestingly, although the collective identity that 4chan posters were participating in was one that 

found offensive jokes and shocking posts highly entertaining, I also observed that users were often 

quick to emphasise their own continued shock and trauma at seeing images of violence, child abuse 

material, or extreme behaviour, indicating a significant remaining boundary between the collective 

and the individual. While they came to 4chan for the experience of participating in a collective that 

transcends the boundaries and taboos of ordinary behaviour, it would appear that much of the 

 
79 Many of 4chan posters’ more unusual exploits (at least those that are legal to reproduce) continue to 
circulate the forums as screenshots, many of which I have seen.  
80 This is discussed in more detail in Chapter 1. 
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enjoyment of seeing and remembering these exploits comes from the individual’s own inability to 

fully shed their sense of taboo, morality and empathy in the way that the collective does. This is 

something that has been observed in other forums as well: in a study of posters on 

Ogrishforum.com, a forum dedicated to the sharing of violent imagery, Tait (2008) found that it was 

the experience of a “nervous adrenaline rush” was that described as both pleasurable and sickening 

in varying measures that led forum members to seek out violent content. Users in this context were 

drawn to shocking imagery not because they were without empathy, but because the visceral 

experience of their own shock and horror was part of what made it enjoyable.  

Nevertheless, continued exposure to this transgressive content does appear to result in a precipitous 

shift in the individual: it was also common for posters on 4chan to discuss how they had become 

desensitised to the horror of what they see there. 

Anonymous (ID: YWAhhHnX)  12/10/20(Thu)15:31:45 No.295761353 

I think too many gore threads fucked up my ability to cry. My cat is dying and although I’m sad I 

haven’t shed a tear even though I’m sure I would have prior to 4chan 

4chan’s deliberately offensive and combative shitposting is not unique, but can be traced back to 

Something Awful, the once-influential forum from which 4chan was originally born. While the 

majority of Something Awful’s forums were much less riotous and more carefully moderated than 

4chan, several subforums were dedicated to the preservation of unique and unusual collective 

identities (Rational Thinker 69, 2018). The most notable of these was Fuck You and Die (FYAD), which 

Beran (2019, p. 49) describes as a “chaotic bin where the most obnoxious users met to insult each 

other,” which also cultivated a collective identity (Sparby, 2017) that was antagonistic and juvenile in 

a manner that appears to have been a precursor to /b/. In the case of FYAD, however, the primary 

rules being transgressed appear to have been those of the wider Something Awful forum itself, 

whereas on 4chan, which has almost no rules, the rules and taboos of wider society became the 

target instead. According to Something Awful’s founder, Richard “Lowtax” Kyanka, the environment 

in FYAD was in its heyday in the early 2000s “full of funny people producing funny content,” with a 

“unique sense of humor that couldn't be found anywhere else,” but by 2017 had followed the same 

course as 4chan and become a hub for white supremacists and was shut down (Gault, 2020), 

although at time of writing it appears to have been reopened. 

Significantly for what would eventually become the alt-right, many of the jokes and shitposts that 

were traded on 4chan were ones that aligned superficially with the rhetoric of white supremacy, 

such as jokes about the holocaust and racial stereotypes, and the ‘ironic’ use of symbols such as the 

swastika. The use of the ‘N-word’, being among the most universally offensive terms contemporary 

English, also held a particular currency in this regard. One early example of this was 4chan’s trolling 
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of Habbo Hotel, an online game and meeting space that was aimed at young people. One popular 

prank was to create all-black avatars that they called “nigras” and arrange a group of them into the 

shape of a swastika (Beran, 2019, p. 124). This was entertaining to these anons because it was a 

clever way to circumvent the game’s automatic moderation (a word-filter could easily pick up 

swearing in a chatroom, but arranging avatars into a swastika was much harder to detect and 

report), and because putting objectionable content in front of young viewers was especially 

transgressive. As the post below shows, this was often imagined, particularly in hindsight, to be 

something of a countercultural stance, and it follows in many ways from the slackerdom discussed in 

Chapter 1, but in reality contained little substance or meaning.  

Anonymous (ID: f0tC3l0F)  11/07/20(Sat)21:41:12 No.288451823 

[…] 

Pol has always been counter-culture and edgy shit. It just so happens that nazism is the most 

counter culture you could be in society. 

As one poster on /pol/ who says that they were active on /b/ during this period recalls, it was well 

understood by the majority of posters that this activity was not to be taken as serious political 

speech: 

Anonymous ID:UXwGKqVS Sat 24 Oct 2020 05:25:44 No.284337777    

[…] Of course the words nigger and faggot were used often but that's just how we talked. It didn't 

have any political connotations until cancel culture became a reality. 

I'd say from 2003-2009 4chan was pretty apolitical other than a vague sense of libertarianism. 

There were a minority of unironic Nazis at the time but these were dismissed as 'stormfags' by the 

rest of the site. 

As noted earlier, however, the increasing numbers of genuine neo-fascists coming to 4chan from 

places like Stormfront meant that over time the distinction between those who were shitposting and 

those who were not became less and less clear (Beran, 2019, pp. 123-136). This became particularly 

significant when the site’s administrators created /pol/ as a containment board specifically for the 

site’s Nazis. Within this environment, a new group identity formed; one that shared many aspects 

with that of /b/ as identified by Sparby (2017), such as its interest in transgression and pranks, but 

which had the specific distinction of an extreme political orientation that took matters of hate and 

conspiracy very seriously.  

Ironic Nazism 
With the establishment of /pol/, users now had an opportunity to come to a forum where the 

collective identity was that of a neo-fascist, and therefore where shitposting necessarily meant 

posting as a neo-fascist. While it may seem difficult to understand why this might appeal to those 

who did not actually hold far right beliefs, their exposure to the ironic use of racist and neo-fascist 

language and symbols, and a pre-existing bent towards conspiracism, anger, and anti-establishment 
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ideals on 4chan meant that for many a shift toward ironically posting an appreciation for Adolf Hitler 

or calls for a second holocaust was hardly a shift at all.  

Moreover, /pol/’s interest in political action brought 4chan’s trolls into contact with something that 

they found irresistible: left-wing and liberal groups who would take their expressions of fascist ideas 

seriously. /Pol/ became a staging post for a new wave of raids, pranks, and trolling expeditions 

against a target with a seemingly limitless capacity to be shocked and outraged by political trolling. 

As politics became a battleground in the period surrounding the 2016 US election, and when many 

on the left became increasingly concerned about the rise of a new strain of fascism in the American 

right, the opportunities for such trolling, and their potential for damage and influence, increased 

exponentially. During this period I observed a community on /pol/ that was revelling in the 

opportunity to cause mayhem, and that saw online politics as something of a playground for digitally 

savvy trolls, but which had very little regard for what the real political outcomes of that trolling 

would be. As a group, 4chan’s trolls were certainly inclined to vote for Trump – largely because they 

saw him as an outsider, and agent of chaos, and essentially as a troll himself – but many of them 

appeared simply to have seen /pol/ simply as the most exciting place to engage in trolling at the 

time, and its fascist rhetoric merely as the best way to generate attention and outrage.  

That many among these anons did not see themselves as genuine Nazis – only shitposters and trolls 

who would say whatever would provoke a reaction – served only to increase their sense of 

superiority at having tricked gullible and credulous targets into reacting as though they were serious. 

I often observed posters exulting in the hilarity of the idea that they were being taken seriously by 

media and the left, and regularly reminding anyone on the forum who appeared to be falling into 

the same trap that most of the Nazis on /pol/ were only shitposting. This was somewhat legitimised 

during the early period of the alt-right’s ascendance by reports in the media from those who were 

familiar with 4chan’s reputation for ironically posting fascist imagery, and who were credulously 

willing to accept the idea that the alt-right was no different (Phillips, 2019). The fact that many 

among them were clearly genuine believers, and that regardless of intent their trolling still 

constituted real political action, was something that I never saw discussed. This use of irony to shield 

discussion of far right politics – and the uncertain boundaries that come with it – is not unique to 

4chan, but has been observed in other online communities with laissez-faire community structures 

similar to 4chan (Ylä-Anttila, Eranti, & Hardwick, 2020), in right wing media (Nilsson, 2013), and has 

been a method for creating plausible deniability suggested by online far right groups since the early 

days of the internet in the 1980s (Evans, 2019). 
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This rhetorical strategy – which might be called an irony defence – has been widely identified as a 

shield used by the alt-right in particular to deflect and confound public criticism (Wilson, 2017; West, 

2017), but it is significant to note that it was something I observed used internally on /pol/ as well. It 

appeared that not only were many anons unsure exactly how serious they were about far right 

political activism at any given time, but that they were mobilising this irony defence internally to 

avoid confronting any difficult questions about their own beliefs. This continued to be the case 

throughout the period of the alt-right’s ascendancy prior to the Unite the Right rally in 2017, but 

noticeably diminished after that point, as the movement became increasingly associated with real-

world activities that could not plausibly be dismissed as ironic.  

Regardless of how serious the shitposters that came to /pol/ were, it is clear that spending 

significant time in this environment often resulted in a shift toward genuine far right beliefs. Within 

/pol/ it was widely acknowledged that there was a direct pathway from shitposter to far right radical 

that posters on the forum were constantly moving down, and I observed users very regularly 

discussing their experiences with this pathway. This would be far from the only case of groups online 

posting a joke so often that it becomes serious, or even within the /pol/ community: a similar 

process can be observed with the ironic worship of Kek described in Chapter 1, which began as a 

joke and a way to confuse outsiders, and gradually became, for a time, a somewhat genuine belief 

system.  

This shift from making ironic jokes about fascism to posting in earnest was generally framed as being 

a result of fundamental truths about reality that are traded on /pol/, which are known as “red pills”, 

and which are discussed later in this chapter. Posters were quick to warn each other that ironic 

distance was impossible to maintain indefinitely, and that over time and by sheer repetition of 

exposure they would begin to take far right ideas more seriously. The text below, for example, is an 

excerpt81 from a particularly eloquent post that was widely quoted and shared on /pol/ as a 

screenshot to explain this process.  

Anonymous ID:0efY21XY Sun 02 Jun 2019 07:54:59 No.214996023    

Be careful   

Or you will end up like me, and many others here, as the evidence piles up in front of you. 

 

I was a shitposter when I first came to /pol/ for some "epic nazi trolling" and within a year found 

that I agreed with about half of what was discussed. By the end of the second year I was 

indistinguishable from the rest. The terrible truth of /pol/ is that it is as liberating as it is horrific. 

[…] 

This was described as a gradual process that happened by osmosis, often without the individual’s 

direct awareness. For example in a popular thread posted in 2020 titled “Did 4chan change you?”, a 

 
81 The rest of this post is quoted later in this chapter. 
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number of posters described coming to /pol/ explicitly to laugh at the board’s conspiracism and far 

right beliefs, and being won over by them eventually anyway:  

Anonymous (ID: XhzPFDv6)  12/10/20(Thu)15:18:40 No.295759240 

>2012 me: browsing /pol/ to laugh at them for blaming everything on DA JOOZ 

>2020 me: The Holocaust didn't happen, but it should've 

 

Anonymous (ID: Q/27QiXi)  12/10/20(Thu)15:34:12 No.295761771 

Browsed here ironically to laugh at the cope of blaming everything on the Jews and well, before I 

knew it, I too was blaming everything on the Jews. To any newfag reading this get out whilst you 

can. There is no one to hold evil people accountable, you will get worked up to no avail. 

 

Anonymous (ID: +keUJvH8)  12/10/20(Thu)15:49:42 No.295764162 

>2015 me: This placed is filled with fucking retards lmao 

>2020 me: /pol/ is always right 

In an interesting demonstration of the power that this conversion process was believed to hold, 

when my own research first came to the attention of /pol/ in 2019, a comment made by a number of 

users was that they felt that the time I had spent there was almost certain to have “red pilled” me as 

well. This is something that has been echoed in other research of the platform as well (Colley & 

Moore, 2020). 

While, as shown in the posts above, the versions of this process that I saw reported on /pol/ tended 

to paint themselves as having come to the forum initially from a place of genuine and naïve desire to 

shitpost and troll, it is not likely that this was accurate in most cases. What is perhaps more likely is 

that many posters came to /pol/ with pre-existing far right ideas, and that /pol/ was the place where 

they come to express those ideas openly, and to ‘try on’ the identity of a neo-fascist in a safe 

environment.   

This may not be unique to /pol/. Online communities can allow users to try out a variety of new, or 

transgressive identities before committing to them in real life. For example, Boellstorff (2015, pp. 

162-165) observed participants in the Second Life online game community using the game to explore 

and develop non-normative sexual identities without the social repercussions of enacting them in 

ordinary life.  

As discussed earlier, it has been established in literature that YouTube serves as a key initial 

radicalisation pathway for the online far right (Ribeiro, Ottoni, West, Almeida, & Meira, 2020; Evans, 

2018), and this was something that I saw described by many anons as the beginning, or a key 

accelerator of, their journey. Others cited sources such as Alex Jones and Jordan Peterson as having 

a similar influence. Once they had begun this journey, however, it was /pol/ that crystallised these 

ideas into radicalism. 

Anonymous (ID: 4gR+vHiF)  12/10/20(Thu)15:29:45 No.295761029 

Unironically Alex Jonestein send me on this path. 
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Anonymous ID:TUeZmN3K Tue 10 Aug 2021 17:32:28 No.333556421   

[…] Youtube algorithms used to recommend me conspiratorial right-wing contact back then. The 

censorship didn't start until years after 2011, which was the same year I became "redpilled". 

Let it be know that I was actually radicalised by /pol/ posts on both 8ch and here. 

In the thread titled “Did 4chan change you?” discussed above, many posters also described coming 

to /pol/ with loosely formed right wing and white supremacist beliefs that were then bound 

together into an ideology by the superconspiracy of Cultural Marxism and the Jewish cabal. This was 

something that I often saw expressed on /pol/ in general. 

Anonymous (ID: pq0IoZ/o)  12/10/20(Thu)15:35:16 No.295761928 

In some smaller ways [it changed me] yeah, but I was already racist/sexist/counter-semitic when I 

got here. 

 

Anonymous (ID: qVrraGxG)  12/10/20(Thu)15:49:12 No.295764085 

My main red pill here was da jooz. 

I always just hated niggers, arabs and asians. Now, with the bigger picture I truly hate everyone. 

 

Anonymous (ID: qVrraGxG)  12/10/20(Thu)15:47:51 No.295763879 

Yes. I breed white children, left a dumb bitch behind, started lifting and told my boss to pay me 

1000$ more per month. 

 

I always thought I'm some evil person for living my race, my heritage, my ability to be better at 

most anything I did than average colored people and loving everything with the Nazi esthetic. 

 

Turns out I was just instinctively right about everything. 

Moreover, it is hard to imagine that new anons coming to /pol/ would stay unaware of the 

radicalisation process for long. Users often discussed their radicalisation process, often by circulating 

copies of posts like the one quoted on the previous page, and posters overall displayed a high 

degree of awareness of the radicalisation pathway that the forum provides. The primary reason for 

this appeared to be a desire to understand their radicalisation so that they could replicate it in 

others, but anons also appeared to simply be fascinated by the changes that they could see in 

themselves, and the way that they had come to adhere to such a radical ideology.   

One common truism that was often repeated on 4chan is “don’t forget – you’re here forever,” a 

phrase that initially served as a reminder that 4chan as a whole is an alienating experience that 

deepened its users’ social isolation, but which had taken on a somewhat different significance on 

/pol/, describing a vortex of radicalisation from which there was no escape.  

Anonymous ID:RBphf8Ig Tue 05 Oct 2021 14:31:50 No.342152333   

Welcome to the hurt box friend. 

Remember you are here forever. 

Red pills – the currency of radicalisation 
A central element of the radicalising discourse – and the discourse in general – that I observed on 

/pol/ was the trading of “red pills”. A red pill is the online far right’s term for illuminating ‘facts’ or 
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‘truths’ that, once swallowed, change a person’s perception of the world toward the political right. 

This term is taken from the iconic scene in the 1999 film The Matrix, in which Morpheus, an 

illuminated hacker, offers the protagonist a choice between two pills – a red one which will allow 

him to see the truth behind the false world that surrounds him, or a blue one that would let him 

return to a comfortable life of ignorance. The red pill first began to be used in something 

approaching its current form in the early 2010s among online men’s rights, antifeminist, and pickup 

artist communities, the most notable of which was the now-removed TheRedPill subreddit, which 

was created in 2012, and which was an early incubator of some of the misogynist elements of the 

alt-right’s culture. Within these communities, ‘taking the red pill’ generally meant accepting the 

difficult ‘truth’ that because of institutionalised feminism men in modern society are more 

disadvantaged than women (Tiffany, 2021). As these communities became more politicised 

throughout the 2010s and their conspiracism spiralled further toward what would eventually 

become the alt-right, it began to take on a specifically political element as well, reaching the wider 

far right during the 2016 US election (ibid). The fact that the colour of these two pills happen to align 

with the colours of the two major American political parties appears to have been a particular 

contributor to the term’s popularisation in the political sphere. 

On /pol/, the term was generally used in two ways: a person became “red pilled” when they 

accepted the ideas fundamental to the alt-right’s worldview, while a singular “red pill” was an 

individual fact that contributed incrementally to a person’s radicalisation. The term “blue pilled” was 

also used to refer to the red pill’s inverse, those who have accepted left-wing or centrist ideas and, 

in the alt-right’s thinking, chosen a comfortable fiction over reality. Over time the suffixes “pills” and 

“pilled” came to be used for a variety of other forms of knowledge and ideology as well, for example 

with anons referring to “black pills” for things that made them more nihilistic, “green pills” for ideas 

relating to environmentalism, or “honk pills” for things that made them feel as though they were 

living in a “clown world”.  

Anonymous (ID: +03XqMRG)  11/28/19(Thu)15:02:04 No.234543816 

Yeah I’ve been there guys. In university I went from redpilled to blackpilled. I’m still pretty 

blackpilled, but I’m starting to feel the honk coming on 

 

Anonymous (ID: RIJYpJjA)  11/28/19(Thu)15:21:32 No.234545312 

Full deathpilled basically at this point 

The term “pilled” has recently spread beyond the far right and into somewhat mainstream internet 

use, where it has largely shed its right-wing political connotation (Tiffany, 2021). 

On /pol/, red pills themselves ranged in size from minor revelations about specific subjects through 

to global ideas such as the major conspiracy theories discussed in the previous chapter. As with 
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many ideas on the imageboard, red pills were most often distributed as images that were shared 

repeatedly across the site’s community, in linked videos, or as blocks of copied and pasted text. The 

‘facts’ that comprised most red pills were carefully crafted chunks of disinformation, often based on 

misconstrued or de-contextualised statistics, misleading or fake news headlines, and conspiracy 

theories, all of which were designed to produce in the consumer a sense of alienation, 

dissatisfaction, and rage. The world as viewed through these red pills was degenerate, deranged, 

and perverse, and cruelly manipulated by a cabal of global elites for their own benefit. Many users 

evidently felt compelled to share the red pills that they had, and to seek more from others. This 

regularly manifested in red pill threads, where anons would post long comments filled with links and 

deluges of images.  

The language used in these pills was often pseudointellectual, and was regularly paired with graphs, 

statistics, and tables of numbers, and it was clear that most were intended for an audience that 

considered themselves to be very intelligent. There were also some changes in this regard during the 

period under study, however – earlier in the period, prior to events like the Unite the Right rally in 

2017, red pills had a more pseudointellectual tone, and contained more graphs and statistics. Later, 

particularly from 2020 onward, images in red pill threads became overall more crude, with simple 

antisemitic cartoons becoming a common form. The reason for this appeared to be the decline in 

the number of new members who needed to be indoctrinated gently, and a greater preponderance 

of those who were already fully radicalised.   
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It goes beyond the scope of this research to test the veracity of the red 

pills distributed among the /pol/ community, but overall, the standard of 

evidence in red pills posted on 4chan was poor. While only a minority of 

the red pills that I investigated appeared to be deliberate lies, many 

contained information that was presented in a misleading way, or was 

otherwise inaccurate. Claimed statistics were often taken out of context, 

misconstrued, or simply false. Quotes by individuals were often heavily 

edited and taken out of context in ways that made ordinary statements 

appear sinister, and quoted documents were often presented in ways 

that made them appear significant or genuine when they were not. 

Despite using academic sources when it was convenient, claims were also 

almost universally separated from the context of existing academic 

consensus – red pills relating to the holocaust, for example, were often 

focused on disputing single elements of individual accounts, while totally 

ignoring the wealth of credible historical work on the subject. There were 

occasionally disagreements between posters on the finer points of 

ideology or conspiratorial history, but the content of these red pills was 

almost never fact checked by the community to any degree, and I saw a 

number of red pill images containing claims that had been debunked 

reposted regularly without any disagreement, or whose sources I had 

checked myself and found to be significantly inaccurate.   

Red pills were recognised on /pol/ as being the currency of a cumulative 

process that would lead eventually to radicalisation, and therefore as an 

essential tool for radicalising others. I observed regular discussion about 

the types of red pills that could be used to steer others down the path 

toward a fascist worldview. The accepted process for this was to begin 

with ideas and ‘facts’ that were more widely accepted among the 

political right, then move to structural concerns about the organisation of 

society, and finally to deepening conspiracism. This process is illustrated 

in Figure 17, which stylises it as a series of red pills of ever-increasing size and significance, ending 

finally with the Jewish cabal – often referred to as “the Jewish question” or the “JQ” – which was 

widely understood to be the final stage of red pilling. As can be seen in this image, the first two 

stages (which appear to be given only as examples of the kind of revelations that might comprise 

early red pilling) are not especially radical ideas, but ones which gain added significance as the 

 

Figure 17: an image posted to /pol/ on 
06/12/2017 showing the red pill 
process, moving from issues with 
"SJWs" (social justice warriors), 
through to discoveries about wall 
street bankers and government 
corruption, then a satanic cabal, and 
finally, simply, "It's the Jews". 
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conspiracies in the later stages are added to the mixture. This image reduces the process to four 

stages for visual brevity, but most discussions of red pilling tended to see it as a much more 

incremental process comprised of hundreds of smaller revelations.  

Anons often reported that consuming these red pills could be addictive, and could quickly spiral out 

of control. As described in the quote below, this was something that kept anons returning to /pol/ 

regularly. 

Anonymous 08/28/16 (Sun) 06:07:38 ID IGvpantIG No. 86877726 

The concept of “THE” red pill is flawed. There is no single revelation. It’s not one red pill, it’s an 

unending course. Like antibiotics. Or, more accurately, like addictive painkillers. 

So you get addicted to your little bottle of red pills and can’t stop taking them. Soon you need 

bigger and more shocking revelations and info to feel like you’ve learned something noteworthy.  

Somewhere along the line, you learn terrible things about… Basically everything. There aren’t 

“happy” red pills. This can very easily poison you against the world. AND, on top of this, you can’t 

talk yourself out of it or “just be happy” or “not care” or “ignore it” …Because it’s the truth, and 

you’ve proven it.  

An important element of the red pill was the sense of sadness and disappointment that they instilled 

in their consumers. Anons regularly communicated feelings of hopelessness at the state of world 

affairs that red pills had revealed to them, and it was common for anons to describe becoming 

“blackpilled” – meaning the feeling that there was no hope and that life was meaningless – as the 

true final stage of red pilling.  

Anonymous (ID: aMG11h5f)  12/05/18(Wed)12:42:11 No.195619925 

I think it's normal to frequently find yourself in a state of despair. How can you not? European 

peoples are abused and oppressed systematically. They're tormented and driven out of their 

homes across the world at every turn. We are not allowed to have a community. We are not 

allowed to love our own people. Despair is the healthy response to this sad state of affairs. 

Their regular confrontations with these feelings of despair contributed to the feeling of superiority 

over those who rejected the red pill’s version of the world. Many posters on /pol/ were of the 

opinion that fear of the red pill’s depressing reality was a primary factor that was keeping the 

majority of people from accepting far right ideas. This is discussed in the following quote, which is a 

continuation of the often-reposted text quoted earlier in this chapter. 

Anonymous ID:0efY21XY Sun 02 Jun 2019 07:54:59 No.214996023    

[…] 

The terrible truth of /pol/ is that It's as liberating as It is horrific. 

 

You lie to yourself less, but you begin refusing to accept the lies from others, even well meaning 

ones. Your personal relationships will suffer and degrade under the stress of the constant need to 

suppress your power level. 

 

It's a counter-hugbox. /pol/ is the hurt-box. Being 'woke' really means learning things so dark it's 

hard to sleep. 

 

Instead of locking out reality in your hugbox like a progressive, you'll force yourself into this hurt-

box on a regular basis. 
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/pol/ is a self inflicted spiritual and intellectual masochism as the price of placing truth above all 

else. In the truth you'll be sickened at the world, yet constantly drawn to seeking this same truth. 

 

You could have prevented this. 

This type of rhetoric, in which the writer effectively congratulates the reader, and themselves, for 

having the strength to hold far right views was something that I observed regularly on /pol/. In 

framing progressive beliefs as a “hugbox”, and red pills as a “hurt-box”, this quote lays out a 

dichotomy that was a common feature in the ideology of the /pol/ community, who saw their 

enlightenment not as something that happened to them by their chance exposure to certain ideas, 

but as a result of character features that made them particularly capable of analysing the world and 

seeing hidden realities that most either could not comprehend or were afraid to countenance. 

Although they are not mentioned here directly, the maintenance of this view relies heavily on an 

imaginary other – a world of incredibly cowardly and unthinking “NPCs” – against which the poster 

measures himself and his movement as heroic. This establishment of a fictional opponent and an 

equally fictional superiority over them may reflect the “desire for uniqueness” in the conspiratorial 

mindset demonstrated by Imhoff & Lamberty (2017) and discussed in the previous chapter.  

This idea of measuring self-worth through tolerance for pain and willingness to subject oneself to 

suffering is stylised as something similar to the fictional test of the Gom Jabbar in Frank Herbert’s 

Dune novel (1965), in which the book’s protagonist must prove his “humanity” by holding his hand 

within a box that creates a harmless feeling of unbearable pain – a literal “hurt-box” – and denying 

the impulse to jerk it free. Rendered in the same terms, /pol/’s readers are given an added incentive 

to accept red pill ideas as the truth: giving in to any inclination to question those ideas becomes akin 

to withdrawing a hand from the box in animalistic panic.  

Looking further back, the concept of engaging with reality through a “hurt-box”, and of the 

fundamental truths of the world as a source of noble suffering also bears close similarity to the 

thinking of conservative German philosopher Ernst Jünger, whose 1934 text On Pain (1934/2008) 

made a case for refusing to shrink away from pain and sacrifice, and for the rise of a mechanised and 

mechanical society that fostered heroism by rejecting the impulse to consider or account for the 

humanity of its subjects. It should be noted that although this thinking aligned in many ways with 

the logic of the then-ascendent German fascism, Jünger was a staunch and vocal opponent of 

Nazism, despite its attempts to court his support.  

Jünger characterised the modern world as one that had embraced a “state of security” and 

“sensitivity”, where pain is suppressed and hidden behind convenience and artifice, and where the 

safety and comfort of the individual body is prised above all else, to the detriment of collective 
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heroic efforts. He saw the attempt to escape pain as a fruitless endeavour that ultimately corrupted 

society with cowardice and lack of moral clarity, and produced in its decadence a condition akin to 

anomie in the lives of those within it. This thinking has clear parallels in the worldview of the /pol/ 

community, who portrayed their opponents as living in a world defined by extreme fear of pain and 

difficult truths, and as motivated to perform improbable feats of mental gymnastics out of their 

unwillingness to confront those truths.  

Jünger saw this state of numbness as having been disrupted by the organised and total violence of 

the first world war, and proposed that the temporary changes it had produced in the nations that 

fought it be made permanent and expanded upon by a “more disciplined” authoritarian state that 

enshrined pain (meaning suffering of all kinds) and sacrifice as something to be expected and even 

desired on behalf of the collective. The implications of this thinking were made clearest by his 

applauding of early reports of what would eventually become Japanese Kaiten suicide torpedoes as 

an appropriately efficient and cold-hearted use of human resources (p.7). We can see a cultivation of 

the same ideal in the hurt-box, where anons fetishized the idea of having subjected themselves to a 

different type of destruction in the form of the havoc the red pill wreaks on their sense of reality, 

and having proved their humanity in doing so. This was connected indirectly to physical pain as well: 

discourse on /pol/ often equated this claimed psychological strength with the type of physical 

strength that would be required during the climactic civil war that they expect will eventually allow 

them to take power, which is discussed in more detail in the next chapter. Posts on /pol/ were often 

highly confident in the ability of themselves and the far right in general to perform well in the 

theatre of battle, and they appeared to see this “self-inflicted spiritual and intellectual masochism” 

as a part of building that strength. 

A related type of content that was commonly present in the same context as red pills, but which did 

not have any obvious name, was images focusing on what can best be described as plaintively 

nihilistic text about the state of the world. As exemplified in Figure 18 below, these images often 

quoted text that had been posted on 4chan against backgrounds of destruction or historical images 

such as marching Nazi soldiers.  
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Figure 18: an image posted to /pol/ on 23/12/2021, quoting a poster from 2012. This image and images like it were often 
shared on /pol/. 

These images drew into focus something that was implicit in many of the posts about red pills that I 

observed: the aestheticization of their claimed suffering. The quote “If only you knew how bad 

things really are”, was a particularly common choice for these images, and clearly resonated with the 

feelings of many posters on /pol/. The quote has a double meaning that suggests both conspiratorial 

depth – in the vein of Cultural Marxism – as well as personal despair, and was frequently used in 

ways that emphasised both aspects simultaneously. The use of these twin meanings, of misery at 

both the human and societal scales, underscored a connection between anons’ personal emotions 

and the wider imagination of their ideology. Their suffering, in this sense, was conceptualised as a 

heroic weathering of pain alongside and on behalf of the collective.  

While reports of “learning things so dark it's hard to sleep” were clearly overblown, it was apparent 

that becoming red pilled had very real negative psychological consequences for other reasons. Many 

anons described strong social repercussions from taking the red pill, not necessarily because they 

had been outed as fascists, but because the burden of their hidden knowledge and the perspective it 

granted had alienated them from society and those around them. Many reported becoming unable 

to engage with friends and family members who held left-wing or centrist beliefs, or even who held 
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positions on current events that conflicted with alt-right conspiracy theories, out of a feeling that 

such people were delusional, mentally weak, or brainwashed, and fear that they would be shunned 

if they slipped and expressed their genuine beliefs. They also described losing their ability to enjoy 

things like popular movies and TV shows or to participate in mainstream culture more generally 

because they believed that so many aspects of modern life were constructed by their enemies to 

degrade and pacify society. As shown in the examples below, the extent of this alienation was such 

that many claimed to regret becoming red pilled at all. 

I wish I never took the redpill it ruined my life  

Anonymous (ID: U/2n/M+J)  05/18/20(Mon)09:26:55 No.257824082 

I have slowly drifted apart from my friends and family. I have no one in life I can talk with anymore 

that understands shit. I was never an NPC but this shit is horrible I want to go back to being an 

apolitical guy who didn't know shit I hate being red pilled. Anyone here relate I wish I could be 

another normie. How do I get out of this /pol I wanna be normal again fuck the redpill I totally 

relate to Cypher82 I want off this fucken ship Ignorance truly is bliss. 

 

Anonymous (ID: vS3+tKMf)  08/21/19(Wed)14:34:55 No.223830578   
>be popular good looking young white adult male83 

>get red pilled on /pol/ 

>become shut in with no friends and no desire to talk to old friends and party on weekends 

Anyone else? I thought people were supposed to be lonely and incel before they came here. The 

media keeps saying this place is where losers go when they need answers for their shitty lives, 

but my life was great. It's just now I despise everything that I blindly used to enjoy. 

This is a particularly clear demonstration of the isolating power of stigmatised knowledge (Barkun, 

2016).  

While the anons quoted above were clearly negatively affected by it on an individual level, however, 

this isolating effect had obvious benefits for the movement as a whole. These anons reported being 

cut off from friends and family, and unable to discuss their new beliefs about politics and the world 

with anyone around them, drastically limiting their exposure to contradictory beliefs, and to the 

realities of ordinary politics. This left them with few avenues to discuss or reality test their radical 

beliefs outside of others who were in the same position.  

Despite its intuitive significance, research into the relationship between social isolation and 

radicalisation is relatively limited. One 2020 study found that social exclusion, and the drive to find 

community even in problematic places, has been connected with willingness to engage with and 

endorse an extreme group (Renström, Bäck, & Knapton, 2020). Other research has found an 

association between social exclusion and support for terrorism (Treistman, 2021). This isolation also 

 
82 Cypher is a character in the Matrix who comes to regret learning the truth about the world and seeks to 
return to ignorance.  
83 It should be noted that the second of the above posts, in which the poster claims to have had a good and 
happy life prior to the red pill, was something of an anomaly among such posts. Many anons appeared to 
romanticise their prior lives somewhat, and emphasise the significance of the shift brought on by the red pill, 
but few appeared to have been as socially happy as this poster describes. 
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relates to the idea of the “radical loser” discussed in Chapter 2, in which social exclusion may be a 

factor (Enzensberger, 2006). No research appears to have addressed the exact type of social 

isolation – something that occurs within the individual and their perception of the world as a result 

of participation in a group, as opposed to exclusion by others – that is present here.  

It was clear, however, in the posts that I observed on /pol/ that these feelings of isolation and 

depression also had significant implications for motivation towards violence and terrorism. I 

frequently observed anons describing feeling that their lives had become so hopeless that they felt 

tempted to spend them in service of either advancing the alt-right cause or punishing those who 

they felt were responsible. The post below (which notably mentions a superconspiracy that is 

somewhat different to the majority opinion on /pol/, and somewhat more in line with those 

espoused by Alex Jones) is a particularly clear example of this. The poster describes considering 

“dedicating my life to Minecraft” – a code term frequently employed on /pol/ as a half-serious 

attempt to create plausible deniability by pretending to be talking about engaging in violent activity 

in the video game Minecraft.  

I'm so blackpilled bros, please send whitepills 
SchizoMan ID:oMwldCq5 Mon 03 Jan 2022 13:59:30 No.354729041    

Damn bros. I never thought it would get this bad. I've begun to realize the Mudflood cycle is real, 

some kind of demons or aliens have more control of this world than we even realize, and it seems 

like no matter how smart or strong we get they'll just cause mass extinction events until we're all 

back in the stone age and they'll start it all over again. 

 

In my time researching and trying to figure out what's true and why the world is so fucked up, I 

alienated myself from my family, my friends don't want t take any more redpis because they've 

just become blackpills at this point. I've burned out my resources and I'm thinking about just 

dedicating my life to minecraft and forgetting about all consequences, but I feel like there has to 

be more I can offer the world before I give up like that. 

 

Please, you autists are the only people who have ever understood me or been able to lead me to 

truth. I don't know what to do, where to go, or how to even start fixing my life. Do I just take out as 

many loans as I can and build a bunker? Any advice is appreciated anons. I'm really lost these 

days. 

This would appear to be a reflection of the role that /pol/ plays as a site for precipitating a novel 

style of leaderless resistance. By taking in already alienated and disaffected young people and 

drastically increasing their social isolation and misanthropy to the point of what they often described 

as near total hopelessness, a few among them reach a point where they can see no alternative but 

to engage in radical acts of violence. While there were evidently few who actually go down this path, 

the number of anons that I observed flirting with such ideas in their discourse on /pol/ was relatively 

high. The key strength of this situation is that these individuals do so without any direct connection 

to any wider structures of leadership, and can be plausibly denied by the remaining members of the 

movement that inspired them – something that can clearly be seen in the spate of ‘lone wolf’ attacks 

that occurred in 2019, which generated almost no real consequences for the alt-right as a whole. Its 
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major weakness, conversely, was its apparent unsustainability: although the alt-right produced a 

number of mass shooters, it did not become the conveyor belt of terrorists that had appeared 

possible in 2019. The reason for this appears likely to be the sheer unpleasantness of becoming 

blackpilled: as shown in the post quoted above, this may be something that pushes anons to look for 

alternatives, potentially leading them away from the movement and its gloomy outlook. I would also 

conjecture that an approach motivated by depression and hopelessness is likely to have produced 

more suicides than terrorists. 

As with other elements of the alt-right, it is unclear whether this process is intentional, or being 

directed by any person or group. I never observed anyone appearing to encourage it from any point 

of authority, either on 4chan or outside of it, although it was not unusual to see discussions between 

anons who visibly relished the idea of others in the community committing acts of terrorism. Such 

discussions often focused on the ideal acts of violence that someone might do, and the tactics and 

methods that might ensure their success, but it appeared that most of these ideas were suggested 

by anons who were not desperate enough to throw away their own lives, but merely hoped that 

others might be so that the narrative of revolution and civil war could be advanced further. It must 

also be noted that there were internal efforts by some factions within the community to push 

blackpilled anons in a less nihilistic direction, and toward a more traditionally organised (although 

still militant) political movement. A key example of these efforts is discussed in the next section.  

It appears most likely that this hopelessness was an organic outcome of a movement that is deeply 

reliant upon a feeling of narrative progress. During the period when the Trump campaign was on the 

rise, /pol/’s community was much more positive, but as hope dwindled and the dominance of the 

status quo became complete again, it lost its ability to project a sense of momentum. While this is 

hardly unusual for political movements, the particular difficulty for the alt-right stems from the 

character of the stories that it tells. As an extreme movement, the /pol/ community’s case for its 

own value was necessarily extreme as well; it required a fantastic narrative with a call to arms that 

exceeded what reality could provide. In the beginning this was a heroic story of an ascendant 

movement rising to challenge an evil enemy that, while incredibly powerful, appeared to have been 

caught wrong-footed and vulnerable, but as the progress of real-world events turned in a different 

direction, a narrative of liberation from cruel oppression became simply one of unlimited 

domination. The fiction of Cultural Marxism and the Jewish cabal had set the stakes too high, leaving 

the movement with starkly limited means for making sense of any setbacks if they did not have what 

appeared to be a credible pathway to power.  
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The significance of this can be seen in the comparative example of the Qanon movement, which is 

motivated by many similar concerns and theories to the /pol/ community, but notably differs in that 

its central narrative is much more optimistic, and includes a powerful group of imaginary heroes 

taking secret actions against the evil cabal. While (as of 2022) Qanon is certainly experiencing some 

decline following the defeat of Donald Trump in the 2020 US election, it has been able to maintain a 

much greater degree of internal optimism and coherence despite a remarkable number of very 

visible setbacks, at least in part because its mythic enemy is one whose power is threatened by in-

universe mythic elements rather than relying on the continued material success of the movement 

itself.  

The importance of this narrative, and the means that the alt-right have established to restart its 

momentum, are discussed in detail in the next chapter, but first we turn to the iron pill, an organised 

attempt to leverage the anger and alienation created by red pills and direct them toward building a 

more coherent movement.  

The iron pill – using red pills to motivate personal change 
Overall, the tone of discussions on /pol/ was often negative and despairing, particularly in the period 

following the Unite the Right rally in 2017, when the movement most visibly began to lose 

momentum. There was a small but vocal contingent within the community that was opposed to this 

pessimism, however, and fought against it by attempting to leverage the aimless rage and 

desperation created by the red pill as motivation to sharpen the movement into something more 

effective. While I observed a number of such efforts during the time I spent on /pol/, the most 

clearly defined and popular of these was based around what was called the “iron pill”. 

On /pol/, one regularly appearing thread topic was “SIG,” or “Self-Improvement General”, which was 

the primary source of content relating to the iron pill. In these discussion threads users shared tips 

and suggestions for self-improvement, with the apparent goal of improving each other’s lives and 

creating better soldiers for their far right movement. Related posts often appeared in other threads 

on /pol/ as well, attempting to steer misanthropic or depressed users toward a more ‘positive’ 

outlet for their anger and hatred. These self-improvement posts spoke in a unique and distinct tone 

that blended the language of self-help with the board’s customarily adversarial and vulgar style.  

Hitler Is Unironically My Role Model  

Anonymous (ID: xMBUMuUF)  07/07/19(Sun) 05:59:27 No.218616962  

Self improvement time faggots, get out there and make something of yourself. 

 

do 10 push ups 

learn a new language 

get a good education in a trade or technical job keep your mind sharp 

never fall to kikery and degeneracy 
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Figure 19: An image posted in a SIG thread on 
22/08/2019. This image, which is regularly posted in SIG 
threads, shows many of the self-improvement goals that 
SIG advocates for: in the second panel the character has 
among other things tidied his room, lost weight, given up 
drugs, popular culture, and unhealthy food, taken down 
pictures of Louis C.K. and Richard Dawkins, moved to the 
country, and taken up reading, exercise, Christianity, and 
gardening.  

 

 

the only thing stopping you is yourself 

The style of self-improvement that these posters advocated was often referred to as “taking the iron 

pill”, and was seen as a subsidiary, or follow up, to the red pill. The ‘truths’ behind the iron pill, 

broadly, were that civilisation is becoming decadent and collapsing, and that a return to masculine 

strength, a more authentic style of living, and traditional values, were the only way to survive or 

avert this collapse.  These ideas folded into the wider narrative and worldview of the alt-right, and 

also reflected themes from the history of fascism more generally.   

The advice included under the banner of iron pill self-improvement varied considerably, ranging 

from straightforward health topics such as fitness and healthy eating to wider lifestyle changes such 

as finding employment and becoming more successful in relationships, but broadly conformed to a 

theme of building a self-actualised and capable neo-fascist individual. These ideas were largely 

practical and uncontroversial, and many of them might have been difficult to distinguish from 

mainstream self-help advice if they were not written in 

the profanity-laden subcultural dialect of the online far 

right. The fitness information given, for example, was 

generally aimed at beginners with no equipment, and 

encouraged readers to begin with simple exercises and 

follow established exercise plans to build achievable 

routines in the longer term.  

Anonymous (ID: VwGPLx/T)  

07/04/19(Thu)10:00:05 No.218318256 

Remember, you don't need all the latest workout 

equipment, supplements or drugs to get a naturally fit 

look. All you need is natural movement and you'll 

achieve the body you're MEANT to have as the Homo-

Sapiens male. You have a tiled floor? Jump from one 

end to the other. A fence outside? Climb over. You 

have a lot of work on your computer? Put it on a shelf 

so you have to stand and thus better your posture. 

Also, set goals for yourself. See if you can lift 

sandbags that weigh up to 80kgs eventually. Carry it 

on your shoulders, throw it as far as you can, attempt 

to eventually lift it with nothing but a single grip. Get 

used to being able to punch something as well. Do 

NOT be a limp wristed fagott who would cry if he gets 

hit. Be able to defend yourself. 

Similarly, iron pill diet guidance borrowed many basic 

elements from mainstream health and wellness advice, 

and advocated for limiting sugar, avoiding processed 
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foods, and learning to grow vegetables in a home garden: 

Anonymous (ID: VwGPLx/T)  07/04/19(Thu)09:59:47 No.218318231 

Stop drinking ALL soda/artificial juices and stop eating junk food. Stop buying super-market meals 

and try to grow your own vegetables that aren't infected with pesticides and plastics. Healthy and 

economic, as well as peaceful. Till the soil like your great grandfather did. Try to drink mostly 

water or coffee/tea with little to no sugar added. Purchase meat and produce from local producers 

that you know personally. A big reason why western men’s sperm count has gotten lower is 

because we do less outdoor jobs like we used to 50 years ago, which means less sun exposure 

and less Vitamin D production. 

Like many of the ideas promoted and discussed among the far right community on 4chan however, 

iron pill posts also freely intermixed fact with fiction and pseudoscience, often veering quickly into 

paranoia, misinformation, and conspiracy theories. SIG threads advocated strongly for avoiding 

masturbation and pornography, for example, based on the claim that masturbation reduces 

testosterone, and a conspiracy theory that the pornography industry was created by Jewish elites in 

order to weaken western men by making them addicted to masturbation.  

Iron pill threads also included lifestyle advice with a generalised slant toward right-ring and 

conservative ideas. As shown in Figure 19, contributors advocated for a return to an ‘authentic’ and 

traditionalist lifestyle that included moving to the countryside or a small town, marrying, having 

children, and generally avoiding the “degeneracy” of modern urban society. /pol/ as a whole was 

strongly suspicious of universities as left-wing and progressive institutions, and as such the iron pill 

promoted learning trades and getting physical, outdoor jobs as healthy and fulfilling alternatives to 

white collar jobs and higher education. This conservative lifestyle, which included staples of 

American conservatism such as Christianity and gun ownership, was positioned as being more 

satisfying and rewarding than the empty and depressing world of modern consumerist life. 

Anonymous (ID: VwGPLx/T)  07/04/19(Thu)09:59:47 No.218318231 

[…] 

Thus we should grow our own food, get outside more, and not rely on commercial food 

producers. Over specialization creates a society without purpose for many and too much 

interdependence. Cities are inherently self-destructive because they are unnatural. Multiple cities 

reaching more than hundreds of thousands in population did not exist prior to the mid-19th 

century. The countryside would remain unaffected in the long run if a future collapse occurs. 99% 

of our history has not been like this with populations concentrated like ants and living like 

parasites. It’s a very volatile mix and you do not want to be a part of it. There’s a reason liberals 

are concentrated in these shitholes. 

[…] 

While you don't have to go 110% /innawoods/ right now, it's always good to be in a state of 

relative independence, and in a small closely knit community. It is such values and societal 

composition that will survive a collapse and reclaim what is left once the dust has settled. 

Hopefully the kikes will be gone with it, their degenerate little empire burned to ashes. 

The iron pill was an element that had notably transcended /pol/ as well. I am aware of the existence 

of a number of SIG communities on platforms Telegram and Discord, some of which have follower 

counts in the thousands. These external communities provided members with more consistent and 
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personalised access to iron pill content (as opposed to having to wait for popular threads to arise on 

/pol/), and notably also, by eschewing 4chan’s anonymity and ephemerality, allowed channel 

owners and other popular figures within them to exert more direct authority and control over the 

group and its members’ development. In the limited observation of these communities that I 

undertook, the content was generally similar to what I saw on /pol/’s SIG threads, with a primary 

focus on health and wellbeing and a secondary undercurrent of far right ideology infused 

throughout. Interestingly, I also observed one external SIG community on Discord with over 5000 

members as of 2021, whose owner expressed to me a goal of using the iron pill’s ideas and methods 

to deradicalize his community and direct them toward more positive outcomes (Anonymous, 

personal communication, 1 July 2021).  

Although it is difficult to know exactly how many actually kept to the iron pill’s guidance long enough 

to improve their lives, commenters in SIG threads often reported taking its advice and seeing 

significant benefits: 

Anonymous (ID: 3E96Zj7D) 07/11/19(Thu)16:52:19 No.219104778 

Recently i bought a total gym & I've been working out 5 days a week. Completely changed my 

diet around. Quit drinking in the morning & stopped getting pure drunk every night. I also stopped 

smoking pot everyday all day. Feels good man. 

 

Anonymous (ID: vy+iW+x6) 07/11/19(Thu)16:05:44 No.219101455 

I've been working out 5 days a week or more for the past 2 months. I have been training in muay 

thai 2-4 days a week in those 2 months with few exceptions. The results are already astounding. I 

have also started to read more again, and I have made efforts to be more uplifting around my 

friends and less of a depressive drag. I have almost no time for video games. I have grown much 

more resistant to porn/masturbation, but I do still falter at times. We can make it gentlemen. First 

we conquer ourselves, then the world. 

 

Anonymous (ID: Fz/Otcx6) 07/22/19(Mon)13:05:45 No.220267128 

Losing weight on keto. Banned sugar. Did a Jordan Peterstein and cleaned my room.  Working 

towards a minimalist lifestyle. 

 

I literally want to be a fascist hippy. 

Self-improvement was popular on /pol/ because many among its community had a lot to gain from 

the practical elements of the advice it gave. As discussed in Chapter 1, the common and widely 

accepted stereotype of 4chan users is that of an out-of-shape, unemployed, and antisocial young 

man who rarely leaves his computer (see the first panel in Figure 19 for an example of how users 

often depicted themselves in images), and while the posters who discussed their lives on /pol/ 

tended to only individually report some aspects of that stereotype in their own lives, it was very 

apparent from the discourse I observed that many were deeply disappointed with themselves and 

unsatisfied with their lives.  

Under these circumstances, many of the lifestyle changes recommended by the iron pill were 

beneficial, and perhaps even necessary for members of the community on /pol/. The iron pill was 
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evidently designed specifically with a 4chan audience in mind, and regularly made reference to 

elements of the stereotypes discussed above. The advice it presented was delivered in clear, 

supportive, and non-judgemental terms, with straightforward instructions that were aimed at 

beginners. This was a significant deviation from the tone of debate on /pol/ generally, in which 

anons were often critical and insulting toward one another. Catering to their audience, SIG threads 

often recommended starting with simple exercises, personal hygiene, or even tidying a bedroom, 

and working their way up to more ambitious goals.  

This was not the first time that community self-improvement has been attempted on 4chan, but the 

inclusion of far right politics as a lever for change was a significant deviation from past efforts. The 

iron pill’s more basic instructions echoed the style of a previously-existing genre of self-help advice 

created by 4chan users during the late 2000s in a short-lived attempt to help each other shed the 

community’s antisocial reputation (Beran, 2019). This was exemplified in a text distributed as a PDF 

on 4chan called The Well Cultured Anonymous, which provided social and lifestyle advice aimed at 

beginners, on topics including how to choose clothes, how to cook, and even how to take a shower 

(Anonymous, 2007). The Well Cultured Anonymous contained no political content, however, and was 

a product of a different era of 4chan’s community, when the site was first coming to widespread 

attention, and long before the rise of the alt-right. By adding far right politics to this blueprint for 

self-improvement advice, the iron pill added additional motivation and more accurately reflected the 

angrier and more jaded outlook of /pol/. 

Many of the ideas included in the iron pill philosophy also drew selectively from the influence of 

groups within what is known as ‘the Manosphere’, a loose affiliation of misogynist online 

communities that were early influences on (and contemporaries of) the alt-right. Broadly speaking, 

the manosphere espoused an ideology focused on the reclamation of masculine power in a world 

dominated by toxic feminism, and often included a hierarchical view of masculinity that emphasised 

a type of self-improvement with the goal of successfully competing for female attention (Ging, 2017; 

Hartmann, 2020). One particularly common idea inherited from this milieu was the abstinence from 

masturbation (often called NoFap), which is characterised as being a vice that weakens men’s drive 

to compete in a meritocratic sexual economy (Hartmann, 2020). 

The iron pill’s model of self-improvement has clear roots in early 20th century fascism as well, and by 

looking to these examples that we can see the iron pill’s wider significance for the alt-right as a neo-

fascist movement. Fascism has long been preoccupied with ideals of masculine strength as a 

foundation for power and its right to rule, both in terms of literal muscular strength and abstracted 

out into broader ideals of heroism, national spirit, and racial identity. In fascist Italy, this strength 
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was organised into the idea of the ‘New Man,’ an idealised model citizen who provided an archetype 

of fascist citizenship through “attributes of heroism, selflessness, purity, creative aggressiveness, 

love for the fatherland and firm moral coherence in thought and practice” (Dagnino, 2016). This idea 

was taken up in other fascisms as well: in Nazi Germany, for example, similar thinking was enshrined 

in the concept of the Aryan man, whose strength and vitality were intertwined with his claim to 

inherited nobility. As with much of fascist thought, the New Man’s actual nature and characteristics 

were often unclear, and he was instead largely defined by what he was not, and the enemy and 

worldview that he stood in opposition to. Created as a response to concerns about the perceived 

weakness, individualism, degeneracy and feminization of culture under modernity, the New Man 

was antimodern, hyper-virile, hyper-masculine, ruralist, patriarchal, communalist, anti-elite, and 

lived an ‘authentic’ life away from modern city life (Bellassai, 2005).  

Despite its conceptual murkiness, the image of the New Man (or his variations in other fascisms) 

proved to be a powerful symbol for fascism and its aspirations. One of early Fascism’s most 

important innovations was that it realised before its competitors that Europe “had entered a visual 

age,” and that through the use of political symbols such as flags, uniforms, and the masculine bodies 

of its leaders, fascism could communicate with its people in a way that registered as being much 

more visceral and compelling than traditional political messaging (Dagnino, 2016). The fascists 

turned their model of masculinity into a visual symbol by appropriating and channelling the 

aesthetics of ancient Greek and Roman statuary, which as Mosse (1996) explains, was a complex 

metaphor for the state that the viewer could understand intuitively: 

[the musculature of the New Man] projected both self-control in its posture and virility in the 

play of its muscles; it symbolized both the dynamic and the discipline which society wanted and 

needed. Here, order and progress, often in conflict, were reconciled through the symbolism of 

the male body modelled on the harmonious form of Greek sculpture. 

Superficially, the body of the New Man was not especially unique – Mosse (1996) observes that 

“there is little difference in looks, manly behaviour and posture, between Mussolini's new man, the 

German Aryan, the clean-cut Englishman, or the all-American boy,” – but he is significant in terms of 

what his body represented: the New Man was what Dagnino (2016) calls a “collectively organised 

human being,” whose body autonomy was willingly sacrificed to the needs of the fascist people. 

Because fascism was defined by its strength, which was in turn drawn from the literal muscles and 

vigour of its people, the New Man’s body was inescapably collective. The bodies of the Italian and 

German people, then, as fascist New Men and Women, could be seen as sites and sights of fascist 

action, no longer private or solely their own, but expressions of the collective health of their race.  
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Figure 20: O. Garvens, "The Sculptor of 
Germany", 1933. A political cartoon which 
shows Hitler as the sculptor of a unified, 
singular Germany. 

 

The significance of the New Man (or its versions in other 

fascisms) is perhaps best illustrated by the 1933 political 

cartoon shown in Figure 20, which depicts Adolf Hitler as a 

sculptor reshaping a warring rabble of clay figures into a 

singular idealised man. The cartoon Hitler reforms this clay volk 

using masculine force, first using a violent attack to break it 

down and then using strong hands (which are rendered in 

particular detail) to re-sculpt it, with the final figure clearly 

equating the idea of a perfect Germany with the strength of an 

ideal male form. The attack scares away a modern, academic, 

and Jewish-looking caricature, who is presumably the artist of 

the original disorganised and imperfect sculpture, and who is 

conspicuously absent in the final two panels. The cartoon 

demonstrates a vision of the ideal society where the people are 

reshaped using the twin tools of violence and deliberate sculpting (or genocide/war and state-

directed personal improvement) from a discordant mass into a singular and harmonious whole.  

Although the New Man was an Italian invention, the collectivisation of the peoples’ bodies came 

most clearly to fruition in Nazi Germany. In order to strengthen its collective body, the Third Reich 

vigorously encouraged physical fitness among its people through state-controlled organisations such 

as the National Socialist League of the Reich for Physical Exercise, which promoted sports and 

physical exercise among the German people, and the Hitler Youth, who encouraged youth toward 

physical development through sports and outdoorsmanship. Adolf Hitler held physical fitness in high 

regard, and wrote in Mein Kampf that physical training was “a requirement for the self-preservation 

of the nationality” that was a matter for the state, and not, in keeping with the ideas of the New 

Man, “an affair of the individual,” (Quoted in Keys, 2010). Through events like the 1936 Olympic 

Games held in Berlin, sporting activity was promoted by the Nazis as a form of diplomacy that aimed 

to demonstrate both the state’s prosperity and the genetic superiority of its Aryan people.  

Taking this commitment to its extreme, the Third Reich also sought to purify the collective body by 

removing weakness. As well as acts of genocide against unwanted racial groups, their eugenics 

campaign targeted those that it deemed to be physically unsatisfactory (such as those with 

disabilities), mentally unsound (such as those with schizophrenia, epilepsy, or low intelligence), and 

morally impure (including criminals and homosexuals) for sterilisation or death (Weale, 2010, pp. 

176-195). In its early years the Third Reich also introduced strong prohibitions on recreational drugs 

and social taboos against vices such as smoking and drinking alcohol (Ohler, 2015, pp. 17-20), 
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reversing the Weimar republic’s culture of intoxication and escapism (p.12-13), while at the same 

time tacitly encouraging the use of the amphetamine Pervitin, a stimulant drug used to keep 

workers and soldiers motivated, alert, and productive (p.41-126). Instead of the state working to the 

benefit of individuals, under this system, the individuals of Nazi Germany were turned to the 

creation of an idealised Aryan state and tasked with reshaping themselves around its imaginary 

form. The accepted majority were honed, propagandised, and chemically encouraged to become a 

productive, efficient, and militarised whole, while those who were not accepted contributed to the 

collective by being excised from it. 

By creating a nation comprised only of New Men and Women, the Nazis sought to leave no place for 

alternatives to their vision. This collectivisation folded every individual into a heroic narrative of 

constant improvement, where the struggle of the state played out through the individual bodies and 

minds of its people, and therefore was to become undeniable. Only when the human cogs in the 

Nazi war machine started to wear out and the long-term consequences of Pervitin abuse began to 

manifest did it become clear that there was no tipping point at which total commitment to an ideal 

narrative could make that fiction a reality.  

Following in the footsteps of the original fascists, the iron pill on /pol/ used politics to motivate self-

improvement, and in so doing transform that self-improvement into a form of political action. This 

was achieved by using the far right’s adversarial and conspiratorial worldview to reconceptualise the 

individual’s life and body as a battleground. Posters in Self-Improvement General threads were quick 

to emphasise the connection between self-improvement and political action: 

Anonymous (ID: VwGPLx/T)  07/04/19(Thu)10:03:53 No.218318627 

SIG IS POLITICAL 

>SIG IS POLITICAL 

SIG IS POLITICAL 

>SIG IS POLITICAL 

SIG IS POLITICAL 

>SIG IS POLITICAL 

 

Self-improvement and taking care of oneself is incredibly important in order to make any sort of 

positive change in the world. Before we can know right from wrong, we must enrich ourselves 

spiritually. Before we can argue and criticize we must improve our mental knowledge of 

philosophy and history. Before we can take back our communities and countries, we must be in 

top physical condition. 

As the post above shows, the iron pill viewed self-improvement and political action as fundamentally 

intertwined, with each supporting the other. One of the reasons that the iron pill was so compelling 

and effective for commenters on /pol/ was that it offered an alternative model of motivation, where 

political and social goals became a lever for personal change. Instead of motivating individuals to 

make change for their own benefit, it positioned their self-improvement as part of a wider political 
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struggle, giving it a greater significance and providing the individual with the promise of a greater 

reward. The iron pill extended the far right’s imagined political battlefield to include the individual’s 

body and private life, exhorting them to make change on behalf of their people.  

On a superficial level, the logic of this connection between fitness and the far right’s goals is clear: if 

its members are not strong and capable, they cannot undertake the heroic battle and conquest that 

fascist myth demands, and if they are not visibly superior (or at least relatively presentable) 

specimens then their claims to racial superiority begin to quickly unravel. With this in mind, it is 

common to see far right groups of all types engaging heavily in physical training and developing 

fighting skills among their members: the skinhead groups that emerged in New Zealand in the 1990s, 

for example, often made efforts to keep their members fit for battle, with some even going as far as 

banning drugs and alcohol, although in practice this latter element often proved to be a bridge too 

far for youth-oriented groups who were more interested in partying than ideological purity (Gilbert 

& Elley, 2020). Contemporary offline far right groups also often include self-improvement as a 

component of their organisations: in the USA, members of the Proud Boys are required to abstain 

from masturbation, and were required to join boxing gyms in 2017 (Based in Colorado, 2017), and in 

New Zealand members of the nationalist group Action Zealandia undertake group runs and gym 

sessions as a reflection of the idea that “strong men are the foundation of strong communities and 

successful families,” and the requirement that “members be physically fit independent thinkers” 

(Action Zealandia, 2019). 

The importance of fitness and presentation was strongly impressed upon the /pol/ community 

during the period in 2016 and 2017 when the movement was preparing itself to pivot into a real-

world political force and was regularly engaged in street fighting with antifascist counter protesters. 

The alt-right on /pol/ largely shifted away from such activity after their public failure at 

Charlottesville in 2017, but nevertheless that brief window of violence provided the movement with 

first-hand evidence of the value of training and exercise, and the significance of being able to appear 

presentable and put-together in front of their opponents and the media. Although these physical 

confrontations had largely (for the /pol/ community at least) ceased after the end of that period, 

/pol/’s community maintained a worldview that was steeped in conflict, and which provided ongoing 

motivation for the iron pill.  

Aspects of the alt-right’s central conspiracy theories also contributed motivation. As discussed in the 

previous chapter, Cultural Marxism often included a specific claim that modern conveniences and 

instant-gratification pleasures make people (and men in particular) dependent, weak, and childish so 

that they can be more easily dominated, something that appeared often in iron pill discussions: 
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Anonymous (ID: VwGPLx/T)  07/04/19(Thu)09:59:30 No.218318195 

Modern society is to blame for there being so many people who don't deserve to live. Most people 

in the West used to harden as they grow on their own, like anywhere else. Now without effort you 

can remain indefinitely infantile due to our decadence. There were always outliers that became 

like this throughout history, but now the general masses have succumbed to this condition. There 

is no longer a rite of passage into adulthood, you can be sheltered and live comfortably. This is 

de-evolution. Everyone has a dandy-ol time being a degenerate well into their 50s. Constant 

entertainment, pre-cooked meals and pornography have robbed us of our man-hood. 

The iron pill worldview positioned self-improvement as rebellion against a totalitarian state that 

uses pleasure and human weakness against its citizens in the style of the regime in Aldous Huxley’s 

Brave New World. Under these circumstances, becoming more capable and self-sufficient was 

conceptualised not only as being desirable for personal satisfaction, but also actually necessary to 

avoid enslavement. In this way, actions taken by an individual to improve themselves became 

political acts: 

Anonymous (ID: +ZjzSBf4)  05/08/18(Tue)18:15:22 No.170912758 

No, [self-improvement] absolutely is political. The Jews/globalists/elite/whoever you want have 

put a LOT of time, money, and effort into destroying our people. They’ve poisoned our well with 

pornography, racemixing, video games, degeneracy and literal chemicals. […] They have 

dedicated everything to ruining us.  

/Sig/ is us fighting back. 

[…] They NEED you to be a useless fat virgin neck beard with cystic acne and no friends. […] It 

fucking terrifies them to consider that that we aren’t what they want us to be. That there exists a 

group of physically fit, handsome, sociable, successful, hygienic, happy, independent, proud, 

capable and competent men out there who are ready to destroy everything they’ve done so far. 

 

Anonymous  (ID:AUGMyKkH) Wed 28 Oct 2020 19:21:41 No.285294144  

Reject all false gods and take the iron pill. Your folk are all that you have in this life and they 

are the only ones you can depend on. We are the masters of our own destiny. Our enemies are 

physically weak. If they were capable of killing us all outright they would've done it by now. 

They depend on deceit and trickery to move their agenda along. Forge your soul into an 

incorruptible mountain of steel. Help yourself so you can help your brothers. When the day 

comes where the alien and the traitor are forced to throw themselves onto our swords, we will 

tear them apart with the ferocity of a billion dead men screaming from the void for vengeance. 

By placing the reader within this adversarial world, their self-improvement was reconceptualised as 

an act of rebellion against the enemy that they believed to have caused all of the problems in their 

life. The contemporary fascist’s life and body – much like the New Men of the 20th century – is 

collectivised by this struggle, and by becoming strong and self-actualised, he makes fascism strong 

and keeps his race from being destroyed. Acts of self-improvement that would ordinarily be self-

centred and done for their own reward, such as going to the gym or learning to hunt, became part of 

a righteous Manichean battle, greatly distorting the balance of input and reward that might normally 

be expected. Small personal victories such as losing a few kilograms or successfully growing a 

vegetable are incentivised as victories on the cultural battlefield, and small failings such as eating a 

fast food meal or watching pornography gained the added disincentive of being betrayals of the volk 

and submission to the enemy’s agenda.  
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This system allowed for the alt-right on /pol/ to actualise these red pills by putting them to use in 

the real world – even if that real world extended no further than their own bodies. By turning the 

body into a battleground, self-improvement served as a proxy for the wider cultural battle being 

fought by the far right. The pain of exercise and self-discipline, in this sense, serves as a type of 

heroic suffering on the part of the collective, as described by Jünger (1934/2008). This created a way 

for the alt-right on /pol/ to actively participate in the movement without having to resort to the 

danger of exposing themselves by fighting or marching in the streets, and provided a way to advance 

themselves down the path to radicalisation without undertaking genuine radical activity. By suffering 

and doing work on behalf of the far right cause, and expending time and resources, their 

commitment to the cause could deepen, regardless of whether the outcome of their labour actually 

provides any material benefit to the movement itself. 

This appears likely to be effective motivation: by turning what would ordinary be a ‘battle’ with the 

self – which is ordinarily a lonely and difficult thing to approach consistently – into a conflict with an 

external enemy, feelings such as anger and rebelliousness (which the 4chan community and the alt-

right had in abundance) can be channelled toward improvement. As one commenter explains, /pol/ 

and the iron pill are a natural fit for one another; /pol/ provides a constant source of new anger and 

outrage, which can then in turn be used to fuel self-improvement: 

Anonymous (ID: niRSIIf)  11/15/17(Wed)17:38:56 No.149588980 

[…] Every time you start thinking about making excuses not to go to the gym, GET ANGRY!!! And 

this is where you use that RAGE I talked about earlier. THIS IS WHERE THAT RAGE WILL 

HELP YOU INSTEAD OF DESTROYING YOU. If you find yourself lacking motivation, summon 

that anger that /pol/ has instilled in you. Bring it to the brim. USE THE RAGE. LET IT CONSUME 

YOU. Then, just get up and go to the gym and burn out the rage by lifting. As you lift, think of all 

the red pills you’ve swallowed and think about how mad it makes you. Think about how 

hypocritical and evil this world truly is. Think about how when the shit hits the fan, there are only 2 

things that are going to save you; your physical strength and your guns.  

In this way, the iron pill served as a counterbalance to the aimless anger and hatred generated by 

other elements of the community on /pol/. It took the vitriol and rage that the /pol/ community’s 

addiction to red pills produces and turned it into a resource that can benefit the movement.  

In many ways, what the iron pill provided its adherents was positive. Assuming it achieves its goals, it 

takes people who are disengaged from society and unable to care for themselves, and gives them a 

usable framework for developing self-sufficiency and participation in society. Moreover, it takes 

feelings of anger and hate that might otherwise be directed outwards and allows it to be put to use 

in ways that are not directly (or at least immediately) harmful to others. It may even be that for 

some this provides a pathway out of radical belief: the iron pill aims to build many of the elements of 

‘good lives’ that are acknowledged to be helpful in building a pro-social and non-radical identity, 
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such as employment, social participation, and wellbeing (Ward, 2002; Youth Empowerment and 

Innovation Project, 2018). 

The danger inherent in this positive life change was that it is anchored to an extremist worldview 

that is hate-driven, volatile, and fundamentally uncoupled from reality. The individual recasts 

himself in a heroic mould, deepening his commitment to the movement by altering himself to fit 

within it. Those who take the iron pill reshape their bodies into the form of an ideal fascist soldier, 

letting the fiction and ideology of fascism into themselves as part of the bargain. By using the 

narrative of Cultural Marxism to shape and improve their lives and bodies, the posters in SIG threads 

internalised the narrative of conspiracy and apocalyptic conflict, working it into the very fibre of 

their new and improved being. The new person generated by this effort was by definition a New 

Man – a collectivised body whose individuality is sublimated the fascist struggle. This New Man was 

now indebted to the movement for his change, and, having become collectivised, no longer fully 

within his own control.  

The iron pill’s focus on physical strength was a reflection of the far right’s broader fixation on 

strength and masculine power, and so in a sense it may be a small positive aspect of a larger issue. 

For all its higher-minded goals, the performative machismo of the iron pill is not entirely distant 

from the hyperbolic displays of strength through military-style firearms and other weapons that we 

often see from far right groups when they act in public, and it may be that for many, either one is a 

reasonable substitute for the other. For those who take on the iron pill’s ideals of improvement and 

fail, it may carry them further down the path of radicalisation but leave them with no choice but to 

adopt weaponry and militarism as their source of strength instead.  

Moreover, the improvements created by the iron pill may not be transferrable to ordinary life should 

an individual choose to leave the far right behind. By creating a rationale for self-improvement that 

is motivated by anger and unending imaginary conflict, the iron pill requires an ongoing connection 

to the outflow of rage created by /pol/ and other alt-right communities. Real life, with its uncertain 

future and lack of narrative structure, is unlikely to provide such an effective source of motivation.  

In this way, the iron pill is able to create many of the primary aspects of a positive identity in a 

person, but they may be held hostage to that person’s connection to the alt-right community.  

Conclusion 
/pol/ has a range of complex and insidious tools at its disposal for radicalising those who expose 

themselves to it, but I argue that the radicalisation process that takes place there is generally one in 

which the individual is at least somewhat complicit. While the narrative of a naïve troll coming to 

/pol/ for nothing more than entertainment was widely popular, it was clear that most came to the 
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forum with existing far right sympathies, and were well aware of the process that they were 

undertaking. They chose to do so, and to remain on /pol/ as their isolation from reality deepened, 

because it provided them with initiation into what they believe to be secret knowledge. While this 

initiation conveyed a sense of superiority, it was also profoundly alienating, and anons described a 

deep sense of pain and loss as a result of realising that they fundamentally disagree with those 

around them about the nature of the world. These red pills were a powerful force for reshaping 

those that took them, and could provide a way for radicalisation to work itself into the very bodies of 

alt-right individuals.  

To complete an understanding of the forces shaping the alt-right, we must now turn to a discussion 

of their mythic narrative, and how a mythologised view of their past, present, and future structured 

their actions.   
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Chapter 6: myth and narrative   
As discussed in Chapter 4, an important element of the discourse that I observed among the /pol/ 

community as an attempt to order and reconceptualise reality in a manner that aligned with its 

mythic narrative of conspiracy and racial conflict. In many ways this was the primary purpose of 

/pol/; it served as a nexus point between the individual adherent and the collective storytelling 

effort of the wider movement. This chapter discusses the shape and significance of the alt-right’s 

mythic narratives about itself and its place in history, looking at how they are organised and 

maintained, and how beliefs about these narratives directs the movement’s activities, including its 

shift toward terrorism.  

Mythic history 
The previous two chapters have so far described the conspiratorial worldview of the alt-right on 

/pol/ and how that worldview is installed using the red pilling process, and we must now turn to 

discuss the element which is needed to convert this radical worldview into radical behaviour: a 

narrative of potential victory. As discussed in the previous chapter, an inescapable element of the 

world described in red pills is that it is exceptionally depressing. The conspiratorial style takes it as a 

given that something intrinsic has already been stolen from Western culture, and that the halls of 

power have been thoroughly infiltrated by enemy agents (Hofstadter, 1965/2008), and within this 

space there is little room left for optimism. It is a core feature of fascism, however, to contrast this 

outsized cynicism with an exaggerated portrayal of their own movement’s strength, in which 

through “a continuous shifting of rhetorical focus,” their enemies become “at the same time too 

strong and too weak” (Eco, 1995), and to thereby allow the movement a claim to being able to 

achieve an underdog victory if certain criteria are met. This was achieved on /pol/ by the use of a 

mythic narrative that was closely modelled on the narrative forms used in popular media and in far 

right fiction such as William Luther Pierce’s The Turner Diaries (1978). These narratives enabled a 

selective view of history that framed the emergence of far right movements as a cyclical process, 

and which predicted an imminent opportunity for the far right to take control of Western 

governments if certain narrative criteria could be engineered. As a “mythscape” (Bell, 2003), /pol/ 

engaged in a constant negotiation with these narratives throughout the time that I observed it, 

working both to force events into the shapes that their fictions predicted would lead to their victory, 

and to make sense of what had happened when their predictions repeatedly failed.  

An essential aspect of the way that I saw history being conceptualised on /pol/ was through a 

cyclical process of death and rebirth, in which states of fascist-style traditionalism regularly emerged 

throughout history, before eventually falling back into chaos. In this thinking, the /pol/ community 

identified a series of societies and states as being the ancestors of their movement, and framed the 
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rise and fall of those ancestors as evidence of a narrative process that would eventually see them 

take power in the present day.  

As discussed earlier, a central tenet of the /pol/ community’s understanding of contemporary social 

issues was a belief that Western society is being poisoned from within by weakness, laziness, and 

effeminacy.84 An important element of this belief was that this situation was not seen as something 

that was new, but rather was part of a recurrent and consistent process. As shown in Figure 21, 

variations of which appeared in the discourse on /pol/ very regularly, a cycle of success through hard 

work, decline into decadence, fall, and rebirth was seen as fundamental to the history of human 

societies. This cycle was seen as being the thing that had produced the fissures and discontent in 

 
84 Other works that were influential on this this thinking include Oswald Spengler’s The Decline of the West  
(1922/1923), and Patrick J. Buchanan’s The Death of the West (2002). While Spengler’s theory in particular is 
also of relevance to the cyclical view of history described here, Strauss and Howe’s theory was discussed much 
more frequently on /pol/. 

 

 

 

Figure 21: an image 
posted on /pol/ on 
30/11/2018 based 
on four of the five 
paintings in Thomas 
Cole’s The Course of 
Empire (1833-1836). 
This image, and 
others with the same 
message using 
similar artwork, 
were regularly 
posted on /pol/. The 
text was also 
regularly quoted in 
comment text.  
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contemporary society, and as clear evidence that once things became dire enough there would also 

be a cyclical return to stability.  

This thinking was based primarily on the Strauss–Howe generational theory, which categorises 

history in terms of a cyclical process of crisis and renewal. In short it posits that every saeculum (a 

period of 80 to 100 years, in which the human population is renewed and past events leave living 

memory) societies experience a significant crisis of some kind, followed by a renewal period in which 

communal and institutional values are strengthened, followed by a decay toward individualism that 

eventually causes the crisis and renewal process to begin again (Strauss & Howe, 1997). It also posits 

that each generation plays a unique role within this cycle, with different generational attributes 

corresponding to different parts of the process. This theory has been disputed as being overly 

reductive and pseudoscientific (Greenberg, 2017; Agati, 2011), but is also treated seriously in a 

significant body of academic literature (see for example Berry & Kim, 1994; Gurova & Evdokimova, 

2016; Popova, 2017). While it is not possible to say for certain where this theory was introduced to 

alt-right thinking, it appears likely that it may have come from Steve Bannon, who is a vocal 

proponent of the theory, and whose documentary Generation Zero (2010) applies the theory to the 

2008 financial crisis (Greenberg, 2017).  

This theory was popular on /pol/, primarily because its logic aligned well with their narratives of 

societal decay and coming conflict. Little engagement with the theory and literature itself was in 

evidence on /pol/, however, and it tended to be discussed primarily on the basis of the 

oversimplified phrase shown in Figure 21, with posters adding their own assumptions and beliefs on 

top. As a result, the theory underwent some notable alterations in the form that appeared on /pol/, 

which was particularly focused on the significance of gender in society – something absent from the 

original theory. In this version, which was closely informed by the mythos of Cultural Marxism 

discussed in Chapter 4, it was the growing influence of women that causes the cyclical decline in 

society, and a return to strong masculine leadership that drives its renewal.  

Anonymous ID:J6avxY0q Thu 09 Aug 2018 09:02:23 No.181624804    

>weak men create hard times 

We're in this stage right now, men will become men again when the hard times come. 

This version also saw liberalism and progressivism as key drivers of societal decay, mapping a 

perceived growth in liberalism and progressivism (driven by increasing female influence) against 

alleged societal decline. This thinking presumed conservatism and “strength” to be synonymous, 

meaning that the /pol/ community were able to think of themselves as the “strong men” being 

created by hard times, and as being ready to do the work of managing societal crisis.  
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As an ideology that focuses on the appearance of masculine strength as a central element (Eco, Ur-

Fascism, 1995), fascism fit comfortably within this altered version of Strauss and Howe’s theory, and 

alt-right thinking tended to treat these cyclical returns to masculine power as also being returns (to a 

greater or lesser degree) to archetypes of something approaching fascism. In this way, fascism was 

positioned as an expression of the natural order of society, and something that had been occurring 

in varying forms throughout the history of human society in its various moments of greatness.  

This process of cyclical rebirth also drew upon the history of past fascisms, which have tended to 

frame themselves in similar historical terms, claiming to be the rebirth of a mythologised version of 

an ancient empire. In the case of Mussolini’s National Fascist Party, the obvious myth to channel was 

that of ancient Rome; a glorious and sophisticated empire whose strength, expansionism, and 

propensity for violence matched the fascist ideal. Mussolini referred to Italy at the time as the “third 

Rome” (the second being the Byzantine empire), and emphasised fascist Italy’s place in a series of 

ongoing incarnations: 

In Rome we see the promise of the future. Rome is our myth. We 

dream of a Roman Italy, which is to say, of an Italy wise and strong, 

disciplined and imperial. Much of the immortal spirit of Rome has 

arisen again in Fascism. Roman is our lictorian fasces, Roman the 

organization of our fighting forces, Roman our pride and our courage.  

(Mussolini quoted in Schnapp, 2000, p.24) 

Rome proved to be a rich vein of myth not only because of its ample 

supply of mythic gods and heroes, but also because its focus on 

military and cultural success through technology mirrored the speed 

and machinery-driven futurism employed by the fascists. This is not 

to say that ancient Rome was ever actually fascist, but rather that its 

long and already deeply mythologised history provided a dense field 

from which the fascists could selectively draw the attributes that 

suited their narrative.  

As the heirs to much of the structural and genetic legacy of ancient 

Rome, the Italian fascists drew strength from re-enacting an idealised 

Rome, clothing themselves in its signs and borrowing its legitimacy 

(Roche, 2019; Nelis, 2007; Giardina, 2008). The fascists appropriated classical roman symbols such as 

the Aquila (a symbol of the roman legion) and the ‘roman salute’ (whose fascist incarnation actually 

bears little resemblance to the ancient roman version), and also co-opted roman architecture to 

their cause, both by reshaping modern roman streets to emphasise a relationship between ruins 

such as the coliseum and the buildings and spectacles of the fascist government (Giardina, 2008), 

 

Figure 22: a fascist propaganda 
image posted in 4chan on 
04/12/2018. Created for use 
during the German occupation of 
Denmark, this image draws a 
direct parallel between a Nazi 
soldier and a Viking warrior, 
casting fascism as a re-enactment 
of Danish heroes past.  
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and by incorporating overt neo-roman styling into their architectural projects. Conducted against 

this backdrop, all fascist actions became re-enactments of the myth of a fascist ancient Rome.   

Other European fascisms followed the Italian example by emphasising the Roman empire as a 

mythic predecessor, but also interwove their 

myth with other, more distinctly individual 

mythic identities (Roche, 2019). Nazism, for 

example, reached even further into history claim 

the Aryan race (literally a myth, in the other 

sense of the word) as a predecessor, as well as 

co-opting more recent historical figures such as 

Vikings and Teutonic knights into their mythos 

by equating their strength with nascent 

expressions of the fascist cult of power and 

militarism (see Figures 22 and 23). By adding 

more ancestors to their timeline in this manner, they were able to point to these incarnations as 

evidence of a recurring mythic destiny reaching back into prehistory. 

The significance of this invocation of mythic rebirth can be considered in terms of the “eternal 

return”85 theorised by Mircea Eliade (1949/2005), a Romanian historian of religion who was at one 

time connected with the fascist Iron Guard in Romania. Eliade theorised that in early human 

societies, myths were realised and maintained through their re-enaction. When ancient cultures 

came together to re-enact their myths (such as creation myths, or the adventures of mythic heroes) 

they were not only telling the stories of their origins, but actually enacting them then and there, 

stepping outside of the ordinary world and into “sacred time” at the beginning of history. For Eliade, 

time in the ancient world was cyclical instead of linear, with the events of primordial myths repeated 

over and over through ritual. By enacting these myths, the ritual’s participants identified with and 

essentially became the mythic figures whose stories they were telling:  

In imitating the exemplary acts of a god or of a mythic hero, or simply by recounting their 

adventures, the man of an archaic society detaches himself from profane time and magically re-

enters the Great Time, the sacred time (p.23). 

By doing this, the participants renewed their connection to the sacred past and reaffirm their 

present; for example, in a ritual of cosmogony the participants might renew their relationship with 

 
85 Although it shares a name, this concept is notably separate from the philosophical concept of the eternal 
return, featured in the works of Friedrich Nietzsche, which posits the idea of a cyclical time in which the 
universe recurs eternally.  

 

Figure 23: An image posted to /pol/ on 20/06/2017 by a 
French anon, depicting Pepes in the attire of soldiers from 
throughout French history, drawing a heroic lineage through 
ancient Gaul, medieval times, the Napoleonic era, World War 
one, and finally a present-day figure wearing the symbol of 
the far right French Rassemblement National political party.  
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the earth and bring about the return of summer out of the primordial darkness of winter, or by re-

enacting a myth of heroism warriors or explorers might renew their courage. This theory allows for a 

view of history that is similar to that of Strauss and Howe, in which events return cyclically, albeit 

because of intentional individual repetition rather than as a pattern in macro-social trajectories 

(p.112-113).  

In these terms, the fascists worked to create an 

association between the fascist state and this 

mythic past – what Eliade would later call “sacred 

time” – through their use of Roman iconography. 

Even before the fascists, the Roman empire had a 

strange association with time: because European 

culture had grown up among its ruins, and because 

many cultural and technological advances were 

built upon rediscovering its secrets, the Roman 

empire carries a timeless (and literally ‘classical’) 

feeling of might, permanence, and gnostic power. 

Moreover, European renaissance culture had 

already worked to associate the Roman empire 

with the sacred by appropriating its artistic and 

architectural styles in service of Christian art and 

architecture, effectively ingraining roman motifs into the semiotic language of the European 

Christian sacred. By claiming those motifs and integrating them into their design, the fascists 

cultivated a sense of timelessness, a blending of old and new that gave the viewer a sense of being 

transported outside of ordinary linear time. This is most obvious in their architecture: buildings such 

as the Palazzo della Civiltà Italiana, (the Palace of Italian Civilization) in Rome, which has a façade of 

hundreds of repeating roman-style arches that are rendered in a flattened and seamless modernist 

pattern, or the Nazis never-completed Kongresshalle at the parade grounds in Nuremburg, which 

resembles the Roman Coliseum stretched out to a scale that would never have been possible in 

ancient Rome, are a deliberate effort to cultivate a sense of sacred time, where the past, future, and 

present run together into eternity and the mythic empire never fell.  

While the fascists of the 1930s selectively chiselled their ideological genealogy out of the semiotic 

marble of ancient Rome, the alt-right on /pol/ were able to call upon more recent history to use 

when re-enacting their mythic heritage. The fascisms of the twentieth century, although ultimately 

failed, provided a mythic history rich in chauvinistic grandeur, with a semiotic language of fear and 

 

Figure 24: An image of a Nazi rally in Nuremburg in 1937 
posted on 4chan. This image was posted in a thread titled 
"How to save the white race (realistically)". The banners 
shown here are deliberately evocative of ancient Roman 
imagery and iconography, and the Kongresshalle that was 
being built at the same location (not pictured) was a 
deliberate effort to channel the design of the Roman 
Coliseum. As an image on 4chan, the extraordinary scale of 
the rally and the disciplined ranks of its participants make 
for both a powerful propaganda image and an excellent 
representation of a mythic Nazism.  
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power that needs no introduction (see Figures 24 and 25). Discourse on /pol/ regularly emphasised 

this claimed lineage, conceptualising the alt-right as the 21st century’s first true heirs to the legacy of 

Nazism, as well as ancient Rome and a varying collection of other movements and groups that could 

be conceptualised as the “strong men” of “hard times” in the past, such as those shown in Figure 23. 

As an American focused movement, the /pol/ community often also appropriated American sources, 

such as the Patriots of the American Revolutionary War and the secessionists of the Confederate 

States of America. 

There was a strong sense on /pol/, particularly during the earlier and more optimistic portions of the 

period under study, that the alt-right movement was on the precipice of becoming another 

incarnation of these mythical heroic movements, and as such there was evidence of considerable 

effort to channel that spirit in their activity and discourse. 

Where Italian fascists had been able to dress themselves and their cities in the costume of a 

renewed Rome, practically re-enacting mythic fascism was not generally an option for the /pol/ 

community, who were generally unwilling to put themselves at risk by ‘outing’ themselves as 

fascists. Nevertheless, there have been some exceptions which show a desire to undertake re-

enactment of mythic history quite literally. The 2017 Unite the Right rally in Charlottesville was 

perhaps the most prominent example, where far right groups including the alt-right gathered 

(ostensibly) to protest the removal of confederate monuments wearing confederate and fascist 

paraphernalia. Although disorganised, there was an obvious effort by protestors to emulate the 

militarised and imperial style of fascist parades: some among the Charlottesville protesters carried 

Nazi and confederate flags, and others costumed themselves in military gear such as bulletproof 

vests, with some even carrying military-style rifles. The infamous torchlit parade at the end of the 

protest’s first day, where participants marched in a column and chanted slogans such as “blood and 

soil,” and “you will not replace us,” was a particularly obvious replication of similar parades 

conducted by 1940s fascists (see Figure 25).  

Such real-world efforts were rare, however, and 

functionally stopped after Charlottesville. Instead of re-

enacting their myth through costumes and events, the 

/pol/ community were forced to connect with myth 

primarily through the semiotics of their discourse. On 

4chan, the mythic fascist empire was most often 

channelled through the simple act of sharing 

photographs from fascist history. Images drawn from the  

Figure 25: A image of a torchlit Nazi parade in 
1933 celebrating Hitler’s appointment as 
chancellor that was posted on /pol/ in an on the 
13/08/2017, two days after the torchlit parade 
in Charlottesville, showing clearly the historical 
example the Unite the Right protesters were 
deliberately emulating. 
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historical record of 20th century fascisms were common on /pol/, with whole threads often 

dedicated to anons posting their favourite images from the 

period.  

The mythic significance of these images was evident in the way 

that they were presented. There was rarely any historical context 

given alongside them, even in terms of dates, names, or places. 

What was apparent instead was the construction of a semiotic 

metalanguage – or semiotic myth – in the sense described by 

Roland Barthes (1972, p. 112). This significance emerged through 

the interpretation of these contextless images, essentially 

without regard for the reality of the states whose image they 

actually depict.  

These images were primarily drawn from German fascism 

because it was the most successful fascist state, and therefore 

was regarded as the truest modern incarnation of the mythic 

empire, but anons often posted images from other sources such 

as Italian fascism and the Romanian Iron Guard, as well as other 

historical groups that have been co-opted into fascist myth, such 

as art depicting ancient Rome (Figure 26). The images from Nazi Germany were chosen from all 

stages of the Third Reich’s history except its fall, and tended to emphasise moments of grandeur, 

military strength, and imperial pageantry. The images shared most often showed uniformed Nazi 

soldiers or healthy and robust-looking citizens, and often included grand Roman-style settings. A 

popular example was the famous images of rallies at the Nazi Party Rally Grounds (one example of 

which is shown in Figure 24), which show extremely large numbers of uniformed Nazis arrayed in 

formation, carrying Roman-style banners. These images channel ideas of strength, national unity, 

and the mythic past, and are conspicuously absent any hint of the Third Reich’s failings or its 

eventual defeat.  

Images like these are powerful because, as photographs, they carry a realism and implicit objectivity 

that is easy to take for granted. Because photographs mimic the action of the eye and capture a 

scene without obviously filtering the image itself through the perceptions of an artist, we tend to 

accept their testimony without the critique that we might ordinarily apply to other recording 

methods, such as a painting or a journalist’s written account of events (Sontag, 1977, pp. 5-6). This is 

often problematic because photography is rarely as objective as it appears: as a result of the process 

 

Figure 26: an image posted on 4chan, 
based on an altered version of a 
painting by an unknown artist 
depicting the destruction of the 
Second Temple in Jerusalem by the 
Romans in 70 CE. Used in this 
manner, the painting is abstracted 
from its (presumed) original purpose 
to cast the looting Roman soldiers as 
crusading antisemitic heroes, twisting 
history to reflect myth. The caption 
‘WE ARE BACK’ clearly shows the 
sense of cyclical time and the re-
enactment of mythic roman fascism.  
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involved in taking a photograph (and choosing which photographs not to take), the photographer 

has a great deal of power to choose what version of reality they want to portray. While photographs 

of Nazi rallies in Nuremburg are propaganda images, carefully staged and edited to produce a 

deliberate result, the photograph’s natural verisimilitude makes them easy to accept as reality, 

carrying an unspoken payload of mythic history along with them. This was further deepened by the 

selective choices made by the anons posting these collections of images to /pol/. In this sense, 

although the photographs shared on /pol/ were only images, their ubiquity and inherent 

persuasiveness made them a powerful reminder of a fascist history that never existed.  

This method of re-enaction of myth was deepened and 

complexified by overlaying mythic history onto the 

events of the present day. As discussed in Chapters 4 and 

5, much of the /pol/ community’s power lies in their 

ability to distort reality around themselves, changing the 

world by reinterpreting it in a way that conforms to their 

beliefs. In the same way, there was visible in the alt-right 

discourse on /pol/ an active effort to reinterpret current 

events in order to emphasise their relationship to mythic 

archetypes.  

The most commonly-invoked myth, and currently the 

most pertinent, was that of the late Weimar period in 

Germany, which ended when the Nazis took power in 

1933. For the /pol/ community, this period represented 

the start of a heroic reordering of a troubled universe: 

suffering from an extreme economic downturn, beset by 

the evils of international capital and social degradation, and threatened by the rising spectre of 

communism, the Weimar Republic deteriorated into chaos, allowing the Nazi Party to rise from 

relative obscurity to seize control and restore order through force. This was a foundational myth for 

the /pol/ community because it appeared to provide a blueprint for how they could orchestrate the 

alt-right’s own meteoric rise from little support to total power, giving them hope that their 

vanguardist philosophy had merit as a means of achieving a suitable fascist outcome. Moreover, this 

myth allowed the /pol/ community to view their current situation as temporary, and to enjoy the 

feeling of living on the precipice of a mythic crisis from which they would emerge victorious.  

 

Figure 27: A graph posted on 4chan showing how the 
NSDAP moved from gaining very few votes in 1928 to 
complete control of Germany by November 1933. A 
section between 1928 and 1930 is marked “you are 
here”. The text at the top refers to a poll indicating that 
around 10% of the American population have alt-right 
beliefs, drawing a connection between this finding and 
similar NSDAP poll numbers in 1929. 
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Anons on /pol/ channelled this myth by actively rereading current events in comparison to the 

events of the late Weimar period. This was particularly easy to do because the defining social 

pressures of that period are very easily generalised into commonly applicable terms, allowing 

everyday events to be continually seen as reflections of the mythic Weimar decadence and collapse. 

As shown in Figure 27, an oversimplified version of the events of the late 1920s and early 1930s can 

be used to make a seemingly credible claim that a fascist takeover is possible in America under the 

current conditions. This telling tended to ignore the unique circumstances and significant events that 

made Weimar Germany vulnerable, and ignores the organisational strength and resources that the 

NSDAP possessed and the alt-right did not, but was generally accepted as historically accurate 

without critique on /pol/.  

 

As the quotes below show, this mythic 1933 was a compelling reading of current events that 

privileged its adherents as both gnostic insiders and soon-to-be heroes of the revolution:  

Anonymous (ID: KSRfEqZt)  01/29/18(Mon)17:41:43 No.158379999 

Guys... 

>2030s approaching 

>A enormously right wing generation is currently growing up 

>possible economic recession cause of boomerfags 

>intense degeneracy wherever you look 

>Jews acting as Jewy as ever 

We are on the precipice of 1933 2.0 

 

Anonymous (ID: Mr6m92FN)  05/16/18(Tue)10:22:13 No.188713511 

We no longer live in the USA anymore. This is now Wiemar America.  

And thus we will have a Wiemar solution... 

Another important change to Strauss and Howe’s theory that was evident on /pol/ was a feeling that 

while the cycle of crisis, renewal, and then decline had been endlessly repeated in the past, the 

  

Figure 28: Two images posted in succession on a national socialism thread on 4chan, implicitly comparing present day America with 
1930s Germany. 

 

http://boards.4chan.org/pol/thread/158378661/mfw-the-boomers-reaching-the-age-for-social#p158379999
javascript:quote('158379999');
http://boards.4chan.org/pol/thread/158378661/mfw-the-boomers-reaching-the-age-for-social#p158379999
javascript:quote('158379999');
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fascisms of the early 20th century had uncovered secrets that could be used to stage a more 

permanent renewal that would not be subject to the same social decay. As discussed in Chapter 4, a 

central component of the alt-right’s mythology is the belief that a Jewish cabal has sabotaged 

society throughout history, and it follows, therefore, that the final defeat of that cabal would 

prevent – or at least lessen the severity of – future cultural declines. In this sense, the “1933 2.0” 

discussed above was, as shown in the quote below, often understood to be one in which “the price 

will be paid in full this time”. 

Anonymous ID:v0zwUNTm Tue 26 Nov 2019 08:27:09 No.234310647    

The thing is that Sweden has always been ethnonationalistic until recenty. This bizarre 

globohomo86 dystopia that they've been brainwashed with is a direct threat to their ancestral 

homeland. Not only is it a threat to themselves, but to Scandinavia as a whole. Niggers and 

mudslimes have no place in Europe so that's why it's paramount that normies understand that 

their reality is a left extreme dystopia with only death awaiting. Breaking the cycle is the only way 

forward. There is no other path. 

 

ButbI'm not worried. We live in a cyclical world. The day of the electric boogaloo will come and 

the price will be paid in full this time. 

This was generally understood to be something that had almost happened during the previous cycle, 

but which had been denied by the outcome of the second world war.  

In terms of understanding how the /pol/ community saw themselves as having arrived at this point, 

we must turn to a discussion of narrative structure. Where myth and an altered version of Strauss 

and Howe’s generational theory (1997) provide the rationale for believing that society is on a course 

toward a climactic renewal, the shape of that renewal as it was imagined on /pol/ was closely 

informed by the three-act structure prevalent in modern film.  

As Walter Benjamin noted in his observation of the fascisms of the 1930s, the primary innovation of 

fascism is the transformation of politics into aesthetics – that is, the transformation of political 

activity into something approaching an artistic endeavour (Benjamin, 1935/1969). For Benjamin this 

was most visible in the work of the futurists in the 1930s, in whose hands the destructive machinery 

of war was rendered as a symphony of enthusiasm and energy, but it is no less apparent, in a 

different form, among the /pol/ community. Reflecting the dominant stories of the present day, the 

alt-right’s aestheticization of politics takes the primary form of an effort to reconfigure history and 

current events into a recognisable structure akin to that of a Hollywood film.  

The arc of modern history, present, and future outlined in the discourse I observed on /pol/ took a 

form that is best described in terms of the three-act structure that is often foundational among 

modern works of fiction. This structure can be defined as follows: 

 
86 “Globohomo” refers to both the ‘global homogenisation’ alleged to be the end result of globalisation, and to 
the claimed plot to promote homosexuality, both of which are elements of Cultural Marxism.  
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A traditional three-part framework for the course of events in a narrative, usually traced back to 

Aristotle’s Poetics (c.335 bce). Typically characterized as equilibrium–disruption–equilibrium (or 

balance–imbalance–balance)—a chain of events corresponding to the beginning, middle, and end 

of a story. The three-act structure commonly employed in writing for stage and screen, 

sometimes referred to as: exposition, complication (or conflict), and resolution or dénouement 

(the latter sometimes being subdivided into climax, fall, and closure). Such homeostatic 

structures may serve psychological functions for individuals and/or broader social functions, such 

as resolving tensions. This is the basic formula for mainstream classical Hollywood movies in 

which the storyline is given priority over everything else. (Chandler & Munday, 2016) 

The three acts of the story popular among the /pol/ community correspond to the movement’s 

imagined past, present, and future, describing the time period between the last of Strauss and 

Howe’s renewals and leading up to another, more climactic one. In broad terms, this story arc is as 

follows: 

Past – the first rise of fascism 

A heroic movement rediscovers ancient secrets and arises to strike at the enemies of 

humanity (the Jewish cabal), and is relatively successful. It establishes a blueprint for how 

society should be organised, and what must be done to finally defeat those enemies. 

Present – apparent defeat 

The movement is betrayed by some of the Western nations that should support it, because 

their governments have been infiltrated by the cabal. Fascism is defeated by a powerful 

alliance of enemies, and society falls into a decades-long dark age87 in which the cabal’s 

influence becomes all-consuming. 

Future – the rebirth of fascism 

The cabal’s society is intolerable, and a new generation rises up and reclaims society in a 

climactic finale battle. Having seen the true nature of the cabal’s vision for the world, they are 

determined to ensure that society does not fall again, and the West enters a golden age of 

prosperity and authentic life.   

The exact nature of this third act changed over time during the period in which I observed /pol/. At 

first, they expected Donald Trump to usher in the rebirth of fascism (although still not without 

violent conflict), but over time this vision changed to one beginning with a civil war. 

The influence of popular media narratives in the formulation of this thinking becomes evident in 

comparison with those popular media. There are many examples from film and television that 

closely follow this structure, but perhaps the clearest comparison in media to this particular arc is 

 
87 It should be noted that in terms of their configuration of the Strauss-Howe generational theory, the /pol/ 
community still saw this period as a return to strength and masculinity, albeit one that was fundamentally 
misguided in its rejection of fascism.  
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that of the original Star Wars space opera trilogy, with which it shares many noteworthy features, 

including the three-act structure. Star Wars was popular among the anons on /pol/, although they 

were deeply aggrieved by the more recent films in the series – in particular The Last Jedi (2017) – 

which they felt had been co-opted by their enemies to include feminist and multiculturalist 

messaging.  

Star Wars: A New Hope (1977) begins with its hero rediscovering the lost secrets of an ancient truth, 

which mirrors fascism’s view of its own history. He uses those truths to aid a rebellion against a 

powerful yet overconfident enemy, much like that depicted in Cultural Marxism, and the film ends 

with that rebellion in a position of power. In the second film, The Empire Strikes Back (1980), these 

victories are reversed, and the rebellion experiences significant defeats, ending with the heroes at 

their lowest point. This represents the complication/conflict element of the structure. In the final 

film, Return of the Jedi (1982), the heroes return, having fully unlocked the secrets of the ancient 

Jedi order, and learned from their mistakes. The hero confronts the shadowy evil force secretly 

directing the evil empire and that leader is killed. With his hold on the galaxy broken, life can return 

to its natural order.  

In this comparison, the /pol/ community see themselves in a position currently comparable to the 

end of the second movie, or the start of the first, depending on their level of confidence at any given 

time. This narrative framework was valuable for the /pol/ community because it allowed them to 

maintain a sense of order in their thinking about current events that provided hope for an eventual 

victory, which was particularly important in times when their movement did not appear to be 

succeeding. This structure allowed them to consider past events not as defeats but simply as 

narrative components that were essential steps on the road to a successful third act, and to make 

sense of the “clown world” that they saw themselves as living in as being the necessary precondition 

for a mass awakening by a frustrated white race.  

While the /pol/ community did not generally discuss their narrative in terms of these influences – 

presumably because it would undermine their credibility to compare them to fiction – I did see this 

specific comparison made on a number of occasions. 

Anonymous ID:tEl3Izux Tue 15 Feb 2022 05:02:22 No.361139706  

Hm, how do I put this into terms an npc would understand? 

You see, ever since 2003 the world is like star wars, the imperium has taken over, destroyed and 

enslaved entire worlds, and the rebellion has just started 

This comparison (and narrative logic) is not new among the far right – the Oklahoma City bomber 

Timothy McVeigh was said to have compared his own attack in 1995 to the destruction of the Death 

Star in the first film (Ronson, 2001).  
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This narrative also gives a place to the feelings of anomie that were identified is preconditions for 

the alt-right in Chapter 1. As young men growing up in a world in the darkest parts of the second act 

– or in a deranged “Weimar America” – their alienation and dissatisfaction are no longer personal 

failings, but rather an intuitive response to the hidden truth of the world around them.  

The coming civil war 
The beginning of this narrative’s third act, and the conditions that would cause it to arise, was a 

subject of particular focus on /pol/. Throughout the period I spent with the /pol/ community, a 

constant feature of the discourse that I observed was predictions for the “civil war” that they 

believed would be needed for their movement to overcome institutional barriers and create the 

type of totalitarian government that they desired. This war was commonly referred to as “the 

boogaloo”, and formed the fire through which a generation of “strong men” would be forged to lead 

a social renewal. Because this battle was generally seen as being essential for their victory, 

predictions regarding its coming and nature were rife on /pol/, as were fetishistic depictions of the 

violence it might contain.  

This conflict came to be known as the “boogaloo” after a common internet joke where sequels to 

things would often be given a title derived from the name of the film Breakin' 2: Electric Boogaloo 

(1984). In this case, some began jokingly referring to this future conflict as “civil war two: Electric 

Boogaloo”, which was then shortened simply to “boogaloo”, and then often further to “the boog”.88  

Because the alt-right movement grew and developed alongside the Trump campaign in 2016 and his 

subsequent presidency, the USA was the primary site for this narrative, which was often framed as 

being a second American civil war. 

Anonymous ID:8Zd0y/WQ Wed 28 Jul 2021 09:00:09 No.331745553    

I just want a second civil war to clean up this fucking country. 

 

When is it gonna happen 

Anonymous ID:fmuYgbkW Wed 21 Jul 2021 04:47:56 No.330772207    

That's one of my plans for when the second civil war kicks off. Map all power sub stations, us IR 

leds to hide your face from cameras. Pipe bomb all power sub stations you can simultaneously. 

Set secondary charges for repair people and first responders. Sit back and watch the chaos from 

a distance. 

Nevertheless, this conflict was also understood to be a global one. In a logic echoing the Cold War 

domino theory, it was expected that once a civil war began in the USA, similar conflicts would begin 

in other Western nations, beginning with those nearby and then radiating throughout the world. The 

 
88 An associated group that also uses this term is the Boogaloo Bois, a group that also arose on 4chan, but on 
the firearm focused board /k/. They became known for supporting Black Lives Matter protests in 2020 out of a 
hope that mass civil unrest would turn into a revolt against the American government (Evans & Wilson, 2020). 
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two anons below, for example, expected an American conflict to be the beginning of similar wars in 

their own countries (Canada and New Zealand respectively): 

Anonymous (ID: TMcjDdIy)  11/24/19(Sun)15:53:45 No.234146815 

If it starts in america it soon starts in canada. Lets be real anon. 

 

Anonymous (ID: baiJZWHF)  11/24/19(Sun)15:55:15 No.234146959 

If it starts in america it soon starts everywhere 

As discussed in earlier chapters, the alt-right’s conspiratorial worldview was generally one that saw 

existing institutional structures of all kinds as irredeemably corrupt, and therefore as things that 

needed to be destroyed and replaced in their entirety. While they were willing to embrace victory 

through election when they felt that was available, the extent of this perceived corruption and the 

power of those institutions was such that the clear conclusion to this reasoning was that they would 

need to be demolished through a convulsion of equalising violence either way. This logic of using 

violent conflict as a means of balancing the scales against institutional enemies who had previously 

been shielded by wealth and power has been a theme in fascism throughout its history – in 1911 

French proto-fascist Georges Valois described his movement an “awakening of Force and Blood 

against Gold” (quoted in Paxton, 2004, p.48) – although it should be noted that this has never 

actually been successfully employed by past fascisms; no fascist group has ever taken power directly 

through violent conflict with the state (Paxton, 2004, p. 97). 

Anons were generally excited about the possibility of a coming civil war in which they would finally 

have an opportunity to engage in violence against their enemies without repercussions. They were 

highly confident about how successful they would be, generally assuming that a combination of their 

genetic superiority and the strength inherent in their ideology (in contrast to the weakness and 

effeminacy of the left) would be enough to guarantee them victory once they had a chance to 

engage in a fair fight.  

Anonymous ID:fGu2cUiX Tue 01 Feb 2022 19:52:39 No.359141955    

it's shit like this why I can't wait for the civil war 

these niggerlovers need to be put in their place (the ground) 

Anons were also very optimistic about the likelihood of a civil war occurring, and throughout the 

period under study I observed regular posts predicting that it would come in the very near future. 

/pol/ was quick to seize upon any major political and economic disturbances as evidence that this 

conflict was imminent, and would regularly change the shape of their predictions to allow them to fit 

with current events. This continual shifting of goalposts aligns closely with Richard Hofstadter’s 

paranoid style, in which he noted that calls for political action based in conspiracism consistently 

framed the current moment, whenever it might be, as a critical juncture at which victory and defeat 

hung in the balance (Hofstadter 1965/2008).   
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Once again his was often framed, as in the second quote below, in terms of a replication of the 

conditions in Weimar Germany prior to the rise of Nazism.  

Anonymous ID:RuHBDte1 Sun 01 Dec 2019 07:38:19 No.234780375    

we're *this* close to a boogaloo now, at least here in the USA. 

Europe is waking the fuck up as well from what I know. 

 

 

Wiemar murica has begun in Ernest  

Anonymous (ID: 36qwDM5N)  05/31/20(Sun)13:34:01 No.259658778  
Cant wait for the Right wing response. 

TFW89 FASCISM IS ABOUT TO GET REAL POPULAR 

It was in this context that fantasies of “right wing death squads” – as discussed in Chapter 3 – were 

most common, as shown in the image in the post quoted above. 

There were two primary scenarios for how this conflict was expected to begin, which were popular 

at varying times depending on the shape of (primarily American) political events. The first was that a 

left-wing revolution or coup would be attempted, and that society would fall into chaos, 

necessitating a response that would unite the various strains of the right wing into a unified front 

that would restore order through violence, and in doing so replace existing governments. This 

thinking was most common during the Trump years, and was most visible in the response to the 

substantial Black Lives Matter protests in 2020 after the murder of George Floyd by a Minneapolis 

police officer, or in the leadup to the 2020 US elections, when many anons predicted a landslide win 

for Donald Trump that would result in an uprising by aggrieved leftists. In these cases, a common 

prediction was that the Trump government would somehow deputise far right groups and militias to 

keep the peace, paving the way for them to become right wing death squads. 

Anonymous (ID: o4ZN4xhh)  10/20/20(Tue)13:10:15 No.283597507 

so what type of leftist chimpout are we gonna experience when trump wins in November? is it 

gonna be the start of the second american civil war? feels 2020 has been a slow build up to it 

 

Anonymous (ID: o4ZN4xhh)  10/20/20(Tue)13:19:05 No.283599019 

this is a serious topic that I am genuine curious about seeing how insane the leftist establishment 

are that I wouldnt be suprise if they would take the civil war route if trump wins 

 
89 TFW – ‘that feeling/face when’.  

https://is2.4chan.org/pol/1590888841255.jpg
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The second scenario was that left-wing parties would take power (generally through fraudulent 

methods) and begin to enact extreme and totalitarian rules, which would drive the majority of the 

white population to realise that they were being targeted and come to accept far right ideas. This 

would then lead to a popular revolt against those in power. This scenario was essentially an updated 

version of the model presented in The Turner Diaries (1978) (discussed below), and in many versions 

was expected to require campaigns of terrorism and sabotage in the beginning.  

This thinking came to dominate the discourse on /pol/ following the election of Joe Biden in 2020, 

which was preceded by hyperbolic predictions of the extreme policies that the Biden administration 

would enact.   

Anonymous ID:TAVd0OeG Wed 30 Dec 2020 15:55:11 No.299196261    

This is the clownpill of a Biden/Harris administration. It's so obvious, but Biden and Kamala are 

going to redpill even more people than Trump could dream of. They are just going to be that 

terrible at governing. The media shilling is going to intensify, and lockdowns are going to continue 

indefinitely until people rise up. 

 

During this time, if Trump is out of office, he will become a folk hero. It won't matter what he did or 

didn't do as president. People wil remember his final act of fighting hard, damn hard, to make 

sure Americans got a lot more than a measely $600. I've even seen liberal agree with Trump on 

that now, and some of them are questioning if he was really that bad after all. The media has kind 

of lightened up since the election, and people are finally breaking the conditioning. 

Notably, both of these options were always conceptualised as counter-revolutionary in the rhetoric 

on /pol/. No matter what course of action was being discussed, even those in which the civil war was 

ignited by acts of far right terrorism, it was always understood to be justified as a response to 

provocation by an enemy that was attempting a coup of its own.  

This type of thinking was far from new to the alt-right, and was based upon extensive existing far 

right thought. The most influential example of this is in William Luther Pierce’s90 The Turner Diaries, 

a 1978 novel which, as discussed in Chapter 2, effectively became a blueprint for how a far right 

movement might succeed and take over America (Ball & Dagger, 1997). The novel’s plot, in short, 

chronicles an uprising by an American white nationalist group against a Jewish-controlled 

government that becomes intolerably totalitarian and openly hostile towards white Americans. The 

book’s protagonist is part of a resistance group called The Organization, which begins by conducting 

a campaign of terrorism and sabotage designed to incite a race war, and which eventually captures 

territory and begins a campaign of ethnic cleansing. The book’s protagonist eventually wins this civil 

 
90 William Luther Pierce was an American white nationalist and neo-Nazi activist and author. He received a 
doctorate in physics in 1962, and worked as an aerospace researcher, but became involved in extreme politics 
first through the John Birch Society and then the American Nazi Party. He became an influential leader in the 
American far right, and continues to have a lasting influence through The Turner Diaries, which among other 
things was a direct influence on the 1995 Oklahoma City Bombing. He died in 2002.  
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war by flying a plane carrying a nuclear warhead into the Pentagon in a suicide attack. The 

Organization then ethnically cleanses the rest of the world, leaving only the white race behind.  

As with the alt-right, Pierce’s book was conceived as a third act to a narrative that began with 

fascism in the early 20th century, and which uses purgative violence to end history’s cycle of decline 

and renewal. The book ends with an epilogue that states that “just 110 years after the birth of the 

'Great One', the dream of a white world finally became a certainty... and the Order would spread its 

wise and benevolent rule over the earth for all time to come”. The “Great One” in this context is 

presumably Adolf Hitler, with whose birth the final narrative of white victory is imagined to have 

begun. 

The influence of this narrative on the boogaloo is clear, with most depictions of how that war would 

begin and be won being drawn directly from its particular vision. The book was often discussed on 

/pol/ as suggested reading, and consciously referenced discussions of events surrounding the 

boogaloo.  

One particularly common reference to the book was in the use of the term “the day of the rope”. 

The day of the rope is an event in the book in which, after the Organization takes control of the state 

of California, they conduct a mass purge of their domestic enemies, including “race traitors”, 

journalists, politicians, and others (ADL, n.d.). Anons often called for their own day of the rope, and 

fantasised about who would “get the rope” when the opportunity came. As in the second quote 

below, this was often used as a threat against those who expressed views that were contradictory to 

/pol/’s ideas.  

Does left realize the pendulum WILL swing back? 

Anonymous ID:RYU6ZJKx Fri 22 Nov 2019 21:12:41 No.233968465   

While im pissed at whats going on today i take heart in knowing for all this craziness the 

pendulum always swings back. Human history is filled with short periods of degeneracy and very 

long periods of traditionalism. 

There is literally going to be a day of the rope in the future 

 

Anonymous ID:pNqR9Ow5 Tue 26 Nov 2019 07:38:30 No.234306806    

Fuck off, race traitor. You will get the rope 

The conditions for the start of the boogaloo, as depicted in discourse on /pol/ and in the 

foundational text of The Turner Diaries, are straightforward, beginning with a combination of anti-

white government oppression and increasing far right terrorism and sabotage, with these two 

aspects feeding off one another to increase tension and unrest, ultimately resulting in a descent into 

revolutionary chaos. Given the straightforward nature of these criteria, I observed on /pol/ a clear 

focus on discussing ways that they could bring them into reality.  
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What happens when the narrative fails? 
The period of time that I spent observing /pol/ is significant not only because it contains the alt-

right’s period of exuberance and momentum, but also because it allows for that optimism to be 

contrasted with a precipitous decline. When the twin failures of Donald Trump’s presidency and the 

disastrous fallout of the Unite the Right rally in 2017 settled upon the /pol/ community, I was able to 

observe the movement as it lost its footing and spiralled into desperation. What these events were, 

at their core, was failures of narrative: /pol/ had expected events to follow the structure outlined 

above, and to lead inexorably toward a crisis and a renewal. When the predicted elements of that 

narrative did not arise, things began to unravel. Viewed this way, it becomes apparent that the alt-

right’s turn toward terrorism was a predictable attempt to re-establish the coherence of their 

central narrative.  

The alt-right were at their strongest and most cohesive in the period surrounding the 2016 election, 

when they had seen their candidate rise to unexpected success, and had ascended to a position of 

significant notoriety alongside him. They were able to credibly claim, at this point, to be the crest of 

a previously hidden wave of discontent that was now making itself known. During this time, 

cohesion with their narrative was at its highest, and they could draw a clear line from where they 

were to a Return of the Jedi-style third act. Everything after this point, however, can be categorised 

in hindsight as a slow decline, and I observed on /pol/ a slow attrition of confidence and momentum 

from mid-2017 onwards.  

While it did not appear that way to them at the time, the Trump campaign’s electoral victory was in 

many ways the first misstep for the alt-right movement. Had Trump instead lost and cried foul from 

the sidelines – as noted earlier, the Trump campaign had prepared in advance of 2016 the same 

narrative of electoral theft that it eventually deployed in 2020 (Kuznia, Devine, Black, & Griffin, 2020) 

– the alt-right might have taken a very different turn. If the movement been able to retain its 

underdog status and sense of grievance, it might have had a much clearer pathway toward the kind 

of revolutionary chaos described in The Turner Diaries, beginning the third-act crisis from which it 

expected its victory to emerge. A stolen election91 would have been proof-positive of the influence 

of their conspiratorial enemies, and would have given them a clear enemy to rally against. They 

could then have continued their trolling and online mischief-making in an endless campaign against 

the political establishment, and continued to intensify its seriousness. Their real-world efforts, 

instead of being ultimately meaningless displays of chauvinism designed to goad the left, could 

instead have escalated into genuine conflict with the state. Perhaps most valuable of all, Donald 

 
91 A “stolen” election did of course come later in 2020, but it rang hollow when Trump was already in power, 
and the response on /pol/ was generally unenthusiastic. 
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Trump would have been able to remain a figurehead for the movement, and they would have 

retained the presumption that if he had come to power he would have made the changes that they 

wanted. What they got instead, though his victory, was the clearest possible demonstration that he 

was not capable, and that their hopes were unfounded. The movement found itself in the odd 

position of having achieved its first goal immediately, and thereafter having no clear second goal to 

fight for.  

The damage that this did is apparent in the realities of their campaign of real-world violence in 2017. 

These efforts were initially somewhat successful – they built in intensity, grew the movement in a 

process of cohesion through conflict (Stein, 1978), and kept the movement in the headlines – but 

also lacked direction and purpose. Rather than having any clear goals, it was obvious that events 

such as “free speech rallies” were simply excuses to provoke antifascist counter protesters into a 

fight (St. John, 2017), and that the movement was essentially defining itself in opposition to the 

antifa groups that they were brawling with (Klein, 2019). At this stage, cohesion with the narrative 

had begun to fray. There were still aspects that appeared to many on /pol/ to be following what they 

expected (such as the escalation of street battles) but the line from there to the true chaos of the 

boogaloo was no longer clear. On /pol/ I observed little sense that they were working toward 

anything during this time, but rather that they were focused primarily on winning the next street 

fight and waiting for Trump to make the moves they had been expecting.  

This was in clear evidence at the Unite the Right rally in August 2017, which, based allegedly around 

the flimsy premise of defending a confederate statue from removal, was essentially an attempt to 

generate the kind of street fighting that had preceded the Nazis’ rise to power. With their ostensible 

leader in the white house, however, narratives of a muscular fascist resistance once again fell flat, 

and what was supposed to be a triumphant unmasking of their movement’s true nature became a 

catastrophic failure when the alt-right were exposed to a degree of real-world scrutiny and legal 

attention that they had not built up the resolve to endure.  

It was at this point, along with increasing evidence of Donald Trump’s failure to deliver as a fascist 

“God Emperor”, that narrative cohesion was totally lost. Their actions after this point – a turn 

toward accelerationism and terrorism, and then a decline – can be characterised as responses to this 

narrative failure, and attempts to return to a recognisable narrative. The terrorism of the 2019 

8chan shooters, and the significant discursive pushes toward terrorism among the /pol/ community 

that surrounded them, were attempts to restart narrative progression through violence, using the 

model articulated in texts like The Turner Diaries (1978).  
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From Charlottesville onwards, it was clear to me that /pol/ was pushing toward terrorism. As 

discussed in Chapter 1, the mood on the board had shifted towards paranoia, melancholy, and 

directionless rage, and fantasies of terroristic revenge were becoming more and more common. 

Given the leaderless resistance structure of the alt-right, there was no way to tell from this 

observation when or where it would begin, however. That the first attack occurred in New Zealand 

was a considerable surprise, but the fact that such an attack occurred was no surprise at all.  

After the first attack on March 15, 2019, there was some initial shock on /pol/ at seeing their 

fantasies come to life. Many posters expected to see the forums – both 8chan and 4chan – shut 

down as a result, and others posted missives disowning the shooter, evidently afraid that their own 

posting history would come under legal scrutiny. The paranoid mood of the board was also such that 

some were quick to dismiss the attack as a false flag designed to justify a crackdown against them, 

and began interpreting the attack through the conspiratorial lens discussed in Chapter 4.  

Nevertheless, for the majority on /pol/ this attack was viewed as a return to narrative cohesion that 

they had been hoping for. That the attack was in their terms successful – murdering a total of 51 

people – was undoubtedly a contributor, as was the fact that it had been livestreamed, allowing 

them to view it as a piece of media, and as an aesthetic contribution to an aesthetic narrative. Anons 

began frequently referring to the Christchurch shooter as “saint Tarrant”, and calling for others to 

attempt to “beat his high score”. The movement was temporarily reinvigorated, and at least two92 

other shootings followed. The post below is typical of the rhetoric on /pol/ from this period, and 

many anons felt confident that they had returned to a course of events that would lead to the 

outcomes they desired.  

Anonymous ID:oVlLkTbl Wed 01 May 2019 13:55:13  

No.211722947    
at this point I am fully convinced that saint tarrant was 100% correct. we 

had sri lanka, notre dame, the poway synagogue copycat, and now two 

lone wolves planning retaliation. one caught yesterday and one caught 

today. 

 this is the fucking answer to the "comfy content normie" problem. 

politicians won't budge because of normies. normies won't budge because 

they stand to lose their jobs, friends, status, etc. even when it's a slow 

descent into replacement. 

 

the government can only ignore you and cuck you as long as you don't really do anything. 

whatever you believe doesn't matter, it's what you do that they respond to. 

 

this is how history always works. people need to feel scared and PISSED OFF about the way 

things are going. only then do they do anything proactive, and only then does the government 

actually do something reactive. this is the chain reaction. 

 
92 Alongside Poway and El Paso, the 2019 Halle shooting may be also considered connected: the gunman was 
evidently far right and claimed to have been inspired by the Christchurch shooting  (BBC, 2020), but his 
relationship with the alt-right and the chans is not known.  

https://i.4pcdn.org/pol/1552944496614.jpg
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Discourse on /pol/ at the time consistently framed these attacks as the beginning of an endless 

series of escalating strikes that would further and further destabilise society, resulting in crackdowns 

and public unrest that would spiral into revolutionary chaos, but again none of these expected 

outcomes materialised, with the string of attacks ending only a few months after they had started.  

As it became apparent that things had once again failed to follow the expected narrative, I observed 

deliberate efforts to push others toward such attacks, with anons frequently sharing fantasies and 

advice in the hopes of inspiring others to violence. There were also hopes that a shift in tactics might 

work, with anons suggesting different targets, such as different types of people, or suggesting a 

move toward sabotage. The post below, for example, was taken from a conversation about the ideal 

targets for terrorism in which it was concluded that the Christchurch shootings had not produced 

their desired result because the targets were non-white, with the anonymous poster suggesting that 

targeting white journalists might yield a different result. 

Anonymous (ID: h+gwJApx)  06/01/19(Sat)16:19:22 No.214937550 

i disagree...there was a milk shake incident down in NZ a while ago and nothing changed. 

[because the targets were non-white] 

 

The insane screeching from the media if a few of theirs got the milkshake93 would accelerate 

everything and inspire copy cats.  

Imagine if 5-10 people were wiling to, in a few months span, engage in targetted milkshaking of 

prominent anti-white journalists.  

Keep in mind these "journalists" are poor and live in NYC or DC. It is public information where 

they work. It would not be hard to camp the building and follow them home for a milkshaking. 

Might be able to deter authorities from capturing you for a few days if you did it this way, ensuring 

you get maybe 2 or 3 of them with the Burger King Milkshake.  

 

I truly believe this is the way forward. I don't want to do it because I have a girl I love and a son I 

love but... 

 

WHY WONT ANYONE DO ANYTHING94 

WHY WONT ANYONE DO ANYTHING 

WHY WONT I DO SOMETHING? 

In The Turner Diaries, acts of terrorism were something that built cumulatively toward climactic 

conflict, and there was visible confusion and disappointment on /pol/ when a string of relatively 

successful attacks failed to yield such a result. With narrative momentum lost once again, /pol/’s 

enthusiasm dipped, and remained low throughout the rest of the period under study.  

As noted earlier, /pol/ was also quick to latch on to events like the 2020 George Floyd riots, the 2020 

US election, and the allegedly illegitimate victory of Joe Biden as being potential narrative re-entry 

points, but the outcomes of these events again failed to meet their expectations. 

 
93 “Milkshaking” in this context is a euphemism for murder.  
94 This segment in capital letters is a direct quote from a post made by the Christchurch shooter on 8chan prior 
to his attack.  
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The subsequent decline into inaction, which was characterised by a hopeless feeling that they were 

living in a “clown world”, where the arc of events had become nonsensical, was evidence of how 

fragile their narrative was, and how narrow it made their range of available responses. The key 

factor that determined how well the movement was doing at any given time was how closely events 

could be said to be aligning with the predictions of their mythic narrative, and how plausible of a 

pathway to the boogaloo they felt they had. When their narrative fell out of coherence in 2017, the 

only strategy that they could imagine that would allow them to return to it was a turn toward 

terrorism, simply because that was the only other tool that their foundational narratives presented. 

When that appeared to be working their confidence renewed, but when it failed to produce the 

cascading results they expected, the movement itself slumped. 

This downturn may of course not be permanent. While the /pol/ community itself appears to be out 

of ideas, there are external forces that may serve to reinvigorate them by renewing their sense of 

narrative coherence. The rise of a new political figure in the style of Donald Trump may provide this, 

as might another source of social unrest. What is in my view more likely, however, is that a successor 

movement of some kind will arise in its place, possibly comprised of many of the same people, built 

around a different goal but motivated by the same fundamental concerns. At time of writing, it 

appears possible that this may have already happened in the form of some wings of the antivax and 

anti-mandate movement, which have become significantly connected to the far right and its 

conspiratorial mythos (Navarre, 2022). The significance of a shift of this nature is that it allows for a 

reshuffling of aims and goals, and therefore for previous failures and disappointments to be 

forgotten, and the same patterns returned to. By understanding how these features have defined 

the actions of the alt-right, however, it may be possible to make sense of the actions and possibilities 

of any such future movement in the same way.  

Conclusion 
The alt-right on /pol/ viewed themselves as the inheritors of a mythic ancestry that spread 

throughout history, and organised that history into a consistent cycle of decline and rebirth. Their 

beliefs about the future and about the possibilities of their own movement were fixed against this 

mythic backdrop, and their goals were closely focused on bringing it into being. By thinking about 

the alt-right in terms of their narrative’s structure, the actions of the movement as a whole become 

to some extent predictable, or at least explicable in hindsight. While it may not be possible to say 

exactly what form the next phase of their movement will take, this same logic is likely to define their 

future actions.  
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Discussion 
This thesis maps and evaluates the mythic structures present on /pol/, articulating the key features 

of the collective storytelling effort that defined the far right movement there.  

At its core, this conspiratorial mythology on /pol/ was made up of two key elements. The first was 

the conspiratorial worldview itself, which served to isolate the individual from ordinary society and 

inoculate them into an extreme outlook, and which was maintained by /pol/ through a process of 

continually reinterpreting current events in real time on the forum. The second was the narrative of 

mythic history, inspired and closely directed by popular fiction, which enlarged the importance and 

potential of their movement by situating it within a cycle of societal decline and rebirth, and which 

provided them with a set of steps to follow in order for their movement to succeed.  

One reason that these myths are important is because of how they shaped the radicalisation process 

that was in evidence on /pol/. In terms of the strategy employed deliberately by anons for 

radicalising others, the red pill – the singular unit of conspiratorial knowledge – was central. The 

foundation of this strategy, essentially, was the transmission of information: if a person could be 

exposed to the gnosis that had precipitated their own radicalisation, anons believed, then that 

person was likely to be radicalised as well. This was not a matter of ideology, in this thinking, but of 

facts. The very existence of their enemy and that enemy’s conspiratorial plan was enough, because 

the nature of that conspiracy led to only one plausible response. There were of course nuances to 

this thinking – the cultural brainwashing that the population had been subjected to required that the 

‘truth’ be revealed to them in certain ways for it to be accepted, for example – but no radicalisation 

strategy that I observed discussed on /pol/ extended meaningfully beyond finding means of 

exposing people to red pills.  

This was not the full extent of the system that I saw in evidence on /pol/, however. What it was, 

more accurately, was a system that not only distributed red pills, but had evolved to support and 

confirm those far right ideas by reinterpreting reality in real time, overlaying a richer and more 

exciting fiction onto ordinary events. /pol/’s community provided an almost self-contained 

conspiratorial lens through which to view the world, greatly enhancing the effect of red pills that 

might otherwise be too easily debunked. This made /pol/ a central place in its users’ lives, serving as 

their cipher key to understanding the shadow play of larger-than-life events they believed to be 

happening just outside of ordinary vision.  

It must also be acknowledged, also, that there is a critical distinction between accepting a radically 

isolating worldview and accepting the need for radical action, and mythic narratives played an 

important role in this as well. The alt-right’s shift toward terrorism, which became visible in 2019 but 
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which had been present in their discourse for some time before that, was inspired directly by works 

of fiction, and by a distorted view of history that predicted an imminent opportunity for total victory. 

Their ability to see themselves as following these narratives was a significant predictor of their 

behaviour – when the arc of current events appeared to be following the shape of a narrative that 

they expected, the movement followed it into real-world radicalism. At times when this was not the 

case, the movement slumped into melancholy.  

Long before it arrived in a world of neo-fascism, the story of the alt-right began with a different kind 

of fiction. Perhaps the most significant affect present in the discourse on /pol/ was the pervasive 

sense of disappointment that they described in how their lives and the world had turned out: 

instead of the unlimited opportunity at the end of history that they had expected, the world of the 

2010s and 2020s, and their place within it, has proven to be much darker. Rather than being 

interpreted as what it was – a fiction that had never accurately aligned with real events or history – 

the alt-right community on /pol/ consistently framed their expected destiny as something that had 

been stolen from them. Representing themselves through the alienated form of Pepe the frog, 

sometimes in clown makeup, anons described the experience of finding themselves adrift in a world 

that they felt did not want them, and which had no use for them. This was an experience of anomie 

(Durkheim, 1933), often described as normlessness (Hodwitz & Frey, 2016), expressed in this case as 

an estrangement from the norms of the notionally meritocratic (and yet also tilted in their favour) 

world that they were raised to expect. Because of this, a central aspect of what I observed on /pol/ 

was an effort to reorder reality into a form that was more acceptable to the members of its 

community. This was visible in the active maintenance of the mythscapes discussed in the previous 

chapter, and in the efforts to reread current events in conspiratorial terms that was described in 

Chapter 4. These were attempts to counter normlessness of the world by imposing the intuitive and 

recognisable narrative order of popular fiction onto the course of history.   

There may be a tendency to dismiss many elements of the alt-right’s early behaviour – such as its 

trolling, mysticism, and ironic shitposting – as frivolous and juvenile expressions of a movement in its 

adolescence, particularly when considered in terms of the sinister form that the movement 

eventually arrived at. It is important to recognise, however, that these activities were an expression 

of an attitude to reality, and more importantly to fiction, that was a throughline in /pol/’s subcultural 

character during the period I spent observing them. While the ironic-shitposter-to-earnest-believer 

pathway described in Chapter 5 was certainly not the way that many anons described it, in the sense 

that many evidently came to 4chan with significant far right and conspiratorial ideas already 

ingrained, it was also apparent that what they were doing when they engaged with /pol/ ironically 

was an exercise in teaching new recruits to merge political discourse with fiction. Fiction was a very 
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effective weapon for the alt-right in a literal, external sense – their early mobilisation of confusion 

and disinformation was effective in hiding the nature of their beliefs and in disseminating their ideas 

– but crucially it was also something that was fundamental to the internal function of alt-right 

radicalisation for individual anons. As demonstrated in Chapter 6, the movement’s worldview was 

deeply rooted in the conventions and narrative structures of fiction, and new recruits needed to be 

capable of taking on a fiction wholeheartedly, and of understanding that it was fiction without 

necessarily changing behaviour to reflect that fact. This required change was an acculturation to the 

absurd, and the deep ingraining of a willingness for things to be real and unreal at the same time and 

to switch back and forth as the argument required.  

While it does not appear to have remained that way, this cognitive superposition was a widely 

recognised element of the mysticism that briefly overtook /pol/ during the 2016 US election. Their 

ironic worship of Kek was never meant to be a serious claim that the god itself existed, and posters 

were keen to emphasise that they did not believe they were courting a god’s favour per se, but 

rather that it was their own willpower, reflected symbolically through the fictional semantics of the 

altered form of a dead religion, that made it work. That the idea that a small group of young white 

men could control the course of nations through memes and tripcodes on an online forum was the 

ultimate expression of white privilege – something they avowedly denied the existence of – was 

never considered in the discourse that I observed. It was simply taken for granted that the anons of 

/pol/ were not only the protagonists in their fiction, but also its authors, and had simply finally 

become aware of their own significance.  

This manifested not only in a readiness to invent lies to radicalise others, but also, as seen in Chapter 

4, to deliberately engage in a project of building a conspiratorial worldview that suited the needs of 

their movement. As a lens through which the events of the real world could be viewed in 

conspiratorial terms, /pol/ was an essential part of this. As discussed in Chapter 6, a fascist 

movement reshaping reality to reinforce its fictions is not without precedent; much as the Italian 

fascists redrew the streets of Rome to emphasise a fictional relationship between their movement 

and an idealised version of ancient Rome, so too did the alt-right use /pol/ to distort real events to 

suit their needs. The Italian fascists recognised that the historical relationship that they desired was 

something that would become real once it was something that could be seen – as Dagnino (2016) 

describes it, a key element of the rise of fascism was a recognition that politics “had entered a visual 

age,” – and the use of /pol/ this way represents awareness of a similar shift. The digital world has 

become the essential means through which politics is experienced (Crilley, Manor, & Bjola, 2020), 

and by monopolising and manipulating that window, reality itself twists with it.  
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The choices that followed the repeated failures of narrative that followed Charlottesville can be 

understood in these terms: not only were their strategies rooted in the narrative conventions of 

their chosen fictions, but also in the understanding that reality was something that could be 

semantically and narratively reinterpreted on a foundational level. These were modes of being and 

engaging with the world that worked perfectly well on an anonymous imageboard with little 

memory and no persistent individual identities, but which presented notable problems in the real 

world. These are issues that the community on /pol/ had, by the end of my observation, largely 

failed to address, and as such had fallen into something of a holding pattern waiting for an external 

change.  

The significance of what I observed on /pol/ is not only in terms of what it can tell us about /pol/ and 

4chan, but what it shows us about the wider possibilities for using online communities as 

instruments of radicalisation. While /pol/’s size and centrality appears likely to have made it the 

most significant example of mechanisms like the conspiratorial lens within the greater alt-right 

movement, they are very likely to be currently being replicated in other places.  

The radicalisation methods that turned 4chan toward the far right are also likely to be reproduced in 

other places in the future. There are many other online communities that are similarly defined by 

their anomie – one widely-known example might be the Incel community – that present clear targets 

for far right infiltration in the same manner as 4chan did. The same can be said for communities with 

especially transgressive senses of humour.  

Finally, it is clear that the conspiratorial mythology incubated on /pol/ (itself adapted from a long 

history of prior far right conspiracism) has already been passed on to new movements. The most 

obvious example of this is Qanon, but the range of alt-right subsidiary movements such as the Proud 

Boys, and some factions within the anti-vaccine movement, appear to be likely carriers as well. Full 

understanding of the significance of these ideas will aid significantly in positively identifying 

offshoots of the alt-right – something that is especially important given how effectively /pol/ was 

able to use plausible deniability to shield its early activities from critique.  
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Conclusion: what can be done about the alt-right? 
While it was never the aim of this thesis to devise deradicalization or counterterrorism efforts, there 

are a number of factors that have emerged from my research that may be of value for those hoping 

to do so. As noted at the start of this thesis, the main value of this work may not necessarily be in 

describing the alt-right, whose time appears to have passed, but in identifying features and 

strategies that are likely to be present in the future movements that will undoubtedly follow them.  

Without a doubt, the key feature that drove the rise of the alt-right was the proliferation of isolated 

and disappointed young men, whose lives had not followed the course that they felt they had been 

promised. It is no coincidence that the alt-right grew among highly anomic populations, and future 

groups can be expected to take advantage of similar feelings among similar groups. Considering 

rising concerns around issues such as cost of living, income inequality, and the decline of the middle 

class (OECD, 2018) among young people at present, the effectiveness of this strategy is only likely to 

grow. Given that these are primarily economic concerns it goes beyond my expertise to suggest how 

they can be countered effectively, but it is abundantly clear that current efforts to do so are failing, 

and that continued failure will result in the growth of further radical groups. 

In terms of preventing or limiting the movement’s rise, it would have been very valuable for the alt-

right to have been properly and widely identified as a neo-fascist movement during its early days. 

The fact that it was treated largely as a countercultural youth movement for a long period by 

credulous media was a significant advantage that allowed it to grow and develop with much less 

scrutiny than it deserved. Conversely, when Charlottesville exposed the movement for what it really 

was in 2017, it was a blow from which the alt-right never fully recovered. Given that there is 

generally a much greater awareness of the influence and behaviours of far right groups now, it may 

be that this particular series of events would not be repeated with future groups.  

An important way to recognise similar groups in future is through the unique shape of their 

conspiracism. This should not be especially difficult: the alt-right’s conspiracy theories were barely 

altered versions of existing far right and fascist conspiracies, and it is reasonable to expect that 

future movements will inherit these same conspiracies in highly recognisable forms. Given it is these 

conspiracies against which the movement measured itself and decided upon the proportionality of 

its actions, identifying the influence of these ideas in future movements represents a key predictor 

of dangerous radicalism. The fact that similar ideas are already visible in elements of the antivax 

movement, and in Qanon, should be of particular concern.  

The absence of a leader was a key strength for the alt-right during its early days, but contributed 

significantly to its inability to maintain momentum after 2017. The alt-right in its present form 
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appears unlikely to ever find a leader, but similar groups that emerge in the future may not, 

particularly if they form around a political movement that is more willing to acknowledge them than 

Donald Trump’s was. While the alt-right was hostile to attempts to take leadership of their 

movement, the way that they gravitated around Trump would appear to indicate that they would be 

willing to align themselves behind a future political candidate that matched sufficiently with their 

interests. Given the way that the alt-right grew during the period that it supported, and felt it was 

supported by, “God Emperor” Trump, the alignment of such groups behind popular candidates 

should be viewed as a particularly dangerous sign.  

As discussed in the final chapter, the key factors that were the alt-right’s undoing were related to 

the failure of its narrative and its loss of momentum. This was primarily the result of external factors, 

and could, I believe, have gone very differently had those factors shifted somewhat, particularly in 

terms of the narrative surrounding Donald Trump’s election in 2016. While there is little that can be 

done in terms of actively precipitating similar narrative failures in future movements, understanding 

the efforts to reshape reality to conform with mythic narratives and conspiracy theories that I saw 

on /pol/ may provide inroads for potential counter-messaging strategies.  

An awareness of these narrative structures may also be of value in predicting the actions of future 

groups. The change in narrative direction toward accelerationism after Charlottesville was 

predictable and visible, as was the turn toward terrorism to fulfil this narrative, and future 

movements can be expected to attempt to enact similar narratives by following similar strategies.  
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